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ABSTRACT

Phenomenology is oharacteristically assooiated with the motto

'to the things themselves', or even more tellingly, 'back tc the

things themselves'. This injunction makes senSe only against the

background of the belief that somehow we are at Some remove from 'the

things themselves' tc which we are inv i ted to return. In

phenomenology, this 'origin' is variously determined as 'experience',

'existence', 'the life-world', and sa on.

Much depends upon how we understand thiS return that

phenomenology advocates and practises. On one interpretation,

phenomenology claims to extricate itself from prejudices, which

distort or otherwise falSify 'experience', in favour of achieving a

direct and presuppositionless contact with experience, as if there

were something like a pristine experience, a raw datum, that could be

disclosed in a presuppositionless seeinga Such is how Derrida, for

example, interprets phenomenology, and it is on these grounds that he

relegates it to the 'metaphysios of presence'.

Several commentatorS have argued (and Derrida himself has

suggested) that Merleau-Ponty's The Visible and the Invisible breaks

with phenomenology in the above Sense a argue that even in hiS

Phenomenology of Perception (and to a lesser extent in Husserl's later

writings) phenomenology is in fact less naive than Derrida and others

would have uS believe. Admittedly, conservative prejudioeS are at work

in the Phenomenology, but on the whole the momentum of the text is on
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the Side of a break with and implicit critique of the metaphysicS of

presence. Certain indications to the contrary notwithstanding,

Merleau-Ponty attempts to articulate a conception of phenomenology

significantly different than the one described above~ a conception

that would take into account the fact that phenomenology is itself a

point of view and as such mediates the disclosure of lthe things

themselves'.

Merleau-Ponty focuses this mediation with reference to

language, and more preoisely with referenoe to phenomenology as itself

an instance of language, Such development as occurS in his philosophy

fleshes out, and does not repudiate, the teaching of the Phenomenology

concerning language and expression. The phenomenologist neither

mirrors nor coincides with experience in the sense of a full presence

on the other side of speech. He expresses experience, and hiS

expression is necessarily a creative deed. ThiS emphaSiS upon

phenomenology's creativity has not received due recognition in the

literature on Marleau-Panty.

Merleau-Ponty's philosophy, argue, is best characterized as

an attempt to reconcile the ideas of adequation and creativity. It

embraces both the demand to return to 'the things themselves', the

demand to be faithful to experience, and the recognition that, in

virtue of its own linguisticality, phenomenology's rendering of

experience is neoessarily creative. ThiS tenSion, which traoe

throughout Herleau-Ponty's writings, is what is comprehended in the

paradOXical expression 'creative adequation'.
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PREFACE

Merleau-Ponty titled hiS 1952 inaugural leoture to the College

de France 'In Praise of Philosophy'. Indeed, thiS could aptly serve as

the epigram for hiS entire authorship. Thirty-five years later, in a

time when the death of philosophy is Widely proclaimed and even

celebrated, the fact that Merleau-Ponty spoke in praise of philosophy

would be enough to discredit him in Some circlea. Who today among

those who could be considered his philosophical heirs would speak in

praiSe of philosophy? Would not such praiSe, even if written in the

genre of a funeral oration, be perceived as the sign of some

adolescent infatuation?

Merleau-Ponty waS certainly aware of reports that philosophy

waS dead. Indeed he took them very seriously. He explicitly addressed

thiS iSSue in his 1959 courSe at the College de France: 'With Hegel

something comeS to an end. After Hegel, there is a ph i Iosoph i ca I void.

This is not to say that there has been a lack of thinkers or of

geniuses, but that Marx, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche start from a

denial of philosophy. We might say that with the latter we enter an

age of non-philosophy.' (TFL, 100) ThiS 'age of non-philosophy' is

marked by a heightened awareness of the irrational, the contingent, or

what otherwise resists totalization. The 'non-philosophers' (Derrida,

Foucault, and Lyotard are some contemporary examples) thematize what

takes place on the fringes or margins of philosophy--what philosophy

has failed to capture and even excluded. This reSistant 'other' stands
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as an indictment against philosophy insofar as philosophy, committed

to the ideal of total knowledge, ought not to leave anything out,

ought. not to have an 'other'.

It is philosophy's pretense to total knowledge, the ideal or

project of encompassing everything, including its own contingent point

of view, in a rigorouS system of knowledge in which each thing would

be assigned a determinate place, that Dcomes to an end D in thiS n a g e

of non-philosophy", Kierkegaard, in polemic with Hegel, calls thiS

project 'the system'. Herleau-Ponty calls it 'metaphysics',1 Like the

nan-philosophers, Marleau-Panty rejects metaphysics, but he is no less

resolute in rejecting non-philosophy, This is what makes him an

especially interesting thinker in thiS age of non-philosophy. He says

of the non-philosophers that "their negation of metaphysics cannot

take the place of philosophy." CTFL, 102) He speaks of the need for a

new philosophy that will avoid the twin pitfalls of metaphysics and

non-philosophy, of rationalism and irrationalism.

It is thus with eyes open, and without denYing the experience

of unreason, that Her I eau-Ponty speaks in praise of Philosophy.

Without wistfully dreaming of or "yearning for its lost empire", he

believes that there is yet a future of philosophy. CTFL, 105) If

philosophy is not dead, there can be no doubt that it is in crisiS. In

Marleau-Panty's view, however, philosophy is never more alive and

vital than in such times of criSiS, when its meaning and purpose are

radically put into question. Husserl is Herleau-Ponty's mentor on

these matterS:

Driven to self-examination by the irrationalism of their times,
as well as by the intrinSic evolution of their problems,



philosophers have arrived at a definition of philosophy as the
interrogation of its very own meaning and possibility. "What I
seek under the name of philosophy,' writes Husser I , 'as the
goal and the field of my labor, I know naturally. And yet I do
not know it. Has this 'knowledge' ever been sufficient for any
true thinker CSelbstdenker). Has 'philosophy' ever ceased to be
a riddle to him in hiS life as a philosopher?' CTFL, 104)

In virtue of the fact that philosophy remains a question for him, the

philosopher distinguishes himself from both the dogmatic metaphysician

and the skeptical non-philosopher, each of whom must 'know' what

philosophy is; the former to execute its programme, the latter to deny

or otherwise negate it.

The "def t n t t I on" of philosophy as "t.he interrogation of its

very own meaning and possibilityfi will Seem empty if one does not

consider that thiS interrogation ariseS out of and turns back upon a

tradition. Such interrogation openS upon a text or a history of texts

purporting to be philosophical. One could say that for Merleau-Ponty

the task of the philosopher is to Situate himself self-consciously in

relation to thiS tradition. In thiS light, Merleau-Ponty's difference

from the non-philosophers emerges as a difference conoerning the

interpretation of the philosophical tradition. While he believes that

metaphySics has indeed played itself out and has come to an end, thiS

would spell the end of philosophy only if the history of philosophy

could be reduced to metaphySicS. Merleau-Ponty does not .accept thiS

reduction, however. He would certainly take issue with Jacques

Derrida's sweeping assimilation of the entire tradition under the

heading of the 'metaphySiCS of presence'.

In hiS readings of his predeoessor s (most notably, Husserl)1

Merleau-Ponty displays an acute sensitivity to the ambigUities in
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their texts, to the tensions at work in their philosophies. Above all,

he seeks to avoid closure in hiS interpretations. ,He reads less for

the aooompliShed thought that oan be oiroumsoribed and fixed by a

label than for the questioning thought that is struggling to establish

itself. It is because he reads generously in thiS way that he oan

reoognize a kindred spirit even in thoroughly 'metaphysioal' thinkers

such as Leibniz, Descartes, and Kant. Marleau-Panty believes that the

non-philosophers too have more in common with (and owe more to) the

tradition than they admit. Indeed he suggests that the "negation and

the end of philosophya is Pthe very same inquiry restored to its vital

souroes." (TFL, 100) In other words, in their oritique of philosophy

the non-philosophers embody something of the animating spirit vitally

at work in the tradition of philosophy from whioh they seek to

dissociate themselves.

Throughout hiS writing Merleau-Ponty interrogates

philosophy--inoIuding hiS own philosophizing--in a self-refleotive

inquiry as radioal as any praotised by the non-philosophers. It is

remarkable (but too little remarked) how attuned he waS to the

questions and themes that dominate muoh oontemporary philosophy (and

non-philosophy). He has said enough about these matters that, a

quarter century after hiS death, one can imagine him at home in

dialogue with deconstruotionists about the metaphySics of presence,

with post-analytio philosophers about language, and with

hermeneuticists about history and interpretation. ThiS theSiS carrieS

Merleau-Ponty's thought forward and engages him in suoh dialogue.
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INTRODUCTION: READING MERLEAU-PONTY

The various Sentences, paragraphs, chapters, and books of an

author are not so many _ unconnected things. Interpreters endeavour,

with good reaSan, to relate sentenoe to sentence, chapter to chapter,

book to book. The concept of the 'author' has long been the organizing

principle of our reading. Is it not, after all, one 'author' who is in

Some Sense responsible for all those texts bearing a common Signature?

Is it not reasonable to expect that this unity will be reflected in an

author's texts? Indeed, even when interpreters divide an author's

works into different periods, they do not therefore cease to make

reference in a non-trivial senSe to the 'author' whose views changed

from one period to another--who preserved, modified, contradicted, or

discarded hiS earlier viewse In Merleau-Ponty soholarship, for

example, even those who claim a radical change from the The Structure

of Behavior to The Visible and the lnvisible endeavour to relate the

Ibefore' and the 'after' and thus to integrate the difference within a

unity of sorts (albeit a differentiated one). Similarly, although he

wrote on subjects as diverse as art, politics, psychology, and

philosophy, Merleau-Ponty's interpreters appear to hold the conviction

that the works he produced in these various disciplines share

something more than a common signaturee

After the much celebrated 'death of the author', however, such

apparently uncontroversial assumptions acquire the status of
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questionable prejudiceS and it is not without Some trepidation that

one undertakes a detailed examination of the works of an 'author'.l

After the death of the author (in more than one sense), what can the

proper name 'Merleau-Ponty' signify for us? In our view, the

difficulty is to conceive the unity promised by the signature in such

a way as not to reify the 'author' into SOIDe eternal character. What

Marleau-Panty has remarked concerning the interpretation of Descartes'

works is equally pertinent to the interpretation of hiS own:

the idea of grasping him in hiS entirety at his Source is
perhaps an illusory one if Descartes--instead of being some
~central intuition~, an eternal character, and an absolute
individual--is this diScourse, hesitant at first, which is
affirmed through experience and use, whiCh is apprised of
itSelf little by little, and which never wholly stops intending
the very thing it has resolutely excluded, (S, 131-2)

Merleau-Panty's signature will not Signify for uS Some originating

power commanding his discourse from outSide of it. He understood his

own authorship as the pursuit of a thought which as much possessed him

as he it. He waS fond of saying that speaking (writing) teaches the

thinker his thought. We will not posit Some ncentral intuition D behind

hiS texts to which differences could be attached like instances to an

eSSence. HiS work has the charaoter of an ongoing conversation that

incessantly questions its aims and finds itself in each moment, and

not that of an artifact produced according to. some pre-established

plan. To posit Some such eSsence would be to deafen ourselves to the

searching voice that resonates acrOSS So many differenoes. It would be

to blind ourselves to these differenoes or otherWise to suppress them.

And yet the voice we listen for does not begin anew with the

pause of every sentence, paragraph, chapter, or book, as if from
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nothing. Although the author is not and could not be in pOSSeSSion of

Some kind of plan of which his corpus would be but the mirror image,

there· is nevertheless a kind of logic to his discourse. We recognize

in hiS voice a familiar accent, a certain habituality that weaveS

differences together into the fabric of a Single text, and ultimately

into the texture of a si~gle life.

ThiS is what Merleau-Ponty has called 'style'.2 No more than is

the discourse of one's partner in conversation, the sentences,

paragraphs, and books of an author are not Simply differences

externally related to each other and lacking internal cohesion. These

differenceS are informed by a certain style, a typical way of setting

things up. We discern thiS style by attending to how the moments of

diScourSe typically blend with each other to lead uS in a given

direction. Having acquired a SenSe for an author's style, we have won

not only a way of retrospectively understanding what we have already

read, but also a way of understanding what we have not yet read. We

acqUire the ability to antiCipate, as we are able to anticipate the

speech of Someone we know well--that iS t Someone whose style we are

well acquainted with.

Style is certainly a key concept in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy

and what he says about it both anticipates and corrects muoh

contemporary diSCUSSion concerning 'the death of the author'~3 There

is a remarkable continuity of style within Merleau-Ponty's corpus.

Problems are set up in characteristic waYSt typical patterns occur

within and across texts t and 80 on. This is not the Sign or Some fanoy

for architectonics, and, indeed he has bequeathed to uS nothing
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resembling a 'system of philosophy', Rather hiS general style is the

manner of expresSion proper to a certain preoccupation <Marleau-Panty

would, call it a 'Significative intention') that animates the

authorship throughout and never exhausts itself in any single

expression. This style struotures itself around the metaphor of the

< return' .

We find references to a 'return' throughout Marleau-Panty's

authorship. More precisely, we find references to several different

but related 'returns': the return to eXistence, to the phenomena, to

the unreflected, to the speaking subject, to the SOCial, to Silence,

and so on. Typically, when he makes POSitive claims about some

subject, when he offers hiS own conSidered Views, he presents thiS

POSitive as something to which we are invited to return. In reading

Marleau-Panty, therefore, it is less incisive to ask what is Signified

by 'eXistence', by 'experience', and so on, than to ask what they

Signify in light of the instruotion that they are to be approaohed in

the manner of a 'return'. The manner of approach furniSheS a context

without which the POSitive would risk beooming an abstraction, or even

worse, a dogma.

Although Merleau-Ponty speaks about several 'returns', they

share a family resemblance in virtue of the connecting metaphor, and

thiS lioenses us to speak about the 'return' in the Singular, In idea,

a return implies a distance separating a present point of departure

from some earlier pOSition, and the traversal of that distance.

Literally interpreted, thiS oharaoterization would be of little use

for making senSe of the various returns Marleau-Panty advocates. In
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the caSe of the return to existencet for example, the ontological

status of the positive to which we are to return is very ambiguous, as

is the sense in which it is 'prior' to the point of departure. To

return to existence is not to coincide with something that remains

identical as we approach it but rather to express something that is

otherwise only indeterminately present on the horizon of our thinking.

Furthermore, the point of departure is not Simply at a distance from

the place of return--one must add that it is alienated from it. ThiS

limitation noted, however, the metaphor proves to be quite fruitful.

The return does exhibit a certain structure and thiS has important

interpretative value.

The context out of which the return emerges, like a figure

against a background, is already present in the opening SentenceS of

The Structure of Behavior. Briefly, and concisely, Merleau-Ponty

decribes the metaphySics of modern science, which in the modern world

is the assumed point of departure for philosophy as well. Indeed it is

the stock of concepts we modern men typically reach for when we

reflect upon our existence or our 'being-in-the-world·. This

metaphySical mind-set is inaugurated with the distinction between the

'real' and the 'apparent' (or ·phenomenal·). In modern psychology, for

example, -the scientific analYSiS of behavior waS defined first in

oppOSition to the givens of naive consciouSness.~ (SB, 7) Following

the movement of a luminous spot acroSS a wall in a dark room, ~I would

say that it has 'attracted' my attention, that I have turned my eyes

'toward' it .... ' (Ibid,) The scientist-psyohologist, who would himSelf

admit that thiS description anSwers to hiS own experience, is nct
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oontent to remain with it and is quiok to theorize~ ~Science SeemS to

demand that we reject these characteristics as appearances under which

a reality of another kind must be discovered." (Ibid.)

What is Significant for Merleau-Ponty is not the scientist's

refusal to accept and remain with such descriptions, which are

admittedly qUite unilluminating, as the final word about light. It is

rather the devaluation and eventual suppression of the phenomenal

world they describe that is significant--the dubious metaphysical

status assigned to the term 'appearance'. Henceforth, in hiS

theorizing the Scientist need no longer, or so he thinks, take

seriously the phenomenal world with which he began. HiS concern is

with the 'real' world of 'physical facts' that lies 'under' or

'behind' it and that allegedly gives rise to it as cause to effect.

The 'real' is thus opposed to the 'phenomenal'; the

Significations naive consciouSness gives to these terms is reversed.

"This reversal immediately poses a series of questions." (Ibid.) In

his questioning Marleau-Panty shows thiS reversal to be a concealment

or suppresSion of what the 'real' meanS for us, as given in

experience. ThiS questioning amounts to a re-evaluation of thiS

devaluation of the 'phenomenal', to a reversal of thiS reversal.

Merleau-Ponty returns to the state of affairs which antedates thiS

distinction. ThiS does not mean Simply reversing, in a reactionary

fashion, the Significations Science attaches to the 'real~ and the

'apparent' or 'phenomenal'. The distinction itself is questionable.

The return could not be accomplished Simply by refUSing to perform

scientific analysis, as if this would leave uS with the 'real' by

I I
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substraction and without any Serious effort on our part. One would

still be operating under the domination of the very distinction one

was trying to put into question. Merleau-Ponty has perhaps learned

from Nietzsche, who writes: 'We have abolished the real world: what

world is left? the apparent world perhaps .... But no! with the real

world we have also sboltsbed the apparent Forld!"" The return to the

mgivens of naive consciousness R advocated in The Structure of Behavior

is in an important SenSe a return to pre-science, but Marleau-Panty

does not blindly accept the soientific prejudice about the nature of

pre-science. He does not accept the scientific determination of the

'phenomenal'. Rather, this becomes a question mark for him, and hiS

project is to find a way to approach pre-science So that it can itself

teach us what it is.

From what has been said we can isolate the fundamental

structural moments of the 'return' as practised in The Structure of

Behavior. Its point of departure is a certain alienation. The title of

the 'real~ has been usurped from the Dgivens of naive consciousnessB

and secondary and derivative constructions have been substituted in

their place. In effect, thiS substitution puts uS at a distance from

the 'real', estranges us from it, and the return is a corrective to

thiS alienation. It is the traversal of thiS distance in a reverse

direction, the endeavour to make contact With the primordial reality

from which the distinction between the 'real' and the 'apparent' or

'phenomenal' originates. ThiS primordial reality, determined as
./

exper i ence ", 'perception', "ex t a t ence ", 'life-world', is in turn
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appealed to as a ground for adequate philosophical descriptions or

statements.

Merleau-Ponty structures hiS subject matter in thiS way

throughout hiS works. Indeed, the return is not simply an idea that

recurS from text to text; it is as well the style of hiS

philosophizing, virtually his method. Thus understood, the return is

an integral part of phenomenology in the general Sense Merleau-Panty

gives thiS term in the Phenomenology of Perception. He writes that

"phenomenology can be practised and identified as a manner or style of

thinking ... [whichJ existed as a movement before arriving at a complete

awareness of itself as a philosophy." CPhP, viii) As a 'style of

thinking", phenomenology is not Simply a new doctrine to be placed

alongside other doctrines left to uS in the history of philosophy. It

does not amount to a substitution of a new knowledge for others which

have been at one time dominant. What makes phenomenology a "style of

thinking 3 is the structure of the return which is its central motif.

This return is a performance of sorts and is neoessarily polemical.

A passage from The Primacy of Perception illustrates thiS with

particular clarity. Responding to a challenge from M. Brehier that

philosophy oould never have been created if the early Greeks had been

phenomenologists, Merleau-Ponty writes: "ThiS hypothesis is itself

impossible. Phsnomenology could never have come about before all the

other philosophical efforts of the rationalist tradition, nor prior to

the construction of science. It measures the distance between our

experience and thiS science. How could it ignore it? How could it

precede it?" CPriP, 29) The point we wish to stress here is that
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Marleau-Panty SeeS phenomenology as standing in polemical relation to

Some already eXisting construction which is at a distance from and at

odds with e o ur experienceD. It is the attempt to return to thiS

experience acroSs an instituted distance and to restore it in its

primaoy and dignity.

Phenomenology doe~ not, however, amount to a bare assertion of

Dour experienoeD (and later we will see how thiS is relevant as

concernS contemporary diScuSsion concerning 'the metaphysics of

presence') over and against Some secondary and derivative

constructions. Its aim is not Simply to coincide with experience, as

if truth were a matter of silent identity. It aims rather to capture

experience in reflection, to understand it, to express it. Thus

phenomenology begins with the fact that, as ooncerns the dominant ways

of understanding our experience, we are at some distance from the

terminus ad quem to which we must return. Phenomenology tries to show

how scientific prejudiceS about the 'real' and the 'phenomenal' have
I,j

been constructed from and conceal something yet more primary that has

preceded. ThiS indirection, and the polemical style required by the

rhetorical Situation, cannot be avoided, if phenomenology is to be

something more than the undialectical assertion of one theSiS against

another. Phenomenology is essentially dialectical or polemical in thiS

senSe.

This is olearly evident in the Phenomenology of Perception. No

matter what subject matter is taken up, Merleau-Ponty invariably

proceeds with a critical analysis of Some widely accepted point of

view upon it, and this serves as a point of departure in relation to
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which the phenomenological account of the Same subject is a return. He

begins the work, for example, with an analysis of some of the

claSSical concepts used to 'explain' perception. It is only by guiding

us through thiS detour, which amounts to a Socratic eXamination of

~traditional prejudiceS a
, that he is able to return uS to the °things

themselves". CPhP, 26) It is only after ·sense experience has become

once more a question~ that he properly introduces the aphenomenal

field" that Will serve as the inexhaustible well from which he draws

hiS insights throughout. CPhP, 52)

ThiS polemical style is sustained throughout Merleau-Ponty's

authorship and will be the connecting thread linking the moments of my

study of hiS philosophy. The polemical foil varies from text to text.

In The Struoture of Behavior it is empiricism that ServeS as the

polemical point of departure. In the Phenomenology of Perception it is

predominantly intellectualism that is polemically engaged. In The

Visible and the Invisible phenomenology itself is put in the position

of a fo i l . shall argue that, throughout these structured changes

(each moment organized by the motif of the return) something of a

development occurS in hiS philosophy. After the Phenomenology, and

parallel to an increaSing occupation with art, literature, language,

and history, the not ion of \ express i:,r:< ._pecomes more and more important

in his works. The status of the \given', of the 'immediate', and so

on, those 'certainties' Merleau-Panty characteristically evokes when

he wants to criticize or correct competing philosophies, becomes more

and more problematic. The backward turning and gr-ound i ng movement of
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which the phenomenological account of the Same subject is a return. He

begins the work, for example, with an analysis of some of the

classical concepts used to 'explain' perception. It is only by guiding

us through thiS detour, which amounts to a Socratic Bxamination of

ntraditional prejudiceS D
, that he is able to return uS to the nthings

themselves". CPhP, 26) 1, is only after 'sense experience has become

once more a question- that he properly introduces the nphenomenal

field" that will Serve as the inexhaustible well from which he draws

hiS insights throughout. CPhP, 52)

ThiS polemical style is sustained throughout Merleau-Ponty's

authorship and will be the connecting thread linking the moments of

~y study of his philosophy. The polemical foil varies from text to

text. In The Structure of Behavior it is empiricism that ServeS as the

polemical point of departure. In the Phenomenology of Perception it is

predominantly intellectualism that is polemically engaged. In The

ViSible and the Invisible phenomenology itself is put in the POSition

of a foil. shall argue that, throughout these structured changes

(each moment organized by the motif of the return) something of a

development occurS in his philosophy. After the Phenomenology, and

parallel to an inoreasing occupation with art, literature, language,

and history,the notion of 'expreSSion' becomes more and more important

in hiS works. The status of the 'given', of the 'immediate', and So

on, those 'certainties' Marleau-Panty characteristically evokes when

he wants to criticize or correct competing philosophies, becomes more

and more problematic. The backward turning and grounding movement of
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the return becomes background to the forward surging and creative

movement of expression.

Within the general framework we have described, shall

undertake to eludicate the problem of philosophical expreSSion in

Merleau-Ponty's philosophy. ThiS problem is exemplified by the

marriage of two unlike~y partners--creation and adequation. In a

working note of June 1858, Merleau-Ponty says that philosophy is "a

creation in a radical SenSe: a creation that is at the same time an

adequation, the only way to obtain an adequation," (VI, 187) ThiS is a

puzzling characterization of philosophy. Are not the notions of

creation and adequation antithetical, or even mutually exclUSive?

Indeed someone might protest that there is a oonfuSion here. Either

philosophy is creative, in which caSe it must abandon the claim to

adequation, or it seeks adequation, in which caSe creativity, as a

Source of distortion or falsehood, must be excluded. Merleau-Ponty

refuses to choose between these alternatives, however. Indeed it is

hiS attempt to reconcile these antithetical demands that makes him an

then are understand this

especially interesting

philosophy. How

and important

we to

figure in contemporary

duality in

Merleau-Ponty's characterization of philosophy?

On the one hand, Merleau-Ponty describes hiS philosophy as a

search for 'the fundamental', ThiS fundamental--existence, the

unreflected, Being--is said to be primordial in relation to what is

aSSigned the place of 'reality' in certain dominant accounts, We

misunderstand ourselves when we attempt to oapture the SenSe of our

existence in objectivistic categories. We leave aut of account the
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phi l oaoph t ca l

project is to make contact with this fundamental, and the manner of

approach is characterized as a return. As such, the fundamental

functionS in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy as a touchstone for truth. It

is appealed to both in order to criticize competing theories and as

the ground for adequate ~hilosophical descripticns or expressions.

On the other hand, however, it is clear that philosophy is not,

for Marleau-Panty, a matter of coinoiding with experience in innocent

identity. The task of philosophy is not to coincide with but rather to

understand and indeed express what we experience. Distance is

necessary for Such understanding. The task of philosophy is to 'say'

what we experience. ThiS distance and thiS 'saying' cannot be ignored

if philosophy is to be truly radical. Philosophy does not merely

double its object, leaving it unchanged. In the 'saying' the

fundamental is itself transformed, 'promoted to its truth', as

Merleau-Panty often says. ExpreSSion is in some SenSe creative or

constitutive of what is brought to eXpression. Philosophical

eXpression doeS not, therefore, Simply mirror something that is

already well formed and complete in itself. The fundamental appealed

to, which at first glance appeared to be on the hither side of

language or expression, is determined by the expression which captures

it. "Be i ng ,." Her-Leau-Pont.y says, DiS what requ ir-ee creation of ue for

us to experience it," (Ibid,) The fundamental seemS to be both before

and after expression--to be both its ground and its creation.

The task of thiS thesiS is to elucidate this antinomy in

Merleau-Ponty's account of philosophical expreSSion. I shall trace the
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trajectory of thiS problem from the The Structure of Behavior to The

ViSible and the Invisible with particular emphasiS upon the

relationships and differences between the concepts of 'reflection' and

'expression' as they function in hiS philosophy. ThiS trajectory,

shall argue, traces a path from a philosophy of reflection to a

ph i losophy of express ion..

Merleau-Ponty turned to phenomenology because he saw in it the

promise of a renewal of philosophy, the promise of a vital philosophy

that could address man in his fleshy existence. He inherits this

conception of phenomenology from Husserl, and I begin my thesis with

an interpretation of Husserl in light of the motif of the return. This

interpretation, in which tease out some of the ambiguities in

Husserl's phenomenology surrounding the idea of the return, prepares

the stage for my argument that Merleau-Ponty conceived phenomenology

as being essentially dialectical or polemical. Reading with

Mer I eau-Ponty, I challenge the view that phenomenology, insofar as it

is a return 'to the things themselves', is committed to the idea of

presuppositionless and completely neutral descriptions.

ThiS view of phenomenology, from which dissociate

Mer I eau-Ponty , is shared by some of phenomenology's avowed proponents

and detractors alike. Among the former, some have criticized

Merleau-Ponty for deviating from phenomenology. It has been argued

that he is too dialectical in his presentations, instead of directly

consulting 'the things themselves'.- He is not 'phenomenological'

enough. On the other hand, phenomenology's detractors have criticised

Mer I eau-Ponty for opposite reasons, charging that he is not
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sufficiently dialectical and holds a naive belief in direct or

tooHe isthemselves' .~things'thetounmediated acceSS

'phenomenological'.

Heither of these criticisms reaches its mark because they both

presuppose a view of phenomenology that is much less Sophisticated

than the one Merleau-Ponty, following Husserl, attempts to work out.

Merleau-Ponty is partially responsible for thiS misunderstanding,

however, because of the ambiguity in hiS characterization of

phenomenology. He is especially ambiguous about reflection, for

example, and thiS concept dominates much of ·hiS early work. ThiS

ambiguity becomes especially apparent with reference to language. As

his interest in language and expression increases, he characterizes

the phenomenologist (and the philosopher) more and more not simply as

one who reflects, but as someone who speaks as well.

The emphasis on language, and expreSSion in general, has the

effect of bringing the creative aspect of phenomenology to the fore

and of radically calling the phenomenological project into question.

ThiS creativity, argue, had been obscured in hiS earlier

characterizations of phenomenology as a reflective activity. At the

Same time, however, the emphasis on creativity comes into conflict

with the motif of the return in his philosophy, whioh is directed

toward acheiving adequation. If there is an element of oreativity in

what the phenomenologist (philosopher) says about experienoe, the idea

of returning to the things themselves and of appealing to experience

as a kind of evidenoe becomes questionable. Thus one of the major

problems that arises in the later works conoerns how the rival demands

,..
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of creativity and adequation, neither which Marleau-Panty wants to

sacrifice, can be reconciled.

I I



CHAPTER 1

THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL HERITAGE

In Greece, and in the youth of philosophy generally, it waS
found difficult to win through to the abstract and to leave
eXistence, which always gives the partioular; in modern times,
on the other hand, it has become difficult to reach existence.
The process of abstraction is easy enough for us, but we also
desert existence more and more, and the realm of pure thought
is the extreme limit of such desertion.

Soren Kierkegaard

1. The Phenomenological 'Style'

16

In IIEverywhere and Nowhere", in which he explicitly addresses

the hermeneutical question concerning the interpretation of a

philosopher's works, Merleau-Ponty attacks "the twin myths of pure

philosophy and pure history". (S, 130) According to the first, a

philosophy is something completely autonomous with respect to its

historical context. Insofar as it is u pur e philosophyB, it reveals

eternal truths, and our interpretative efforts should be directed

toward appropriating these truths from its 'interior'. Historical

conSiderations are thought to be not only irrelevant to thiS

endeavour, but potentially subversive of it as well, Since they

relativize the claim to truth of a philosophy. According to the myth

of a "pure history", on the other hand, a philosophy is merely a

product or even an effect of historical circumstances. To understand a

philosophy is to explain its theses with reference to historical
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factors that are thought to operate in Some SenSe as cauSeS. A

philosophy is interpreted with regard to what is 'exterior' to it.

Marleau-Panty argues that interpretation does not have to

choose between these two alternatives. What is required rather is that

we "get back to their effective relationships'. (Ibid.) A philosophy

is at once both an event and an advent. It is an event in history and

carries thiS history within it insofar as the philosopher speaks from

somewhere. He is situated in a language and in a history that is

effective in hiS philosophizing in ways that he can never beoome

completely conSciouS of. On the other hand, a philosophy is an advent

and Behalves transoendence, is able to speak beyond its own timet

insofar as, in responding to hiS context, the philosopher modifies his

inheritance and makes hiS already acquired past speak in a new way_

The task for interpretation is to comprehend the relation

between advent and event. There is a need, Marleau-Panty says for Sa

theory of concepts or significations [that would take] each

philosophical idea as it is: never unburdened of historical import and

never reducible to its origins.- (S, 130) He compares philosophical

discourse with language in general.

As new forms of grammar and syntax arising from the rubble of
an old linguistic system or from the accidents of general
history are nevertheless organized according to an expressive
intention which makes a new system of tham, so each
philosophical idea emerging in the ebb and flow of personal and
social history is not simply a result and a thing but a
beginning and an instrument as well. (Ibid.)

The point of Situating Merleau-Ponty's philosophical adventure

in the context from which he sets out is not then to Submit his

authorship to a fate imposing itself upon him from behind or to reduce
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his voice to an echo of hiS philosophical predecessors. An author, and

Merleau-Ponty least among authors, does not passively suffer the

context aut of which he works as an exterior force or cauSe. Rather,

in assuming and engaging it he effects its transformation. "A man

cannot receive a heritage of ideas without transorming it by the very

fact that he comeS to k~ow it, without injecting hiS awn and always

different way of being into it," Merleau-Ponty writes. (8, 224) It

would be equally true (or equally false) to say that he is somehow or

other the product of hiS context as it would be to say that he

constitutes it.

Of course, the concept of I context , is very broad and it would

be folly to suppose that one could ever adequately circumscribe the

total context in which an author wrote. In thiS chapter we shall limit

our remarks to the philosophical context in which Merleau-Ponty wrote,

and even more selectively will filter thiS with reference to the motif

of the return. HiS encounter with phenomenology, and in particular

with the thought of Edmund Husser I , is especially relevant for our

purposes. 1

It is important to realize that phenomenology, in

Merleau-Ponty's eyes, was something that transcended and indeed

antedated the precise method articulated by Husserl. He believed that

phenomenology waS something that "can be practised and identified as a

manner or style of thinking R and aexisted as a movement before

arriving at a complete awareneSS of itself as a philosophy." (PhP,

viii) Hegel, Kie~kegaardt Nietzsohe, and even Marx and Freud, are

named as thinkers in this Ustyle u
• What does it mean to call

I I
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phenomenology a Ustyle of thinking~? How are we to understand thiS

'style' of which Husserlian phenomenology is but an instance, albeit

the consumate instance and crowning achievement?

For Merleau-Ponty, Husserl's phenomenology is dialectically or

polemically inaugurated in an effort to overcome prejudice~ It is a

radical shift in persp~ctive from the dominant way in which we

understand ourselves and the world in which we live.

Husserl's first directive to phenomenology, in its early
stages, to be a 'descriptive psychology', or to return to the
'things themselves', is from the start a forswearing of
scienC84 I am not the outcome or the meeting-point of numerous
causal agencies which determine my bodily or psychological
make-up, I cannot conceive myself as nothing but a bit of the
world, a mere object of biological, psyohological or
sociological investigation, I cannot shut myself up within the
realm of science. (Ibid,)

Husser I develops hiS position on the 'things themselves', that toward

whiCh phenomenology directs or returns us, with constant reference to .,~.

that from which it turns uS away. The famous injunction ~~ack tgrthe

things themselves' is the dialectical twin of the' rhjun~tion to turn

away from or put out of play an operat~e ~reiUdice whioh conceals the

'things themselves', The wo~d 'ba~' in thiS slogan is important and

indicates the di&lecti~l' movement that Merleau-Ponty calls the

'return'.2

• In the above passage the distorting prejudice to be turned &way

from is identified with science, but more generally Merleau-Ponty

calls it 'objectiVism'. In 'The Vienna Lecture' Husserl himself

describes phenomenology as the effort of overcoming objectivism."

Objectivism there denotes the prejudice, common to scienoe and common

SenSe alike, that the world exists already-made Without any
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contribution from the subject, who is thought to receive its imprint

passively through variouS causal agencies. Phenomenology's inaugural

moment is a return from the world as conceived through the prejudice

of objectivism to the phenomenal world as perceived and lived by an

incarnate subject.

Understanding phenomenology as being polemically structured in

thiS way better enables uS to comprehend what it could mean to call it

a nstyle of thinking U and to recognize the affinity Marleau-Panty Sees

between such apparently radically different thinkers as Kierkegaard

and Husserl. In the Phenomenology of Perception it is Kierkegaard he

acknowledges as being the source of hiS critique of objectivism and

not, as One might expect, Husserl.~ (PhP, 71) Kierkegaard's account of

objectivism is remarkably similar to Husserl's, and both link this

prejudice with the development of science, One finds in each the

concern that thiS prejudice gives rise to a forgetfulness or even

concealment of how the real is experienced in the first person. Both

undertake to reveal or exorcize thiS prejudice and thereby to return

to what it conceals. Both state the need to get back to, or return to,

what is more primary Or fundamental. Kierkegaard calls thiS

'eXistence' and Husserl (in his later period) calls it the

'life-world'.5 There are indeed important differences between these

two thinkers, but they each structure a central problem, the problem

of how We understand ourselves, in a similar way. It is thiS

structural similarity that authorizes Herleau-Ponty to speak of a

phenomenological 'style' of thinking.
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Similar affinities could be pointed out between Husserl and

others that Mer Ieau-Ponty calls thinkers in the phenomenological

style. ThiS is not to belie Husserl's originality but rather to make

the point that for Merleau-Ponty phenomenology is part of a tradition

and is born in polemics with a dominant mode of understanding. It is

not something created ex nihilo by Husserl or anyone else.

Marleau-Panty understood phenomenology as a distinctively modern

development and as a response to a distinctively modern Situation

characterized by the prestige of science and the dominance of

objectivism in the modern world, man'S alienation from hiS own

experience, the crisis of value and the loss of meaning. If'others can

be said to think in thiS style it is because, putting aSide the

question of influence, they address critically the same prejudices.

The situation in and against which Husserl's thought waS inaugurated

waS not something merely private to him. It had an intersubjective

reality and indeed a history encompaSSing other thinkers before and

after him.

Putting Husserlian phenomenology into this broader context and

laying out its dialectical or polemical structure enables uS to

understand better the 'existential' import of this 'style of thinking"

and the attraction it held for an ethically and politically motivated

thinker like Merleau-Ponty. John Bannan offers an inSightful account

of the value Merleau-Ponty saw in phenomenology:

What attracted him to phenomenology waS the prospect that he
felt it offered for a renewal of philosophy. Husserl, who waS
the founder of phenomenology, called it a "return to the things
themselves', which the already accomplished philosophies had
lost Sight of. ThiS return waS accomplished primarily by
beginning with a careful description of things as they appear
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and of the consciouSneSS in which they appear--a desoription
Sensitive to the riohness and complexity that characterizes
both things and consciousness before they are refined by
philosophical analysis. It is this richness, the
phenomenologist feels, that previous philosophies have let slip
away by attempting to analyse reality as if it were fashioned
according to some mechanical, biological, or spiritual model.
In hiS earliest writings Merleau-Ponty protests this abuse and
advances phenomenology as its corrective~&

What the salready accomp~ished philosophisSD, infatuated with Science,

had Mlost sight ora or alat Slip away" was eXistence as it is lived or

experienced in the first person singular. The rise of objectivism, as

HUBS-srI argues in his later writings, has al ienated man from his own

existence. Man cannot recognize himself or get hiS bearings in the

world such as it is understood by objectivism. Love, death, politics,

art, the urichness a of our experience--in short, everything that human

be t ngs care about--lose their meaning when translated into

objectivistic termS. In the face of thiS reductionist loss of meaning,

phenomenology is essentially restorative of meaning. It keeps close to

the level of everyday experience and talks about the world and

existence in terms in which flesh and blood human beings can recognize

themselves.

Bannan's inSight that for Merleau-Ponty (and for Husser I as

well) phenomenology comeS on the scene as a "corrective R to a dominant

prejudice about the nature of consciousness and reality is important.

Phenomeno l ogy arises as a movement of reSistance against a certain way

of understanding (or misunderstanding), in relation to which it is

po l en t ca I or dialectical. ThiS total rhetorical Situation is what I

mean in speaking about the 'structure' of the return. ahall

elucidate thiS structure and some attendant difficulties in Husaerl's

I I
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phenomenology with reference to several exemplary texts. This will set

the stage for a discussion of the meaning and significance of the

return in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy. My objective here is not to

establish a one-to-one correspondence between ideas in their

is what he calls,

respective philosophies but rather to sketch in Husser I the motif

Marleau-Panty inherits _and invests to hiS own fortune. "I borrow

myself from others; I create others from my own thought,' he says with

reference to Husserl. (S, 158)

2. Husserl's Critique of Objectivism

I claim that Husserl presents phenomenology in the context of a

return. To speak of phenomenology as a return means that it is a

returning or turning away from something. What Husserl's phenomenology

returns from, what it polemically turns away from,

at the most general level, objectivism.

In his 1811 article 'Philosophy as Rigorous Science',' Husserl

lays out hiS position polemically against the foil of what he terms

"na t ur-a l ism'. Naturalism (which for my purposes designates

approximately the same thing that I have been calling 'objectivism')

is described as u a phenomenon consequent upon the discovery of nature,

which is to say, nature considered as a unity of spatia-temporal being

subject to exact laws of nature.' (Ibid., 78) The sense of every

'event', of what it is for something 'to be', is fixed under the

auspices of thiS metaphySical framework and conditions are legislated

for valid explanation. Anything that can be said 'to be' must exist as
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such in one of two modes of being, one of which is merely derivative

or epiphenomenal in relation to the other. According to thiS

prejudice, Kwhatever is is either itself physical, belonging to the

unified totality of physical nature, or it is in fact psychical, but

then merely as a variable dependent on the phySical, at best a

secondary 'parallel accomplishment'." (Ibid.) Husserl's quarrel with

naturalism is that consciousness, if reduced to a mere event in nature

thus defined, is not appropriately characterized and indeed is

falsified. He attacks the psychology of hiS day because he believeS

that it had uncritically allowed itself to be dominated by thiS

preju.dice~

According to Husserl, nature as defined by naturalism does not,

as is claimed, 'contain' everything that is. The psychical,

consciousness, insofar as it can be so contained, is not the psychical

proper but rather a pale caricature. Despite its bold claims,

naturalism makes no progress toward understanding the psychical in its

own being. Husserl charges that nthe natural Sciences have not in a

Single instance unraveled for us actual reality, the reality in which

we live, move, and are. u (Ibid., 140) Natural science, and philosophy

insofar as it shares the Same metaphysical assumptions, fails to

remain close to the surface of "actual r-ee l t t y'", fails to respect its

internal meaning and texture. ThiS daotual realityU, presupposed but

not clarified by natural iSm, will be the field opened by

phenomenology.

In thiS early article, Husserl does not say much about Athe

reality in which we live, move, and areB. It is evoked as a corrective
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to naturalism, but is not itself carefully thematized. The phenomenal

field is not 'unraveled' as it will be, with patience and rigor, in

his later works. What I wish to draw from thiS text is the dialeotioal

relationship between the naturalistic prejudice and Uaotual realityH.

Under the sway of thiS prejudice, "a.c t.ua I reality" is concealed. It

has a mode of being that is not oaptured by and is irreduoible to

either of the kinds of being defined by naturalism. Naturalism, in

that it insists on squeeZing everything into its reductive categories

and views everything in their light, is thus effeotively blind to the

~phenomenal~. Husserl uses thiS term to describe the being of Ractual

reality!!. "The phenomena l ;" Husserl writes, "had to elude psychology

because of its naturalistic point of view as well as its zeal to

imitate the natural sciences and to See experimental procedures as the

main point.' (Ibid., 101-2)

The elUSiveness of the proper objeot of phenomenology is not

insignificant as concernS how we gain acceSS to it. It is not Simply a

matter of opening one's eyes and seeing what is 'there'. Insofar as we

are spell-bound by naturalism, and thiS attitude is virtually natural

to !...l.S moderns, "a c t.ua l reality" is not acceSSible to our reflective

glance. The prejudiCe gets in the way of its disclosure, as it were.

For this reason such disclosure must go hand in hand with the removal

of the obfusoating prejudice. The intitiation into phenomenology does

not begin with the positive, with the return to 'the things

themselves', but rather with the negative, with the removal of the

prejudice of naturalism. Phenomenology, as a return, is dialectically

structured. It involves a negative and a positive moment. It is
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important to note where Husserl puts the emphasiS when he says: 'What

is needed is not the insistenoe that oneS SeeS with hiS own eyes;

rather it is that he not explain away under the pressure of prejudice

what has been seen.' (Ibid., 147)

These themes are explored in much greater detail in Ideas,

published two years later in 1813.- The use of the terms 'epoche' and

'reduction' (which for our purposes are practically synonomous)

affords him greater precision and adds flesh to his phenomenology.- In

thiS text Husserl speaks of several reductions or apaches, indicating

by this that the path to 'transcendental consciousness' takes uS

through certain intermediate steps, each step being a deepening of the

preceding one. (Ideas, 103) Two steps are particulary noteworthy. The

first takes uS from the abstractions of science and philosophy back to

the 'natural attitude'.to The second takes uS from the natural

attitude back to 'transcendental consciOUSness'.

The first step Husserl calls the 'philosophical epcche', He

writes: 'The philosophical epoche, which we propose to adopt, should

oon5i8t ... in thiS, that in respect of the theoretical content of all

previous philosophy, we shall abstain from passing any judgement at

all ...• • (Ibid., 72-3) (From the context it is apparent that he has in

science in mind as well as philosophy.) The assumption is that the

"theoretical content of all previous philosophy' distorts reality or

otherwise gets in the way of a more faithful understanding. What the

proposed apache requires is that we abstain from affirming (or

denying) the metaphysical prejudices of all theory. With respect to

perception, for example, we refrain from theorizing about the real,
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the better to appropriate it with the meaning it actually has in

experience. We depart from theoretical prejudices about the real and

return or go back to 'the things themselves' as they are given prior

to and independently of all theory.

Husserl's text raises Some questions that we will explore here

in a preliminary way and .later analyze in greater detail. In the first

pl~oe, there is a question as to the relationship between the

theoretical prejudiceS and the 'given' (i.8. "a c t ua l realityR) to

which Hussarl returnS. In Ideas the relationship appears to be

non-dynamic. PrejudiceS 'veil' the given, but the given remains at one

with itself, unaffected by prejudiceS and there to be Seen if only we

put aSide the veil. Husser I tells us: 'Self-evident data are patient,

they let theories chatter about them, but remain what they are. B

(Ibid., 80) On thiS account, there is no interpenetration between

theories (prejudices) and the given. Each remains external to the

other. Experience, actual reality, is what it is regardless of how we

understand it. (ThiS relationship becomes complicated and ambiguous in

the later writings where Husserl speaks about theories 'flowing into'

the life-world.)

A second and related question conoernS what is involved in

putting prejudiceS out of play. Husserl acknowledges that thiS is no

mean task: 'That we should set aSide all previous habits of thought,

see through and break down the mental barriers which these habits have

set along the horizons of our thinking ...• are hard demands.' (Ibid.,

38-9) The execution of thiS task is aSSigned to epoche. It is

questionable, however, that apache alone is sufficient ta ubraak down
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to neutralize the inertial

effectiveness of ·previous habits of thought Q
• Husser'I's own practice

certainly goes beyond mere epoche. Throughout Ideas he offers detailed

analyses and critiques of various theories. ThiS is something more

than and different from 'bracketing· them." Despite hiS explicit

pronouncements about epo~he, hiS own practice seems to indicate that

at Some level he acknowledges that, in order to render a prejudice

ineffective, something more than the apache is required. Husserl

himself does more than 'bracket' or 'suspend' the prejudices in

question: he works through them as well, analyzes them, traces their

roots. In Ideas thiS work is not assigned an integral place i~ hiS

phenomenology, but later he does explicitly acknowledge its importance

and attempts to integrate it.

Putting aside then the prejudiceS of all theoretical

standpoints, Husserl offers a description of Hour first outlook upon

life", which is taken "from the natural standpoint". (Ibid., 91) This

standpoint is -first- or Unatural R in that it is the one in which we

Simply find ourselves as human beings prior to any theoriZing. Indeed

all theoriZing is founded upon thiS standpoint and more or less

surreptiously draws meaning from it~ In relation to 'theoriZing',

Husserl's 'description' of the world of the natural standpoint is a

return to what is more primordial. He refrains from intellectualizing

our experience and attends to how we do in faot experience the world

when we are "consciously awake", (Ibid., 92)

Putting aside the 'veil', it is manifest that "through Sight,

touch, hearing, etc., in the different ways of sensory perception,
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corporeal things somehow spatially distributed are for me simply

there, in a verbal or figurative sense 'present', whether or not I pay

them special attention by busying myself with them •.•. • (Ibid., 91)

things are always dimly co-present

The things perceive are set in a horizon such

with them,

that other marginal

extending out to the

indeterminate limit at the fringes of my perceptual field. Moreover

thiS world, which is sfar me simply there-, does not give itself,

contrary to what certain theories teaoh, as a u me r a world of facts and

affairs·, It is ·a world of values, a world of goods, a practical

world.· (Ibid., 93) I encounter the things before me furnished ·with

value-characters such as beautiful or ugly, agreeable or disagreeable,

pleasant or unpleasant, and so forth.· (Ibid.) Futhermore, they appear

in light of my practical engagements with them ·as objects to be used,

the 'table' with its 'books', the 'glass to drink from', the 'vase',

the 'piano', and so forth.' (Ibid.) The world we live in gives itself

in light of and in correlation to our projects, to our praxis.

Such, briefly sketched, is Husserl's account of how the world

is given to uS pre-theoretically in ordinary wakeful life. Husserl's

observations may seem obviouS and superficial, and in a SenSe they

are. In light of the tendency for scientific and philosophical

theories to overlook and even falSify the world we experience,

however, these things must be said, if only to remind uS of something

that we are prone to forget in our theorizing. In theorizing under the

auspices of objectivism we abstract from the meaning that things and

the wcrld have for us.
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having secured the

integrity of the natural standpoint against the obfuscating prejudioes

of theory, the second step takes us back from thi9',·.. tandpoint to ...hat

is even more primordial according to Husserl--namely, transcendental

or pure consciousness. ThiS is the phenomenological standpoint proper,

in relation to which the firSt step has been a preparation. The

natural standpoint implicitly poSits, in its naivety, a world eXisting

independently of its appearance to any subject. Hussert now propoSes

that we practise an apache in relation to thiS standpoint, or mOre

precisely in relation to the implicit theSiS of this standpoint. ThiS

he calls the 'phenomenological epoche'.

To perform this epoche, Husser I tells us, •...e put out of action

the general theSiS whioh belongs to the eSSence of the natural

standpoint, we place in brackets whatever it includes respecting the

nature of Being .••. • (Ibid .• 99) The theSiS indicated here is

approximately the implicit naive realism of common senae. 1 2 The apache

suspends our immediate, animal faith in the world, what Merleau-Ponty

...ill call 'the perceptual faith'. Husserl emphaSizes that to place the

world in brackets is not to deny or even doubt its existence." The

point rather is to grasp in reflection what is assumed to be valid in

perception. The world remains intact throughout the epoche but the

faith in which it is posited is put out of play, The world's claim to

validity independent of the subject to whom it is given is put in

suspenSe. The world becomes a 'phenomenon',

Braoketing, Herleau-Ponty says, is a matter of stepping back

from the world and Being in order to see them, or of putting ·them in
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quotation marks as one does with the remarks of another, to let them

speak, to listen in •••• ~ (VI, 107) When in conversation we bracket the

truth· claim of Bameone's statement, we do not thereby annul its

meaning. Indeed, we sometimes do this precisely in orqer to facilitate

the analysis of a statement's meaning. So too, in bracketing the

theSiS of the natural s~andpoint we do not alter its content in the

least but rather are enabled to grasp its meaning--to grasp how the

world is meant or intended from the natural standpoint. gven if it

should turn out that the theSiS were false, it would still retain its

meaning. Whether the world exists or does not exist in the sense that

it is posited in the natural standpoint, it nevertheless' exists as

thus meant or intended, in the space between brackets. As such it is

not nothing and can be inqUired into in its own right. After the

epoche Husserl ccntinues tc talk about the world, about objects and

other men, and so on, but hiS statements carry the qualification 'as

meant or intended in experience'.

The epoche thus opens up a whole new region to be explcred

within its brackets, which Husserl calls "conscious experiences, or

more Simply aconsciouSness·. (Ideas, p. 104) Within thiS new region

things and the world in general are 'reduced' to being correlates of

consciousness, to being that which consciousness is 'consciousneSS

of'. The epcche thus returns from the natural standpcint (and the

world as posited in the perceptual faith) to consciousness (and the

world as its correlate). ThiS ·new region of Being" had been in

principle inaccessible from the natural standpoint. (Ibid., pp.l01-3)

Under the spell of this standpoint's native objectivism, consciousness
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so exhausts itself in the constitution of objectivities (things,

persons, events, and so on) that it is blinded to its own work and

accomplishment. Within the new standpoint, it becomes manifest that

the objectivities consciousness posits as standing over and against it

have been constituted as such through its own meaning-bestowing

actiVity. As Paul Ricoeu~ puts it: -After the reduction consciousness

continues seeing, hut without being absorbed in this seeing, without

being lost in it. Rather, the very seeing itself is discovered as a

doing, as a producing, once Husserl even says 'as a creating'.Dl~ Once

lost or alienated in the 'natural world', consciousness finds or

returns to itself in recovering the meaning it has spontaneously

invested in the world. We come to See that perception is in Some SenSe

what Ricoeur calls 'creative vision'.

An example will help to clarify thiS. In any culture it is

pOSSible to identify a 'natural standpoint' from which people view the

difference between man and woman. IndividualS unreflectively living

within thiS standpoint do not realize that it is indeed a

'standpoint', that they are constituting sexual difference from a

certain point of view and Within the horizon of a certain set of

assumptions. They believe that the difference, such as they understand

it, is something inscribed in the nature of things and that they are

merely paSSively taking note of it. There is something of a

phenomenological reduction practiced by those who, putting in suspense

the question of any absolute or metaphySical differenoe between man

and woman, inquire into how sexual differenoe is oonstituted or

intended within a given individual or culture. The question asked is
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not lIWhat is the difference between man and woman?U but rather DHow

does thiS difference appear to a given subject or group of subjects?"

Whether the difference is in fact such as the subject believes it to

be is from this reflective point of view irrelevant, for it can be

inquired into in its own right.

From thiS reflective standpoint it becomes apparent that

powerful stereotypes and clich~s mediate the conception, and indeed

the perception, of sexual difference. On the one side, from the

'natural standpoint' it is believed that sexual difference, such as it

appears from thiS standpoint, is a brute 'given', something that

consciousness passively receives from things. On the other Side, from

the reflective standpoint, it becomes apparent that thiS difference as

such is 'constituted', Where the natural standpoint thought that it

had to do with something ready-made on the other side of

consciousness, the critical standpoint shows that consciousness has

been at work 'constituting' what the natural standpoint believes to be

simply 'given'. What were thought to be 'objective' facts come to be

Seen as mediated by prejudiceS, In the reflective standpoint

DonsoioU8ne8S t at fir-St alienated in objeotivitics t obliviouS to its

own accompliShment or mediation, returns to itself.

3. Teleological-Historical Reflection

These all too brief remarks on Ideas have allowed uS to

introduce some themes that we will now examine in a more detailed way

bUllding on the text of The Crisis of European Soiences and other

writings of that period. In Ideas the return Signifies a backward turn
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toward that which is more fundamental in relation to a given point of

departure: the natural standpoint in relation to the objectivism of

theory, consciousness in relation to thiS standpoint and its implicit

objectivism. In Ideas, however, and in the works up until the last

period of hiS life, Husserl did not explioitly analyze the historioal

dimenSion of the return. In turning now to the Crisis, we will See

that thiS dimension comes to take on a central importance there. We

know by his own testimony that Merleau-Ponty was deeply impressed with

and influenoed by thiS later work, whioh for him marked a deoisive

turning point in Husserl's philosophy. 'It waS not until hiS last

period', Merleau-Ponty claims, 'that Husser I himself beoame fully

aware of what the return to phenomena meant .••. • (PhP, 49n.)

There is an obvious parallel between Ideas and the Crisis,

which at first glance suggests the pOSSibility of a simple

translation. In Part III of the CrisiS, which Husserl conSidered the

main part of the text, two progressively more fundamental apaches are

distinguished, reminiscent of the 'two steps' we identified in

Ideas.!S The first, which Husserl oalls 'the epoche of the objective

sciences', Seems to be roughly eqUivalent to the 'philosophic epoche'

of Ideas and plays a Similar role. (CriSiS, pp. 136ff.) It SecureS the

point of view of everydayexperienoe, of the 'life-world', against

theoretical prejudiceS. What Husser I calls the 'life-world' could be

viewed as a fleshing out of what he called 'actual reality' in

'Philosophy as a Rigorous Science" and 'the natural standpoint' in

Ideas. ThiS first apache is preparatory to a Second more fundamental

epoche, the transcendental epoche. ThiS second epoche is essentially
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the Same as the 'phenomenological epoche in Ideas. (Ibid., pp. 148ff.)

It turns backwards from the life-world thus secured in order to reveal

its hidden constitutive Sources in subjectivity or consciousness. This

is the properly phenomenological turn.

Thus there are indeed continuities that would suggest the

possibility of a straight forward translation from Ideas to the

Crisis, but there are important discontinuities as well. In the first

place, despite the affinities, the concept of the life-world does not

merely deepen the concept of the natural standpoint. Something new is

introduced with thiS concept. Secondly, and related to the first

point, the Repoohe of the objective scienoes H in the CriSiS is

preceded by several hundred pages of what Husser I calls

'telelogical-historical reflection'. ThiS adds a new dimenSion to the

apache and must be integrated within hiS overall project.

There SeemS to be little preparation for teleological

-historical reflection in hiS earlier works. Indeed, as Ricoeur has

remarked, Husserl's later emphasiS upon the importance of historicity

is something of an anomaly against the background of hi9 earlier

pronouncements concerning history.l~ In uPhilosophy as a Rigorous

Science", for example, the changing and relative facts of history are

juxtaposed against the enduring and universal truths of philosophy.

(see. pp. 122ff.) Philosophical interest in history is identified with

historicism, whioh Husserl attacks for the reaSon that it reduces

truth to an historically conditioned and therefore merely relative

phenomenon.
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In this light it is at first qUite suprising to read, in the

preface to the essay that would later make up the first two parts of

the Crisis, that 9teleological-historical reflection upon the origins

of our critical scientific and philosophical situation.'6.becomes, in

its cwn right, an introduction to transcendental phenomenology.B

(Crisis, 3n.) Leaving aSide for a moment what such reflection

involves, it will be fruitful to push the comparison with Ideas a

little further.

In our discuSSion of the philosophic apaohe in Ideas, we Saw

that Husserl made uSe of historical and critical analYSiS of theorieS

and prejudiceS, although he did not acknowledge such analysiS as

having any integral significance within hiS phenomenology proper. The

philosophic epoche could stand on itS own. In the Crisis, however,

historicity is taken more seriously and the relation between

historical reflection and apache is not as straight forward. According

to David Carr, HUBserl's anew awareness of historicityU spells an

acknowledgement that the philosophic epoche, which in Ideas had been

treated in a rather cursory way, needs to be augmented by reflection

upon the historicity of theories or prejudices. 17 Carr contends that

"if the notion of historicity, especially as it applies to philosophy

itself, is to be taken seriously, then the 'philosophical epoche'

would Seem to be a much more difficult procedure, something that

requires as much mental effort and explanation as the

'phenomenological reduotion' per se. D (Ibid.)

In the CriSiS, Husserl displays an acute Sensitivity to the

subtle effectiveness of prejUdiceS and to the difficulties that are
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therefore involved in the attempt to liberate oneself from them. He

writes:

the power or hi,storical prejudiceS also plays a constant role
here, especially of those which, coming from the origin of the
modern positive sciences, dominate uS all. It is of the very
essence of such prejudiceS, drilled into the souls even of
children, that they are concealed in their immediate effects.
The abstract general will to be without prejudiceS changes
nothing about them. (Crisis, 120)

Could not these remarks be turned against what Husserl says about the

philosophic epoche in Ideas and even against what he says about the

roughly parallel epoche of the objective sciences in the Crisis? If

the philosopher, in virtue of hiS historicity, is not merely prone to

prejudiceS but destined to them as well, and if philosophical

prejudiceS, like those spoken of above, are Rconcealed in their

immediate effects~, WQuid not something more than apache be required

in order for the philosopher to liberate himself from them? Would he

not need to investigate and understand them as well? Indeed without

such investigation would not the philosophiC epoche amount to what

Husserl here calls the ineffectual "abstract general will to be

without prejudices D ?

ThiS SeemS to be implied, although not explicitly developed by

Husserl, in hiS pronouncement that teleological-historical reflection

becomes an introduction to transcendental phenomenology. On the

importance of such reflection in the CriSiS, Carr writes:

If it is, as Husserl suggests, really essential to such an
introduction, it meanS that it is no longer sufficient Simply
to bracket the views of other philosophers and turn with an
unprejudioed gaze to a reflection on oonsciousness. On the
contrary, we must consider the views of others in great detail
and in their historical sequence. is
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In the CriSiS there is a profound recognition that even the

most careful philosopher uSeS and takes for granted concepts that are

not transparent to him:

If he is to be one who thinks for himself, an autonomous
philosopher with the will to liberate himself from all
prejudiceS, he must have the insight that all the things he
takes for granted are prejudiceS, that all prejudiceS are
obscurities arising out of a sedimentation of tradition--not
merely judgements whose truth is as yet undecided--and that
thiS is true even of the great task and idea which is oalled
, ph i Iosophy'. (Cr i sis, 72)

If the philospher's judgements are in fact at the Same time

prejudiceS--if something more and other is effective in them than is

at the level of explicit awareness--then the effectiveness of epache

is very questionable. Epoche could only put out of play the explicit

judgement, if indeed it could accomplish thiS much. The sedimented

deposits of meaning under the surface of the judgement, the prejudiceS

surreptitiously contributing to its meaning, would not and could not

be neutra I ized by the epoohe , In order to I i berate onese I f from

prejudices (to the extent that thiS is possible), it would first be

necessary to uncover and interrogate them.

In the CriSiS, and thiS is something new, Husserl acknowledges

that the philosopher, even despite his efforts to be original, stands

within a tradition that is effective in hiS philosophizing. The

recognition of the hidden effectiveness of tradition, of history, has

the consequence of displacing consciousness from its privileged

POSition. Gadamer has stated the matter with breVity and acuteness:

Long before we understand ourselves through the process of
self-examination, we understand ourselves in a self-evident way
in the family, society and state in which we live. The focus of
subjectivity is a distorting mirror. The self-awareness of the
individual is only a flickering in the closed circuits of
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historical life. That is why the prejudioeS of the individual,
far more than his judgements, constitute the historical reality
of hiS being. i S

One could say that prior tc the Crisis Husserl had not clearly thought

out the relaticn between judgements and prejudiceS and therefore had

not been sensitive to the dimension of depth. The recognition of

depth, of history, or tr~dition, puts in question our ability to come

to full awarenesS of our prejudioes. To awaken such reflective

awareneSS as is pOSSible it is necessary to make a detour through a

dimenSion that is at first not 'present' to consciousness.

Teleological-historical reflection is such a detour. What is involved

in thiS reflection?

One of the key themes of Husserl's later writings is that

philosophy, if it is to be truly radical, must examine its own point

of departure and become aware of its rootedness in an effective

history. He reminds uS that "we as philosophers are heirs of the past

in respect to the goals which the word 'philosophy' indicates, in

termS of concepts, problems, and methods. D (CrisiS t 17) The tradition

we inherit is constitutive of how we philosophize. We take it for

granted at the peril of being superfioial. The • concepts , problems,

and methods" at our disposal are burdened with historical import that

is not transparent to uS in our thinking. Thus, it is necessary,

Husser I continues, "that we refleot baok, in a thorough historioal and

critical fashion, in order to provide ..• for a radical

self-understanding." This is the role Husser I assigns to

'teleological-historical refleotion'.
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Suoh refleotion is 'historical' in that the philosopher turns

back upon the effeotive history within whioh he stands. The available

concepts have a signifioanoe that goes beyond his present

conSciousness of them, and are effective in hidden ways. These

concepts have the status of prejUdices. 'Subjeot', 'object',

'consciousness', 'nature'.--the stock concepts for which modern man

reaches when he attempts to understand himSelf and hiS world--have

roots buried below the surface meanings at hiS conscious disposal. The

concepts he USes are not self-effacing instruments that would allow

him to handle hiS object without leaving their own mark. At least

initially, he is more slave than master of hiS concepts, which mean

more than he might consciously aSSign to them or stipulate for them.

To be radical, the philosopher must realize that in his reflecting he

is caught up in a sedimented history that exceeds hiS immediate grasp,

and he must undertake to understand the history effective in his own

philosophizing. In the CriSiS Husser I does nothing less than

reconstruct (or de-construct) the essential history of the modern

spirit.

Such reflection is 'teleologioal' in that the philosopher is

ooncerned not Simply with what philosophy is and has become, but also

with the task and future of philosophy. The philosopher turns back

upon hiS effective history not out of some antiquarian interest in the

past but in order to establish oontact with the ground and original

telos of his own philosophizing. What is the instituting senSe of

philosophy? Out of what praxis did it arise? Prior to becoming an

institution and to its proliferation in a plethora of lexicalized
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'philosophies', what desire animated philosphizing and what end did it

hold in view? The desire that gives riSe to philosophy, Husserl

answers, is the desire for self-understanding. "Know thyself", the

oracle urges. ThiS desire, of course, presupposes that we have somehow

or other become a question for ourselves.

The eXistential context for Husserl's teleological-historical

reflection is what he calls 'the crisis of the European Sciences'.

ThiS crisis, generated by the loss of meaning and purpose, is at the

Same time the crisis of European man, of the European spirit. ao For a

being such as man it is not enough simply to eXist. He must also

orient himSelf or find his bearings in the world, he must be able to

make some senSe of hiS own eXistence, to find (or create) a meaning in

I i gh t, of whioh the brute faot of his existence is redeemed. To

paraphrase Heidegger, man is distinguished by the fact that, in hiS

very being, that being is an issue. 2 1 Such understanding as was

available to man before the rise of philosophy and science, however,

is no long~r sufficient for modern man t who forbids himself, in

accordance with the demands of reason, the comforts of reassuring

myths. HiS image and world as reflected by the myth-usurping

categories of science or objectiviSm, however, although in conformity

with the demands of reaSon narrowly conceived, is one in which he can

not reoognize himself. ThiS image does not capture hiS existence such

as he experiences it in love, concern, hope, boredom, anxiety, and So

on. Ironically, the world reflected by some of the key " ooncepts ,

problems, and methods H handed down to him and dominant in hiS
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philosophizing is devoid of essential humanity. It is not the world he

inhabits. It is not inhabitable.' 2

Alienated in his self-understanding, modern man has lost hiS

senSe of purpoSe and meaning. This loss of purpose is at the same time

a loss of ground, the loss of contact with his own eXistence. Husserl

attempts to retrieve thiS lost ground and telos by rehabilitating the

life-world, by offering uS a standpoint from which to understand

ourselves which takes into account our essential humanity. To acheive

such understanding, it is necessary to work backwards from the

dominant categories in which we understand Dr misunderstand ourselves

to the life-world that they conceal and from which they have arisen.

The aetiology of the crisis requires an examination of its effective

history.2'

In liThe Vienna Lecture q
, Husserl traces the development of the

modern spirit, which he characterizes as being essentially

objectivistic and dualistic, back to its ground in the life-world, and

rediscovers its tslos in the birth of philosophy in ancient Greeo8a

Motivated by inSight into the relativity of 'truths' a new 'attitude',

the 'theoretical attitude', waS born. In face of the "multiplicity of

nations U and the fact that Reach with its own surrounding world which

is valid for it, is taken for granted, with its traditions, its gods,

its demonSa.aSimply as the actual world,R there arises the idea of a

true world not relative to time or place. (CrisiS, 285-6) Observing

that what is held valid by one person (or nation) is often not held

valid by others, the Greeks instituted the ideal of

'truth-in-itself' that would be valid for everyone, everywhere, and at
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all times. Spurred by the puzzling plurality of "actual worlds" and

the relativity of truths, Husser! says, 8 a new question of truth

arises: not tradition-bound, everyday truth, but an identical truth

which is valid for all who are no longer blinded by traditions, a

truth-in-itself." (Ibid., 286) The philosopher distinguishes himself

as one who no longer takes the validities of hiS nation's °actual

world b (now appearing as merely one 'world-representation' among

others) for granted. Unlike other citizens, he demands eVidence for

truth claims instead of submitting himself to the authority of

tradition. The ideal he pursues is of a universal truth not bound to

hiS own or to any tradition.

The introduction of thiS ideal and its development "through

isolated personalities like Thales" gradually brought about a thorough

transformation of Greek culture. (Ibid.) It came to be extended to all

aspects of life because thiS ideal, in its very definition, promised

to be of universal scope. PIf the general idea of truth-in-itself

becomes the universal norm of all the relative truths that arise in

human life, ... a Husserl says, ~thiS will also affect all traditional

norms, those of right, of beauty, of usefulness. dominant personal

values, values connected with personal characteristics, etc. D (Ibid.,

287)

In the CriSiS, Husser I traces the trajectory of thiS telos

throughout the history of science and philosophy. He narrates the

intellectual history of the West. The story he tells is of how thiS

telos became cut off from its ground, namely, the life-world. In

pursuit of thiS telos, thinkers fell prey to the temptation to reify
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the ideal--to posit, in the face of the multiplicity of 'truths' and

'actual worlds', an objectively eXisting world. At the Same time the

status of the merely relative 'aotual world', the world of everyday

experience, waS devalorizecl. It oame to be designated as merely

'subjeotive-relative', as merely 'appearance'. Thus ariSes the baSic

dualism within which modern Science and philosophy understand the

world and within whioh modern man, the heir of thiS tradition,

understandS himself.

What characterizes modern science, whioh for Husser I is

exemplified by Galileo, is Dthe Surreptitious substitution of the

mathematioally substruoted world of idealities for the only real

world, the one that is actually given through perception, that is ever

experienced and experienceable--our everyday life-world. D (Ibid.,

48-8) Aooording to its own self-understanding, soienoe thinks that it

knows all it needs to know about the world as it is given in

experience, that it has captured its essential meaning in deSignating

it as a mere 'appearance' of the 'objeotive world', merely

'subective-relative' in relation to it. Husserl believes that thiS

dualistic conceptual system is inadequate. He believes that the

category of ~appearance' is too restrictive and is in fact abstract in

relation to something much more concrete, the life-world, that it in a

SenSe both translates and concealS. He thematizes thiS evasive reality

of whioh the oategory 'appearanoe' is merely a pale oarioature. In hiS

analySiS he adds more depth and concretenesS to what Science

deSignates as the other of the objeotive world. Without aooepting the

terms of the dualism, he reverSeS the order of priority Science
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assigns to 'appearance' and 'objeotive world' and shows that the

'objective world' is itself founded upon the life-world, in relation

to which it is an idealization.2~

Husserl links the objectivistic prejudice of the 'real world',

in the sense of an independently eXisting 'thing-in-itself' causally

determining the 'appearances' t with the rise of geometry. It is a

further step in the process of 'idealization', which is the method of

geometry. Indeed Galileo, who for Husserl typifies modern objectivism

par excellence, imagined the 'real' or 'objective' world to be

essentially geometrical in its configuration. He conceived the

perfection of knowledge in the image of a science capable of

expreSSing in algebraic formulas the occult relationships obtaining

between everything in nature.

Husserl points out that even as early as Galileo, geometry waS

received and understood in virtue of a tradition. It had passed

through a series of stages out of which evolved the mature science

known to Galileo. He and his contemporaries, however, accepted thiS

geometry in its accomplished form and did not concern themselves with

the motivating historical circumstances out of which it arose. It waS

enough to know the aXioms and the definitions and to know the rules

for constructing any possible geometrical shape in order to pursue the

interests and problemS that occupied them as g"eometerS. Qua the

practice of geometry, thiS failure to re-activate the original and

originating Sense of geometry waS not a matter of great Significance,

It proved to be a ~fateful omisSion~, however, when thinkers like

Galileo, with broader objectives, extrapolated the method of geometry
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(idealization) beyond its instituting SenSe. (Ibid~, 49) The failure

to re-appropriate the origin of geometry led to the

'superficialization' of its constituted results. (Ibid., 49-50) Under

the spell of thiS superficialization, the ~mathematically substruoted

world of idealities~ acquires an independent being and appears as

something eternal and universal over against the changing and

geometrically imperfect world of everyday life.

It is under this spell that Galileo looked to geometry for a

key to the nature and structure of the 'real' world. With the marriage

of geometry and physical science, presided over by Galileo, the

dualism that Husserl finds at the source of modern philosophY is

firmly entrenched. The distinction between the real world and the

apparent or subjective-relative world is elaborated with a distinction

between primary and secondary qualities. The life-world is buried

under the category of 'secondary qualities'. The ideal usurps the

place of the real. What is actually a method comes to be taken for

"true being'. (Ibid., 51)

Husserl reminds uS that geometry is itSelf a cultural

accomplishment founded upon a life-world praXiS. It arose from

surveying, from the need to redefine property lines each time that

boundaries were obscured by the flooding of the Nile, for example.

Geometry is linked to the life-world in an even more essential way

than through practical applioations, however. After all, at some time

in the ancient world geometry did become an autonomous discipline,

freed from practioal interests. The properties and relationships

between ideal shapes oan be analyzed in their own right. Even so,
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however, within thiS purely theoretical interest, a life-line still

provides geometry with nourishment from the life-world in virtue of

the method of idealization by which it achieves its results.

Idealization is the process of arriving at ideal figures by

imaginatively perfecting the natural or technically produced shapes we

encounter in the life-wo~ld. 'Essences' are produced by imaginatively

varying the 'facts'. The crooked lines and irregular shapes that

punctuate the landscape of the life-world are the spiritual ancestors

of the perfect figures of geometry.

The Snare that idealization falls prey to is to imagine that

the perfected models derived from the rough 'approXimations' found in

the life-world, second in the order of discovery, are first in the

crder of being. As long as geometry (and science in general) is

apprcpriated in forgetfulness of its dependence upon the life-world

there is a danger that, cut off from the Sources of its own praXiS, it

will hypostasize its own achievement and mistake the ideal for the

real. The return to the life-world is a corrective to thiS tendency.

The perfect shapes of geometry are idealizations of the rough shapes

met with in everyday experience and do not, as Galileo thought, occupy

an autonomous region of being.

Idealization plays a major role in the natural Sciences in

general~ The exaot soientific laws formulated in scientific theories

are perfected empirical inductions such as, in our everyday

experience, we find it expedient to make in order to carry out our

projects. The things or events between which science finds law-like

correlations must needs be, if not immediately, at least ultimately,
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things that are or can be experienced in the life-world. Husserl

writes: "All knowledge of laws oould be knowledge only of prediotions,

grasped as lawful, about occurrenceS of aotual or pOSSible

experiential phenomenona, predictions which are indicated when

exper i ence is broadened through observations and experiments

penetrating into unknow~ horizonS, and which are verified in the

manner of inductions.- (Ibid., 50) Even the Scientist studying

sub-atomic particles must rely upon the curious shapes that do appear

to him in his everyday contact with things--his microscope and hiS

laboratory, for example--in order to confirm or disconfirm the

theories he puts forward concerning the nature of the 'real' world.

Husserl believes that in this regard the scientist's practice

is in contradiction with hiS theory. In hiS theorizing, the scientist

devalorizes the things of the life-world, ordinary objeots and so on,

as be ing merely 'subjective-relative'. Husser I writes: -This

'subjective-relative' is supposed to be 'overcome'; one can and should

oorrelate it with a hypothetioal being-in-itself, a substrate for

logical-mathematical 'truths-in-themselves' that one can apprOXimate

through ever newer and better hypothetioal approaohes, always

juStifying them through exper-Lent.t a I ver-f f ca t ron ;" <Ibid., 126) In hiS

practioe, however, the Scientist must have recourse to life-world

objeots not as indexes of ~truths-in-themselves' but preoisely in

their everyday e:<perienoeability and validity. "The visible measuring

scales, scale-markings, etc., are used as aotually eXisting things,

not as illusions; thus that whioh aotually e:<ists in the life-world,

as something val id, is a premise." ( Ibid.)
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In his theorizing, however, the scientist suppresses this

Qpremise~. The microscope through which he studies the sub-atomic

particles that he believes make up the real world, the instrument

kind of'ready-to-hand', has a very definite

practice it has a significance and kind of being that is not

his theory. Its being quaadequately comprehended in the

a

terms of

being for him. In his

instrument, for example, is not comprehended under the category of

'appearance', nor is its broader significance. The microscope is in

the space of the laboratory, which is connected to the administrative

building where he picks up hiS cheque every month. Perhaps he had to

work very hard to justify the purchase of such an expensive item given

the constraints on hiS institution's budget; requisition forms had to

be filled out, letters carefully written, and So on. Perhaps he argued

to those pulling the financial strings that it waS indispensable to

hiS work as a scientist, and that thiS work might ultimately have

important applications in the service of humanity. Qua life-world

object the microscope has a great deal of Significance for him and an

undefined kind of being that he does not integrate in his theory. Hore

precisely, he integrates it under the ungrateful and obfuscating label

'appearance'. To determine it as such, however, fails to do justice to

its practical, experiential meaning~ The scientist surreptitiously

makes use of the life-world and in practice grants it a validity that

he is forbidden to acknowledge in hiS theory.2s

Phenomenology thematizes this suppressed 'premise', this kind

of being that even the scientist implicitly acknowledges in his own

practioe. The soientist lives and practices within the horizon of a
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world, in light of which he experiences things in a way that hiS

theory cannot comprehend. Husser I rehabilitates this life-world, which

has been devalorized and even suppressed under the category of

'appearance', What \appears', whatever its ultimate metaphysical

status, is not nothing. It can be investigated in its own right.

Husser! shows that, far from being a mere 'appearance', the life-world

is in fact the ground of soience, always presupposed but never

responsibly thematized. He writes: BThe concrete life-world, then, is

the grounding soil of the 'scientifically true' world and at the same

time encompasses it in its own universal concreteness. R <Ibid., 131)

This ground has been suppressed or concealed, however, and Husserl

advances it into the foreground and makes it thematic. He does so in a

polemic with the natural sciences and objectivistic philosophy.

4. The Return to the Life-World

Because the life-world is conoealed in its own proper being by

obfuscating theories, a special effort of interpretation is reqUired

for its disclosure. Dominant prejudiceS about the real, prejudiceS

linked with the dominance of science, have put a spell over us,

Husser I says. "For we ourselves, who are carrying out these

reflections (and, as I may assume, my readers), stand under the spell

of these times.' (Ibid., 58) What is first reqUired, therefore, is to

undo thiS "spell', ThiS is the Significance of Husserl's

historical-teleological refleotions. The detour through history is an

integral part of the return to the life-world, Since under the "spell
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of these modern times P the life-world is concealed. The return to the

life-world is inextricably intertwined with the spell-breaking epoche

(here· expanded to include teleological-historical reflection) of the

objective sciences.

Gadamer has captured in precise terms the sense of this polemic

or dialectic at work in Husserl's reflections on the life-world. He

writes: PWhat had been sought and inquired after far a long time,

especially in HUBserl's own thought, waS in fact gathered in the word

'life-world'. The counterconcept to the 'life-world', which provoked

the coining of the new concept, is without doubt the 'world of

science'.a2~ The expression . counter-concept , conveys the senSe of the

polemic we have been trying to emphaSize in our analySiS of Husserl,

and that we shall emphaSize in our analysis of Merleau-Ponty. The

concept of the life-world is framed against or 'counter to' the

concept of the objective world. "The concept of the 'life-world' is

the antithesis of all objectivism D
, Gadamer says.27 Objectivism haVing

put us at Some distance from the life-world, haVing buried it under

the category of 'appearance', the return to the life-world is at the

Same time the negation or undOing of objectivism. Husserl writes that

"the proper return to the naivete of life--but in a reflection which

rises above thiS naivete--is the only POSSible way to overcome the

philosophical naivete which lies in the (supposedly) 'Scientific'

character of traditional objectivistic philcsophy." (CriSis, 59)

There is, however, an unsettled ambigUity in the CriSiS

concerning the life-world and our reflective acceSS to it. ThiS is

especially apparent if, alongSide thiS text, we read Experience and
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Judgement, which waS written during the Same period. 2 S On the one

hand, Husserl often speaks as if the life-world is the world of

everyday experience~ We are said to live in the life-world, "which

appears straightforwardly to us men, and to us as scientists .... &

(Crisis, 103) It is "experienced", whereas the 'objective world'

posited by objective thought cannot be for reasons of principle.

(Ibid., 128) In these terms, the life-world remains unchanged

throughout history and in spite of the rise and spread of science.

Husser I writeS: "This actually intuited, actually experienceable

world, in which practically our whole life takes place, remains

unchanged as what it is, in its own essential struoture and its own

concrete causal style, whatever we may do with or without techniques. D

(Ibid., 51) In the Same vein, he writes: "The life-world was always

there for mankind before science, then, just as it continues its

manner of being in the epoch of science.' (Ibid., 123)

Judged from these and other similar texts, it seems that

Husserl is working Within a dualism of concept and percept. It is as

if he believes that our concepts are subject to historicity, but our

perceptions are in contact with an extra-historical world not subject

to change. The terms in which we understand ourselves may change from

time to time and place to place, but what is Simply there to be

understood remains identical to itself and is not affected in its

being by our chatter about it. At one place Husserl says that the aim

of hiS historioal reflections is Rto make vital again, in its

concealed historical meaning, the sedimented conceptual system.

(Ibid, 71) It is Significant that here he locates sedimentation in the
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·oonceptual system· and not in the life-world as such. The assumption

seemS to be that only our ·conceptual systems" are subject to change,

while the life-world remains unaffected by any suoh changes. Our

~conceptual systems U
, the paradigms by which we understand, have a

history, but the life-world as such does not. When Husserl speaks of

the life-world in this way, it is usually appealed to as a kind of

evidence counter to objectivism. ~xperience is evoked against theory,

fact against idealization, and So on.2~

However, Husserl sometimes describes the relationship between

the life-world and conceptual systems in more dynamic terms. The

spiritual acoomplishments of science are said to Bflow into· the

life-world. (Ibid., 113) He says that theories of the objective

ScienceS shave the character of validities for the life-world, adding

themselves as such to its own compoSition. D (Ibid., 131) From these

texts it appears that Husser I believes that there is indeed

interaotion or interpenetration between the life-world and uconceptual

systems D
, since when the latter are 8 a dd e d 8 to the former they change

its Bcompositionu. Here the uconceptual system a by which we understand

ourselves is in some sense constitutive of the lifa-world. Carr

writes:

Thus it is not merely a matter of the way we have learned to
think about the world, not merely a matter of a certain stock
of concepts we apply to a world which is given independently of
them beforehand. Rather 'from the start (von vornherein)' the
world of our experience has already been interpreted for uS in
virtue of our membership in the culture that descends from
Galileo and hiS contemporaries. We might say that their legacy
to uS is not merely a way of thinking about the world, but the
very world about which we think. 3 •
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The life-world itself could be said to have a history. Understood in

these terms it is much more problematic to evoke the life-world as a

kind of pristine eVidence standing oounter to objectivism, because as

such it is not something that is or could be presented independently

of such prejudices.

Husserl does not expressly thematize thiS ambiguity. He has

reasons for affirming each of the apparently contradictory poles of

this ambiguity, but does not think the two together. Carr writes:

·Somehow Husserl wants to say both that we are always already in the

life-world--not that we have left it behind and are cut off from it by

history--and, on the other hand, that we as philosophers must go

through history in order to get at the life-world." (Ibid., 173) We

cannot resolve thiS ambigUity here, but we can at least offer reaSons

as to why Husser! would not want to choose either of these

alternatives at the price of denying the other. On the one hand, to

say that we have immediate accesS to the life-world has implications

that Husserl could not accept. As Carr puts it, 'if we say we have

direct, unmediatad reflective access to the life-world, then we are

saying not only that historical reflection has no importance for

phenomenology but that history has no power to affect the way we

experience things.' (Ibid.) On the other hand, however, if we do not

have unmediated access to the life-world, the appeal to the life-world

as a kind of ultimate evidence against objectivism becomes

problematic. Husserl's thought is pulled by thiS tension between the

demand for evidence and the acknowledgement of historicity.
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Experience and Judgement helps uS to olarify and refine thiS

ambiguity, if only to reinstate it at another level." In thiS text

Husserl distinguishes the life-world from what he calls the 'pre-given

world'. (pp. 47-51) It is the pre-given world that is deScribed as the

world of everyday life, the world such as it is given in our

experience. The life-world is said to be 'buried' underneath the

pre-given world and as such is not immediately experienced, contrary

to what he says about the life-world in the CriSiS. By way of

distinguishing it from the life-world, the pre-given world is said to

be in dynamic interrelation with theoretical or conceptual systems,

which interpenetrate'it, such that it changes as new concepts deposit

their meanings. The world that is pre-given is thoroughly permeated or

sedimented with historical or cultural accomplishments. The pre-given

world of 'European man', for example, is ~no longer a pure world of

original experience but a world haVing the SenSe of a world within

which all particular eXistents in advance and as a matter of courSe

are given to uS as determinable in prinCiple, according to the exact

methods of science •..• • (Ibid., 48-9)

The pre-given world changes as new conceptual systems deposit

their meanings in culture, but the life-world remains unaffected. In

order to disclose the life-wcrld, whioh here has the SenSe of being

pre-theoretical or even pre-cultural, it is necessary to dig below the

pre-given world. There is needed a ~retrogression from the pre-given

world with all of its sedimentations of sense, with its science and

scientific determination, to the original life-world.' (Ibid., 50)

Because the pre-given world, permeated by science, effectively
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conceals the life-world, the latter cannot be diSclosed by straight

forward reflection upon what is 'given". As Carr puts it, ~Since we no

longer Ji~e in the original life-world, Since the world no longer

presents itself to us in this way, we cannot simply turn, in the

manner of reflection, to the way in which it is given. u (op. cit., p.

169) Husserl writes:

Psychological reflection on lived experienoes as they are
accessible to internal perception can never lead to the
origination of this garb of ideas thrown over the world from
the original experience of the life-world .... every such
psychological reflection leads to lived experiences which,
insofar as they are such, are experiences of the world, of a
world which t for this subject, is already given as complete;
and thiS means that thiS world is there as that on which
contemporary science has already done its work of exact
determination. (Experience and Judgement, 47-8)

Note that a "garb of ideas" is effective not only at the level of

reflection or understanding, as if slived experience ll would remain the

Same independent of and unaffected by whatever Qgarb of ideas D is

authoritative for us. nLived experienceD is penetrated in its being by

our Dideas e
• The pre-given world as interpenetrated by a Bgarb of

ideas B is what is immediately acceSSible to our reflective grasp. The

life-world, however, is not immediately accessible because it is

covered over by the sedimented meanings that constitute the world such

as it is given.

For the above reaSon the disclosure of the life-world requires

a kind of depth psychology, requires an historically mediated

reflection that would dig beneath the sedimented landscape of the

pre-given world. Teleological-historical reflection as described in

the Crisis anSwerS to thiS requirement. The role of such reflection is
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not simply to divest uS of prejudiCeS, as if to bring uS to some

zero-point emptied of all positivity. Rather, the analysis and

critique of prejudice is dialectically related to the disclosure of

the life-world. s a

5. The Life-World and Point of View

One might think that with the retrogression from the pre-given

world to the original life-world one would hit rock-bottom, so to

Dregressive inquiry which goes

speak. [n fact, for Husser I thiS is merely preperatory for a

from the life-world to the subjective

operations from which it itself arises. D (Experience and Judgement,

50) The structure is the Same in the CriSis. Within the overall

project of thiS text, teleological-historical reflection and the

apache of the objective Sciences, which serve to diSclose the

life-world, are merely introductory to the transcendental apache,

which is the phenomenological move proper for Husserl. Husser I says:

'The life which effects world-validity in natural world-life does not

permit of being studied from within the attitude of natural

world-life.' (CriSiS, 148) The transcendental epoche, which will

facilitate such study, is described as 'a total transformation of

attitude, a comp l e t e l y unique, universal epochji ," Clb i d , )

In thiS epoche, which is not essentially different from the

phenomenological epoche in Ideas, the [ife-world itself is transformed

into a phenomenon correlative to consciousness, which is said to

'constitute' it. Husserl says that 'the natural, objective world-life
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is only a particular mode of the transoendental life which forever

constitutes the world .... - (Ibid., 175) For Husserl, it is this

transcendental life, and not the life-world, which is primordial. The

disclcsure of the life-world is only a meanS to thiS end.

I will not discuss this second apache or reduction in the

Crisis for the reaSon that it is not Significantly different from that

in Ideas, which we have already diScussed. Indeed, given the shift

indicated by HUBBerl's discovery of the life-world and the importance

of history, this Similarity is itself astonishing. Gadamer writes:

When we read the explicit summary of the new role of
transcendental reduction that HusserI gives in the Crisia ... we
are astonished to find the old, well-known problems and
inSights of the earlier program have returned, though in a
somewhat altered form. The analySiS of the a priori of the
life-world and its methodical founding involves a change of
attitude that is none other than the familiar transcendental
epoche of the Ideas. 3 s

What is "astonishing" is that, in the face of what is new in the

CriSis--the life-world, the senSitivity to historiCity,

teleological-historical reflection--the overall program of his earlier

work remains intact4 There is an unresolved tension in Husserl's later

thought between eXistential-hermeneutic and idealist motifs: for

example, between the r~cognition of facticity (the irreducibility of

the life-world) and the retention of transcendental consciousness as

the a priori of thiS facticity. It is questionable that these motifs

can be patched together as Husserl seems to think they can be. The

teaching of the CriSiS concerning the philosopher's inherence in a

tradition and the hidden prejudices effective in hiS reflecting and

even his experiencing points to the conclusion that it would be
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in our reflective

understanding of the life-world.

Husserl is thus divided against himself when he says that the

life-world is 'only a mode of the transcendental life". ThiS implies

that the philosopher could lay the life-world out before hiS

reflective gaze as an object with nc hidden depths. In performing the

transcendental epache, Husserl says, the philosopher is "Situated

above his own natural being and above the natural world .... ~ (Crisis,

152) Husser I does not say it here, but it seems implied, that the

philosopher is thus situated above history as well. From such a high

altitude, he is able to circumscribe everything in an all-encompaSSing

glance. If one asks where the philosopher thus situated stands, the

only POSSible answer is that he stands nowhere. He has extrioated

himself from all points of view. Indeed, Husser I emphasizes that "thiS

is not a 'view', an 'interpretation' bestowed upon the world." (Ibid.)

Like Husserl, Merleau-Ponty believes that the philosopher

requires distance, but he insists that the philosopher cannot erase

the steps he took to travel this distance, nor eraSe the effects of

his initial point of departure. He cannot escape point of view. He

carries hiS history and his world with him. He cannot step outSide of

the life-world to survey it from !Eabove lr
•

Husserl is at odds with himself on thiS point. The second

reduct ion, the reduction of the life-world to transcendental

consciousness, is at odds with the first, the reduction that returns

from the hypostasizations of objective thought to the life-world. It

is with respect to thiS issue--the capacity of reflective thought to
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encompass the unrefleoted life of perception, experience, or in

general the life-world--that Merleau-Ponty diverges from Husserl. More

precisely, since Husserl is himself divided, we should say that

Marleau-Panty opts for and carries forward hiS existential-hermeneutic

side. He writes:

Husser I in hiS last period concedes that all reflection should
in the first place return to the description of the world of
living experience (Lebenswelt). But he adds that, by means of a
second 'reduction', the structures of the world of experience
must be reinstated in the transcendental flow of a universal
constitution in which all the world's obscurities are
elucidated. It is clear, however, that we are faced with a
dilemma: either the constitution makes the world transparent,
in which caSe it is not obvious why reflection needs to pass
through the world of experience, or it ,retains something of
that world, and never rids it of its opacity. (PhP, 385n.)

Merleau-Ponty chooses the second horn of thiS dilemma posed by a

reading of the later Husserl.

For Merleau-Ponty, as for Husser I , the task of reflection is to

reveal or make explicit our experience of the world. Like the common

man who lives more or less unreflectively, the philosopher lives in

the life-world. To a greater degree than the common man, however, he

is puzzled and wonder-struck by the fact of existence and is driven by

the deSire to make Sense of what it is to be in the world, to make

explicit what is only impliCit in everyday life. The difference

between Marleau-Ponty and Husserl, or rather a certain idealist strain

in Husser I , is that Merl eau-Ponty , no less committed to the

philosophical enterprise, is struck by the 'obscurity' and 'opacity'

of the life-world. He is humbled before the radical contingency of the

world, by such facticity as could never be rationalized in a \Science

of the life-world'.
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ThiS is the background against which we should understand

Marleau-Panty's oft-quoted pronouncement ooncerning the Rimpossibility

of a complete reduction-. With reference to Husserl, he writes:

All the misunderstandings with hiS interpreters, with the
eXistentialist 'diSSidents' and finally with himself, have
arisen from the fact that in order to see the world and grasp
it as paradoXical, we must break with our familiar acceptance
of it and, also, from the fact that from thiS break we can
learn nothing but the unmotivated upsurge of the world. The
most important lesson the reduction teaches us is the
impossibility of a complete reduotion. (PhP, xiv)

In our attempt to capture our experience in reflection, which is what

essentially defines uS as philosophers, something always slips through

our fingers and escapes our grasp. It is thiS recalcitrant

'something' , opaque and obscure, that reflection encounters as its

limit and that Merleau-Ponty tries to thematize in his philosophy.

For Mer leau-Ponty , the opacity of the world is the obverse side

of the fact that consciousness always inheres in a point of view. Even

the philosopher reflecting upon the life-world stands somewhere. He is

situated in a tradition of thought that he can never oompletely

thematize or render transparent. What he is able to See from where he

stands will always appear in the light (and shadows) of hidden

prejudices.

Merleau-Ponty shares an affinity with Gadamer in this regard.

Earlier we made reference to Gadamer'g humbling claims concerning the

finitude of self-understanding or self-awareness. "The prejudiceS of

the individual, far more than his judgements, oonstitute the

historical reality of hiS being,· Gadamer says. (Truth and Method,

245) ThiS is not to endorse the unreflective life. Gadamer does not
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mean that we should ceaSe trying to understand ourselveS and indulge

or succumb to our prejudices. On the contrary, he believes in

philosophy, believes that the task of philosophy is to beoome aware of

our prejudices. ThiS task is important for Gadamer, as for any

philosopher, but for Gadamer it is also important to be aware of the

limits of our reflection. His point is that it is impoSSible for the

philosopher to make all of hiS prejudioeS explicit or to make

reflection equal to the the unrefleoted life it tries to capture.

Marleau-Panty learns this important lesson from (and to a certain

extent, in spite of) Husserl. Understanding, like perception, always

has a blind spot--the spot in which the philosopher stands and from

which he sees what he sees, the invisible in virtue of which there is

something viSible. What is visible is never completely transparent,

Since it is viSible only in virtue of the fact that something else~

hiS point of view, is inviSible to him.



CHAPTER 2

TRADITIONAL PREJUDICES AND THE RETURN TO PHENOMENA

In this regard, pheno~enology represents a return to nalvet~.

It li,berates sight and renders it attentive to all the richness
of the real. For it, the perceived and the willed are original
contours of the world; they are even dimensions of a reality
more 'original than the scientific object, which appears later,
at a' second level of elaboration, while reality has already
become a meaningful world at the stage of perception and
action.

Paul Ricoeur

"\
1. Traditional Prejudices

Mat 1eau-Panty emerges on the philosophical Scene as a

dialectical philosopher par excellence. The thesis with which he

began--the primacy of perception or of the I i fe-wor Id--was , to be

sure~ virtually a clich~ among hiS oontemporaries. Yet there were few

\
philosopHers--Bergson and to a lesser extent Husser I would number

I
,

among them--who attempted to engage this thesis with the apparently

antithetical views of natural science and naturalistic philosophy in

as thorough a way as did Merleau-Ponty. He took very seriously the

rival claims of the dominant scientific paradigms and in a painstaking

way attempted to address thiS thought en its own terrain.

It is instructive to contrast Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger in

thiS regard. While these two indeed had a great deal in commcn, were

to a large extent arguing for the Same thing, there is a great deal of

difference in their rhetorical strategies. While science is certainly

63
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represented in Heidegger's philosophy, it is usually spoken of in only

the most general terms.' The standpoint of 'being-in-the-world'

emerges triumphant and unscathed from the confrontation with sciencs,

but science has not been given much opportunity to speak in its own

voice. In Mer leau-Panty 's writings, by contrast, the Scientific

standpoint is expressed ~n its own terms. This is especially true in

hiS early works, which are replete with detailed analyses of arguments

coming from those quarters. The viewpoint of science is not Simply

criticized but is assigned a place in a larger whole in which its

truth is preserved. It is said to be not so much false as partial or

incomplete~ The question of falsity arises only with respect to

science's claim to totalization and its attempt to reduce the

pre-scientific life out of which it ariSeS to the concepts projected

in its own understanding.

Even where science is not hiS principal interloGuter (as

becomes more anQ more the case with each new book) his style of

philosophiZing is thoroughly dialectical in the SenSe that he brings

his theses into relation with dominant counter-poSitions and seeks a

non-reductive intergration or synthesis. In advancing hiS theses, he

is acutely senSitive to the fact that on virtually every topic there

are already powerful prejudiceS at work, and he undertakes to address

these prejudices. This is one of the many respects in which

Merleau-Ponty stands squarely within the tradition of Husserlian

phenomenology.

This dialeotical style, indeed this rhetorical strategy, is

clearly eXhibited in the Introduction to the Phenomenology of
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Peroeptiona The two adjuncts of the subtitle of the Introduotiont

MTraditional PrejudiceS and the Return to Phenomena~, should be

thought of as being in a dialeotioal relation. The standpoint of the

phenomena, the position for whioh and from whioh Merleau-Ponty argues,

is not simply asserted. He begins rather with a critical eXamination

of the traditional preju~iceS which 'veil' or 'conceal' the phenomena

and in relation to which the standpoint of the phenomena is Secured by

way of a return.

The work of the Introduction is primarily negative or even

cathartic. Its purpose is to enable uS to gain Some distance from

objective thought, to frame it in a perspective and thereby relax its

hold upon us. RIn order to revive perceptual experience buried under

its own results, it would not have been enough to present descriptions

of them whioh might possibly not have been understood, we had to

establish by philosophioal referenoes and antioipations the point of

view from whioh they might appear true." (PhP, 63) The work of getting

into position for obtaining the desired Rpoint of view u is bound up

with the work of deconstructing another point of view which is

dominant in our culture--objective thought. The strategy here can be

likened to that of a Socratic dialogue. No definite conclUSions are

aoheived, but through an interrogation of obfusoating prejudioes an

open spaoe is oleared where the question can be oreatively and

radioally raised. RSe ns e experience has become once more a question

for us," he writes near the end of the book. (PhP, 52),

The traditional prejUdiOeS he argues against oome prinoipally

from two interrelated traditions, empiricism and intellectualism, both
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of which are said to be under the sway of classical science. 2

Empiricism, represented primarily by the empirical psychology of the

day, is characterized by the presupposition of an objective world

existing in itself and as such totally independent of any perceiver.

It Sets itself the task of showing hcw the objective world operates

upon the human body, whi~h is understood as one body among others in a

closed system of nature, in such a way as to reproduce its phenomenal

analogue in the 'subjective experience' of a perceiver. Perception is

thought of as an effect of a complex event taking place in an

all-encompasSing objective world. uPerception is built up with states

of consoiousneSS as a house is built with bricks, and a mental

chemistry is invoked which fuses these materials into a compact

whole," (PhP, 21)

Intellectualism, which is represented not only by Descartes,

Kant, and the early Husserl, but also by certain psychologists of the

day, makes an advance over empiricism in that it brings into question

the presuppOSition of an objective world eXisting independently of

consciousness and owing nothing to it. Consciousness is not a paSSive

registration of sense-data. What appears does So in accordance with or

in light of the hidden constitutive activity of consciousness--Kant's

categories of the understanding, for example. The orderliness or

organization of the world such as it appears cannot be accounted for

on the SUPPOSition that conSciousness is entirely pasSive.

Intellectualism thus understands the world as relative or correlative

to consciousness.
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Intelleotualism aSSigns to a transoendental ego (operating upon

its own mental states) the activity of synthesis that empiricism

eXplains as the action of an independent external world upon the body.

The world is relative to a subject, but to a thinking, rather than a

perceiving subject. The body too Chere reduced to the status of a

representation for the ego) is included in the world thus understood,

and the synthesizing laws of the ego or intellect inherit the

functions that empiricism assigned to laws of nature. The world

remainS objective as standing over and against a subject who is pure

intellecta ThiS world proves to be little more than a reflected image

of the objective world postited by empiricism, Since Bit is still

defined by the absolute mutual exteriority of its parts, and is merely

duplicated throughout by a thought which sustains it." CPhP, 39) If on

empiricist assumptions consciousness is too passive, on

intellectualist assumptions it is too active or spontaneous.

Merleau-Ponty tries to find a balance between receptivity and

spontaneity, senSibility and understanding~

My interest here is not so much with the specific differences

between these two positions, which are somewhat caricatured in any

case, as with their common rhetorical place in Herleau-Ponty's

argument. In the final analysis, he tells us, the two positions

converge insofar as they share the same general prejudice about the

objective world. "80th take the objective world as the object of their

analysis, when thiS comes first neither in time nor in virtue of its

meaning; and both are incapable of expressing the peculiar way in

which perceptual consoiousness constitutes its object. 80th keep their
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distance in relation to perception, instead of sticking closely to

it.' (PhP, 26) As such, Herleau-Ponty incorporates both empiricism and

intellectualism under the heading 'objective thought'.

The world, such as objective thought prejudges it and takes it

for the starting point of its analySis, has the character of being

complete or closed. Every' particular eXistent is conceived as being a

part within thiS all-encompassing totality. The things of the world,

among which the human body is counted, are thought to stand in a

determinable relation with every other thing in a continuum of

objective space and time. Everything is already there in place.

Perception, like a light beamed on a Set stage, initiates nothing new.

Perception at best illuminates, at worst shadows, something already

complete in-itself--the world as it exists 'in-itself' or as God might

peroeive it. The perceptual event, the world such as it is given in

perception, is reduced to a mere effect issuing from the objective

world. It is thought of as being a translation or interpretation of

the objective world, albeit an imperfect one. A problem naturally

arises within thiS framework as to the explanation of the mechanism

whereby thiS analogue is constructed.

Herleau-Ponty does not So much argue that the notion of the

objective world is false as that it is derivative. Problems arise only

insofar as its derivativeness is lost Sight of and it is taken as the

ultimate reality from which everthing else is assumed to be derived.

As long as analYSiS begins with an objectivistic prejudice about the

world, perceptual phenomena will be falaified t oonoealed t or otherwiSe

overlooked. It is the starting point of analysis that is at iSsue, and
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Merleau-Panty seeks a more radical starting point, one more primary

than the prejudioe of the objeotive world. He proposes to take a fresh

look at peroeptual life unenoumbered by thiS prejudioe, to examine it

and "stick closely to it U at the Same time. ThiS waS the project of

Husserlian phenomenology, which by thiS time had already become

somewhat of a 'movement'.

Objeotive thought, presupposing an objective world in whioh the

perceptual event is a mere effect, does not take perception seriously

in its own right. Whereas objeotive thought tries to explain

peroeptual phenomena, the humble task of phenomenology is to describe

them.~ Suspending judgement on, or otherwise putting out of play the

alleged causal determinants of perception, phenomenology thematizes

perception and thematizes the world such as it is given in perceptual

life.

Merleau-Panty conceived phenomenology as a corrective to the

dominant trend of objeotive thought. We have read Husserl in this

light. There is, however, a truth in Emile Brehier's complaint that if

philosophers had been phenomenologists from the very beginning, that

iSt if perception had been taken as the meaSure of all things,

philosophy (or soienoe) would never have developed at all. Certainly

philosophy's inaugural distinction be~~~~D . 'appearance' and 'reality'

reqUired a certain abstraction from the anthropooentric point of view

of peroeption. It is true that soienoe developed only by going beyond

experience in the direction of a certain 'objectivity'. Indeed, it was

no doubt a distrust of experienoe, motivated by the faot that the way

things appear in perception can be oontradictory, that set in motion
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the effort to coordinate or explain what does appear on the baSis of

things unseen, and thereby launched Science and philcsophy. Mars seems

to the eye to reverse its movement at a certain point in its journey,

but mcdern astronomy would never have developed if the evidence of the

eye was given the final word on retrograde movement.

Phenomenology is not in competition with science at this level,

however, and admits science's rights to go beyond experiende in thiS

SenSe. The quarrel arises only insofar as science tries to swallow its

tail by endeavouring to enclose perceptual experience in the circle of

its own explanation. Phenomenology shows that when Science makeS

reference to experience, what it brings close for examination is not

at all an adequate or exhaustive representation.~ There is a distance

and a difference between experience as represented under the

objectifying methods of soience and experience as it is lived, even in

the first person of the Scientist himself. It is because Science (and

objective thought in general) have instituted thiS distance that

phenomenology could emerge as the effort to return to the primordial

experience from which science has taken its leave. Thus Merleau-Panty

responds to Brehier's challenge as follows: 'Phenomenology could never

have come about before all the other philosophical efforts of the

rationalist tradition, nor prior to the construction of science. It

meaSureS the distanoe between our experience and thiS Scienoe. How

could it ignore it? How could it preoede it?U CPrP, 29) ln other

words, it is only because there is already a dominant

self-understanding alienating or distancing uS from experience that

phenomenology could emerge on the Scene as the effort to reinstate
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experience, suppressed by objective thought, and to overoome thiS

alienation.

It is in this context, against the background of objectivistic

thought, that the return to the phenomena must be understood.

Marleau-Panty writes: "classical science is a form of peroeption which

loses sight of its origins and believes itself complete. The first

philosophical act would appear to be to return to the world of actual

experience which is prior to the objective world, since it is in it

that we shall be able to grasp the theoretical basis no less than the

limits of that objective world •.•• • (PhP, 57) Long before we attain

the objective point of view (and thus to a certain meaSure find

ourselves in an objective world) we have lived in a world with an

entirely different landsoape, which in relation to the objective world

could be called pre-objective. ThiS pre-objective world, which science

thinks it comprehends under some such category as 'appearance't can be

inquired into in its own right. The objective point of view comeS

second, and the return advocated here is directed toward the

pre-objective opening upon the world that it succeeds and indeed

Suppresses. Phenomenology is a return to something more primary and

fundamental than is comprehended under the terms by which objective

thought fixes perception, experience, the world.

It will have to be shown how science, or more generally

objective thought, originates out of and yet conceals perceptual

experience and in what sense the return takes uS back to an

irreducible origin. From the outset of such questioning, the metaphor

of a return Soon becomes complicated. When I return to my apartment,
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for example, it is simply there, much as it waS when I left it. Can

the Same be said of the »world of actual experienced? In what Sense

could-anyone ever leave it in the first place? In what senSe is it or

has it been there for someone to return to? Upon returning, does one

find it the 'same' as when one supposedly left it? What is the

relationship between eXp'erience as lived through unreflectivelyand

experience as described or brought to light in reflective

understanding? Does experience itself change in conformity to the

reflective paradigm through which we attempt to understand it?

The metaphor is even further complicated by the fact that

Merleau-Ponty often says that experience has been 'forgotten',

'concealed', 'buried', etc., by objective thought, which is said to

'blind' uS to experience. Insofar as we are under the sway of

objective thought, experience is not accessible to our reflective

glance. To speak of a 'distance' between experience objectified and

experience lived can therefore be misleading. It must be said that

thiS distance does not traverse a homogeneous space, that the two

points connected are not strictly commensurate with each· other. This

incommensurability makes a certain indirection necessary. The return

must proceed by way of a detour through a critical eXposition and

analysis of the obfuscating prejudice. The deconstruction of thiS

prejudice will be the dialectial tWin of the disclosure of the world

of experience, or of what Merleau-Ponty otherwise calls 'the

phenomenal field'. He articulates thiS diSclosure along the Same lineS

as Husserl's disclosure of the life-world, and runS into Similar

difficulties.
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2. The Need for a Detour

In light of these remarks we are better enabled to understand a

oertain style or even strategy at work in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy.

Although he regards experienoe as the 'the ultimate oourt of appeal'

(source tout proche), it is important to note that he does not, at

least initially, appeal to experience in order to criticize or refute

objeotive thought. (PhP, 23) He does not simply plaoe the faots of

experience alongside the explanatory claims of objeotive thought as a

superior evidence. HiS reaSon for not arguing in thiS way is that

Dgenerally speaking, the description of phenomena does not enable one

to refute thought which is not alive to its own eXistence, and which

resides in things.' (Ibid.) 'Thought whioh is not alive to its own

eXistence H
, that is, thought that is under the sway of objectivism, is

blinded to experienoe. It would therefore be fruitless to offer

alternative descriptions Since, from the objective point of View, what

is described will not be seen. DIn thiS sense," Marleau-Panty says,

"reflection is a system of thought no less closed than insanity.li

(Ibid.)

Given the 'incommensurability' between the standpoint of

objective thought and of experience, any direct appeal to evidenoe for

the purpose of arbitration would be naive. Objeotive thought does not

recognize the authority of experience, Ithe ultimate oourt of appeal D
,

beoause it thinks it oomprehends under Some such category as

'appearanoe' all that there is to know about experienoe. The oategory

'appearance', however, effectively conceals experience, as the rich
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differenceS between blackbirds, swallows, and So on is concealed from

Someone who aSSimilates these differences under the undifferentiated

category 'birds'.s Experience is richer, contains a greater number of

species, than is thought all too qUickly under the explanatory

categories of objective thought.

What is required, therefore, is something like a gestalt shift.

Experience comes into view only if one adopts ua new way of looking at

things'. (PhP, 23) ThiS 'new way of looking at things', however,

becomes a live option only if the objectivistic way of looking at

things is put into question. ThiS new standpoint will only Abe Seen to

be justified by the abundance of phenomena which it elucidates. u That

iS t one must discover this standpoint and look at the world from thiS

vantage point in order to understand the things about which it speaks~

QBefare its discovery,~ Marleau-Panty tells us, Qthese phenomena were

inacoeSSible. u Thus Marleau-Panty does not attack objectivism

directly. He acknowledges the validity of what is seen from thiS point

of view, but tries to awaken objective thought to the relativity of

its own seeing--to teach objective thought that what it SeeS is not

absolute, indeed to teach objective thought that it is a point of

view. Other ways of looking at things will disclose other, at first

unsuspected, 'facts'.

ThiS does not mean, however, that Merleau-Ponty believes that

all points of view are equal. dScientifio points of view, according to

which my existence is a moment of the world's, are always both naive

and at the same time dishonest, because they take for granted, without

explicitly mentioning it, the other point of view, namely
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consciousness, through whioh from the outSet a world forms itself

around me and begins to eXist for me. D (PhP, iX) The scientifio or

objectivistic point of view is 'naive' insofar as it fails to realize

that it is a point of view and insofar as it believes that it effaces

itself as paint of view in order to mirror a reality that oweS nothing

to its mediation. It is ~dishanest' insofar as it fa1ls to acknowledge

a reality that is not adequately comprehended in its theorizing but

that is nevertheless implicit as the horizon within which its

theoriZing takes place. Merleau-Panty argues that the scientific point

of view is secondary, that it is dependent upon and presuppoSes

perceptual life such as it is thematized in phenomenology, even if it

fails or refuses to acknowledge thiS preSUPPOSition. &Laws have

meaning only as a meanS of conceptualizing the perceived world," he

writes. (S8, 145)

Where objective thought aSSumeS a notion of being--being as

standing over against the seer and OWing nothing to him--Herleau-Ponty

undertakes a "genealogy of being". (PhP, 54) At the Same time, he

provides a kind of genealogy of objective thought. He shows how it is

motivated, how it arises out of and continues to draw from perceptual

life. He traces objective

reality, which little by

genealogy proceeds along

thought back to its origin in this primary

little is disclosed in the process. ThiS

essentially the Same lines as Husserl's

'teleological-historical reflections' and plays a parallel role in his

ph i Iosophy •

If objootive thought ia indeed la' point of view and not a

positionless mirroring, thiS point of view is not therefore an
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itself, which,

Merleau-Ponty says, naturally leads reflection

perception ends in objects, and the object, once constituted, appears

as the reaSon for all the experiences of it which we have had or could

have." (PhP, 67) There is a subtle dialectic of the constituted and

the constituting here. In perceptual exploration, walking around a

house, for example, the house is given through a series of profiles:

from the Side, the front, and So on. Normally, we do not attend to the

manner of givenness of the house. We cognize the house as a

constituted unity. Just as the materiality of language--its phoniC or

graphic mediation--is effaced in communication, thereby enabling us to

attend to what the other means, so too the perceptual event hides or

conceals itself and precisely for thiS reason allows the thing to be

constituted as a constant and enduring object which outruns or

transcends the relativity of perSpectives upon it.?

The object as such, which has been constituted through

perception, can thus come to take on a spurious primacy. Marleau-Panty

writes:

ObseSSed with being, and forgetful of the perspectivism
of my experience, I henceforth treat it as an object and deduce
it from a relationship between objects. I regard my body, which
is my point of view upon the world, as one of the objects of
that world. My reoent awareneSS of my gaze as a means of
knowledge I now repress, and treat my eyes as bits of matter.
They then take their place in the Same objective space in which
I am trying to Situate the external object and I believe that I
am producing the perceived perspective by the projection of the
objeots on my retina. (PhP, 70-1)

The object, the house, is next to another house, which is not very far

from the train station. The moon and even the distant stars are
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farther away than I can even imagine, but the spaoe in which they

eXist is continuous with the space in which I stand now regarding the

house. My own body, my perceptual profiles if I attend to them, are

inserted in thiS objective Space--which has been in the first instance

constituted through perception. "Thus 'objective' thought (in

Kierkegaard's sense) is fcrmed--being that of common Sense and of

science--which finally cauSes uS to lose contact with perceptual

experience, of which it is nevertheless the outcome and the natural

sequel." (PhP, 71) The objects constituted in perceptual experience

come to be seen as the cause even of the perception that reveals them.

The objective world, in the first instance an idea rooted in

perceptual life, is set up as an absolute existing 'out there' and

already made. Perception only registers, more or less confusedly, what

is really there. The originality and creativity of perception is lost

Sight of and the fact that the world is in Some SenSe an

'accomplishment' is concealed.

Far Marleau-Panty, Scienoe is an extreme example of thiS

tendency for perception to miSunderstand itself. ThiS is eloquently

stated in The ViSible and the InviSible, where he speaks about the

origin of what he calls lIthe Great Object ll
, that is, the 'objective

world'. He writes:

Science began by excluding all the predicates that come tD
things from our encounter with them. The exclusion is only
provisional: when it will have learned to invest it, scienoe
will little by little reintroduce what it at first put aside as
subjective; but it will integrate it as a particular case of
the relations and objects that define the world for science.
Then the world will close over itself, and, except for what
within uS thinks and builds Science, that impartial Spectator
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that inhabits us, we will have become parts or moments of the
Great Object. (VI, 15)

The problem here is that nthe subjective B
, as it is construed

by Science and thus swallowed up in "the Great Object", is but a pale

caricature of our openness upon the world in perceptual experience,

which is in fact presupposed (but not explicated) by science. It is

subjectivity as seen through a microscope, So to speak, and not the

subjectivity that handles the microscope and peers through it. Oddly

enough, it is subjectivity 'Cmis)translated' into something objective.

Marleau-Panty says that uscience succeeds in constructing only a

semblance of Subjectivity: it introduces senSations which are things,

just where experience shows that there are meaningful patterns; it

forces the phenomenal universe into categories which make senSe only

in the universe of science.- (PhP, 11)

ThiS mistranslation can be exhibited with reference to how

objective thought understands 'the phenomenon'. In phenomenology, this

term indicates the being of the thing 'for us'. Objective thought tco

recognizes something like the phenomenon, but it tYPically understands

the being of the thing 'for us' with recourse to Some Such concept as

'senSation', a concept haVing ancestral links to Galileo's notorious

'secondary qualities'. The attempt to 'explain' experience as being

built up of elementary units such as sensations, as a house is built

up of bricks, is typical in the psychological and philosophical

literature. The pure sensation is conceived as Bthe experience of an

undifferentiated, instantaneouS, dotlike impact." (PhP, 3) As such, it

is thought to eXist only for consciousness, or in conSciOUSness, and
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gets its reference to objects by Some postulated causal mechanism.

While the eXperience of sensations thus defined is indeed possible

under" artificial or experimental conditions, the punctual sensation,

as Gestalt psychology has demonstrated, is nowhere to be found in

normal perception, which opens onto 'things', <events', or even

'situations', and not 'sensations'.

If sensation, as an explanatory concept, does not originate in

actual experience, how then daes thiS prejudice arise? Marleau-Panty

writes:

If it is introduced, it is because of attending to the
experience of perception, we overlook it in favour of the
object perceived. A visual field is not made up of limited
views. But an object seen is made up of bits of matter, and
spatial points are external to each other. An isolated datum of
perception is inconceivable, at least if we do the mental
experiment of attempting to perceive such a thing. But in the
world there are either isolated objects or a phySical void.
CPhP, 4)

The pure impression or sensation is a construct of a reflection which

has lost contact with perception. Perception is not built up out of

such units, but theories about perception are. The endeavour to

construct perceived objects out of elemental sensations is based upon

a false analogy suggested by the fact that objects are made up of

parts. Relations that are known to obtain within or between objects

are erroneously imputed to perception itself. s

The concept of sensation, which is primarily associated with

empiricism but unoritically taken up by intelleotualism as well,

distorts certain Ifacts' about perception which have been brought to

light by Gestalt psychology. Typically, for example, qualities

Ccolours, sounds, smells, etc.) are thought of as being punctual cr
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If thiS were true, however, if

consciousness were absorbed by or coincided with qualities, things

would'have no depth or indeterminacy, which is precisely what invites

perceptual exploration. What I penetrate in perceptual exploration is

not a sensation. It is an object in a visual field. The identity of

the cbject throughout such exploration is not and could not be based

on the association of disparate sensations. It is guaranteed rather by

the stability of the viSual field in which it is placed. A figure is

always perceived against a background of unthematized relations which

support it and which can in turn be explored with a redirected gaze.

The properties of the visual field oannot be understood

starting from the assumption that it is a composite reality built up

from the action of objects on the retina. Marleau-Panty writes:

Suppose we construct, by the use of optics and geometry, that
bit of the world which can at any moment throw its image on our
retina. Everything outside its perimeter, Since it does not
reflect upon any senSitive area, no more affects our vision
than does light falling on our closed eyes. We ought, then, to
perceive a segment of the world precisely delimited, surrounded
by a zone of blackness, packed full of qualities with no
interval between them, held together by definite relationships
of Size similar to those lying on the retina. The fact is
experience offers nothing like thiS, and we Shall never, using
the world as our starting-point, understand what a field of
viSion is. (PhP, 5)

The 'boundaries' of the visual field are not at all like the frame of

a painting and do not sharply delimit an inSide packed with qualities

and an outSide which could only be an empty region of sheer non-being,

since it would be defined as the absence of all quality,- "The region

surrounding the visual field is not easy to describe,~ Merleau-Ponty
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says, ~but what is certain is that it is neither black nor grey.~

CPhP, 6)

The view that quality (or sensation) is a punctual element in

consciousness is not testified to by the evidence of normal

perception. It arises only when quality is abstracted from its

concrete relations withiQ a total field or context that contributes to

its de facto perceptuaL meaning. If sensations were punctual units

somehow or ather causally related to things in the objective world, it

would be difficult to understand why a given quality, the redness of a

carpet for example, is modified by the presence or absence of other

colours co-existing in the Same field. On the other hand,

Marleau-Panty says, thiS becomes comprehensible if we cease to

understand qualities as being elements in conSciousness and view them

instead as properties of the perceived object which are, as such,

determined by their configuration in a context or background. He

writes: DThiS red patch which I see on the carpet is red only in

virtue of a shadow which lies acroSS it, its quality is apparent only

in relation to the play of light upon it, and hence as an element in a

spatial configuration ...• this red would literally not be the Same if

it were not the 'wooly red' of a oarpet." CPhP, 4-5) Colour is always

the colour 'of' something. Qualities are not in consciouSness but

rather adhere to things set in the field that consciousness opens

onto. The figure/baokground struoture of peroeption is obsoured by the

attempt to build up the perceptual field out of sensations, qualities,

or other such atomic units that could supposedly be transported whole

from one field to another without any Significant change taking plaoe
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in the surrounding context or without being themselves modified by

thiS context.

If we wish to describe perception, the most primitive term that

we can identify is the 'phenomenon', and not 'quality' or ·sensation'.

DThe perceptual 'something',u Marleau-Panty writes, aia always in the

middle of something else, it always forms part of a 'field',· (PhP, 4)

Merleau-Ponty is in agreement with Gestalt psyohology that the most

simple sense-given is not a sensation but rather a figure on a

background. He says that thiS is ·the very definition of the

phenomenon .... D (Ibid.) Moreover, the relation between the figure and

ground, or between the phenomenon and its context, is not a static

one. The figure or phenomenon is not a discrete entity that could be

transplanted from one background to another and remain identical in

the transition. It receives its senSe from its place in a context Such

that the 'same' figure will have a different meaning in different

contexts. to ·Perceived objects change properties when they change

places,· Merleau-Ponty says. (58, 144)

Furthermore, it is not only the spatial context of the

perceived object that is significant in determining its SenSe. The

entire intentional Situation in which it figures plays a role as well.

BSe nSe experience," Merleau-Panty writes, Rinvests the quality With

vital value, grasping it first in its meaning for us, far that heavy

maSS which is our body, whence it comeS about that it always involves

a reference to our body." CPhP, 52) For a 'body-subject', the 'same'

knife is given as one thing if placed alongside a piece of bread,

another if held in the hand of an angry person, and something else
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again if set alongside a screw. What is the 'same' objectively

speaking (or for a bodiless subject not incorporated in a Situation or

point of view), is not necessarily the 'same' speaking from the point

of view of the life-world or of the thing for us. The SenSe of a

phenomenon is co-determined by its involvements with other things in

its field or context and with reference back to the praxis of a

body-subject. In the text we have been referring to, Marleau-Panty

limits hiS remarks to what he calls the 'visual field', but this is

but one dimenSion of what he calls the 'phenomenal field', which is

the total context in which the SenSe of a phenomenon is given.

Objective thought typically abstracts the phenomenon from its

concrete involvements in a field. It abstracts from its concrete being

for a perceiver and fiXes its meaning in relation to its supposed

'referent' in the objective world. Having stripped the phenomenon of

everything that is merely 'Subjective', it then proceeds to

reconstruct the 'phenomenon' starting from what it 'knows' about its

'referent', in relation to which the phenomenon is only an appearance.

On these aSSumptions, it is impoSSible to understand such basic things

as how two lines that are 'objectively' of equal length can appear

unequal in oertain contexts, as in ~lller-Lyer's optioal illusion. On

the other hand, when we free the phenomenon from itS alleged causal

relation to a referent and consider it in relation to its field or

context, thiS becomes comprehensible. Perceived as phenomena in a

field (and thiS is the only way they can be perceived), the perceptual

meaning of each line is functionally related to other relevant

elements in its context. 11
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let uS return to the question of

what we have oalled Marleau-Panty's Ustyle U or "strategy". As concernS

hiS manner of eXposition, it is significant that he does not simply

assert that objective thought is 'wrong' and proceed from there to lay

out his own position as an absolute eVidence, for reaSonS we have

already discussed. Rather. he presents his own position dialectically.

He takes a 'detour' through objective thought. He brings the

'phenomenon' to light with reference to objective thought, with

respect to its difference from the 'sensation' for example. In effect,

he builds a bridge that enables one to pass from one point of view to

the other.

It is important to emphasize thiS point in order to correct the

misconception that phenomenology conceals its own point of view, or

otherwise places itself beyond reproach. by appealing to Some pristine

evidence and claiming unmediated accesS to it. Phenomenology does

indeed appeal to evidence, but, I have tried to clarify in this

reading of Mer Ieau-Ponty , thiS appeal does not eXempt the

phenomenologist from argUing for his claims and from examining what

others have said. Indeed, Merleau-Panty teaches that such eXamination

is an eSsential moment in phenomenology's disclosure of experience.

One arrives at the phenomenological point of view only by means of a

detour through powerful prejudices at work in our tradition.
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3. Perception: The Dualism of Sensibility and Intellect

Marleau-Panty is by no meanS dogmatic in hiS account of

perception in the Phenomenology. I'Nothing is more difficult than to

know precisely what we see,' he writes. (PhP, 58) Although it is

indeed diffioult to know what we see, and though no positive account

could ever be definitive or exhaustive, perception is not So evasive a

target that one cannot criticize some accounts as being off the mark.

Merleau-Panty is cautious in his remarks about what we do see, but he

is emphatic in saying that we do not see what objective thought claims

that we See. As we have seen, Marleau-Panty believes that classical

analyses of perception falSify perceptual experience. He argues

against certain ways of conceptualizing the 'perceptual given'. He

believes that it is difficult to say just what is given, but he

nonetheless believes that there is a 'given' with which any account of

perception is obliged to accord if it is to be truthful.

It is illuminating to olarify

the perceptual given with polemical

Merleau-Ponty's own

reference to the

account of

view that

perception is interpretation. 12 He rejects this view, which he

associates with intellectualism, but he does believe that it furnishes

a valuable critique of empiricism. Against empiricism, intellectualism

took a step in the right direction by establishing that there is

always more to what is perceived than meets the eye. ·Once perception

is understood as interpretation,ll he says, «sensation, which has

provided a starting point, is finally superseded, for all perceptual

consciousness is already beyond it. B (PhP, 37) Peroeption oannot be
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the passive registering of sensations because we perceive more (or

less) than is 'given' to us with our senses, as evidenced by the

experience of illusions,

While intellectualism did indeed 'pave the way to true

it nevertheless remained bound by empiricist

presuppositions. eThe conoeption of judgement as a psychic force or a

logical mediator, and the theory of perception as

'interpretation'--the intellectualism of the psychologists, is indeed

simply a counterpart of emp Ir-Lc t emc ; , .I! (Ph?, 38-7) Intellectualism

understood the 'more' that belongs to the perceived object, the eXceSS

or surplus beyond what is 'given' in the empiricist sense, as being a

kind of supplement added by judgement or Some suoh intellectual

activity. Merleau-Panty paraphrases a famous passage from Descartes as

follows: eThe men I see from a window are hidden by their hats and

coats, and their image cannot be imprinted .on my retina. I therefore

do not see them, I judge them to be there." CPhP, 32) The thes i S that

perception is interpretation thus left untouched the idea of a baSic

level at which the perceived is given prior to and independent of the

supplemental judgement. The senSeS contribute the given, and the

intellect furnishes the meaning. 1:: Ii Percept ion becomes an

'interpretation' of the signs that our Senses provide in accordance

wit.h the, bodily stimuli, a "hypot.hee r s ' that the mind evolves to
/

'explain its impressions tc itself' ," CPhP, 33)

Intellectualism waS not radioal enough in its oritique of

empiricism and waS itself committed to an untenable dualism, the first

term of whioh Cthe sense-given, anatomioally defined) it unWittingly
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it undermined its own radical

potential and became ambiguQuS or even inconsistent. How,

Marleau-Panty asks, could perception llhe a process of reasoning since

there are no sensations to provide it with premises, or an

interpretation, because there is nothing prior to it to interpret?~

CPhP, 37) Against empiri~ism, intellectualism maintains that there is

more to what is perceived than is given by the senses, but it

reinstates the empiricist given at another level as that upon which

interpretation operates to yield what we think or judge that we see,

namely, the phenomenon. The 'given' that judgement or interpretation

allegedly supplements cannot be perceived, since, according to the

hypothesis, what is perceived is already interpreted.

IntellectualiSm thus mixes together the attempts to describe

and to explain what we perceive. Entities such as 'the senSe-given'

and the supplemental' judgement' are abstract in relation to the

concrete perceptual phenomenon, in which the abstracted terms,

sensibility and intelligibility, are 'given' as inseparably

intertwined. In theorizing in thiS way, Marleau-Panty writes, uwe

construct perception instead of revealing its distinctive working; we

miss once more the basic operation which infuses meaning into the

sensible, and which is taken for granted by any logical mediation or

any psychological causality.' (PhP, 34)

In saying that meaning is infused into the sensible,

Merleau-Ponty attempts to articulate a position beyond the dualistiC

alternatives of sensibility and intellect, the given and the judged.

The sensible is from the very beginning and in its very corporality
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configured as meaningful. What is perceptually given is always set in

a context that informs its de facto meaning. Unless the circumstances

are indeed extraordinary, I do not' judge', on the basis of 'hats' and

'coats', that see men parading below my window. ThiS much is

comprehended in my glance as I look down at the street. Indeed, it

would require an effort of surrealistic abstraction for me to see

'hats' and 'coats', and not men.l~ Such meaning as perceived phenomena

do have is not externally related to Some mute given in the objective

world. The meaning of what is given is embodied in its very presence

to perceptual consciousness.

Merleau-Ponty employs the concept of phySiognomy in order to

elucidate this SenSe in which meaning is infused into the sensible.

The etymology of the word phySiognomy, from the Greek phuSiS and

gnomon, is instructive in thiS regard. It synthesizes 'nature' and

'judgement', sensibility and intellect. Literally, it meanS the art of

judging character from features of the face or the form of the body.

To speak of 'judgement' here is misleading, however, in that it

implies a mediating activity. In fact, when we 'read' the face of

another, meaning and corporal ityare fused together. The meaning of

the smile is incarnate in the configuration of the facea We do not

have to 'deduce' it from allegedly neutral premiSes. So too, normal

perception is phySiognomic in the SenSe that the meaning of things is

inscribed in the 'face' they present to perceptual consciouBneSSa

Harleau-Panty often makes reference to Schneider, a patient of

the psychologist Kurt Goldstein, who ServeS as a kind of foil by meanS

of which normal perception is highlighted. The world "no longer has
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any physiognomy for him," Merleau-Ponty sayS. (PhP, 132) Exoept in

very specific and concrete Situations, Schneider does not eXperience

the things around him as being meaningful. There is no immediate

apprehenSion of the Significance of an object placed before him, a

knife let uS say, although he oan, through tedious mediation, 'deduoe'

its meaning. Sensibility.and intellection are indeed separate for him

and perception is K a veritable act of interpretation. B

(PhP, 131)

In virtue of hiS abnormality, Schneider indirectly reveals what

it is for the perceived world to have a physiognomy and also ServeS to

exemplify the view that Merleau-Ponty is criticizing. What is

perceptually given for him, we can surmise, is much like the 'given'

that intellectualism olaims interpretation operates upon in order to

yield perception. Sohneider needs to 'translate' from the sign to its

Signification. A gesture that would be immediately understood by a

normal subjeot is for him a dumb movement of the body through

objective space. He needs to translate from thiS 'given' to its

meaning, as if oonsulting a manual or oode book to link the Sign with

the appropriate Signification.

In normal perception, by oontrast, the thing and itS meaning,

the senSible and the intelligible, Sign and eignifioation, are not

externally related to eaoh other or brought together through a prooess

of reasoning or interpretation. A knife on the table is immediately

given as 'Something to butter bread With'. These value predioates

adhere to things in their peroeptual givenness and are not deduoed.

The body of another is not peroeived as being in itself mute, only
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significance superimposed upon it.

Marleau-Ponty writes: IIIn the caSe of the normal subject, a body is

not peroeived merely as an objeot; thiS objective perception has

within it a more intimate perception: the viSible body is subtended by

a sexual schema, which is strictly individual, emphasizing the

errogenous areas, outlining a sexual phySiognomy .... ll (PhP, 156) In

normal perception, the body is 'given' as being meaningful from the

beginning. It has a physiognomy.

In its zeal to diScover the conditions that make perception

possible, intellectualism passed over the unity and originality of the

perceptual phenomenon and missed or at least equivocated about what is

aotually peroeptually given. Attention to peroeption teaohes that the

dualism of subjeot and objeot. or of the given and the judged within

whioh claSSical theories of perception are framed, is a false starter.

What is 'given' in perception is neither a neutral and mute state of

affairs nor transparent and fully artioulated meanings or mental

eventS4 Both of these are abstractions. uIn actual perception taken at

its origin, before any word is uttered, the Sign [signe sensible]

offered to senSe and the signifioation [Signification] are not even

theoretically separable. An object is an organism of colours, smells,

sounds and taotile appearanoes whioh symbolize, modify and aooord with

eaoh other .... • (PhP. 38) What is immediate for uS in peroeption is

neither Sign nor signifioation as these are defined by dualism. but

the phenomenon itself. whioh is the oonorete unity of both.

Merleau-Ponty's aooount of the peroeption of other people

should be understood in this light. Provided that the peroeptual
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phenomenon is understood as itself embodying meaning, the essential

point of Merleau-Ponty's analysis of the gesture could be summed up by

saying that the meaning of a gesture is perceptually given. He argues

against the dualist view that bifurcates the gesture into two distinct

elements; empirical sign and ideal meaning, sense-given and judgement.

ThiS separation creates the need to posit Some activity or other

(interpretation or introspection, for example) that joins the two

elements.

The premises of this dualism at the core of so much modern

thought are summarized in the following quotation:

Classical psychology unquestioningly accepted the distinction
between inner observation, or introspection, and outer
observation. ·Psychic facts·--anger or fear, for example--could
be directly known only from the inside and by the person
experiencing them. It was thought to be self-evident that I can
grasp only the corporal Signs of anger or fear from the outside
and that I have tc resort to the anger or fear I know in myself
through introspection in order to interpret these signs. (SN,
52)

On thiS view, the gesture is in itself meaningless. The mute aoroporal

Sign becomes intelligible only by being supplemented by a

non-empirical meaning imposed upon it from the interior of an

interpreting subject.

Merleau-Ponty believeS that the psychic is improperly conceived

as being an 'inner' by contrast with corporal signs given on the

'outSide'. The distinction between the inSide and the outSide, and its

filial distinction between introspection and outer observation, only

serves to confuse the matter. Dlntrospection D does not yield the

emotional 'state', for example, in a pristine meaning devoid of

corporality. An emotion does not have a purely 'psychio' existence.
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Apart from its signs it is virtually nothing. For thiS reason, ~in

reality, introspection gives me almost nothing, If I try to study love

or hate purely from inner observation, I will find very little to

describe: a few pangs, a few heart-throbs--in short, trite agitations

which do not reveal the essence of love or hate," (SN, 52)

Similarly "outer qbservation" does not yield a purely corporal

sign devoid of meaning. A person's emotional life does not consist of

interior ~states' acceSSible to another only mediately by analogy. In

my dealings with others am not in the first plaoe given naked

corporal signs the meaning of which would have to infer, I See the

emotion in the gesture that is played Qut in the world. The emotions

are not private interior states hidden behind corporal Signs, which

then would only indicate them in an external way by a kind of analogy.

The gesture and its meaning are not given as two separate items but

rather as a unity. He writes: ar do not See anger or a threatening

attitude behind the gesture, I read anger in it. The gesture does not

make me think of anger, it is anger itself," (PhP, 184) The gesture

communicates its own meaning. Its meaning adheres to it.

Sign and signification are held together in the gesture. ·One

can see what there is in common between the gesture and its meaning,

for example, in the caSe of emotional expression and the emotions

themselves: the smile, the relaxed face, gaiety of gesture really have

in them the rhythm of action, the mode of being in the world which are

joy itself," (PhP, 186) In a similar vein, one ought not to say that

Beethoven's aHymn to Joy· is a sign of joy but rather that it embodieS

joy.
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Against the view that perception--of things or of other

people--passively registers sense-data that are in themselves

meaningless, Marleau-Panty argues that what is given is from the

beginning infuSed with meaning and

predicates' that dualism attributes

judgement. The perceptual given, in

is already saturated with 'value

excluSively to the supplemental

the language of phenomenology, is

·constituted'.iS At the Same time, however, he rejects any attempt to

characterize thiS constitution as being a mediate activity such as

judgement or interpretation. To say that what is given is already

constituted meanS that the phenomenon is always set in a field or

context. The phenomenon is configured in a part/whole relation such

that its meaning is spontaneously determined by other things happening

in its field. rts meaning stands out against a background.

What is true at the level of perception is also true at the

level of reflection. To understand the meaning of the return it is

important to be alert to the dialectic that obtains between point of

view and the given. To return to the phenomena is not a matter of

achieving unmediated contact with experience, as if experience were

something Simply 'given' and all that is required is that we open our

eyes to see what is manifestly there. It is not a matter of Some

absolute seeing free of point of view. Such an archimedean glance is

what objective thought aspires to. For Merleau-Ponty, by contrast,

anything that can be 'given~--in perception or in reflaction--can only

be 'given' from a point of view. ThiS means that the 'phenomenon~t

which after all functions in phenomenological discourse as a kind of

eVidence~ is itself given as such from a point of view. For
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Marleau-Panty, this point of view, and the 'given' that it openS onto,

can only be secured by carefully working through oertain dominant

prejudiOeS Cother points of view). The important point to realize,

admittedly a difficult one, is that the idea of a given and of a point

of view are not incompatiblSa Eugene Gendlin has put the matter

nicely: BA thiS, a giv~n may be given for me only after

received a rather complex set of instructions for finding it. U t E

have



CHAPTER 3

THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW

I felt very much as i£ someone, trying to explain the cauSeS of
each thing I do, should say first that the reason why I sit
here now is that my body oonsists of bones and sinews, and when
the bones are uplifted in their sockets the sinews slackening
and tightening make me able to bend my limbs now, and for thiS
cause I have bent together and sit here; and if next he should
give other such causes of my conversing with you, alleging as
causes voices and airs and a thousand things like that, and
neglecting to give the real cauSeS. These are that Since Athens
thought it waS better to condemn me, for this very r~ason I
have thought it better to Sit here and submit to any sentence
they may give. For by the Dog! these bones and sinews would
have been somewhere near Boeotia long ago, carried there by an
opinion of what is best, if I had not believed it better to
submit to any sentence which my city gives than to take to my
heels and run.

Socrates

1. The EluSive BodY

For Marleau-Panty, the phenomenological point of view is

recommended because it discloses fields of meaning that are overlooked

and even concealed from the point of view of objective thought. The

human body, behaVior, and the world as disclosed from the

phenomenological point of view appear as meaningful. Man is able to

recognize himself in the world such as it appears from thiS point of

view. Phenomenology addresses man's desire for self-understanding.

Merleau-Ponty describes the phenomenal field, the being of the

world such as it is given in experience, in polemics with or in

95
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such constructs as

'sensation' and 'representation'. Because the prejudioe of the

objective world effectively conceals experience, conceals the world

such as it is given in experience, a kind of Gestalt shift is

necessary in order to bring it into view. AIf we are led to rediscover

experience behind it,U Marleau-Panty writes, Athis shift of ground

will be attributable only to the difficulties which objective thought

itself raises." (PhP, 72) HiS analYSiS of the body plays a central

role in bringing about thiS ·shift of ground·. The body 'evades' any

attempt to grasp it grounded on the presuppOSition of the objective

world and thereby shows up the inadequacies of this presuppcsition.

Simply put, the body and its world have a meaning that cannot be

understood starting from the presuppositions of objective thought. The

body is also at the centre of Merleau-Ponty's disclosure of the

phenomenal field, because Uby WithdraWing from the objective

world, ... Cit carries] with it the intentional threads linking it to

its surrounding .•.• • (PhP, 72)

~xperience is overlooked and cannot be described from the

standpoint of an analYSiS that inserts the body in the objective world

and attempts to construct the phenomenal field or the subject's world

from the action of the objective world upon the body. Attempts to do

so tend to overSimplify (or perhaps unduly complicate) perceptual

eKperience by translating it into small and manageable units that can

be punctually related to the body. The concept of sensation, for

eKample, is tailor-made to facilitate suoh a translation. The body is
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a place of excitation' and experience, the world

disclosed in experience, is telescoped into the oategory 'sensation'.

The critical question ooncerns how well concepts such as 'place

of excitation' translate the body and concepts such as 'sensation' or

'representation' translate . phenomena , and the 'phenomenal field'. As

we have seen, Marleau-Panty, against those who conceptualize the

perceptual phenomenon in termS of such punctual units as sensations,

believes that D a figure on a background is the simplest sense-given

available to us .... • CPhP, 4) Anything in the field of peroeption

gives only an aspect of itself, and gives that aspect only

oontextually bcund up with other thingS horizonally preSent alongside

it such that the figure is modified by its baokground. ThiS total

relationship of figure and ground is the most basic datum of

experience. Furthermore, a figure refers back to the POSition of a

perceiver. To have a perspective, to have before onself a figure on a

ground, is to See from somewhere or from Some POSition. To See from

somewhere is to he a body. But is the human body "8omewhere' in the

same sense that a rock or a house is somewhere? Can the human body,

the pOSition from which we are oriented in a phenomenal field, be

understood on the Same level as rocks and houses? What gets left out

of account or evades an analySis that places the body in the objective

world and explains experience in terms of the action of the objective

world upon the body?

In the 'objective world', there are no perspectives. The desk

at whioh I Sit writing thiS is there all at once with its Sides, its

back, front, top, and bottom. Indeed, in the objective world there is
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no 'top' and 'bottom', Since these terms are relative to the

perspective of a perceiver (for whom a thing oan be given only through

perspeotives). The desk is itself inside a house, and the house is

also there all at once in the objective world, with its faoade, its

backdoor, roof, basement, kitchen, cupboards in the kitchen, and 80

on. In the phenomenal field, however, that is, in our experience, the

house can only be given from a point of view. At the moment, my

perception opens onto the wall against which my desk runs. The wall,

in turn, is set in a horizon trailing off imperceptibly toward a

ceiling, a floor, other rooms, the outSide of the houss, and so on.

can make any of these other parts of the house figures by moving my

body, but there is no point of view in which I could POSition my body,

not even in an airplane, from which the house would be given all at

once; that is, without perspective. The identity or unity of the house

is not for thiS reason something about which I am in doubt. It is

experienced through the convergence of successive perspectives or

points of view within a relatively stable horizon.

And what now of these perspectives through which the house is

given, and of the world on the horizon of thiS house? Are they too in

the house? Are they too in the 'objective world'? Here objective

thought will say that it is nescessary to make a distinction. The

perspectives upon the house are neither in the house nor in the

objective world. They are not the kind of things that can be anywhere

at all. They have no spatial substantiality. They a.re only

'representations' standing in for things that in themselves do have

such substantiality. My body is such a thing and indeed, like the
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desk, it is in the house and in the objeotive world~ The perspectives

or representations, although not 'in' my body, are in Some sense

related to it. Somehow they are produoed or result from an interaction

between my body and other things in the objective world--things which

I can never perceive as such, Since to perceive is always to perceive

from a perspective, and thus not to have the thing itself but a

representation of it.

For objective thought, the world and the things in the world

are thus doubled. Two series run parallel to each other seemingly

never to meet: the real thing and the representation; extended

substance and thinking substance. And yet they do in Some senSe

intersect in the human body. The body is at once both an extended

substance, and somehow or other (through a 'magic' the science of

which neurophysiology will someday reveal) a machine that translates

extended substance into thinking substance, real things into

representations. If, however, we try to insert the body, precisely as

a point of interseotion, in one or the other of these two dimensions,

we end up, not with a unity of the two, but rather, with a new Set of

doubles: the body as extended substance and the body as represented.

Viewed in thiS way, the body has a double life. On the one hand, it is

a material body like any other external object in the world and is

thus expected to behave according to the same laws as other things. On

the other hand, as experienced, it is a representation that exists for

or in thought. As such it is in some as yet undetermined, but

ultimately determinable relation with the material body. In thiS

bifurcation of the body into the body 'in itself' and the body 'for
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consciousness' or as represented, we hear echoed the fundamental

dualism bequeathed to modern thought by Desoartes.

Merleau-Ponty argues that the body oan be squeezed into either

of these two dimensions only at the price of becoming, in the

analysis, so distant and different from our everyday experience of our

body as to be scarcely recognizable. After such an insertion, there is

a great deal that is left out, and it is this overflow, this

recalcitrant body resistant to objectification, that Marleau-Panty

takes as the theme of hiS analysis.

The body eXhibits some remarkable characteristics that

olassioal psyohology had taken note of but did not thematize. It waS

noticed, for example, that my body, unlike other sorts of objects, is

always with me. I can move a table or a lamp away from me, out of my

field of peroeption, but my body is always with me as a permanent

'here'. I can never escape this strange permanence of my body, which

is qUite different from the permanenoe of thingS. Related to thiS

point, my body is not objectifiable as are external objects. I cannot

observe it from a POSition external to it. ur observe external objects

with my body, handle them, examine them, walk round them, but my

body itself is a thing whioh do not observe: in order to be able to

do so, I should have need of a seoond body whioh itself would be

unobservable.' (PhP, 81)

Classioal psyohology had also notioed the remarkable faot that

my body oan give me 'double sensations', as when [ press my two hands

together and attempt to oatoh the one in the aot of touohing the

other. As the body tries to thus catch itself touching, it &initiates
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a kind of reflection' whioh is sufficient to distinguish it from

objects, of which I can indeed say that they 'touch' my body, but only

when it is inert, and therefore without ever catohing it unawares in

its exploratory function. • (PhP, 83) Related to this capacity for

double sensations, my body is also an affective object. Unlike the

nail upon which I step, my foot is not the 'cause' of my pain. It is

more precisely the 'place' of my pain. The foot where the pain is felt

and the nail that is the cauSe of the pain are not on the Same plane

of being or not in the Same univerSe of diScourse. Finally, claSSical

psyohology had noticed, in connection with the isSue of 'kinaesthetic

sensations', that I move my body without the help of any intermediary,

whereas I move external objects only through that intermediary which

is my body.

Had claSSical psychology sought to integrate these insights

about the peculiarities of the body, its objectivistic assumptions

would have been radically brought into question. Under the sway of

modern Science, however, they did not do So:

they chose the POSition of impersonal thought to which science
has been committed as long as it believed in the pOSSibility of
separating, in observation, on the one hand what belongs to the
situation of the observer and on the other the properties of
the absolute object. For the living subject hiS own body might
well be different from all external objects; the fact remains
that for the unsituated thought of the psychologist the
experience of the living subject became itself an object and,
far from requiring a fresh definition of being. took its place
in universal being. (PhP. 94)

ClaSSical psychology tried to understand the body from an 'objective'

point of view, to conceptualize it from the 'outside' as the phySicist

allegedly does with hiS proper object.! The experience of the body,
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the lived body, being derivative, could then be superadded to the

objective body as a mere effect consequent upon the interaction

between the objective body and the objective world, From thiS

standpoint, the "experience of the living subject D itself emma t0~be

objectified. It waS transformed into a 'representat:ion' ultimately

destined to be brought under the same laws as everything else in

nature. SIt waS postulated that our experience, already besieged by

physics and biology, waS destined to be completely absorbed into

objective knowledge, with the consummation of the system of the

sciences," CPhP, 84)

There waS nevertheless something about the psychologist's

relation with hiS object of study that resisted translation into thiS

dualistic scheme taken oVer from the natural sciences. He had a

peculiar relation with hiS object Significantly different from the one

that the natural scientist had with his object. DFar whereas neither

the physicist nor the chemist are the objeots of their own

investigatian,3 Marleau-Panty writes, Bthe psychologist was himself,

in the nature cf the case, the fact which eXercised him," (PhP, 85)

Ironically, hiS urepresentation of the body, thiS magical experience,

which he approached in a detached frame of mind, was himself; he lived

it while he thought about it.' (Ibid" 85-6)

The peculiar relationship between the psychologist and hiS

object can thus give rise to a kind of schizophrenia, since it is

possible for hiS bodily existence to be in contradiction with hiS

theoretical statements about it. 'The psychologist's being',

Merleau-Ponty says, 'knew more about itSelf than he did.' (PhP, 86) As
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long as the psyohologist objeotifies hiS body, hiS objeotivistio

self-understanding will be out of gear with hiS lived experience, as

the madman who thinks he is Napoleon is Qut of gear with himself.

There is a falsifying distanoe between hiS body as he lives it and his

body as he understands it. He is effeotively blinded to hiS own

eXiStence.2:

Marleau-Panty attempts to secure a point of view from which the

lived body and the body understood, eXistenoe and self-desoription,

can be brought into accord. In order to attain such a point of view,

one must avoid the temptation to theorize and objectify the body as an

extended thing on the other side of consciousness, So to speak. One

must carefully attend to one's experience of that strange and evasive

body which is one's own. "Exper-Lerice of one's own body r-uns counter to

the reflective procedure which detaches subject and object from each

other, and whioh gives uS only the thought about the body, or the body

as an idea, and not the experience of the body or the body in

rea I ity.· (PhP, 188-8)

2. Behavior

The inadequaoy of the objectivistio understanding of the body

and one's relation to one's own body becomes espeoially apparent when

the body is oonsidered not only as the loous of peroeption, but as the

agent of behavior as well. Objeotive thought views behavior as the

action of the objeotive world upon the objeotive body. Herleau-Ponty

maintains, however, that behavior HiS capable of being apprehended
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only by another kind of thought, that which grasps its object as it

comeS into being and as it appears to the person experienoing it, with

the atmosphere of meaning then surrounding it .•.• " (PhP, 120) In order

to understand behavior, it is necessary to take into account the

meaning that the behavioral situation has for the acting subject--the

behavioral Situation as eXperientially given.

In The Structure of Behavior thiS is what Marleau-Panty meanS

by advocating ~starting from phenomenal givengH or Rreturning to the

givens of naive consciousness". (58, 44, 218) ThiS early text exhibits

the polemic with traditional prejudiceS that have characterised as

being an integral part of the return. Objective thought is said to be

'abstract' in relation to the Pgivens of naive consciousness ll , to the

'lived body', for example, to which Merleau-Ponty urges us to return.

In a kind of reductio ad absurdum, Marleau-Panty argues that behavior

is rendered virtually meaningless, loses its immanent intelligibility,

starting from objectivistic assumptions. What objective thought calls

~behaviorn is but a pale caricature of behavior as understood

~starting from phenomenal Directing hiS critiCism

specifically against behavioriSm, which exemplifieS objective thought

par excellence, he urges a return to a more primary phenomenon than is

comprehended under the oategory of behavior narrowly defined in

behaviorism's impoverished terms.

On the behaviorist hypothesis, a linear causality runs from the

world to the body, both terms understood as defined by the sciences of

phYSics, chemistry, phySiology, and so on. Behavior is the effect of a

third person process, At the initial point of the causal chain there
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is a 'stimulus' which excites one of the body's 'receptors'. The

receptors are in circuit with 'exteroceptive' parts of the body that

perform the behavior. When the entire circuit is as it were prescribed

or programmed by nature, the resultant behavior is called a 'natural

reflex'. When the circuit is established by the transfer of the

reflexogenic power of an unconditioned stimulus to another that is

initially neutral, it is called 'conditioned' or 'learned' behavior'.

On the claSSical model of the reflex arc, the stimulus is

defined exclusively in terms of its anatomical Significance.~ It is

not what the subject SeeS or thinks he SeeS that is important.

Behaviorism bypasses thiS entire dimension, which it views as being

merely epiphenomenal. It is only the mark that the stimulus makes upon

the relevant receptors that it takes to be significant. It should

therefore be pOSSible to decompose the stimulus into constituent parts

that modify the receptors. The "place of excitation should decide the

reaction; the stimulus should act by those of its properties which can

modify the anatomioal elements taken one by one •• ,." (SB, 10) By

stimulating the relevant anatomical part directly, for example, one

should obtain the same results as are obtained by the effect of the

actual stimulus on the receptors.

ThiS is not confirmed by empirical research, however. Studies

on frogs and baby mammals, for example, show that Preactions

comparable to those which the excitation of the receptors evokes are

never obtained by the excitation of the nerve trunks." (SB, 10) The

direct stimulation, which Simulates the effective action of the

stimulus, does not 'count' for the organism as being the same as the
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aotual stimulus. ThiS argues against any reduction of the actual

stimulus, a fly, for example, to its effect upon the nervouS system.

The actual stimulus 'acts upon' the organism not in termS of its

separate properties physiologically defined but in terms of its global

'form', which here meanS its being 'for the organism'.~ The relation

between the stimulus and the organism is not that of two things,

subject and object, each of which has its identity external to or

independent of the other. 'The adequate stimulus cannot be defined in

itself and independently of the organism,' Merleau-Ponty says. CSB,

31) Its identity as a stimulus is indissociable from its being for the

organism. The 'form of the excitant is created by the organism

itself .... ' CSB, 13)

Habit transfer is especially revealing in thiS connection.

Habit transfer occurs when behaviors learned in one setting are

transfered or adapted to other settings that are materially but not

essentially different, or, in relation to the same setting, when

behavior is transfered or adapted to bodily organs other than the oneS

with which the behavior waS originally acquired. The phenomenon of

habit transfer proveS to be an anomaly for the behavioral theory of

conditioning, which analyzes behavior by breaking the stimulus down

into its material parts and localizes the response in pre-established

pathways traced through the nervouS system. Habit transfer shows that

'reactions' depend on the Dvital Significance rather than on the

material properties of the stimul i." CSB, 16D

In one of Koehler's well-known experiments, for example, a

domeStic chicken is conditioned, in the presence of two equal piles of
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grain, to ohoose the one that is signalled by a light gray instead of

the other, whioh is signalled by a medium gray. In a critical

experiment, the medium gray is replaoed by a new gray whioh is even

lighter than the remaining one. Under the assumption that the stimulus

acts in termS of its absolute, material properties--that is, in terms

of its properties objectively defined without reference to its being

for the organiSm--one would expeot the ohioken to seleot the original

light gray whioh is already reflexogenio. ThiS is not what happens,

however. In a significant number of trials, the chicken selects the

new light gray.

Marleau-Panty takes this as evidence that it is not So much the

absolute properties of the stimuli that are behaviorally Signficant as

it is the relation between stimuli; the vital Significance that the

stimuli have for the organism! He oonoludes that 'the reflexogenio

power is not bound up with a certain nuance of gray but 'to the

lighter' of the two.' CSB, 106) This relation remains oonstant even

when the terms of the relation Cthe colours used), are changed or

substituted. The substitution of one colour for another changes the

value of the remaining colour. Similarly, if the original colours are

both changed by darkening eaoh proportionately, their relative value

remains the Same. The stimulus acts in terms of its form, or its

relative configuration within a form.

A behavior learned in relation to one Situation can be

transferred to another which is materially but not essentially

different because in the first place the 'stimulus' has a oertain

generality. The situation to which a behavior is transferred may be
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different than the initial situation from an objective standpoint and

yet be significantly the same for the organism. In the organism's

vital. world, it may count for the same thing. Similarly two stimuli

'objectively' the same may be significantly different for the

organism. The foregOing remarks indicate the need to distinguish t in

the analySiS of behavior, between the objective world and the proper

milieu of the organism; between its 'geographical' and 'behavioral

environment'. 9Already the mere presence of a living being transforms

the physical world, bringing to view here 'food', there a 'hiding

place', and giving to 'stimuli' a SenSe which they have not hitherto

possessed." CPhP, 188) Each organism has its own species-specific way

of elaborating the stimuli of its geographical environment and oarving

out for itself a milieu. Not everything that exists in the milieu of

the salmon exists in the milieu of the trout, as lure-makers and

fishermen know very well.

Marleau-Panty finds it remarkable that chimpanzees already

capable of USing a rod as an instrument to acheive a goal cannot, or

only after a long phase of inactivity can, USe a tree branch to the

Same end. The tree branch 'objectively' speaking has the Same value as

the rod, the Same length, width and so on, but in the milieu of the

chimpanzee it counts as being Significantly different from the rod. If

the stimulus is defined objectively, however, it is incomprehenSible

that the rod and the tree branch are treated differently.

Herleau-Ponty says that the "constant error of empiriCist and

intellectualist psychologists is to reaSon as if a tree branch, since

as a phySical reality, it has in itself the properties of length,
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breadth, and rigidity which will make it usable as a rod, also

posseSSes these characteristics as a stimulus .... • (6B, 114) They

aSSume that since the rod and the branch are the same for them, the

same in the 'objective world', the two must also be the same for the

chimpanzee. What they fail to consider, Merleau-Panty says, is Bthat

the field of animal activity is not made up of physico-geometric

relations, as our world is. B eSB, 114) Chimpanzees (and, for the most

part, even scientists) do not live in an objective world in which rods

and tree branches are the Same. If the differenoe in the behavioral

Significance of the tree branch and the rod is to be understood, it

must be granted that the Mphysico-geometric relations B in terms of

which the rod and the branch are equivalent do not figure in the

milieu of the chimpanzee.

On Merleau-Ponty's interpretation, the chimpanzee has

difficulty treating the tree branch as an instrument because in the

first place it already counts in hiS world as a tree branch. In the

world of the scientist, a tree branch and a rod may indeed be

identical, but in the world of the chimpanzee they have a different

Significance. If the chimpanzee is to perceive the tree branch as a

potential instrument or meanS to a goal, a kind of Gestalt Shift will

be necessary So that it ceaSeS to have its initial Vital Significance

'tree branch'. In order to grasp the tree branch in the Same way as it

grasps the rod, Bother more natural structures have to be broken

up .... • (5B, 113)

In another experiment, a chimpanzee already oapable of

manipulating cases in order to reach a goal does not USe one if
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another monkey has been Sitting on top of it. Marleau-Panty interprets

this to mean that lithe box-aa-seat and the box-as-instrument are two

distinct and alternative objects in the behavior of the chimpanzee and

not two aspects of an identical thing,' (88, 116) The box is given as

being either one or the other, seat or instrument for climbing,

deponding on the structuration of the field in which it is figured.

The cruX of Marleau-Panty's criticism of behaviorism is that it

bypasses this whole dimension of 'being for the organism' and reduces

everything to predicates quantifiable in terms of the objective world.

It views the organism as being inserted in an objective world in which

stimuli act according to their absolute properties. It is not the

stimuli thus defined with which the organism has to do, however. The

effective stimuli are not in the objective world. The rod and the tree

branch are Significantly different in the milieu of the chimpanzee. To

refer back to Koehler's experiments with chickens, the two grays

considered absolutely Dare part of nature, but not the 'pair' of

colors constituted by the organism and which it 'recognizes' in

another ensemble in which the colors are different.' (88, 128) The

relation between the two colours is a relation for the organism, a

vital Significance haVing reference to its speCific way of configuring

the environment.

The notion of the stimulus is thus ambiguous. 'Stimulus' can

mean either the alleged thing in itself in the objective world or the

thing as configured in the milieu of the organism. Behaviorism,

Merleau-Ponty charges, does not clearly differentiate these meanings.

He continues: DOn analYSiS, the equivocal notion of stimulus separates
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in two: it includes and confuses the physical event as it is in

itself, on the one hand, and the Situation as it is 'for the

organ,ism', on the other, with only the latter being deciSive in the

reactions of the animal." (S8, 128)

Marleau-Panty's analysis is similar with respect to the

behaviorist notion of the response. BEven if there existed specific

stimuli, receptors and nerve pathwaysll, he writes, Uthey WQuld not of

themselves be able to explain the adaptation of the reflex to the

stimulus, since the movement to be executed depends upon the initial

position of the members, which is variable." CS8, 28) Even in a reflex

as basic as a scratch, the muscular contractions involved in moving

the hand to a stimulated point vary a great deal depending on the

initial position of the hand. It is beyond credibility that there

would be as many pre-established circuits at the stimulated point as

there are possible initial positions of the hand.

Here again Marleau-Ponty maKes reference to habit transfer.

Habit transfer shows that conditioning (learning) is not simply a

matter of creating reflexes localized in certain muscles and nerve

pathways, since "there is something general in our reflex

responses .•.• • (S8, 30) Habits acquired by one group of muscles can be

transferred immediately to another. A cat conditioned to obtain its

food by pulling on a string with its paw will in subsequent trials

pull it with its teeth. (S8, 86) ThiS is something more than a random

process of trial and error, since useless movements or partial errors

that have been mixed with the first favourable attempts disappear from

subsequent responses until the behavior is reduced to its essentials.
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In human behavior countless examples pointing in the Same

direction could be adduoed. A person's handwriting on a blackboard

resembles his writing on paper, even though 2the muscles ooncerned in

each oase are not the same.' (S8, 30) Someone who has learned to play

a melody on an organ may be able to transpoSe it onto a piano or even

a gUitar, even though each instrument is materially quite different.

Similarly, aan experienced organist is capable of playing an organ

which he does not know, which has more or fewer manualS, and stops

differently arranged, compared with those on the instrument he is used

to playing." (PhP, 145) With only a few hours preparation, he is ready

to play on the new instrument. "Suoh a short preparation,H

Marleau-Panty argues, 6 r u l es out the Supposition that new conditioned

reflexes have been substituted for the existing sets .•.. • (PhP, 145)

Neither does it happen, however, that the organist calculates the

objective position of the stops and pedals in relation to hiS body and

its pre-rehearsed movements. HiS efforts to gear himself to the new

organ do not take place in objective space at all. Rather he feels hiS

way around the new organ, transpoSes his already acquired knowledge

onto the new instrument, puts himself into it. The different organs,

as poles of hiS intention to play, are not Simply objeots standing out

against hiS body. They have a oommon form or a shared meaning.

Such phenomena are inoomprehensible if the response is

understood as the effect of a stimulus setting in motion

pre-established causal chains in the organiSm. The response is not

primordially an event that occurS in the objective world.

Marleau-Panty writes: 'ILike that of stimulus, the notion of response
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separates into ',geographical behavior'--the Sum of the movements

actually executed by the animal in their objective relation with the

physical world; and behavior properly So called--these same mcvements

considered in their internal articulation and as a kinetic melody

gifted with meaning. s C8B. 130) ThiS entire dimension of Rmeaning-,

the meaning that belongs to ubehavior properly So called R
, gets

overlooked or otherwise suppressed when behavior is eXplained as an

effect of third person processes occurring in the objective world.

Hecause it prescinds from ;lmeaning R
, and because meaning is an

irreducible property of Rbehavior properly So called,· behaviorism is

weak in descriptive and explanatory power~ If learning, for example,

is reduced to a trial-and-error process in which new sets of

mechanical movements become traced out in the nervous system, it

becomes impossible to account for the ability, which is the eSSence of

learning, to generalize beyond already acquired powers in new

situations. A cat that has learned to draw a string near with its

teeth instead cf with itS paw has not Simply developed a new Set of

accomplished movements4 Rather it has learned a type or "form of

behavior' that will in turn be useful to it in new situations.

Marleau-Panty continues: gIn an organism, experience is not the

recording and fixation of certain actually accomplished movements: it

builds up aptitudes, that is, the general power of responding to

Situations of a certain type by meanS of varied reactions which have

nothing in common but the meaning~ Reactions are not therefore a

sequence of events; they carry within themselves an immanent

intelligibility." (Ibid.) Reactions haVing different phySiological
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substrateS can be substituted and said to be in an important SenSe the

'same' because they have the Same meaning or Uimmanent

intelligibility", Objectively speaking, two qUite different movements

are performed depending on whether the cat pulls the string with its

teeth or with its paws. Phenomenally Speaking however, these two quite

different movements have the Same meaning or immanent intelligibility.

Each has the goal of 'drawing food closer',

The reaction and the situation that SummonS it, the goal, for

example, belong to an encompassing form that cannot be reduced to

component parts in the objective world. The reaction cannot be

understood independently of the significance that the behavioral

situation has for the organism. Marleau-Panty says that Q o n e finds,

immanent to the phenomenal organism, certain nuclei of Signification,

certain animal essences--the act of walking toward a goal, of taking,

of eating bait, of jumping over or around an obstacle--unities which

reflexology ... does not

reactions .... u (SB,

succeed in

157) BehavioriSm

engendering

eschews

from elementary

such descriptive

categories, however, which it views as being vitalistic. It tries to

bypass anything that cannot be quantified in its objectivistic terms.

It does so, however, at the cost of blinding itSelf to a whole

dimension of meaning and thereby denying itself explanatory power.

Such basic categories cannot be avoided if behavior is to be described

in such a way as to render its immanent intelligibility.

Learning is tied neither to the literal features of the setting

nor to the literal place in the body where 'conditioning' first

occurS. Learning involves the transcendence of the literal in the
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situation and behavior.

Marleau-Panty writes: Dta learn never consists in being made capable

of repeating the Same gesture, but of providing an adapted reSponse to

the situation by different meanS. Nor is the response aoquired with

regard to an individual Situation. It is rather a question of a new

aptitude for resolving a series of problem of the same form." eS8, 98)

What thiS means is that the animal's response to the stimulus is

mediated by something like a grasp of the general relevance cf the

situation. It is necessary to recognize, in addition to the strictly

material features of the behavioral Situation, something like a vital

significance that can be the Same for materially different situations

and different for two or more situations that are materially the same.

On the basis of such conSiderations concerning the generality

of the stimulus and the adaptability of the organism, Herleau-Ponty

concludes that the reflex arc and the complementary model of linear

causality are not adequate to capture the dynamics of animal behavior.

The relationship between the animal and its milieu cannot be reduced

to a one-way linear causality. The relations, Marleau-Panty maintains,

are dialectical and not mechanical, mechanical relations being oneS

Yin which the cause and the effect are decomposable into real elements

which have a one-to-one correspondence.' eS8, 181-2) In normal animal

activity it is not pOSSible to isolate separate places of excitation,

since each receptor works in coordination with the whole nervouS

system. It is not pOSSible to isolate out individual stimuli, each

stimulus receiving its value in relation to other stimuli in the

milieu of the animal. It is not pOSSible to isolate the phySiological
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reaction, materially

different reactions having the Same meaning. The two terms of the

stimulus/response relation are not mutually exterior to each other. It

is wrong to say that the objective world acts upon the animal because

the relevant stimuli are from the very beginning selected out and

imbued with vital significance in virtue of the internal make-up of

the animal. ~The organism cannot properly be compared to a keyboard on

which the external stimuli would play and in which their proper form

would be delineated for the Simple reaSon that the organism

contributes to the constitution of that form. R eS8, 13)

If it is necessary to distinguish the milieu of the animal from

the geographical environment or objective world in order to comprehend

animal behavior, it is even more important to do So in order to

comprehend human hehavior. 5 Human behavior loses meaning, is rendered

meaningless, when understood exclusively as the result of a mechanical

causality between the objective body and the objective world. If it is

to be understood, one must take into account the meaning or Vital

Significance that the behavioral situation has for an acting subject.

Behavior makes 'sense', appears in its immanent intelligibility, only

if the behaVioral Situation is understood in its given practical,

eXistential, and dramatic significance. To thiS end, such desoriptive,

'taking revenge', and so

life-world

'punishing',

categories

'avoiding',

as 'lOVing', 'hating', 'threatening',

on must he

recognized as being irreducibly constitutive of our fundamental manner

of inhabiting the world. The Uphenomenal givens" to which
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Marleau-Panty urges us to return are meanings such as these, and not

raw sense data.

ThiS is the eXistential Significance of Merleau-Ponty's

distinction between the phenomenal and objective body and between the

phenomenal field and the objective world. The phenomenal field, the

'milieu' of the human be~ng, is the horizon in which our actions are

constituted not simply as mechanioal effects but as akinetic melodies

gifted with meanings'. The behavioral world of the human being, the

phenomenal field, is a 'theatre of action' in which phenomena are

immediately gifted With meaning and value relative to the

intentionality of the acting subject. It is this world of meaning,

ignored or suppressed by objective thought, that Merleau-Ponty tries

to bring to light with the notion of an 'intentional arc'; a notion

polemically framed as a corrective to the descriptively impoverished

views of behaviorism in particular and objective thought in general.

3. The Intentional Arc and the Phenomenal Field

The notion of the phenomenal field plays the same role in

Marleau-Panty's discussion of man as does the milieu in hiS discussion

of animals. Like the milieu, the phenomenal field is set in opposition

to the objective world and by contrast indicates the being of the

world for us. aOur most natural life as men intends an ontological

milieu which is different from that of being in itself, and whiCh

consequently cannot be derived from it in the constitutive Qrder. Y (8,

163) In our earlier discussion of perception, we described the
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phenomenal field with reference to the contextuality of the perceptual

phenomenon. The perceptual meaning of a given phenomenon is

co-determined by its reciprocal interplay with other phenomena in a

shared context, The phenomenal field then is the total Gestalt in

which a given phenomenon is configured.

Having now conSidered the body not Simply as a POSition of

observation but as a locus of behaVior as well, thiS earlier

description of the phenomenal field needs to be to be expanded in

order to incorporate thiS practical reference to the acting body, The

spatiality of the body, the body's style of inhabiting space, is not

Simply a spatiality of geographical POSition but rather a "spatiality

of Situation", (PhP, 100) The body is 'engaged' in its space and with

the things that surround it. It is an 'I can in relation to

possibilities offered by things set in a phenomenal field, and thiS

field appears in light of its possibilities, The phenomenal field, the

world of the body-subject, is thus more properly thought of as 'a

theatre of action' than as a 'spectacle' spread aut before a sovereign

gaze,' The meaning of a phenomenon is constituted not only with

reference to other phenomena but also with reference to the interests,

projects, and pOSSibilities of a body-subject, When the body is at

work, for example, a hammer is given as 'something with which to drive

home a nail'. In a threatening situation, the same hammer may be given

as 'something with which to ward off an attacker',

ThiS circuit or 'intentional arc between the body and its

world best comes into view in Marleau-Panty's discussion of the

'categorical' or 'abstract attitude' and the 'concrete attitude',? The
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psychologist Kurt Goldstein, dissatisfied with attempts to localize

behavior in specific regions of the brain, originally introduced these

terms in order to make comprehensible certain behavioral abnormalities

exhibited by hiS brain-damaged patients. The abstract or categorical

attitude refers to our capacity to 'abstract' the essential features

of a situation and to mediate our behavior with general categories.

The concrete attitude, by contrast, is characterized by adheSiveness

to the concrete features of a situation.

This distinction is further refined to differentiate 'asbtract~

and 'concrete movement', Abstract movement is movement initiated upon

oommand and without immediate reference to an actual or concrete

situation; a Simulated or make-believe situation, for example.

Concrete movement is movement occurring spontaneously in an aotual or

real Situation. The analySiS of abstract movement in brain-damaged

patients serveS Merleau-Ponty as a kind of foil by which he brings to

light the normal subjeot's relation with his body and his world.' It

Uthrows into reiief thiS possession of space t thiS spatial eXistence

which is the primary condition of all living peroeption." CPhP, 109)

Examining certain behavioral abnormalities with respect to movement

ServeS both to show up the essentials of normal behavior and its field

and to underscore the poverty of objective thought with respect to its

blindness to meaning.

One of the behavioral problems associated with patients who are

deficient in the abstraot attitude is described as follows: "If the

patient is ordered to shut hiS eyes and then perform an abstract

movement t a set of preparatory operations is called for in order to
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enable him to 'find' the operative limb, the direction or pace of the

movement, and finally the plane in which it is to be executed." (PhP,

108) The patient's body is not at hiS immediate disposal. He has to

calculate at every step, as if he were figuring out how to perform the

movements, measuring the space to be traversed, and So on. HiS body is

like an alien thing th~t needs to be consciously and deliberately

manipulated in order to bring about the desired result. The normal

subject, by contrast, does all of thiS spontaneously and without any

effort. He does not have to put himself 'in gear' in order to perform

abstract movement.

Another typical patient, asked to point to a designated point

on hiS body, is unable to do so at Will, and llmanages the abstract

movements only if he is allowed to watch the limb required to perform

them, or to go through preparatory movements involving the whole

body." (PhP, 103) What is interesting, and what argues against any

attempt to explain thiS abnormality in strictly phySiological terms,

is that the patient can perform the same movement with no difficulty

when he is in a concrete setting. The same subject who cannot upon

command point to hiS nose, effortlessly moves his hand to that very

spot to swat a troublesome mosqUito or to hold his noSe protectively.

Physiologically oonsidered, the movements are virtually identical.

Marleau-Ponty raises the question: aIr I know where my noSe is when it

is a question of holding it, how can I not know where it is when it is

a matter of pointing to it?" (PhP, 104)

Traditional pSychology has nothing to say in reSponSe to thiS

question because it views consciousness of place as a positional
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consciouS'ness, as representational, and objectifies the bodY4 The

plaoe touched or pOinted to is assigned a determinate place in the

obje~tive world. In order to get there the hand, guided by a

representation of the body as if by a map, has to move through

objective space. On these presuppositions analysis is doomed from the

beginning because, Marleau-Panty says, nIt is never our objective body

that we move, but our phenomenal body .... • (PhP, 108) The patient does

not have to search in objective space for the place of the sting upon

his objective body because it is not there that the sting occurs:

He finds it Straight away, because for him there is no question
of locating it in relation to aXeS of co-ordinates in objective
space, but of reaching with hiS phenomenal hand a certain
painful spot on hiS phenomenal body, and because between the
hand as a scratching potentiality and the place stung as a spot
to be scratched a directly experienced relationship is
presented in the natural system of one's own body. The whole
operation takes place in the domain of the phenomenal; it does
not run through the objective world .•.. (PhP, 105-8)

In concrete situations the patient's body is given to him not as an

object detached from hiS consciousness but rather as integrated or in

circuit with hiS intentional life.

From the objective point of view it is incomprehenSible that a

subject could be able to perform a movement in concrete situations but

be unable to do So in abstract oneS because, objectively speaking, the

two movements, scratching (or swatting) and pointing, are virtually

identical. Under the sway of objective thought, traditional psychology

could not appreciate that Shadily space may be given to me in an

intention to take hold without being given in an intention to know. D

(PhP, 104) There is an important distinction to be made between 'my

arm Seen as sustaining familiar acts, my body as giving rise to
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determinate action having a field or scope known to me in advance, my

surroundings as a collection of possible points upon which thiS body

may operate, ... and my arm as a mechaniSm of musoles and bones, as a

contrivance for bending and stretching, as an artioulated object, the

world as a pure spectacle into which am not absorbed, but which I

contemplate and pcint o~t.' (PhP, 105) An analysis that recognizes

only the latter, that inserts the acting subject into the the world of

the scientist, will not be able to distinguish, in the 'same' movement

objectively defined, two different types of act, each with a different

intentional context.

The patient who has difficulty with abstract movements has not

lost a stook of movements, Since he can perform them in concrete

settings. Rather he has lost the capacity for a certain type of act.

There is an intentional difference between abstract and concrete

movement, between scratching and pointing, grasping and knOWing. This

difference is obliterated as long as movement is thought of as a third

person process occurring between the objective body and the objective

world. As a corrective to the nation of a 'reflex arc linking these

two termS thus understood, Merleau-Panty proposes the notion of an

'intentional arc' that runS between the body-subject and his world.

PThe life of consciousness, ° he writes, ~--cognitive life, the life of

desire or perceptual life--i8 subtended by an 'intentional arc' which

projects round about uS our past, future, our human setting, our

phySical, ideological and moral Situation, or rather which results in

our being situated in all these respects.' (PhP, 136)
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The body and its behavioral situation are attuned in a system

of reciprocal relationships suoh that even patients unable to perform

abstraot movement can display a remarkable dexterity in concrete

situations. When the patient is in hiS workshop, for example, and has

a concrete task to perform, he loses himself in hiS work and hiS body

takes over, as it were. ~The patient, uwhen put in front of scissors,

needle and familiar tasks, does not need to look for his hands or his

fingers, because they are not objects to be discovered in objective

space: bones, muscles and nerves, but potentialities already mobilized

by the perception of SciSSors or needle, the central end of those

'intentional threads' which link him to the objects given."~ (PhP,

106) The situation solicits his movements and it is to the Situation

as meaningfully configured, and not to indifferent markers in

objective space, that hiS movements are directed. His body is not in

objective space but rather in a 'theatre of action'. It is an 'I can'

attuned to the demands of the Situation.

Likewise, the familiar things with which the patient busies

himself are immediately perceived as meaningful in terms of the

pOSSibilities they offer to hiS body: "it is the piece of leather 'to

be cut up'; it is the lining 'to be sewn'." (PhP, 106) Things are

given as configured in a web of intentionality. Their 'properties' are

correlated with hiS project. DThe bench, scissors, pieces of leather

offer themselves to the subject as poles of action; through their

combined values they delimit a certain Situation, an open Situation

moreover, which calls for a certain mode of work." (Ibid.) The patient
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understands hiS body and the phenomena with which he has to do without

having to objectify either.

For Merleau-Ponty the concrete attitude, of which even

brain-damaged patients are capable, expresses what is essential about

our fundamental manner of inhabiting the world. It shows up the

world's essential character as a practical, value-imbued world and it

shows up the things of the world as being intentional poles of our

activities~ Here Marleau-Panty's indebtedness to HusBerl's return to

the life-world is apparent, but so also, and perhaps even more

directly, is hiS indebtedness to Heidegger's analyses of

'being-in-the-world' in Being and Time. 1 0 The concrete attitude, in

Merleau-Ponty's analysis. exemplifies the kind of being that things

have when they are, in Heidegger's terms, Dready-to-handa.11 Far

Heidegger, Breadiness-to-hand· expresses the most primordial manner in

which things are given to IIDasein 9
• It expresses the kind of being

that things have in Raverage everydayness R• What is "ready-to-hand R is

given as the correlate of the aims and projects of uDasein R
• In

Marleau-Panty's terms, what is given is configured or woven in the

webbing of an intentional arc joining subject and object.

Heidegger opposes ureadiness-to-hand~ to «presence-at-hand s
•

The ·present-at-hand" is the thing such as it exists before a subject

supposedly adds hiS contribution to it. It is the object in its being

independent of and indifferent to whatever significance it might have

for a given subject. BPresence-at-hand B is also an apt way to describe

the being of things such as they appear to brain-damaged patients like

Schneider in abstract situations or virtual Situations. If Schneider
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is asked to identify a fountain pen, for example, Hthe phases of

recognition are as follows. 'It is black, blue, and shiny,' he says.

'There is a white patch on it, and it is rather long; it has the

coloured glass. '- CPhP, 131)

shape of a stick. It may be some sort

reflects light. It could also be a

of instrument. It sh ines and

Judging from his descriptions, in such abstract situations as thiS one

where he is asked to identify something with no reference to context,

things have no immediate meaning for him. He does finally succeed in

identifying the pen, but only after a tedious prooess of mediation in

which he actually 'deduces' its meaning. Here subject and object seem

to be really distinct.

It is also thus that objeotive thought conceptualizes the

thing. For objective thought, we live in a world that is in the first

instance a mere nature upon which we projeot personal and cultural

Significations. Things are at first and most primitively 'nakedly'

"pr-eaent.r-a t-rband'", By 'interpretation', 'reasoning', 'brain activity',

or whatever, subjects 'clothe' objeots Cat first "present-at-handB)

with 'subjective' value predicates. The "ready-to-hand- thus emerges

as a kind of epiphenomenal effect. For both Herleau-Ponty and

Heidegger, thiS order of derivation needs to be reversed. It is the

"present-at-hand" that is derived and indeed contrived. It is not that

we reach a world 'ready-to-hand" by clothing a naked nature at first

merely "pr-eaent r-a t r-band'", Rather the "pr-eaent.r-a t.r-hand" is oontrived

precisely by stripping what is I!ready-to-handl: of the meaning it

already has. i 2 What is most primordially given is given as woven in a

network of intentional significations. It is true that thiS is not So
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for brain-damaged patients like Schneider in abstract situations, but

Schneider, it must be remembered, is abnormal. HiS abnormality is a

deficiency, and it is the norm against whioh it appears as a

deficiency that must be taken as the essential datum for analysis.

The norm is that ane's relation to one's body does not have to

be mediated by a sc~ematic representation of the body with

consciousness playing the role of engineer. The body does not So much

respond to 'objective stimuli' as to meanings, and behavior occurS not

in the objective world hut in a phenomenal field constituted in

relation to our projects. The 'things' to which we respond are

immediately perceived or given not as mute and indifferent but as

bearers of meanings having a reference back to our projects and to our

bodily or lived space. This is what Merleau-Ponty means when he says

that things and the world have a 'physiognomy'.

The stop sign at which I bring my car to a halt is not merely a

coloured piece of metal that excites my retina in such a way as to set

in motion a cauSal chain in my body, ultimately resulting in the

halting of my vehicle. 1 • I originally perceive the stop Sign as

invested with a certain Significance which it receives in virtue of

being a Sign with such and such a value in a context or code.

Furthermore, its value may be different depending on the total

configuration of the situation in which it counts. If it is late at

night, and if my range of vision is broad enough such that I can See

that no vehicles (and especially police vehicles) are coming from the

other direction, my reSponSe may not be the coded stop responSe.

Similarly, the Sign will have a different value for me if I am in a
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hurry, if I am walking, or riding a bicyle instead of driving a car,

and so on.

The 'stimulus' is not Some neutral thing-in-itself. It 'counts'

for the subject, 'figures' in his behavioral field, as the intentional

pole of hiS projects. The link between body and consciousness, and

between the body and its world, has been obscured and indeed severed

by identifying consciousness with an 'I think' in command of a body.

HConsciousness is in the first instance not a matter of 'I think that'

but of 'I can',' Merleau-Ponty says. CPhP, 137) Body, world, and

consciousness are intertwined in an 'I can'. The 'properties' of the

object and the 'intentionality' of the subject cannot be separated in

the description of behavior. ThiS is what Merleau-Ponty means by

speaking of the 'intentional arc' of behavior.

Marleau-Panty borrows the idea of the 'I can' from Husser!,

who used it to underscore the embodiment of the subject and the

dynamics of the intentional relation between consciousness and its

object. There is in every perception a tacit knowledge of

POSSibilities: 'I can walk there in a day', 'I can reach the book with

a stretch of my arm', 'I can See the facade of the building if I walk

around to the front'. Things present their faces not to an indifferent

mirror that Simply represents their presence, but to a body or a

body-project that from the beginning perceives and understands them in

light of its own capabilities and poSSibilities.

In these terms, the problem suffered by a patient who has

difficulty performing abstract movement is that when there is no

actual or concrete situation Summoning him to action, he does not, as
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does the normal subject, have hiS body available to him as a

spontaneous power of action. Virtual situations do not have

physiognomies for him. They do not speak to hiS body. In abstract or

virtual situations his intentional arc ~goes limpD, Marleau-Panty

says. CPhP, 136) For such a patient the 'r can' is limited to actual

or concrete situations. He cannot project hiS bodily possibilities

into virtual situations in which the things are not there in the flesh

to make their demands upon him.

Indeed, when such patients do attempt to perform in abstract or

virtual situations, they simulate the total Situation in which the

behavior would figure as a parte If Schneider is asked to salute, he

puts his whole body into the act. He aSSumeS the serious and reverent

expreSSion of the military man, straightens out his body, and so on,

as if he were actually in a military situation. He adopts all the

external marks of respect that accompany the salute in actual

situationS. If at any point he is interrupted in hiS effort to salute,

he must go back to the beginning and put himself in gear allover

again. CPhP, 103) Faced with abstract or virtual situations Schneider

behaves as if he did in fact live in objective space and as if hiS

body were indeed an object alongside others. He needs to calculate hiS

body's spatiality in relation to the demands of the situation. To

observe him, one would think that objective thought were true in its

account of space and the body.1~ The normal subject, by contrast, is

able to reduce the command to its bare minimum and carry out the

salute without all these associated gestureS.
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Goldstein had encountered patients who experienced difficulty

imitating upon command the doctor's movement. The remarkable thing waS

that ,these same patients were able to imitate the doctor's movements

correctly, touching their right ear with their left hand, for example,

'so lang as they stand beSide the doctor and fallow hiS movements

through a mirror, but nat if they face him." (PhP, 141) To imitate the

movement of someone standing face to face it is nat necessary for the

normal subject to translate the co-ordinates of the other's body onto

his own. The body effects this spontaneously. The patients diScussed,

however, do have need of such translation. In abstract Situations, the

body is not available to them as a fluid or adaptable system of

co-ordinates. Merleau-Ponty says 'the right and left hand, the eye and

ear are still presented to them as absolute locations, and not

inserted into any system of correlations which links them up with the

corresponding parts of the doctor's body, and which makes them usable

for imitation .... • (PhP, 141) The normal subject, on the ather hand,

Dhas hiS body not only as a system of present POSitions, but beSides,

and thereby, as an open system of an infinite number of eqUivalent

pOSitions directed to other ends.' (PhP, 141)

Herleau-Ponty uSeS the term 'body image' to denote thiS system

of eqUivalents, itself invariant, ~whereby the different motor tasks

are instantaneously transferable." (PhP, 141) The idea of the body

image has been used to make comprehenSible the tacit knowledge we have

of our body1s position at any given moment. Without haVing to

calculate, the normal subject is able to 'find' any part of hiS body.

Even if it is dark, or if I am in a place in which I feel completely
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spatially disoriented, I 'know' where every part of my body is. This

knowledge is distributed acroSS the range of Senses, which communicate

with .eech other without the need for intellectual mediation: my eyes

immediately turn to the place on my arm where a stinging sensation is

felt. Furthermore, can spontaneously locate the parts of my body

with reference to external markers. ClumSiness notwithstanding, if I

am passing through a narrow space the relevant parts of my body gear

themselves to the contours of the opening. Normally, do not have to

determine the objective dimensions of the opening and map onto them

the actual and possible positionings of my body.

Indeed the body image can with a certain amount of habituation

incorporate appendages or instruments which are not part of the

biological body. The anatomist's probe becomes an extension of hiS

hand or fingernails. The young girl's high heels, at first somewhat

awkward, become extensions of her feet. This process of extension or

incorporation is especially evident in the case of Someone with a

physical handicap who learns to adapt with a prosthesis. "The blind

man's stick," Marleau-Panty writes, uhas ceased to be an object for

him, and is no longer perceived for itself; its point has become an

area of sensitivity, extending the soope and aotive radius of touch,

and providing a parallel to Sight." (PhP, 143) The stick thus becomes

incorporated into the blind man's body image and in -the exploration

of things,the length of the stick does not enter expressly as a

middle term ..•. ' (PhP, 143) It counts in hiS phenomenal field as a

virtual eye or a virtual hand.
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In virtue of having a body image, the thingS with which we have

to do in our surroundings are not in the first instance things with

'obj~ctive' volumes and dimensions. The space in which the body moves

is not objective space. DThe points in space do not stand out as

objective pOSitions in relation to the objective position occupied by

our body; they mark, in_our vicinity, the varying range of our aims

and our gestures," CPhP, 143) The properties of things are bound

together with the intentionality of the subjeot. They are disolosed in

relation to the subjeot's body image or to hiS 'j oan', The

experienced typist, for example, does nat need to consult a schematic

representation of the keyboard in order to find the key that will

translate the appropriate letter. He Dknows where the letters are on

the typewriter as we know where one of our limbs is, through a

knowledge bred of familiarity which does not give uS a position in

objeotive space." CPhP, 144) The keyboard is at the disposal of the

typist's intention to type in the Same way that my hand is at the

disposal of my intention to reach or to grasp.

The process of incorporation deScribed above is basic to all

habit acquiSition. Someone learning to play tenniS, for example, first

eXperiences the racket as an object and not as an instrument in

cirCUit with his intentions4 The court is spread out before him as

marked out in an objeotive spaoe that as yet owes nothing to the

possibilities of hiS body, The net stands out indifferently as an

obstaole of such and suoh dimenSions, and so on, Intel leotual ly

speaking, provided he has learned the rules, he knows what he has to

do. The task is to get his body in gear. During this prooess of
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getting in gear he may indeed have recourSe to calculation, but as he

becomes habituated to the game, the objective distances between his

body, the net, and the boundaries of the court, are replaced by

'intentional threads'

equivalences.

connecting the spaces in a system of

Games have oft~n served philosophers as metaphors for

understanding the human condition4 It is not surprising, therefore,

that Marleau-Panty describes the phenomenal field with reference to a

game. He writes:

For the player in action the football field is not an
"cb j ec t " ...... It is pervaded with 1 i nea of force (the II yard
Lr nea'"; those which demarcate the "pena l t.y area"lI) and
articulated in sectors (for example, the lIopeningsD between the
adversaries) which call for a certain mode of action and which
initiate and guide the action as if the player were unaware of
it. The field itself is not given to him, but present as the
immanent term of his practical intentions .... Each maneuver
undertaken by the player modifies the character of the field
and establiShes in it new lines of force in which the action in
turn unfoldS and is accomplished, again altering the phenomenal
field. CSB, 168-9)

The phenomenal field, in the double senSe here punningly intended of

'football field' and 'world' in general, is not an object spread out

before a contemplating conSciousness. It is in circuit with the

project of a body-subject and is behaViorally significant as such.

The psychologist who tries to understand behavior objectively

could be likened to Someone trying to understand a game of football

without any reference to the Significance that the various moveS and

the playing field in general have for the players engaged in the game.

No doubt such a distanced observer would notice certain regularities.

Perhaps he could even frame general laws to the effect that when 'x'
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happens, 'y' follows. In all of thiS 'knowledge' that he acquired,

however, there would be nothing that would indicate that he understood

the game. If one asked him, for example, what happened at the game, he

might be able to say a great deal, and what he said might even be

interesting, but it would hardly be a proper answer to the question.

What is at issue in Merleau-Panty's polemic with behaviorism

(and objective thought in general) is the meaningfulness of our

behavior and indeed of our lives. HiS major objection is that from the

objective point of View human behavior does not appear in its immanent

meaning. The objective world in which behaviorism Situates man is a

world utterly deprived of meaning. The phenomenological point of View,

which undertakes to describe behavior with reference to the

significance that the behavioral situation has for the acting subjeot,

is essentially restorative of meaning.

This is not to say that Marleau-Panty believes that our lives

and our actions are reducible to whatever meaning we may be conSciouS

of. To say that we live in a world imbued with meaning does not mean

that we are masterS of thiS meaning, that meaning can be reduced to

the consciousness that we have of it. It is highly Significant that

Merleau-Ponty prefers to speak of the 'body-subject' rather than the

'subject'. The world is meaningful to us and addresses us not as

sovereign subjeots but as bodily beings. As body-subjects we are

implicated in fleshy meaning beyond and different from such meaning as

might be frontally spread out before a sovereign subject.

Merleau-Ponty is as critical of the transparent constituting

consciousnesS pOSited by intellectualism as he is of empirioiSm's
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reduotion of oonoiousneSS to an effect of things acting upon the body.

To be sure, phenomenology is concerned with consciousness, and with

the meaning that things have for oonsciousness, but Marleau-Panty

emphasizes that such consciousness as is proper to a body-Subject is

not transparent to itself.

Indeed, Merleau-P~nty views phenomenology as being convergent

with psychoanalysis. He says that psychoanalysis has helped to develop

the phenomenological method "by declaring, as Freud puts it, that

every human action 'has a meaning' t and by making every effort to

understand the event short of relating it to mechanical

circumstances. Di S (PhP, 158) Freud waS rightly suspicious about our

own self-interpretations of the meaning of our actions, but he

nevertheless believed that at Some level all human actions are

meaningful and have a Significance relative to the wishes, deSires,

hopes, and fears that punctuate our lives. Although psychoanalySiS

teaches that our readily available understanding of ourselves is

deceptive and illusory, self-understanding nevertheless remains the

telos of pyschoanalysis. Our lives have a meaning beyond what is

transparently clear to us, but such meaning can be understood.

Merleau-Ponty's understanding of psychoanalySiS has been best

articulated by Paul Ricoeur. who argues that the psychoanalytiC

critique of consciousness is at least compatible with (if it does not

presuppose) a teleology of consciousness. Ricoeur writes; "Everything

that can be said about consciousness after Freud Seems to me to be

contained in the following formula: ConsciouSnesS is not a given but a

task.51~ That consciousness is a task means that from the outset man
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does not possess the truth about himself, that there is meaning yet to

be understood. For Freud, such meaning as exceeds consciousnesS is not

so alien that the body-subject cannot recognize himself in his

'unoonscious' being. In a sense, the goal of psychoanalysis is to make

the unoonSciousness conscious. The subject, once made stranger to

himself, is invited to recognize and appropriate himself in hiS

strangeness.

It is instructive to contrast psychoanaLysis with behaviorism

in thiS regard. Both share a distrust of conSciouSneSS, but this is as

far as the similarity goeS. Psychoanalysis displaces a sovereign

consoiousness from its privileged centre, but it halds to the belief

in the meaningfulness of our lives, even if such meaning exceeds

whatever meaning may be readily available to us. Behaviorism, on the

other hand, abstracts from consciousness altogether, and has no place

for a teleology of consciousness, for a recovery or reappropriation of

meaning. What it opposes to sovereign consciousness, un 1ike the

unconscious that Freud opposes to it, is at a level so incommensurate

with our life-world understanding of ourselves that we could never

reoognize ourselves in it4

In the final analysis, the main thrust of Merleau-Ponty's

critique of behaviourism (and of objec~'~.y~..' thought ,in general) is not

that its descriptions are simply "false' as measured against

'experience' in the SenSe of an absolute evidence. He realizes that

experience is not something olear and distinct, without hidden

dimenslons, and that it is a very ambiguous if not deceptive evidenoe.

His oritioism of behavioriSm is that, in prescinding from experience
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its 'descriptions' are so remote from

our lives that we cannot recognize ourselves in them. 1 ? Behaviorism

does not enable us to make Sense of what we are doing.



CHAPTER 4

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF PHENOMENOLOGY

He who does not know how to put his will into things at least
puts a meaning into them: that is, he believes there is a will
in them already (prinCiple of 'belief').

Friedrich Nietzsche

1. The Primacy of Reflection

The argument of the Phenomenology unfolds in two dialectically

related stages. 1 At the first level of reflection, Merleau-Ponty lays

out the phenomenological point of view. He articulates Dthis new way

of looking at things' with polemical reference to objective thought.

It emerges in an effort of overcoming dominant prejudiceS and as a

return to the meaning of the world and of our being-in-the-world such

as they are given pre-objectively in experience. From the light of

thiS point of view, Merleau-Ponty offers descriptions that, unlike the

'explanatory mythology' of objective thought, are said to remain

'faithful' to our experience. Thus he contrasts the phenomenal body to

the objective body, and in general contrasts the phenomenological

field, the world such as it is given in our experience, to the

objective world.

The phenomenological point of view being thus understood and

secured, the stage is set for a transition to a new and more radical

level of reflection. DThese descriptions,D Marleau-Panty writes, Dmust

137
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become an opportunity for defining a variety of comprehension and

reflection altogether more radical than objeotive thought. To

phenomenology understood as direot desoription needs to be added a

phenomenology of phenomenology." (PhP, 385) If phenomenology, as

~direct description e
, is in the first instance reflection upon

experience, Marleau-Panty's philosophy is reflective to a second

degree in that he makes phenomenologioal refleotion, or more preoisely

the situation 'reflection-upon-experienCe'j itself a theme. There is a

difference between reflection and experience, and 'radical' reflection

takes thiS differenoe as its theme. What differenoe does refleotion

make? What is the relation between reflection and the unreflected?

Merleau-Ponty presents phenomenology as being a return to

experience and to the world as experienced. What does it mean to

return to experience? What is the status of thiS point of return? The

destination of the return is characterized in a series of opPositions:

it is the pre-objective as opposed to the objective; the true

immediate in opposition to an immediate that is deduced, the

unl'efleoted as opposed to the refleoted. These are all negative·

determinations, however, and the question remains as to the status of

the first term with respeot to the refleotions or desoriptions that

bring it to light. How do we gain access to the 'pre-objeotive', the

'true immediate', or the 'unrefleoted'?

There is an ambivalence in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy
/

concerning the status of the point of return and our reflective acceSS

to ii. 2 The return is oharaoterized by antithetical demands. The

efforts of phenomenology, Merleau-Panty says, ~are concentrated upon
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re-achieving a direct and primitive contact with the world~ and

endowing that contact with philosophical status." CPhP, vii) The

return incorporates ~direct and primitive contactU, on the one hand,

and the mediation of reflection or philosophy, on the other. It is

Bthe ambivalence of seeking to return to the dimenSion of perceptual

experience while, Simult~neously, being obliged to maintain a distance

from thiS dimension as the very condition of the pOSSibility of the

return," as John SalliS eloquently puts it' How can both of these

antithetical demandS be satisified without one cancelling the other?

If one interprets the return one-Sidedly, emphasizing the idea

of Hdirect and primitive oootaot ll
, for example, it seemS that the

return is a matter of turning away from reflection altogether and

coinciding with experience. Experience is opposed to reflection as

truth is to falsehood. To reflect is to be at a certain distance from

experience and not to be in contact with it. Experience as it appears

from the distance of reflection is not experience in its pristine

truth but rather experience as it is entangled in the net of whatever

prejudices reflection throws out to catch it. In hiS polemic against

objective thought, Marleau-Panty does indeed represent reflection as a

Source of distortion. It is reflection that leads objective thought

astray. It is reflection that creates the gulf between experience

objectified and experience lived that phenomenology attempts to

bridge.

Looked at from thiS side, it might seem that Merleau-Ponty

believes that if only we would cease to reflect, if only we would stop

analyZing, experience would shine forth in self-evidence and the
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falsity of objective thought would be manifest. Reflection, insofar as

it distances uS from experience, could only be a Source of falsehood

or di·stortion. What is necessary is the absence of all mediation. To

return to experience meanS to ceaSe reflecting and to coincide with

experience instead. In order to relearn what feeling, seeing and

hearing are, Merleau-Pon~y says, we must D g o back to the experiences

to which they refer in order to redefine them." (Ph?, 10) The pristine

experiences, it seems, are there fully formed, waiting for uS to

abandon our reflection and fuse with them. Indeed, Marleau-Panty does

say that the task is Unot to explain perception, but to coincide with

and understand the perceptual process.' (PhP, 48) In the Same vein, he

also speaks of a Dtruly immediate experienceD and of a Gdirect

experience". (PhP, 58, 54)

If we attend one-Sidedly to such texts, it would appear that

Merleau-Ponty appeals to experience Or the unreflected in a dogmatic

way as a kind of absolute on the other Side of reflection. What he

calls 'the insanity of reflection', which relativizes all eVidenoe, is

avoided by default for the reaSon that reflection is not brought into

play at all. There is no problem of distance or difference because

from the outset we are in identity with the object to be disclosed. It

is in thiS light that we should understand the criticism, which

Merleau-Ponty answered in hiS address to the Societe fran~aise de

philosophie, that his philosophy amounts to a renunciation of

reflection.~ Since reflection oan falSify experience, it must be that

one remains closer to the truth if one declines to reflect at all in

favour of coinciding with experience in innooent identity.
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is to ignore the other side of the

ambivalence in Marleau-Panty's charaoterization of the return and to

miscontrue his thesiS concerning the primacy of perception. One must

balance termS such as -direct experienceD, or Utruly immediate

experienceu, which suggest ooincidence, with terms such as ·direct

reflection·. (PhP, 63) One must balance the demand 'to achieve

contaot' with the demand to 'endow thiS oontaot with philosophical

status'. On this other side of the ambivalence there is a call for a

"new type of reflection" that, unlike the distorting refleotion of

objectivist thought, wi II not falsify experienoe. (PhP, 50)

Merleau-Ponty speaks of "a new way of looking at things·, (PhP, 23) He

says that the Phenomenology "attempts to define a method for getting

closer to present and living reality .... l1 CPriP, 25) Here "Lt v Lrig

realityll, the destination to which we are to return, is presented not

as something to be coincided with but rather as something to be

disolosed by means of a method. The mediation of a method, namely

phenomenology, is an integral moment of its disclosure.

When we consider thiS side of the ambivalence, the possibility

of coinoiding with the terminus ad quem of the return is ruled out.

[xperience is not something with which am in coincidence at the

outset but rather something from which, in virtue of my commitment to

refleot and to endow my oontaot with philosophioal status, am

distanoed, When I refleot I am not quite at one with myself or with my

experience. How does Marleau-Panty reconcile the idea of a direct

acceSs to experienoe and of a method that will help uS to get closer

to it--of contact and distance, identity and difference?
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In places, Marleau-Panty expresses thiS ambivalence in termS

that force him into a contradiction. In a typical diSCUSSion of the

retu~n in The Structure of Behavior, for example, he says that

~verbalized perception should be distinguished from lived perception.~

(S8, 185) Everything will appear in its proper light if 'we return to

objects as they appear to uS when we live in them without speech and

without reflection and if we try to describe their made of existence

faithfully .... • (Ibid.) On the side of contact or coincidence, we are

invited to return to perception as it is lived before reflection comeS

on the Scene and separates uS from it. If thiS were the meaning of the

return, however, it would be redundant to urge uS to make such a

return because presumably the Common man (and even the philosopher in

his unreflective moments) is already at thiS destination. As if to

correct himself, Herleau-Ponty adds tc this the demand of describing

what we experience t of endowing it with philosophical status. Indeed t

thiS is what makes uS philosophers. From thiS point of view t however t

coincidence is ruled out.

The difficulty with the way Herleau-Ponty frames this

ambivalence here is that, in the terms of the above distinction

between Bverbalized perception R and -lived perception R
t the former J by

implication, is determined as being unfaithful to the latter. The

return thus framed, its project appears to be contradictory. To

2return to objects as they appear when we live them without speech and

without reflection D is to be faithful to our experience of them, but

it is to be condemned to Silence and to betray the demands of

philosophy. To break this silence, however, to reflect, to verbalize,
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is no longer to be faithful to eXperience. The antithetical demands

cancel eaoh other, Since to satisfy one is to fail to satisfy the

other. S

From reading such texts, one can sympathize with Emile Brehier,

who charged that I' in order not to remain contradictory·,

Merleau-Panty's Ddoctrine must remain unformulated, only lived."

CPriP, 30) Brehier claims that such an unformulated doctrine could

hardly qualify as philosophy. In responding to thiS charge,

Marleau-Panty qualifies hiS position and charaoterizes the ambivalence

of the return in a more felicitous way. He writes: Qdescription is not

the return to immediate experience; one never returns to immediate

experience. It is only a question of whether we are trying to

understand it. believe that to attempt to express immediate

eXperience is not to betray reaSon but, on the contrary, to work

toward its aggrandizement.' (PhP, 30) Indeed, Br~hier would no doubt

agree that Rto attempt to express immediate experience is not to

betray reason", but in the terms in which Marleau-Panty aeLS up the

opposition between immediate experience and reflection (verbalized

perception), the question is whether or not to express is to DbetrayD

immediate experience.

However we understand thiS ambivalence, the OPPOSition between

reflection and the unreflected, uverhalized perception R and Dlived

perception D
, as falsehood to truth is not, on a balanced

interpretation, the final resting place of Merleau-Ponty's thought. He

does not renounce reflection in favour of perception, experience, or

the unreflected. HiS 'primacy of percept ion} thea is is not a
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reactionary thesis directed against reflection as such. Indeed Raymond

Herbenick maintains that, far from renouncing reflection, there is

rather a privilege or even primacy accorded to it in Marleau-Panty's

philosophy. In "Merleau-Ponty and the Primaoy of Refleotion', he

distinguishes between the ontological and the epistemological or

methodologioal of Merleau-Ponty's famous theSiS

concerning 'the primacy of perception'.6 He argues that, ontologically

speaking, there is indeed a primacy accorded to perception. It is

primary in the order of being in that it serveS as a foundation upon

whioh all other spiritual accomplishments (Science, art, philosophy,

for example) are built up and to whioh they can always be traoed baok

as to a point of origin. It is in perceptual experience that the

world, and our certainty of the world, is most primordially given. The

"world is always 'already there' before refleotion begins' and /'

reflection, philosophy, must accommodate itself to it. (PhP, vii)

Herbeniok maintains that epistemologioally or methodologically

speaking, however, Mer I eau-Ponty subordinates perception to

reflection. For the philosopher, whose task it is to endow our contact

with the world with philOSophical status, perception oannot be a thing

in itself or an absolute on the other Side of reflection because it is

in an important senSe revealed relative to it. The relation of primacy

between reflection and the unreflected or perception is the Btwo-way

relationship that phenomenology has ca lied Fundi erung," which

Merleau-Ponty artioulates as follows; "the founding term, or

originator--time, the unreflective, ... perception--is primary in the

Sense that the originated is presented as a determinate or explicit
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form of the originator, which prevents the latter from reabsorbing the

former, and yet the originator is not primary in the empiricist Sense

and the originated is not Simply derived from it, since it is through

it that the originator is made manifest." <PhP, 384) Peroeption <the

originator) is primary in the Sense that reflection (the originated)

is d a determinate form _of perception D
, is parasitic upon something

that pre-exists it and from which it takes its beginning. Reflection

is primary, however, in that it is only through reflection that

perception is made manifest. As reflection it disqualifies itself from

positing something absolutely other to reflection. The other of

reflection, the unreflected, is at the Same time diSclosed by it~ To

whatever one says about the unreflected, perception, and So on, one is

obliged to admit the qualification: 'as it appears to me from the

standpoint of my present reflection".

It is important to preserve thiS ambivalence here, the genuine

dialectic between reflection and the unreflected, because otherwise

phenomenology becomes a kind of dogmatism. It becomes an instance of

what Wilfred Sellars calls "the myth of the

phenomenology is under attack from various quarters, from analytic

philosophy to deconstruction, and to a great extent thiS attack is

based on the misconception that phenomenology dogmatically appeals to

experience as an absolute given on the other Side of all our

reflection and disoourse. ThiS is how Jacques Derrida interprets it. s

He believes that phenomenology effaces or otherwise oonoeals its own

mediation, its own use of language, for example, in masquerading as

Some kind of privileged and direct accesS to the way things are before
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'experience' (or

'perception) functions in phenomenological diScourse as a kind of

Ell trarrscendenta 1 signified". Experience is a thing in itself on the

other side of whatever reflective termS we employ to bring it to light

and is itself unaffected by them. The phenomenologist appeals to

experience as a trump card or uSeS it as a kind of stick with which to

beat hiS opponents over the head. He appeals to experience, as a

religious fanatic appeals to the will of God, to justify his beliefs

and to set himself above the responsibility of justifying himself

before other men.

Although Herleau-Ponty does indeed appeal to experience as a

kind of court of appeal, thiS is not to escape the responsibility of

arguing for and persuading others of the truth of what he says, nor to

conceal the fact that his own descriptions iSSue from a paint of view.

It is nat a question of finding a transcendental guarantor for his own

d t acour-se or otherwise plaCing himself beyond reproach.

Marleau-Panty's critique of such absolutes in the discourse of

morality could be applied to discourse about experience. He writes:

Recourse to an absolute foundation--when it is not
useless--destroys the very thing it is supposed to support. As
a matter of fact, if I believe that I can rejoin the absolute
principle of all thought and all evaluation on the basiS of
evidence, then I have the right to withdraw my judgements from
them control of others on the condition that I have my
consciousness for myself; my judgements take on a sacred
character •... (SN, 85)

Insofar as he is a philosopher, the phenomenologist, no less than the

moralist, is forbidden simply to refer others to the oracle of

experience to authorize the truth of his own descriptions, as if the
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truth could be placed on one sids, and the descriptions on the other.

The truth of what he says must be revealed or even originated through

the descriptions, by means of them, and not posited on the other side.

Indeed, the point of the 'phenomenology of phenomenology' is to draw

attention to the mediation of the phenomenologist's own intervention

in the disclosure of exp~rience.

To satisfy the demands of philosophy, it is not enough to

summon experience to appear in its self-evidence with magic words and

incantations. The task is to say what we experience, and to say it in

such a way that one's discourse becomes not simply the occaSion but

the meanS or equipment for others to discover how things appear from

our vantage pOint. Marleau-Panty does not simply point to experience

in silence. He describes it, argues against certain other views about

experience, and so on. In his critique of the notion of sensation, for

example, Herleau-Ponty does not, as might appear at first glance,

Simply appeal to experience as a touchstone for truth. He does not

simply invoke the authority of experience as if everything would be

set straight thereby. He does indeed say that the notion of SenSation

is false to our experience, but this is not a conclusion we are asked

to accept Simply by comparing experience on the one hand and the

notion of sensation on the other.

In fact, what he opposes to the description of experience on

the basis of the concept of sensation is not experience per Se but

rather another description of eXperience. More precisely, thiS other

description is set in a different category than that based on the

concept of sensation, which is said to be not a description at all but
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rather an explanation. He offers uS a different way of looking at

experience, a new set of terms to guide our reflection, and invites uS

to reflect upon our experienoe in thiS light. [t is from the point of

view of thiS alternative description that the notion of sensation is

shown to be inadequate. The attempt to persuade takes place in what

Sellars calls 8the logical space of reasons q
• s

Consider how in fact Marleau-Panty argues against behaviorism.

He carefully examines its claims and identifies conceptual

difficulties. He shows that from the behaviorist point of view certain

important things, such as learning, cannot be aocounted for

adequately. He does not simply assert that the behaviorist's claims

are 'false' because they do not conform to 'experience'. Nor does he

sanctify his own descriptions on the grounds that they achieve a goad

'fit'. He knows that his claims, like the claims of the behaviorist,

issue from a point of view. Ultimately, it is competing points of view

that are played off against each other. Indeed, Merleau-Ponty is aware

that it is competing values that are at stake, and that hiS own

descriptions are given in the li.ght of hiS commitment to values such

as freedom and dignity.

Merleau-Ponty insists in the Phenomenology (and throughout hiS

writings) on the need to acknowledge the effects and originality of

reflection. In virtue of the fact that he reflects and speaks about

experience, the philosopher is obliged to take up the available

reSources of hiS language, the language he shares with other men, and

to endow hiS contact with experience with philosophical status by

Situating it in Uthe logical Space of reasons 9
• There can be no
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question of simply pointing to experience as an authority that could

be used to refute a competing thesiS. The philosopher must answer

deacr-t pt t ons and arguments with other descriptions and arguments .. In

this Senss, Marleau-Panty is as critioal of the 'myth of the given" as

is Sellars and, more recently, Derrida. Experience is caught up in the

circle of reflection. The phenenomenologist does not Simply point, he

speaks. What is the status of hiS speech? What difference does it

make?

2. Radical Reflection

Given that to return to experience is not to decline to

reflect, what role does reflection play in thiS return? How does

Marleau-Panty's own discourse, for example, caIDe into play? What

relation do such descriptive terms as 'figure' , 'field', and

'phenomenon', terms that reflection deploys to capture experience,

stand in relation to the experience to which they give expression?

DoeS reflection, as the word suggests, merely 'mirror' something that

pre-eXists it? Do the mediating terms with which reflection describes

eXperience somehow or other correspond to something already there

before reflection intervenes? In what SenSe could they correspond?

Although Merleau-Ponty does not dismiss reflection per se as being a

Source of error or distortion t he nevertheless believes that it can be

and often is. If reflection is a falSification of experience as

concerns the mediation of the concept of senSation, for example t why

is thiS not also the caSe as concernS the concepts he himSelf uSes?
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Some unguarded statements notwithstanding, Marleau-Panty does

not criticize objective thought simply because it 'verbalizes'

experience. If to verbalize experience were to falsify it, then the

Phenomenology of Perception would be an impossible project and

Merleau-Ponty should not have spoken at all. The problem with

objective thought is not that it is a verbalization, as if the truth

of experience could only be ooincided with in Silence. The problem is

rather that it is oblivious to its own mediating role in the

diSclosure of experience and the determination of its object. It

believes that its own act of knOWing, the language with which it talks

about the objective world, for example, effaoes itself to mirror what

is already there waiting to be discovered. Consequently, it does not

realize the creativity involved in its own intervention and that the

'objective world' is in a sense its own creation.

In thiS respect, phenomenology would be no more radical than

objective thought if it did not acknowledge the fact that it is a

point of view, that it describes things such as they appear from a

given angle. It would be another dogma alongSide others. Even though

he was in oomplete agreement with Gestalt psychology as a descriptive

psychology, Herleau-Ponty nevertheless criticizes it for being

philosopically naive.!O He says that 'the psychologists who practise

the description of phenomena are not normally aware of the

philosophical implications of the their method." (PhP, 47) Indeed

Hwhen it tries to reflect on its own analysis,n Gestalt psychology

understands its own significanoe in premiseS borrowed from objeotive

thought. Gestalt psycholcgy is a virtual breakthough to the
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phenomenologioal point of view, but it falls short of phenomenology's

radical demand to understand itself as a point of view. ThiS 18 why

Merleau-Ponty speaks of the need for a Aphenonemology of

phenomenology". To satisfy the demand for radioality that philosophy

makes upon us, it is not enough simply to describe the panorama from a

given standpoint. One must attempt to bring thiS point of View into

focus, to take one's standpoint itself as a theme.

Throughout hiS writingS, Merleau-Panty praises Husserl for his

unwillingness to allow phenomenology to settle into a dogma and for

hiS unceasing interrogation of his own manner of philosophizing. The

philosopher, he quotes Husserl to say, is D a perpetual beginner E
• This

means, Marleau-Panty addS, ~that philosophy itself must not take

itself for granted, insofar as it has managed to say something true;

that it is an ever-renewed experiment in making its own beginning;

that it consists wholly in the description of thiS beginning, and

finally, that radical reflection amounts to a consciousness of its own

dependence on an unreflective life which is its initial situation .•.. ~

CPhP, Xiv) ThiS Situation of 'refleotion upon an unrefleoted' is the

theme of Merleau-Ponty's "phenomenology of phenomenology" and of what

he calls uradical reflection.~11

Radical reflection articulates and tries to reconcile two

distinguishing features of reflection. On the one hand, reflection is

situated in an encompaSSing reality (existence, being-in-the-world,

the phenomenal field, the life-world) from which it takes its

beginning and which it could never ooincide with nor absorb into a

system of transparent relationships. ThiS is the existential strain in
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Herleau-Ponty's philosophy, the emphasiS upon the brute facticity or

radical contingenoy of existence. On the other hand, however,

reflection does not simply mirror or coincide with something that

pre-exists it. It transforms this brute facticity by endOWing it with

philosophical status. In this sense, reflection is a creative act.

Radical reflection is reflection that is aware of itself as a

creation of sorts, but is also aware of itself as being dependent on

something other. Marleau-Panty writes:

Reflection cannot be thorough-going, or bring a complete
eludication of its object 1 if it does not arrive at awareneSS
of itself as well as of its results. We must not only adopt a
reflective attitude, ... but furthermore reflect on thiS
reflection, understand the natural situation which it is
conscious of succeeding and which is therefore part of its
definition; not merely practise philosophy, but realize the
transformation which it brings with it in the spectacle of the
world and in our existence. CPhP, 62)

Radical reflection is reflection aware of its own indebtedness to

something that has preceded it--something

coincides with nor exhausts because it

it knows it neither

knows itself to be a

transformation with respect to thiS something.

If radical reflection is reflection that 9 a r r i v e s at awareness

of itself m
, objective thought, on the other hand, is unaware of itself

as reflection. It overlookS itself as event in favour of its results.

It ignores its own creativity, the ~transformation which it brings

with it in the spectacle of the world and in our existence," because

it thinks that it Simply mirrors its object and that its reflected

image is identical with and exhausts the object from which it takes

its beginning. It does not question its own geneSiS because it SeeS

itself as nothing more than a refleoting surface that doubles, more or
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less faithfully, whatever shines its light upon it. It does not See

the need to ~arrive at awareneSS of itself~ because it does not think

it stands anywhere or that it has any content of its own. It believes

itself to be entirely self-effacing.

In this regard Someone who reflects objeotively is in illusion.

He thinks that hiS reflection as event effaces itself in mirroring a

pre-eXisting object, but the object hiS reflection sets before itself,

the sensation, for example, is really its own construction. The

sensation, as it funotions as an explanatory term in a theoretical

system, is not something simply discovered but something created. Or

again, the philosopher sets before himself an objective world which he

thinks of as eXisting in itself and owing nothing to the reflection

that knows it as such. He thinks his reflection Simply mirrors what is

really there. ThiS objective world, however, is not a thing-in-itself

but objective thought's own orphaned creaticn. It is the world as it

appears in light of certain prejudiceS and assumptions and thus from a

certain point of view. Objective thought, however, is unaware of thiS

because it is blind to its own prejudiceS and represses its own point

of view.

Objective thought believes that the objeotive world is

self-sustaining and all-enoompassing, but in faot it surreptitiously

borrows meaning from and is seoondary in'relation to another kind of

worldliness that objective thought effectively conoeals. The objective

world, the reifieci image of its own understanding, is not the Same

world that in its mystery and opacity elicited onere questioning in

the first place and launched reflection on its trajectory. In
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HUBserl's terms, objective thought constructs the objective world

through the idealization of the life-world, but deceives itself into

thinking that its construct is in fact a thing-in-itself. It conceals

its own artfulness. It cuts the objective world off from its source

and reifies its own activity in the figure of a fully formed reality

that it thinks it is merely mirroring. It is an interpretation dressed

up in the disguise of simply reporting what is really there, a point

of view pretending to come from nowhere, a man claiming to be a god.

Radical reflection keeps vigil against the danger of philosophy

'superficializing' its results, as Husserl would say, and repressing

its own mediation. As a corrective to the tendency of reflection to

reduce experience to its own projected categories, Marleau-Panty

emphasizes the 'transcendence' of the unreflected, of what precedes

reflection, of what reflection opens onto. ~Philosophy is not a

particular body of knowledge,' Mer 1eau-Ponty says, Uit is the

vigilance which does not let us forget the Source of all knowledge.~

(8, 110) Merleau-Ponty reminds the philosopher that philosophy is an

attempt to understand something already underway before hiS philosophy

comes on the scene, something in which it is rooted and from which it

derives meaning. Since there is a temptation for philosophy to lose

Sight of itself as an accomplished result, he reminds the philosopher

that hiS philosophy is a creation.

Radical reflection distinguishes itself from objective thought

in that it turns back upon the unreflective Situation from which it

takes its beginning and accepts responSibility for its own actiVity in

the constituticn of the object it sets before it. It does not try to
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repress its own point of view and the transformation its own aotivity

brings about in the indeterminate fund of experience from which it

sets Dut. Radical reflection knows that it is an interpretation. It

knows that it issues from a fund of unreflected experience that it can

never exhaust or coincide with and that in thus emerging it brings

about a transformation of what has preceded and given rise to it.

The problem posed in Merleau-Ponty's discussion of radical

reflection, as John Sallis puts it, is as follows: RHow is reflection

to establish the originality of that whose very originality consists

reflection, inin its escaping the grasp of

reflection?ni~ On the one hand, against

its being opaque to

objective thought

narciSSistically spellbound by its own reified image dressed in the

guise of 'objective truth', we are urged to return to and make contact

with the unreflected as the ground from which to nourish our

reflection. On the other hand, we are warned not to reify this

unreflected and to acknowledge that it appears relative to the

reflection that tries to grasp it. Marleau-Panty writes: BIt is true

that we diScover the unreflected. But the unreflected we go back to is

not that which is prior to philosophy or prior to reflecticn. It is

the unreflected which is understood and conquered by reflection. a

CPriP, 19) The unreflected with which Merleau-Ponty is concerned is

thus not simply what is before reflection, since by definition

reflection could not grasp such an unreflected. It is rather what

reflection hits upon as being its limit, the facticity of the world

and of our being-in-the-world such as they withdraw frcm and e~ceed

our efforts to understand, "the unmotivated upsurge of the world. B
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(Ph?, xiv) This is surely one way of understanding what Merleau-Panty

meanS when he says that the Urnost important lesson that the reduction

teaches uS is the imposSibility of a complete reduction.~ (Ibid.)

Thus Merleau-Ponty does not reify his own refleotion, does not

pretend that hiS reflective intervention effaces itself to mirror what

is 'really there'. He acknowledges that there is something of a

creation in the transition to the phenomenological point of view. He

writes: RThe phenomenological world is not the bringing to explicit

expression of a pre-existing being, but the laying down of being.

Philosophy is not the reflection of a pre-existing truth, but, like

art, the act of bringing truth into being. a (PhP, xx) Phenomenology is

not a mere mirroring. In a senss, the phenomenal world or field waS

not really there before phenomenology. It is the creation of a

reflection thai attempts to understand and express the world Such as

we experience it in everyday 1ife. 1 3 Phenomenology brings it into

being. At the Same time, however, the phenomenal field, for example,

although it is a creation, anSwerS or gives expression to something

that preceded it and which it transforms.

Marleau-Ponty's ambivalence concerning thiS Sense of a creative

and yet faithful rendering comes out clearly in a discusSion of

subjectivity in his essay aEverywhere and Nowhere H
• The preoccupation

with subjectivity, he says, is perhaps the most distinguishing mark of

modern philosophy from Descartes to Husserl, At Some point beginning

in the seventeenth century, subjectivity in one way or another becomes

a dominant theme in philosophy. Is it legitimate to talk about this

cultural history in terms of the 'discovery' of sUbjectivity? DAre we
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to bel 12'-/2,!: Her-Leaw-Pont.y asks, Kthat subjectivity eXisted before the

philosophers, exactly as they were subsequently to understand it?' es,

152) He answerS this question with a qualified 'no'.

Acoording to Merleau-Ponty, Once the idea of subjectivity had

been firmly planted in our philosophical and cultural tradition, it

indeed assumed, in virtue of a ~retrospective illuSion~, the status of

an eternal verity. Once we have caught on to the idea, what

Kierkegaard and others have taught uS about subjectivity SeemS ro no

more than a return to what already knew itself through our life.' es,

153) It SeemS that they only pointed to something that was always

true. Once I have read Kierkegaard, it seemS that have always been

the subjectivity that now know myself to be. But waS I already suoh

before the mediation of reflecting upon my eXistence in light of

Kierkegaard's texts?

This is what we would oonclude if we believed that reflection

is a mirror that effaces itself to present something already there,

fully formed, on the other side of reflection. To conclude such,

however, would be to ignore the transformation, the act of learning,

that takes place when we reflect. It would be to forget the difference

that reflection makes~ Merleau-Ponty continues: £Reflection has not

only unveiled the unreflected, it has changed it, if only into its

truth. Subjectivity was not waiting for philosophers as an unknown

America waited for its explorers in the ocean's mists. They

constructed, created it .... ' es, 153)

The same could be said about such important phenomenological

'discoveries' as the 'phenomenological field', the 'noeSiS', the
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'noema', and so on. Phenomenology does nat simply preach 'experience'

as if experience had all the answers, if only we would join it in

Silence. Rather phenomenology attempts to say what experience is. The

question Marleau-Panty raiSes concerns what happens in the transition

from experience lived to experience reflected, described, or otherwise

expressed. Phenomenology? and indeed all philosophy, is a creation in

a very literal SenSe. There is HusSerlian phenomenology, Sartrean

phenomenology, and So on, and different sets of vocabularies and

descriptive terms to guide our reflection. Are we to believe that they

are all talking about the 'same' thing? Marleau-Panty's own

descriptive terminology changed radioally from the early to the later

works. Are we to believe that this difference is unimportant because

hiS words only indicate a reality that is what it is on the other Side

of language or reflection?

Merleau-Ponty's point concerning the 'discovery' of

subjectivity is that eXistence or experience is diSclosed in diffe,rent

ways depending upon the reflective procedures by which one brings it

to light, EXistence presents itself differently depending upon whe,ther

one attends to or reflects upon it in light of its eventual

termination in death, for example, or in light of being the recipient

of the gift of a Summer day. Reflection upon experience or existence

starts from somewhere, begins with a point of view, and thiS point of

view does not Simply 'diScover' but 'constitutes' the spectacle.

"Without a study of Hegel," Eugene Gendlin asks, would Sartre "really

find just theSe FaUStian interaotions of Being and Nothingness.?el~

Similarly, one could ask if Merleau-Ponty would have found the same
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if he had not read Gestalt

psychology. The difficulty is to reooncile Merleau-Ponty's claim to

have 'direct access' to experience with his claims concerning the

creativity of the mediating intervention reflection. What is the

status of hiS ~direct descriptions D given that ons hears echoed in

them the voices of Koehler, Husserl, Hegel, Kierkegaard, and a host of

others?

What radical reflection, the phenomenology of phenomenology,

teaches us is that phenomenology is not a self-effacing mirror that

Simply reflects things the way they are. Phenomenology is a point of

view and as such has the opacity of a text. If reflection is not to be

naive, it must recognize its own activity in the constitution of its

object. Instead of thinking of its object as existing fully formed,

waiting for it to come along and illuminate it like a light,

reflection must realize the transformation that its own intervention

brings about4 DReflection!!, Marleau-Panty says, Pis truly reflection

only if it is not carried outside itself, only if it knows itself as

reflect ion-on-an-unreflect ive-experience, and consequently as a change

in the structure of our existence." (PhP, 62) The model of

correspondence or mirroring will not suffice to comprehend this

relation between reflection and the unreflected, thiS Bchange in the

structure of our existence d that reflection brings about. What appears

fixed in the mirror of reflection is not identical to or coincident

with something already there before reflection came on the scene.

Reflection neither coincides with nor mirrors the unreflected. It

transforms it. Reflection makes a difference.
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What kind of difference does reflection make? What kind of

Htransformation' does reflection bring about? Reflection does not

mirror its object but in a aenae creates it. How can r-ef' l ec t t on be

faithful and creative at the same time? These are the questions that

radical reflection asks. Radical reflection acknowledges that there is

a difference between what reflection grasps and what escapes its

grasp, but nonetheless believes that reflection can be faithful in

being different, can achieve contact at a distance. Radical reflection

knows that something 'other' precedes reflection, and yet knows that

this something is nevertheless preserved, albeit transformed, in the

field that reflection has before it now. Between reflection and the

unreflective experience that precedes reflection there is a distance

that preServes contact and a faithful rendering that is not a

faithfulness and creativity,

mirroring or coincidence.

co-eXist. To elucidate

The difficulty is to understand how

apparently antithetical demands, can

thiS difficulty, I shall consider

Marleau-Panty's account of attention, Since he ascribes to attention

the Same paradoxicaL structure as he does to reflection.

3. Reflection and Attention

on the 'constancy hypothesis', a

The empiricist

challenges is based

acoount of attention that Merl eau-Pont.y

form of the

prejudice of the objective world. The constancy hypothesis, criticized

throughout his writings, is succinctly characterized in the following

passage from the Phenomenology: 'The objective world being given, it
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is assumed that it passes on to the Sense-organs messages which must

be registered, then deciphered in such a way as to reproduce in uS the

cr-Lg r.na I text. Hence we have in principle a pOint-by-point

correspondence and oonstant connection between the stimulus and the

elementary perception." (PhP, 7) The stimulus, the colour of a certain

object, for example, is in itself either the oharacteristic green or

the characteristic red frequency. If I am unable to deoide the colour,

or if I do So incorrectly, it is because I have been inattentive to

the 'sensations' that, without knowing it, was receiving all along.

On thiS prejudice, attention is 1ike alight going on to

illuminate what is already there fully formed in the objective world.

Marleau-Panty writes: QEven if what we perceive does not correspond to

the objective properties of the Source of the stimulus, the constancy

hypotheSis forces uS to admit that the 'normal sensations' are already

there. They must then be unperceived, and the function which reveals

them, as a searchlight shows up objects pre-eXisting in darkness, is

called attenticn.' (PhP, 26) ln the objective world everything is

already there in a fully determinate form 1ike a Scene set on a .,tage

before the lights go on.

Such an account of attention is itSelf inattentive to the

indeterminateness of the world Such as it is given in perceptual

experience. The prejudice of an objective world already containing

everything that could ever be 'discovered' obscures the act. of

attention, which transforms what is indeterminate into something

determinate. It obscures the creativity of attention. Empiricism and

intellectualism, Merleau-Ponty says, insofar as both are spellbound by
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the objective world, are Bin agreement in that neither can graSp

consciousness in the act of learning and that neither attaches due

importance to that circumscribed ignorance, that still 'empty' but

already determinate intention which is attention itself." CPhP, 28)

Merleau-Ponty offers an example based on the phenomenon of

colour discrimination among children which helps to clarify his point.

Studies shaw that, in the first nine months of life, an infant's

ability to discriminate colours progresses regularly through a series

of stages. At first, the infant is only able to distinguish globally

between coloured and colourless areaS. After thiS he is able to

distinguish between 'warm' and 'cold' shades. Finally he advances to a

point where the detailed colours are clearly discriminated.

According to classical psychology, it is only -ignorance or the

confusion of nameS that prevents the child from distinguishing

colours. The child must, it was alleged, See green where it is, all he

waS failing to do waS to pay attention and apprehend hiS own

phenomena." CPhP, 29-30) All along the child was actually perceiving

the detailed colours he later came to discriminate, but there was

nothing to motivate him to attend to the differences, or no words with

which to designate them. Finally, when the child does "pay attention",

nothing new comeS into being because hiS attention merely reveals what

waS already there. Merleau-Ponty argues that there is no strictly

empirical reaSon to justify explaining colour discrimination thiS way.

What led psychologists to do so and indeed to overlook the experience

of attention itself, he maintains, waS their inability to conceive -a

world in which colours were indeterminate .... " (Ibid., 30) In virtue
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of a 'retrospective illusion' the psyohologists read back into the

field upon which attention opens the fully determinate qualities at

whioh it later arrives.

If we attend to the experience of attention instead of

reconstructing it on the baSiS of theoretical prejudiceS, we learn

that attention does not simply mirror a pre-existing object.

Attention, rather, introduces a global change in the perceptual field,

like a Gestalt shift. Merleau-Ponty writes: 'To pay attention is not

merely further to elucidate pre-eXisting data, it is to bring about a

new articulation of them by taking them as figures. They are preformed

only as horizons, they oonstitute in reality new regions in the total

world.' (PhP, 30) Gestalt psyohologists often illustrate thiS point

with reference to ambiguous drawings that can be taken in more than

one way. The whole field in which I originally Saw a rabbit, for

example, the meaning of the various lines and shapes that a moment ago

defined an ear Or a nose is transformed as now notice a duck in the

can now identify as supporting the duck

drawing. When attention Shifts from the rabbit to the duck, the 'data'

Supporting the first figure are broken up and reconfigured. Only when

I notice the duck do I have before me the 'data', the 'bill', the

'eye', and so on, that

figure.'s

Rather than Simply mirroring pre-eXisting data then, attention

effectively brings about a new object. Merleau-Ponty says that it is

Dthe active constitution of a new object which makes explicit and

articulate what waS until then presented as no more than an

indeterminate horizion.' (PhP, 30) To be sure, there is an identity of
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the object before and after attention, which enables uS to say that we

are dealing with one and the same object. This identity is an identity

in change, however, an identity in transition. The articulated object

is a transormation of something indeterminate in the shadows of the

perceptual field. The act of attending is a ·circumscribed ignorance

in that it opens upon SQ~ething which it . circumscribes , or explores.

At the outset, however, attention is ignorant of thiS <something'

relative to the determinate knowledge that Will Subsequently emerge

through the act. In this transition from circumscribed ignorance to

determinate knowledge the object of attention is transformed.

If we fail to recognize this transformation, it is because we

retrospectively reconstitute the object before attention on the baSiS

of what we subsequently come to learn about it. We forget the moment

in which the thing was ambiguous or indeterminate and the object after

attention takes on the appearance of being an eternal verity. Ie

overlook the change or the neWneSS that attention brings about.

Suppose, for example, that I am walking in the woods at night and See

a moving shape which I cannot qUite make out. At first, I am ignorant

of what it is, but not so ignorant that my attention has nothing to

get a hold of. (I 'know' that it is an 'animal' because it moves.) I

focus on this indeterminate something and, after a time, decide that

it is in fact a racoon. Once have Seen the thing this way,

everything that had preViously been indeterminate falls into place.

Indeed, it did have the characteristic wobble of a racoon, the

glistening eyes, the obese shape, and so on. These determinations

appear to be data that pre-eXisted my present seeing and led to it as
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premiSes to a conclusion~ Marleau-Panty's insist that it is only after

the fact that the 'data' appear this way. Once we have Seen the

racoon, we reconstitute the moments in which the thing was

indeterminate. Retrospectively, the Ddata ll beoome more determinate

than they were at the time. Objective thought will say that I saw a

racoon from the very beginning, but that I Simply did not recognize it

as such. The word 'saw' is equivocal here, and can mislead uS to

reconstruct what I did See from my knowledge of what I should or could

have seen or from what, 'objectively' speaking, waS 'really' there.

The phenomenology of perception teaches that the peroeptual

objeot has an inexhaustible riohness. Merleau-Ponty says that 'the

perceived object is infused with a Secret life, and perception as

unity diSintegrates and reforms oeaselessly,' (PhP, 38) The perceived

object, the perceptual phenomenon, is not transparently laid out

before consciousness. Such determinateness or definition as it has is

received from its contextual relationS. In virtue of being set in a

perceptual field, the phenomenon is indeed given as being meaningful

or determinate, but its meaning always exceeds whatever meaning it has

in a particular context, because it is transcendent with respect to

any of its appearances. Thus, the identity of the phenomenon is

preserved when it is plaoed in different contexts. It has a certain

depth or transcendence that outruns its appearance and that makes

perceptual exploration pOSSible. It is because the peroeived object

has thiS depth, beoause it is not exhausted by or completely presented

In any of its appearances, that attention is not simply a mirroring of

its object.
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better enabled to

understand the change that reflection brings about, the peculiar

identity of the object before and after reflection. The return to

existence or to experience, the transition to the phenomenological

point of view, involves shifting our attention from the object that is

percieved to the object as it is perceived, from the 'real object' of

the natural attitude to the 'intentional object' correlated with our

awareness of it. Even when it seems that the world in which we live is

ready-made and owes nothing to us, experience is marginally present as

a kind of background. This is why the reflection that thematizes it is

not a groundless creation and why it is possible to subject it to the

demand to be faithful. From the beginning, however, experience is

indeterminate, and the reflection that thematizes it is a creative act

that brings a new object into eXistence.

In this regard, it is instructive to recall what Marleau-Panty

says about the , crypto-mechanism ' , whereby "perception hides itself

from itself-. He writes: "although it is of the eSsence of

consciousness to forget its own phenomena thus enabling 'things' to be

constituted, this forgetfulness is not mere absence, it is the absence

of something which consciousness could bring into its presence ••.. •

CPhP, 58) To make thiS 'absence' present requires a shift of the

reflective gaze away from the constituted 'things' with which we have

to do in ordinary life and back to the stream of experience in which

they are constituted as such. Out of the background a whole new type

of object thus comeS into existenoe, the 'phenomenon', and a whole new

world, the 'phenomenal field'.
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11The first act of a t t ent i cn ," Her-Leau-Pcn t y says, is "t.c create

for itself a field" •. ' (PhP. 28) At the outset attention

circumscribes a region to be explored. ThiS is the significance of the

'phenomenal field', The phenomenal field is a thematization of the

world such as it is given unreflectively. In order to capture the

senSe in which thiS thematization is a transition, it would be more

precise to say that the 'things' of the world become transformed into

'phenomena', and the 'world' becomes transformed into the . phenomena I

field', Since in a senSe they were already there. 'But though the

phenomenal field may indeed be a new world, it is never totally

overlooked by natural thought, bei ng present as its horizon .... 11 (PhP,

23)

The tendency of perception to hide itself or to hide the

phenomena is even more pronounced in soientific consciousnesS. Here

too, however, phenomena are never totally concealed. Marleau-Panty

writes that "they are never completely unknown to scientific

consciouSness, which borrows all its models from the structures of

living experiencei it Simply does not 'thematize' them, or make

explicit the horizons of perceptual consciousnesS surrounding it to

whose concrete relationships they give objective expression. D (PhP,

58) Scientific consciousness, spellbound by the prejudice· of an

objective world in which everything is already in itself perfectly

determinate, can indeed conceal our experience from us, can conceal

the phenomena that we encounter in the phenomenal field or life-world,

can indeed conceal the phenomenal field, but it cannot totally repress

them. There will always be the curiouS and ironic difference between
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the scientist's body as he lives it and as it ServeS him to manipulate

things in hiS laboratory, for example, and hiS body as it appears

reflected in hiS science. Or again, there is the difference between

the skilled hand that knowingly manipulates the soalpel and the inert

cadaver upon the table that submits to its commands.

Here Merleau-Ponty's indebtedness to Husser I is apparent. i '

According to Husserl, the life-world flows on underneath the objective

world and surreptitiously gives it meaning. The life-world is

marginally or horizonally present for the scientist as a background

supporting and secretly nourishing the figures he makes thematic.

Merleau-Panty's famous theSiS concerning 'the primacy of perception'

should be interpreted in this light. Scientific laws, for example, are

constructed so as to make the 'facts' intelligible. These 'facts', the

observed motion of the planets, the regular changing of the seasons,

and so on, are in the first instance happenings in the perceptual

world. As such they can never be reduced to the explanatory terms used

to make them intelligible. "The perceived happening can never be

reabsorbed in the complex of transparent relations which the intellect

constructs because of the happening." CPriP, 20)

Reflection thus brings something new into existenoe, but thiS

something new is not produoed ex nihilo. It is rather a transformation

of something that is already there, but only marginally So. What is

said of attention can also be said of reflection. Reflection too is a

~ciroumscribed ignorance=. The unreflected that reflection opens onto

is not fully determinate, but neither is it completely indeterminate.

It has a phySiognomy the contours of which reflection is obliged to
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follow insofar as it seeks to be a faithful rendering. To say that

what is unreflected has a physiognomy meanS that at the outset

reflection is in contact with something other, something transcendent

in relation to it. Reflection creates its object, but this object is

not created ex nihiJo.

There are two obvious ways in which to misconstrue the kind of

change reflection brings about. One would be to think of the object of

reflection as a mirror image of something pre-existing it fully

formed. This would be to ignore the initial ignorance of reflection,

to overlook the transformation that reflection bringS about, to ignore

its creativity. The other would be to construe the object of

reflection as something absolutety new and incommensurate with the

object before reflection, as a kind of creation out of nothing.

Merleau-Ponty accuses Bergson of thiS excess.!? NExperience of

phenomena 8 , he writes, 8ia not, then, like Bergsonian intuition, that

of a reality of which we are ignorant and leading to which there is no

methodical bridge--it is the making explicit or bringing to light of

the prescientific life of consciousness which alone endows scientific

operations with meaning and to which these latter always refer back.'

(PhP, 58-9) It is true that at the outset reflection is 'ignorant' of

phenomena relative to the knowledge it will subsequently have of them,

but this is a Dcircumsoibed ignorance- opening onto something from

which reflection takes its beginning and whioh it transforms into

determinate knowledge.

In thiS ohapter, I have tried to render comprehensible the idea

of a phenomenology of phenomenology in the terms in which
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Merleau-Ponty himself desoribes this projeot: that is, in termS of the

relationship between the reflected and the unreflected. An ambivalence

announces itself again and again in hiS characterization of thiS

relationship. Reading the Phenomenology on thiS matter, it is as if

Merleau-Ponty keeps coming back to the Same problem because he is nat

quite satisifed with what he has already said about it, as if he

believed that there is something more that could be said to open the

matter up in a new way and throw a new light on things. [ach new

attempt to express thiS relationship, however, gets pulled into the

orbit of the same ambivalence.

In the final analysis, I believe, there Is a problem In

Merleau-Ponty's analysis of the relationship between the reflected and

the unreflected, If I have tried to redeem his analysis of thiS

relationship, to make it understandable, I have done so in the belief

that thiS would be the best way to show up Its limitations and to

introduce what believe Merleau-Ponty himSelf came to see waS a

better way of expressing what is at issue in a phenomenology of

phenomenology. The problem with hiS analysis, shall argue in the

following chapter, arises from hiS failure to diScuss explicitly the

significance of language as concerns

unreflected to the reflected. The better

concept of 'expression',

the tranSition from the

solution is found in the



CHAPTER 5

EXPRESSION

We shall not ceaSe from exploration
And the end of all exploring
Wi 11 be to ar-r- i v e where we started
And to know the place for the first time.

1. From Reflection to Expression

We have seen that, for Merleau-Ponty, reflection does not

simply mirror its object (experience, perception, the unreflected).

Mirroring is impoSSible because reflection issues from a point of

view i in light of which its object appears a But what does it mean to

speak of a point of view with reference to reflection? To speak of a

point of view with reference to perception SeamS straightforward

enough. In this caSe we mean that perception is situated. The

perceptual field is organized from somewhere, and thiS somewhere is

the human body. In what aenae is ref 1ect i on s i tuated, however? 1ndeed,

it SeemS odd to think of reflection as being situated. 1 The very

concept. of reflection is deceptive in thiS regard. We are inclined to

think c,f reflection as lacking any ties to corporeality, and thus to

point of view. Seduced by the mirror idea we are inclined to think

that r-ef l e ct i on has no content of its own to tie it down. It does have

such ties, however, insofar as it is embodied in language. Language

impl t ce.tes ue in a point of view in that the fleshy words we uae are

171
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bearers of a tradition and mark our heritage in the cultural or

historical world.

Althcugh language is a major theme in the Phenomenology,

Merleau-Ponty does not integrate hiS discussion of language with his

discussion of reflection (or perception). He does not explicitly

analyze the relationship between language and reflection. ThiS is a

remarkable omiSSion because, I shall argue, his analysis of language

both problematizes and corrects his discuSSion of the passage from the

unreflected to the reflected. In a sense, what he says about language

undermines hiS use of the concept of reflection and the analysis that

occurs under its auspices.

One of the central threads in Merleau-Ponty's discusSion of

language is a critique of the dualism of thought and language. The

main argument, which will be explored in Some detail in the next

chapter, is that thought and language cannot be opposed to one ancther

as two independent dimensions. Traditionally, philosophy has conceived

of thought as a dimension of transparent ideality. Language, the

corporeality of language, has been excluded and devalorized as being a

kind of external accompaniment to thought, a merely empirical

instrument at the service of communicating transparent thoughts from

thinking itself

of which thesomethingnotismediumthiS

one interior to another. Against thiS classioal view, Marleau-Panty

argues that thought is incarnated in language. Far from being a mere

instrument, language is rather the medium in which

occurs. Furthermore,

thinker, like a pilot manipulating an instrument panel, could be in

total control. Language as much possesses the thinker as he it.
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Marleau-Panty's views on language have important implications

as concernS how he understands the activity of philosophizing. [t is

thiS -activity that radical reflection takes as its theme. But how

'radical' is radical reflection if, determining the activity of

philosophy as reflection, it overlooks the philosopher's own uSe of

language? Merleau-Ponty'~ silence concerning the relation between

language and reflection is supriSing since reflection, insofar as it

is a kind of thinking, falls within the scope of hiS critique of the

dualism of thought and language. Indeed, if philosophy has excluded

corporeality from the conoept of thought, it has even more rigidly

excluded corporeality from the concept of refleotion. Refleotion, as

the word literally suggests, is represented as a mirror that can

faithfully present or represent something preoisely insofar as it is

itself devoid of content. Like a mirror, its own surface effaces

itself in order to represent what it faoes.

ThiS self-effacement is an illusion, however 4 The objective

thinker divides the world up into subjeot on the one Side and world or

objeot on the other. In So doing he believes that hiS refleotion is

merely mirroring the way things are and does not realize that a

tradition is effeotive in hiS thinking. ThiS tradition, thiS point of

view, is inoarnated in the very language he uSeS to speak about the

objective world4 The linguistic mediation, the terms 'subject',

'world', and 'objeot', for example, has a sedimented history and IS

constitutive of the reality that he believes it merely indioates or

mirrors. The objeotive thinker is blind to this effeotive hiStory,

however, because he believes that language (and his own uSe of
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language), which confesseS hiS inherence in history and in a point of

view, is self-effacing. The word has no signifioance of its own and

exhausts itself in the service of showing or indicating the objective

world, which he believes is what it is independently of the word, on

the other side of all our saying.

Thus the objective thinker is oblivous to hiS own mediation in

the disclosure of the world. His point of view, embodied in the

corporeality of the language he uses, does not appear to him as being

a point of view at all. 2 It is thus that he is able to mistake what

are in fact cultural creations for things in themselves. The phySicist

believes that atoms (or whatever) are the fundamental reality, in

contrast to which the life-world in which he conducts his experiments

is deemed to be merely an appearance. The psychologist believes that

the world is pieced together from elemental sensations~ Atoms and

sensations have a potentially subversive meaning that is not

conSidered by the objective thinker, however, who useS these words as

if they were only indicators of something on the other Side of

language. Atoms and sensations <and even the life-world) are concepts

that are situated in the space of cultural history. If one brackets

their alleged referential function, according to which they merely

indicate, one can inquire into their status as ideas bearing a history

and bearing relations to other ideas which co-determine their meaning.

Determining his own use of language as something merely

incidental, however, the objective thinker cuts his reflection off

from its embodiment in time and in the life-world. He ignores the

history effeotive in hiS reflecting and loses contact with its own
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primitive beginnings. Thus arises the illuSion of a refleotion that

could free itself from the contingency of its starting point in time,

a reflection that could absorb thiS contingency into a system of

rationality. "The mistake of reflective philosophies," Merleau-Ponty

writes, "is to believe that the thinking subject can absorb into its

thinking or appropriate without remainder the object of its thought,

that our being can be brought down to our knowledge." (PhP, 62)

We have already seen that Merleau-Ponty is critical of such

objectivistic reflection because it does not take its own happening

into account and does not acknowledge its own contingent beginnings

from an anterior fund of unreflective experience. Radical reflection,

by contrast, is said to be reflection -not only in operation, but

conscious of itself in operation." (PhP, 218) Radical reflection, as

opposed to reflection that is unaware of itself, does not feign to

efface its own happening. Radical reflection is reflecticn that

thematiz8S or draws attention to its own embodiment, in virtue of

which it is linked to history and to a network of meanings that exceed

whatever could possibly be present to consciousness. It does not feign

to be in identity with some unadulterated meaning or even with itself.

Everything that Merleau-Ponty says about radical reflection

comes into focus if it is the philosopher's own uSe of language that

is thematized, and not just reflection. ThiS is why it is remarkable

that he does not link hiS diScussion of reflection with hiS discussion

of language. The anaylsis of language enables ~~, us"elaborate on the

distinction between objective thought and radioal refleotion.

Descartes, who is one of the major founders of 'the philosophy of
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reflection', exemplifies reflection that is unaware of itself. The

fact that hiS reader is perceptually engaged with a text has no

significance for him. We are supposed to believe that it is merely

incidental that hiS reflections are embodied in a text that is

corporeal, sensible, and exterior to consciousness, which by contrast

is conceived as unadulterated presence. 3 In the framework of hiS

philosophy, it is as if there is no text insofar as hiS text is

supposed to efface itself in the service of presenting reflections

owing nothing to corporeal t t y , Thus disembodied, r-ef lec t t on is severed

from everything that could link it to change and history. The illusion

thus arises that ideas (the cog t t.o , for example) ar-e eternal and do

not come into existence. Descartes discovered the cogito as Columbus

discovered America. The corpuS of his thought is something of an

'embarrassment' in this regard. One wonders how t.heae timeless ideas

are somehow both bound to and yet independent of thiS particular body.

In thiS light let uS once again take up our eadier analYSiS of

the relation between reflection and perception. The central motif

throughout Merleau-Ponty's diSCUSSion of perception is the return to

the world of perception and the restoration of its rights of primacy

over the spurious constructions of objectivistic thought. ThiS r~turn

is not a retreat from the effort of thinking and of everything that

could be lined up on the Side of mediation. Its terminus ad quem is

not a Silent coincidence with a world of lost innocence. The

philosopher cannot be content Simply to point to perception or to

appeal to its alleged self-evidence and self-identity. The term

'reflection' is used in this connection to express a certain
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tha t marl<s the

philosophical moment. Everyone perceives, but the philosopher stands

back and reflects upon what it is to perceive.

But just what is the philosopher doing when he reflect,;? What

happens in the tranSition from perceiving to reflecting upon

perceiving? The concept of reflection, in virtue of its semantic

heritage, seduces uS into believing that in reflecting the phil"sopher

Silently reproduces the concrete life of perception in the dimension

of ideality. The philosopher, however, speaks. Husserl, after all, has

bequeathed to us a plethora of words to deaor-t be per-cept.ue I life. In

the transition from perceiving to reflecting, such terms as 'noeSiS',

"noeaa ", • intentional ob ject ", to na.me bu.t a few, have t nt.er-vened ,

What bearing do these words have on hiS 'reflection'? Are we to

believe that these 'signs' efface themselves and merely mark a place

or stand in for ideal meanings that are made present by them?

According to what Merleau-Ponty says about the relationship hetween

thought and language and about radical reflection, these 'signs' are

important in their own right. The task of the philosopher is not

Simply to perceive (whatever such an injunction could possibly mean),

nor to reflect, insofar as reflection is conceived of as a silent

mirroring of its object. The task rather is to 'say' what we pl~rceive

and to 'say' what perception is. The philosopher does this whether or

not he admits that it is a matter of Significance. What distinguishes

radical reflection is the philosopher's awareneSS of the importance of

this 'saying' and the difference that it makeS. The conc"pt of

reflection, however modified, only obscures the importance of the
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philosopher's own 'saying', of the fact that he actually produces a

text of one sort or another.

In his phenomenology of phenomenology, in taking phenomenology

as the theme of hiS analysis, the point that Merleau-Ponty emphasizes

again and again is that phenomenology is a cr-ea t ton . Phenomenology

does not merely preach experience as if all we had to do was to

"exper-Lence ' and we would be in the truth. Rath'er phenomenology

attempts to say what experience is, Radical reflection does not ignore

the creativity of thiS moment of 'saying', The phenolnenologist, after

all, is situated in a language and out of thiS language manages to say

something. It is in the publ ic moment of thiS ',saying' that the

genuine philosophical problems arise,

question of truth.

The ooncept (metaphor) of reflection leads by its own log I c to

an idea of truth as mirroring or identity. Attention to the 'saying',

on the other hand, shows that truth cannot be such insofar as the

difference of the 'saying' stands out. He i degger- eakea the point that

truth cannot be correspondence because the 'statement' and the 'thing'

it is about are disSimilar and cannot be compared.~ HiS point, which

is really a very obviouS one, would be less obvious if 'refle'ctions'

and not 'statements' were under discussion.

Both Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger characterizle the t.r-ans t t ron

from seeing to Saying with reference to painting. The philosopher and

the painter both 'say' what they 'See', In the case of painting, no

one would claim that the 'saying', the transubstantiation of viSion

onto canvaS, is unimportant. To See what the painter sees t it would be
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of little uSe to visit the place where he had set up hiS easel. The

painting, even a 'representational' painting, does not merely stand in

for some scene which could be presented to uS without it. Strictly

speaking, it is not possible to visit the Scene of a painting except

by visiting the painting. In the case of philosophy, however, the

illusion prevails that the 'saying' is merely incidental, that

elsewhere there is an original that this 'saying' merely stands in

for, as if one could dispense with the saying and go directly to the

original to acheive coincidence with what the philosopher sees.

Descartes 'paints uS a picture' of the cogito, but we are to believe

that the picture he paints is itself unimportant. On the other side of

hiS painting there is an original of which hiS painting is merely

itself a faint copy. The concept of reflection only Serves to

reinforce and perpetuate thiS illusion.

The question I wish to raiSe here is whether, given the

undesirable semantic chain in which it is linked, the concept of

reflection is able to meet the demands of radical reflectie>n, the

demand that the philosopher take into consideration his own mediation

in the disclosure of the world. The concept of expreSSion is a more

felicitous choice to express (refleot?) the duality of rootedness and

creatiVity that is so important for Merleau-Ponty. Consider, for

example, what is gained (and lost) in the difference between speaking

about 'Cartesian expreSSion' instead of 'Cartesian reflection'. The

former draws our attention to the embodiment or corporeality of

Desoartes' thought. At thiS level it is pOSSible to speak about

Descartes' style, the originality of hiS gestures, the situatedness"Of
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hiS thought in the inStitution of the Frenoh langu..ge alfd'oulture'of

that time, and so on. The latter' obsoures the faot that Desoartes has

aotually pr-oduced something and- 'that' th'is something, the Cartesian

corpus, is enmeshed i_no' system of inst i tut ions that. exceed whatever

might ha~e been 'present to Desoartes while he waS 'refleoting'. It is

thiS oreated something, the Cartesian oorpus, that the oritioal

efforts of gener-a t ion upon generat ion have been d t r-eo t ed toward, and

not some disembodied refleotion.

The itinerary of the concept of reflection is Significant in

thiS regard. It figures most prominently in the diSCUSSion of

perception in the early chapters of the Phenomenology. From the

chapter on expressicn and language onwards, however', the concept of

expression becomes ascendent. To a certain extent, an undeclared

compet i tion develops between the two conoepts insofar' as they are used

in Similar contexts and are charged with Similar functions. It is the

concept of expression, however, that develops into the leading role

and that is linked to what goes forward in hiS philosophy. It has

central importance in the discussion of language, for example.

Reflecticn is not mentioned in this oontext at all. Subsequent tc the

Phenomenology, the concept of refleotion becomes less and less

in Merleau-Ponty'smore problematio)more andimportant (and

phi losophy.

Two reaSonS for this devaluation of the conoept of reflection

can already be found in the Phenomenology. In the first place, because

the ooncept of reflection is So thoroughly sedimented in the

philosophical tradition that Merleau-Ponty oalls into question, it
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operates against and in spite of his critical effort~ Reflection is

semantically linked in a chain of problematic metaphysical concepts

such .as 'correspondenoe' and 'mirroring' and therefore is implicated

in the very framework that Merleau-Ponty undertakes to dismantle.

Furthermore, in virtue of its links to concepts such as 'interiority',

it conjures up the phantom of a private and Si l ent. thought on the

hither side of language. The concept of r-ef leo t ion entangles

Marleau-Panty in a web of ambiguities and even contradictions that

could otherwise have been avoided.

In the second place. the devaluation of the concept of

reflection can be attributed to its inferior value relative to the

concept of expression, whioh ascends in importance and frequency of

use in hiS philosophy as the concept of reflection declines.' In the

later chapters of the Phenomenology and in subsequent workS

Marleau-Panty uses 'expreSSion' in contexts in which the 'reflection'

had preViously born the brunt of the analysis. To a certain extent,

the concept of expression supplants the concept of reflection. 6 ThiS

is possible because there are paradigmatic Similarities between the

two conceptS. The opposition between the expressed and the unexpressed

or pre-expressed, for example, approXimately \translates' the

opposition between reflection and the unreflected. Such a translation

enables Merleau-Ponty to avoid some of the difficulties that arise

from the undesirable Semantic chains in which the concept of

refleotion is linked. Just as something is always lost in translation,

however, So too something is gained4 The ooncept of eXpreSSion is

linked in a rich semantic chain and has a Wide range of application.
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It thus enables Merleau-Panty to speak about diverse subject matterS

such as literature, history, and philosophy in similar terms, and thus

to bring out important affinities between them, which I shall explore

in the rest of thiS chapter.

The interpretation offer here is supported by some

retrospective remarks Herleau-Ponty makes on hiS first two books in a

prospectus of hiS work written several years after the Phenomenology.

He writes: 'The study of perception could only teach us a 'bad

ambiguity', a mixture of finitude and infinitude, of interiority and

exteriority. But there is a 'good ambiguity' in the phenomenon of

expresSion, a spontaneity which accompliShes what appeared to be

impossible when we observed only the separate elements ..•• ·CPriP, 11)

ThiS !lspontaneityll, which in the Phenomenology he described in termS

of the passage from the unreflected to the reflected, is subsequently

described more and more as the passage from silence to language and

expression.? Thus he says that it is hiS concern to describe Dthe

experienced mofement ... When an existence becomes aware of itself,

grasps itself, and expresses its own meaning. s (PriP, 11) In a sanss,

it is this Same 'moment' that Herleau-Ponty had attempted to describe

in terms of reflection in the Phenomenology.

In thiS Same prospectus, Herleau-Ponty als,o announceS hiS

intention to work out a 'theory of truth' conjointly with a 'theory

of intersubjectivity·. CPriP, 7) The link between truth and

intersubjectivitYt between knowledge and communicati,on t is important

here. After the PhenomenologYt and conourrent with a growing

preoccupation with language, Marleau-Panty becomes more and more
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concerned with the public moment of knowledge and with the continuity

between our knowledge and our incarnation, thus carrying out the

intention earlier announced in hiS prospectus a He writes:

It seemS to me that knowledge and the communication with others
which it preSupposes not only are original formations with
respect to the perceptual life but also they preserve and
continue our perceptual life even while transforming it.
Knowledge and communication sublimate rather than Suppress our
incarnation, and the· characteristic operation of the mind is
the movement by which we recapture our corporeal existence and
use it to symbolize instead of merely to coexist. CPriP, 7)

To the end of articulating the ·characteristic operation of the

mind l
' described above, the concept of reflection would be inadequate

for two essential reaSons. In the first place, reflection suggests the

idea of a solitary thinker alone with himself in silent monologue,

whereas Marleau-Panty Sees knowledge as presupposing communication. In

the second place, the metaphor of reflection leads to a conception of

the mind as a mirror, and the duality of 'preserving' and yet

'transforming' of which he speaks cannot be captured in such a model.

The concept of expreSSion, on the other hand, will enable

Merleau-Ponty to talk about the public moment of knowledge, the moment

when one enters the public space of language and attempts to say what

one SeeS. It is also a more felicitous choice to oapture the duality

of preservation and transformation, which is the baSiS of

Merleau-Ponty's later characterization of philosophi,:al expreSSion as

'creative adequation'. [n the follOWing sections of thiS chapter, I

shall elucidate the concept of expression in Merleau-Ponty's

philosophy with reference to hiS writings on literature, history, and

philosophy.
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2. The Prose of a Life

Merleau-Ponty elaborates on the phenomenon of expression, 'the

characteristic operation of mind ... by which we recapture our corporeal

existence and use it to symbolize instead of merely to coexist," with

reference to its locus in the body. The phenomenon of eXpression

reveals a dialectical relation between body and mind, reveals the mind

not as the other of the body but as the Signifying body. In thiS

connection Marleau-Panty speaks of a RmetamorphoSis D that Dlies in the

double function of our body." He writes: 'Through itS: 'sensory fields'

and its whole organization the body is, so to speak, predestined to

model itself On the natural aspects of the world. But as an active

body capable of gestures, of expression, and finally of language, it

turns back upon the world to Signify it." (PriP, 7)

The body is at once both in the world ('of' the world as the

later Merleau-Ponty waS fond of saying) and at the same time the locus

of the process of Signification by meanS of which the, world is brought

to expression. Merleau-Ponty desoribes this metamorphosis in which the

body ceaSeS to be something suffered and becomes a power of

signification as a passage from the Dorder of Bvents Q to the llorder of

expression!!. He writes: -iheln one goes from the order of events to the

order of expression, one changea levels but does not change the world.

The same circumstances to which we first submitted now become a

signifying system,' (PrW, 75)

The duality described here echoes the duality that appears in

Herleau-Ponty's analyis of habit. He says that 'our body comprises as
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it were two distinct layers, that of the habit-bcdy and that of the

body at thiS moment.' (PhP, 82) On the one side, the body exhibits a

certain paSSivity in virtue of which it has affinities with other

kinds of bodies in the world. Insofar as it has a sedimented history

and is incorporated in a situation, the body is subject to a kind of

inertia. One's body is geared into habits and cyles of behavior and

thus bears the weight of the 'already acquired'. In the absence of any

effort (and sometimes despite such effort) the body comports itself

according to anonymous cycles of behavior and prepersonal rhythms.

Such paSSivity, however, does not license uS to reduce the body

to the status of an object. In addition to being a repository of old

habits, the body is also a power of transcendence with respect to what

lS already traced out or acquired. The body exhibits a remarkable

spontaneity in its ability to reintegrate old powers and adapt itself

to new Situations, for example. Although Someone who becomes blind

loses a wide range of bodily pOSSibilities, he can, with Some effort,

learn to transfer the 'habit' of hiS eyes to the tip of hiS cane.

Similarly the amputee, transferring lost habits to ather limbs, learns

to reconfigure his old world to accommodate hiS modified body. As a

power of spontaneity, the body does not merely suffer its 'accidents'

but gives them meaning by integrating them ipto a future in which they

will be redeemed. B

A Similar dialectic appears at the level of language. On one

Side, language is a repository of sedimented meanings, dead metaphors,

cliches, stock phrases, and so onA As with the prepersonal passivity

of our habits, it is always pOSSible to let ourselves be carried by
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the inertia of what has already been said, to allow ourselves to

repeat old cycles of speech. Tc yield to this inerti,a is to float in

an impersonal third person eXistence and to speak as if according to

speech' .'

heading

pre-written scripts. Speech of

'constituted' or 'secondary

Heidegger analyses under the

thiS sort is what Merleau-Ponty calls

ThiS term comprehends what

of 'inauthenticity' and 'idle

chatter',iO On the other side, however, language is a flUid resource

from which we draw in order to say something new, Like 'the lover

revealing his feelings •.. or the writer and philosopher who reawaken

primordial experience anterior to all traditions,D we can turn our

effort of express ion back upon the canst i tuted or seldimented meanings

available to uS and reconfigure them so as to express something that

has not been said before. (PhP, 179) Mer Ieau-Ponty calls thiS

'constituting speech' because in such speech new meaJ~ings are created

or 'constituted'. Metaphor is a prime example of constituting speech.

The dialectic of constituted and constituting speech is of

paramount importa.nce for Marlea.u-Panty and, as we aha l I ses, comes

into play in several of hiS analyses. Here we want to bring it to bear

on hiS discussion of the emergence of . personal , from 'prepersonal' or

'anonymous' eXistence. The duality here is as follows: On the one

side, personal life, the understanding of ourselves that we have

laboured to achieve, has reference back to and is founded upon an

anonymous or already constituted life. On the other side, however,

anonymous life is not something fully formed of which personal

existence would be a mere mirror image initiating or originating

nothing. In eKpressing ourselves, in gathering together the diverse
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moments of our lives so as to reveal their significance, we are indeed

bound to something that has preoeded, but thiS: 'something' is

transformed in a significant way in the process of expr-eas i cn ,

When one questions one's eXistence, one finds that one is

'already there', just as the world is 'already there' at the outset of

all phenomenological in~uiry. ThiS anonymous life, this prepersonal

situation, serves as a kind of ground for our self-understanding.

There is already something there to be understood, and it is thiS

something that we aim to express (or that expresse~a itself in us) .

• Persona 1 eXistence,B Merleau-Panty says, -must be the resumption of a

prepersonal tradition." (PhP, 254) ThiS prepersonal tradition, thiS

oorporeal history, is given to us as being nei t.her- oompletely

meaningless nor oompletely meaningful to begin with. Like the

existence of the world, one's prepersonal tradition is not

transparently laid out like an object before a reflective gaze. It has

a depth and ambiguity that Solicits our expreSsion but at the Same

time exceeds it or evades our grasp. -Ambiguity is of the essence of

human existence," Merleau-Ponty says. CPhP, 169)

Our prepersona I Situation being essentially ambiguous and

indeterminate, expresSion is something more than passively reading off

a Silent meaning already fully formed in our lives. Merleau-Ponty

gives the name Dtranscendenoe to thiS act in which existence takes up,

to its own aocount, and transforms such a Situation." CPhP, 169)

Because our life is not transparent to begin with, expression is a

oreative aot. To give eXpreSSion to one's eXiStence is to make what

had been indeterminate determinate, to give meaning to something that
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to begin with is not simply meaningless but does indeed have the

intimation or promise of meaning. We transcend ourselves insofar as in

expression we do not simply reproduce a meaning already fully formed

in our lives but rather create determinate meaning by endowing what we

have lived through with Significance. In turning back upon our

indeterminate life it is not so much a question of coinciding with

ourselves as it of self-transformation. In the act of expresSing

ourselves we teach ourselves who we are. Madison puts it nicely:

The work of expression addresses itself to our actual eXistence
whose meaning it wants to grasp, but this immediate meaning of
our being in the world manifests itself as a meaning only by
and in the act of expression. We become conscious of our
existence only by expressing it; before expression the meaning
of existence is confused and concealed in the many everyday
experiences which have not yet been thematized. 1 1

Merleau-Ponty illustrates this duality with the example of

Someone coming to the realization that he is in love. Such a

realization is certainly not a creative fiat. Before thiS realization

there waS perhaps -an impulse carrying me toward someone,K an elation

in the presence of the beloved, accelerated heart-beat, and so on. It

is such lived-through experiences that inspire my effort of

expression, that call for it as for a resolution. Indeed, when I

conclude 81 am in loveD, it SeemS that I have been in love from the

very beginning, and that my present realization merely baptizes

something I knew even before 1 realized that I knew it. When I write a

letter to my beloved in which I reveal my feelings. its SeemS that

these feelings, which I now express as ·signs· of my love, were always

such. For Marleau-Panty, thiS is a Dretrospective illUSionS, however,

in which I read back into my past 'everything that I am later to learn
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concerning myself," CPhP. 38D The love that I now know is indeed

supported by a kind of anonymous love, but this anonymous love was not

explioit from the beginning. ~lt was lived, not known, from start to

finish," he says. CPhP. 38D I reconfigure my past, give new meaning

to it, in light of my present understanding of myself as Someone who

is in love. The lover's speech is thus not a simple report of fully

formed feelings that are what they are on the other. Side of hiS

speech. To be sure. there is indeed 'something' that moves him to

write, but thiS 'something' is at first vague and indeterminate. It

becomes transformed in his speech. The lover discovers himself in hiS

speech and teaches himself his feelings.

These remarks oan be extended to the meaning of a life in

general. in a s~nse. the meaning of my past is always both behind me

and ahead of me in the future. uThe interpretation which I now give of

it is bound up with my confidence in psycholanalysiS. Tomorrow, with

more experience and inSight, shall pOSSibly understand it

differentlYt and consequently reconstruct my past in a different way~

In any case, I shall go on to interpret my present interpretations in

their turn .... • CPhP, 348) in thiS process of trying to catch up with

ourselves, as it were, there can be no arriving at a final

interpretation that would put a stop to the movement of expression~

The can be no ultimate interpretation that would sum up my past once

and for all. Our eXistence is ambiguous and so lends itself to

unending interpretation. 'All life is undeniably ambiguous,~

Marleau-Panty says, ~and there is never any way to know the true
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meaning of what we do." (SN, 84) Following Freud, he says that the

meaning of our existence is Rover-determined-. (SN t 36)

What is lived always exceeds what can grasp in my present

effort to understand. It is only a 'lazy reason' that anchorS itself

in a given self-understanding and that allows its interpretation to

settle into a dogma, a final interpretation. There is always a

distance and a difference between who K am, my prepersonal tradition,

and who I understand myself to be. Merleau-Ponty writes: "since the

lived is thus never entirely comprehensible, what I understand never

quite tallies with my present living experience, in ahort, I am never

qu t t e at one with myself. Such is the lot of a being '"ho is born, that

is, who once and for all has been given to himself as something to be

understood." (PhP, 847) The lived and the known, the unexpressed and

the expressed, the anonymous and the personal, are thus different and

there can be no question of coincidence between them. It is thiS

difference, if we are alive to it, that drives the dialectic of

expressicn, that leads uS continually to break up and go beyond

already constituted interpretations and to seek ever new ways of

understanding and expressing who we are.

If Husser I is Merleau-Ponty's guide in understanding the

phenomenon of reflection, it

understanding the phenomenon of

is Proust who is hiS

expression. 12 Her l eau-Ponty

guide in

says of

Proust that "no one has better expressed the viciouS circle or prodigy

of speech, that to speak or to write is truly to translate an

experience which, without the word that it inspireS, would not become

a text." (TFL, 26) He quotes from Proust in order to elaborate on
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thiS: "The book of unknown Signs within me (Signs in relief it seemed

to met rcr my attention, as it e~plored my unoonscious in its search,

struck against them, circled round them like a diver sounding) no one

could help me read by any rule, for its reading consists in an act of

creation in which no one can take our place and in which no one can

collaborate." Proust describes hiS effort of expression as a kind of

·reading·~ Before he takes up hiS pen to write, there is already

something there to be understood, something to which he seeks to be

faithful. There is something that his effort of expression 'struck

against D and Dcircled round ••• like a diver sounding D
• ThiS

'something', however, is at the outset indeterminate, a Bbaok of

unknown signs· and not qUite a text, the promise of meaning and not

meaning fully formed and only waiting to be reflected in a mirror. As

such, Proust's prepersonal life requires (and indeed demands)

interpretation. The act of reading these ·unknown Signs" is the act of

integrating them into a coherent story in light of which they will be

as it were redeemed. In being expressed these • unknown Signs·

retrospectively receive meaning that strictly speaking they did not

have when they were merely lived through.

In the phenomenon of expression at work in art and literature,

Merleau-Ponty finds an alternative to the model of truth as

correspondence or mirroring that has so much dominanted philosophy. On

the mirror model creativity could only be a source of falSity and

erlcor. Enthralled by thiS model, philosophy has typically repressed

its own 'saying', the oreativity embodied in its own linguisticality

and textuality. Art teaches a notion of truth that includes and does
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not repreSS suoh oreativity. There is a good lesson for philosophy in

thiS. Merleau-Ponty writes:

From now on the tasks of literature and philosophy oan no
longer be separated. When one is oonoerned with giving voioe to
the experienoe of the world and showing how oonsoiousness
esoapes into the world, one oan no longer oredit oneself with
attaining a perfeot transparenoe of expression. Philosophioal
expresSion aSSumeS the Same ambiguities as literary expression,
if the world is suoh that it cannot be expressed exoept in
Pstories· .... (SN, 28)

Literature teaches the originality of expresSion, the non-transparence

of expression, but non-transparence is not here tantamount to

distortion or falsification. Art accomplishes the reconcilation of

creativity and faithfulness that Merleau-Ponty, from the very

beginning, had sought for philosophy.

For Proust, the problem of truth could be desoribed as follows:

how can one be true to one's past given that the past is irretrievably

past and that there is a distanoe and a differenoe between the past

that waS lived through and the past now remembered or expressed? In

thiS matter, truth cannot be a matter of simply mirroring what is

already there. Proust waS well aware that he could never mirror or

ooinoide with 'what really happened'. If the task of his art were

literally to return to the immediate and to coincide with it, hiS

projeot would have been an impOSSible one. What happened is past and

hiS present memory of hiS past is situated in a new point of view that

is different from that in which he originally lived it. In remembering

hiS past he retrospeotively oonfers meaning upon it that waS not

explicit in the lived through episodes. Indeed the various moments of

hiS life only beoome 'episodes' in light of hiS pres,.nt expression of
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them in which they are integrated with other 'episodes' in the unity

of a story. 1,

From thiS point af view his present expression is a creation,

the birth of a meaning that had previously been held captive in his

eXistence. ThiS is not a matter of creative fiat, however, of making

the story up from nothing. Proust's past, although not transparently

present to him, nevertheless has a physiognomy that he attempts to be

faithful to in hiS expression. As Madison puts it: "The feeling which

dominates Proust's work is the feeling for the expressibility of life.

In hiS infancy Proust often had the impreSSion that things held in

themselves an insurpassable wealth, an inexhaustible beauty, and that

they called out to him to enter into them and to deliver up the

secrets they contained.·l~ In narrating hiS life, he is at the Same

time Dreading R a meaning that is secretly contained in events. He

transforms an ambiguous and indeterminate past into a rendition that

remains faithful to but does not literally reproduce or coincide with

the past. He delivers up its secrets.

Merleau-Ponty says that art cannot acheive its goal of

expreSSing our contact with the world "by resembling things or the

world." (PrW, 65) He quotes Bartre, who says that "in art, one must

lie to tell the truth." Merleau-Ponty articulates thiS paradox with

reference to a recorded conversation. If truth were Simply a matter of

literal reproduction, of 'telling it like it is', an exaot reoording

of a oonversation would be the most faithful or truthful rendering of

It POSsible. Mer I eau-Ponty pointS out, however, that "the exact

reoording of a oonversation which had seemed brilliant later gives the
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impressi,on of indigenoe." (Ibid.) Something important gets left out in

the tran:slation. A recorded conversation, he says, "is no longer what

is when we were living it ....Ths conversation no longer exists. It

does not ramify in all directions--it is, flattened out in the Single

dimension of sound." (Ibid.) In a sense, to tell the literal truth is

to lie.

The artist attempts to be faithful to our lived experience, but

he does not accept literal reproduction or coincidence as the meaSure

of faithfulness. "In order to satisy us as it does, the work of

art--which also usually addresses only one of our senses and in any

case never has the kind of presence that belongs to lived

experien,oe--must have the capacity for more than a frozen existence.

It must have the capaoity for a sublimated eXistence, one more true

than truth itself." (Ibid., 65-6) Relative to the standard of truth as

literal reproduction or as coincidence with lived experience, art

lies, and must lie insofar as it does not and cannot literally

reproduce lived experience. Art is nevertheless R mor e true than truth

itself- in that it captures the 'truth' of experience, its meaning.

Art expresses not the Singular and irreducibly unique event but rather

something essential about the event, about my life, about human

relationships, and so on.

Thus literature, and Proust par exoellence, achieves a

synthesis of individuality and universality, subjectivity and

intersubjectivity. Proust's objective is not Simply to tell uS 'what

happened'. If hiS objective were Simply to give a record of hiS

eXperiences hiS book would be a failure, as Proust knew very well,
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since the experiences of which he speaks are irretrievably past.

Proust does not try to emulate a camera or a tape recorder. He

accents, highlights, dramatizes, and in So doing gives a univerSal

significance to his experience. His effort is directed toward

expressing the essential, toward expressing a meaning that goes beyond

or transcends his irredu~ibly unique life, a meaning in which others

who have lived through different experiences can nevertheless

recognize themSelves. The life that is expressed in In Remembrance of

Things Past is at once both individual and universal. Merleau-Ponty

writes:

What has been called Proust's Platonism is an attempt at an
integral expreSSion of the perceived or lived world. For thiS
reason, the writer's work is a work of language rather than of
'thought', HiS task is to produce a system of Signs whose
internal articulation reproduces the contours of experience;
the reliefs and sweeping lines of these contours in turn
generate a syntax in depth, a mode of compOSition and recital
which breaks the mold of the world and everyday language and
refashions it, CTFL, 25)

Such speech that 'breaks the mold of the world and everyday

language and refashions it' is what Merleau-Ponty calls constituting

speech, Proust doeS not Simply repeat old cliches for understanding

our lives. He gives us a new organ for exploring our lives, a new

'Signifying instrument' with which to probe our experience. Familiar

experiences become strangely unfamiliar in his writing. He awakens us

to marvels and mysteries that are concealed in routine living and

opens fields of experience for fresh explorations, Reading Proust one

has the feeling of putting one's finger on something that had been

previously vague or unclear.
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Such constituting speech is what Merleau-Ponty elsewhere calls

-great prose-. "Great prose,· he says, DiS the art of capturing a

meaning which until then had never been objectified and of rendering

it accessible to everyone who speaks the same language. When a writer

is no longer capable of communicating, he has outlived hiS time,

(PriP. 9) Great prose is thus prose that teaches us something new,

that refashions the cliched language by which we routinely understand

ourselves so as to disclose something about the world that had

previously been obscure or hidden. Merleau-Ponty opposes thiS to

Aprosaic writingA, which Don the other hand, limits itself to uSing,

through accepted signs, the meanings already accepted in a given

culture. Q CPriP, 9) ThiS distinction between constituted and

constitu.ting speech, between -great prose- and ·prosaic writing·, I

shall argue, is the key to understanding Merleau-Ponty's views on

history and on philosophy.

3. The Prose of the World

Merleau-Ponty presents hiS view of history and of social life

in general in the framework of a return. ·We must return to the social

with which we are in contact by the mere fact of eXisting, and which

we carry about inseparably with us before any objectification,· he

says. (PhP, 362) Before we begin to theorize about or to objectify

history, we are already in contact with it in Virtue of being in a

situation that extends beyond the confines of whatever could be called

Simply 'present'. We are 'of' history. Merleau-Ponty advocates that we
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return to and thematiz8 this primitive contact in order to ground and

vitalize our thinking about history.

Marx figures very prominently in Merleau-Ponty'S writings on

philosophy of history. He believes that Marx does not, as is popularly

thought, reduce history to economic determinants. Historical

materialism does indeed grant paramount significance to economic

factors, but it uconsists just as much in making economics historical

as in making history economic." (PhP, 171n.) What Herleau-Ponty values

in historical materialism is the attempt to characterize social and

historical phenomena, class for example. by taking into consideration

and integrating both economic factors and the terms in which the

historical persons involved understand themselves. Although he was

always interrogating his own relationship to MarXism (and indeed came

to have serious misgivings about hiS earlier reading of Marx), the

view of history that he ascribes (rightly or wrongly) to Marx remains

valid throughout hiS writings,

There ara Utwo ways of overlooking the phenomena' that

constitute our historical eXistence, according to Marleau-Panty, one

'empiriCist' and the other 'idealist'.is On the empiricist v'iew,

everything that happens at the level of self-awareness is understood

as a mere effect of impersonal third person forces. to Self-awareness

is merely derivative and should be bypassed altogether in a truly

scientific analysiS of historical phenomena. The 'real' historical

phenomena are 'objective' and in their effectiveness owe nothing to

how they are 'represented' in a given· culture. The attempt is made to

Dderive class consciousness from the objective conditions of the
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pr-c l e t.ar-La t ;" for example .. (Phf", 443) History is reduced to a series

of 'objective facts' acting as cauSes and self-awareness is a mere

reflex of 'objective proceSSes'. At the opposite extreme, idealism

believes that deciSions and volitions are the driving force of

history. It ~reduces the proletarian condition to the awarenesS of it,

which the proletarian arrives at", for example. CPhP, 443) From thiS

standpoint ~history itself has no Significance, but only that

is only what people

Situation that ishistoricaltheir

wi 11.· CPhP, 443) It

about

our

bel ieve

conferred upon it by

think and

Significant.

According to Marleau-Panty, neither of these two viewS does

justice to historical phenomena, to class consciousness, for example:

DThe former traces class consciousness to the class defined in terms

of objective characteristics, the latter on the other hand reduoes

'being a workman' to the consciousness of being one. In each case we

are in the realm of abstraction, because we remain torn between the in

itself' and the for itself.'" CPhP, 443) History is either a

succesSion of 'objective facts' owing nothing to our merely derivative

'subjective interpretations' or it is reduced to the subjective drama

of self-awareness, and it becomes impOSSible to understand how people

can ever be deceived about their situation. Merleau-Panty, carrying

forward the philosophy of history he finds in Marx, attempts to

situate and understand historical phenomena in a space between these

two poles.

The empiricist view alone is insufficient. History cannot be

understood as a mere succesSion of objective facts. The 'facts' enter
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into the historical process and become effective only insofar as they

have meaning Dr value at the level of how people understand their

Situation. A revolution, for example, does not emerge from the 'facts'

alone. Whether or not a Situation in which the 'objective conditions'

are appropriate will actually issue in a revolution -depends upon how

oppOSing forces think of one another." CPhP, 172n.) The economic

'facts' , to be historically effective, must be integrated into

something of a narrative with 'good guys' and 'bad guys' and with an

envisaged triumph of 'good' over • ev iI' . It is not enough that the

workers are poor and that their chi ldren go to bed hungry. Perhaps

they were poor and hungry long before the word of a revolution'

sounded in their lives. They must understand their poverty in light of

the 'oppression' of the factory owners, who are villified in popular

speeches by 'agitators'. Merleau-Ponty says that the "economic factors

are effective only tc the extent that they are taken up and lived by a

human subject, wrapped up, that is, in ideological shreds .... Neither

the conservative nor the proletarian is conscious of being engaged in

merely an economic struggle, and they always bring a human

significance to their acticn." CPhP, 172)

Before the agitators and others teach and spread the

revolutionary word, the workers do not understand themselves as

'proletarian', and the fact that they occupy such and such a place in

the economy is not sufficient to constitute them as such. U[t is never

the caSe that my objective position in the production process is

sufficient to awaken class oonsciousness,s Marleau-Panty says. (PhP,

443) The factory worker is not from the beginning the proletarian that
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he will come to know himself to baa He becomes such only when he takes

up hiS de facto condition and integrates it in a certain historical

narrative. Merleau-Ponty points out that while Marx did indeed provide

-an objective definition of class in terms of the effective position

of individuals in the production cycle," Marx also says "that class

cannot become a decisive historical and revolutionary factor unless

individuals become aware of it, adding that thiS awareness itself has

social motives, and so on. o (SN, 80)

Although satisfying certain 'objective conditions' is not

enough for someone to be a member of a class that becomes D a deciSive

historical and revolutionary factor,D auch membership is not something

acheived by an unsituated choice. If empiricism misses the mark

because it bypasses the dimenSion of meaning, idealism misses the mark

because it reduces meaning to the consciousness that historical agents

have of it. Against both empiricism and idealism, Marleau-Panty

inSists on the importance of a prepersonal Situation that is lived

through anterior to all deciSion and that Bmotivates D (but does not

cause) one's coming to awareness of oneself a5 a member of a class.

Idealism leaves thiS pre-expressed life (which is still something

different from the 'objective conditionS' empiricism pOSits as being

Significant) out of account. ThiS is a dimension of historical

existence that is neither objective in the empiricist Sense nor

subjective in the idealist sense, a ooncrete dimenSion of experienced

meaning in virtue of which people can be bound in a community without

explicitly knOWing themselves as such. "Despite cultural, moral,

occupational and ideological differences,· Marleau-Panty writes, Bthe
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RuSSian peasants of 1817 joined the workers of Petrograd and Moscow in

the struggle, because they felt that they shared the same fate; class

waS experienced in concrete terms before becoming the object of a

deliberate volition.' (PhP, 362)

The phenomenon of revolution cannot be understood if the

dimension of meaning and drama in light of which the actorS understand

themselves and each other is bypassed, but thiS meaning and drama

unfolds in the space of intersubjective life and exceeds what could

ever be 'present' in the awarenesS of those involved. Merleau-Ponty

writes: 'the slogans of the alleged agitators are immediately

understood, as if by some pre-established harmony, and meet with

concurrence on all sides, because they crystallize what is latent in

the life of all productive workers.' CPhP, 445) What is 'latent' is

neither of the order of objective conditions totally independent of

one's eXperience nor of transparent meaning totally explicit in

self-awareness. It is rather embodied in the apreconscious

relationships' lived through in the day-to-day life of those involved.

Marleau-Panty writes: "What makes me a proletarian is not the economic

systeM or society considered as systems of impersonal forces, but

these institutions as I carry them within me and experience them; nor

is it an intellectual operation devoid of motive, but my way of being

in the world within thiS institutional framework." CPhP, 443)

Both empiricism and idealism miSS this dimension of 'being in

the world' and therefore are blind to the significance of becoming or

transformation in history. A revolution is neither the inexorable

result of objective causeS nor the issue of deliberate choices. It is
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as they are

experienced and suffered in the day-to-day lives of those involved as

·preconscious relationshipsB, are transformed in being brought to

awareneSS and expressed in a revolutionary idiom. uA revolutionary

situation or one of national danger,n Marleau-Panty says, -transforms

those preoonscious relationships with class and nation, hitherto

merely lived through, into the definite taking of a stand; the tacit

commitment beoomes explicit. D (PhP, 363) This -transformation- is of

paramount importance in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of history, for it

is in virtue of thiS transformation that historical development is

neither driven by fata nor creative fiate

On Merleau-Ponty's view, history is indeed something more than

a succession of blind accidents and has an immanent meaning, a kind of

physiognomy that can be 'read' to understand the shape of things to

come. L S There are certain 'signs' pointing in the direction of

revolution such as rising prices, defeat in an unpopular foreign war,

callous remarks from the authorities concerning a food shortage, and

So on. These 'Signs', however, must be interpreted. They become

historically effective only when they are integrated into a 'reading'

that confers revolutionary signifioance upon them. Such a reading,

like Proust's reading of the "book of unknown Signs·, is (or ought to

be if it is to convince) at once both faithful and creative with

respect to something anteoedent. History is transformed in being

'told'. The 'Signs' become 'Signs' pointing to a revolution only after

they have been interpreted from a revolutionary point of view.

Although the agitators would no doubt repress thiS fact, there is a
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creativity in the 'stories' they tell in order to incite the

workers." There is an artfulness in the slogans they offer to help

the workers crystallize their experience, a repressed metaphcrics of

'chains' and 'yokes' and 'opium'. A 'literary history' informs the

stories by which they implot the secret machinations of the factory

owners and the interplay between the types of characters involved.

Once the workers learn to interpret their situation in

revolutionary terms, the meaning of the factory where they work, their

work itself, their pay, their poverty, and So on, become transformed.

ThiS transformation is not

eXpreSSion of meaning held

creativity of the telling

a creative fiat but the bringing to

captive in their unexpressed lives. The

is constrained or bound by a kind of

anonymous and even ambiguous living that can be brought to expression

in more than one way, but which is nevertheless determinate enough

that not just any expression will succeed in capturing it. The

agitators must tell a convincing story, a story that enables the

workers to make sense of the 'objective conditions' of their poverty

not in the abstract terms of economics but as they are lived through

and suffered. ThiS rhetoric can either capture or fail to capture the

imagination of the workers depending on whether or not it succeeds in

giving meaning to their de facto condition. To succeed, it must give

expression to Something that the workers have already lived in their

day-to-day lives, albeit without haVing before understood its meaning

in this way.

Indeed, once the worker has learned to Situate hiS life in the

narrative codes of revolutionary rhetoric, the story may become so
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oonvinoing that he believes that he has always been 'oppressed' and

has always been a 'proletariat'. Onoe he has learned to read the

'Signs'. it SeemS that they always had the meaning that they now have

in hiS reading of them. For Merleau-Ponty, this is the effect of a

retrospe,ctive illUSion. The proletarian reads back into hiS past the

present knowledge of it which he has lately acquired. He represses the

creativity of the revolutionary story, which he now thinks is not a

'story' at all but Simply the way things are and have always been. He

overlooks the radical transformation that occurred when he learned to

interpret his Situation in revolutionary terms.

Merleau-Ponty Sums up Marx's philosophy of history in Saying

that it is an "analysis of the past and present which enables uS to

perceive in outline a logic in the courSe of things which does not so

much guide it from the outside as emanate from within it, and which

will be acheived only if men understand their experience and will to

change it." (IPP, 51) History is not so indeterminate or so vague that

one cannot 8 0 ut l i ne a logiC of things D
, but thiS ·logic B is to begin

with indeterminate enough that it reqUires interpretation. Before thiS

interpretation, there is indeed something to be expressed, a style of

being in the world that is shared by people living under similar

conditions, and interpretation is not therefore a matter of creative

fiat. This 'Something' is to begin with indeterminate, however, and is

transformed in being expressed. The eXpression, the rhetorio of the

agitators, for example, does not mirror a fully formed meaning on the

other Side of expression but rather renders explicit meaning that is

only vaguely promised or intimated in the style of history lived. The

\
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Slogie S is not a fate guiding history from without, beoause it becomes

effective only in being expressed. The skeletal Uoutline S becomes a

vital force only insofar as it is fleshed out in convincing stories.

Here one can see the convergence, with Hegel as a common point

on the horizon, between historical materialism (as Merleau-Panty

creatively interprets it) and Husser 1 i a.n phenomenology (as he

creatively interprets it). For both Husserl and Hegel, phenomenology

is "a logic of corrt ent ", Merleau-Ponty explains thiS Hegelian

definition of phenomenology as follows:

Instead of a logical organization of the facts coming from a
form superimposed upon them, the very content of these facts is
supposed to order itself spontaneously in a way that is
thinkable. A phenomenology, therefore, has a double purpose. It
will gather together all the concrete experiences of man which
are found in history-not only those of knowledge but also those
of life and of civilization. But at the Same time it must
discover in thiS unrolling of facts a spontaneous order, a
meaning, an intrinSic truth, an orientation of such a kind that
the different events do not appear as a mere succeSSion. CPriP,
52)

The word udiscover u is misleading here, Since it suggests that such

meaning is already fully formed and interpretation is only the mirror

image of what is already there. Rather, phenomenology operates in the

ambiguous field of indeterminate meaninga It does not impose a meaning

upon things from Without (idealism), as if in the first all that is

given is raw objective data (empiricism) in relation to which

interpretation would be something external. Like Proust, rather, it

brings to expreSSion a meaning that is vaguely inScribed in historical

existencsa

Thus a phenomenological reading of history combines both

creativity and faithfulness. One cannot claim that history expressed,
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history gathered together and integrated in a story, is simply the

mirror image of a meaning already there because, strictly speaking

this meaning did not eXist until it waS expressed. The telling or the

saying makes a difference. Merleau-Ponty writes: 'If man is the being

who is not content to coincide with himself like a thing but

represents himself to himself, Sees himself, imagines himself, and

gives himSelf rigorous or fanoiful symbols of himself, it is quite

clear that in return every change in our representation of man

translates a change in man himself.' (S, 225) ThiS is why in

revolutionary Situations there are preliminary battles fought in words

to decide which of several interpretations will triumph. The creation

of meaning, however, the generation of ·symbolis A
, is not a creative

fiat insofar as it roots itself in a spontaneous life which it

transforms by bringing to expression. History is something more than

the succeSSion of one event after another because, Marleau-Panty says,

"history is thinkable, comprehensible. It offers uS an order, a SenSe

to which I do not have to submit but which I can place in perspective.

Husser I called thiS an 'intentional history'. Others have called it

'dialectic". (PriP, 89)

In Merleau-Ponty's philosophy of history, we hear the echo of

hiS analysis of constituted and constituting speech. Before the

revolutionary speaks, for example, the workers already have a

'constituted' understanding of their Situation. From the agitator's

point of view, thiS is an oppressive ideology that merely keeps them

chained to their suffering. Poverty, for example, is the result of

merely natural forces and something to be endured graciously in the
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promise of a better life to come in another world. To incite the

workers to take up the cauSe of revolution, the revolutionary must

drive a wedge into thiS constituted understanding and make it

questionable. He must give them new instruments, a new idiom, with

which to understand their situation. "The revolutionary movement,·

Marleau-Panty says, wlike the artist, is an intention which itself

creates its instruments and its meanS of expression. u l O (PhP, 445)

Like the artist, the revolutionary teaches a new way of looking at

things. Like the artist, in a Sense he creates hiS own audience. DThe

painter or politician shapes others more often than he follows them.

The publiC at who he aims is not given; it is a publiC to be elicited

by hiS work." (PrW. 86)

Indeed, Merleau-Ponty compares the revolutionary who gives new

meaning to the ·preconscious relationships· of the workers not only to

the artist but to the philosopher as well. The "act of the artist or

the philosopher,' he says, eXhibits a freedom which 'consists in

appropriating a de facto situation by endOWing it with a figurative

meaning beyond its real one. Thus Marx, not content to be the son of a

lawyer and student of philosophy, conceives hiS own Situation as that

of a 'lower middle class intellectual' in the new perspective of the

class struggle ....Thought is the life of human relationships as it

understands and interprets itself." (PhP, 172-3n,) The dialectic of

expression, the transformation of the lived-through into the

expressed, is the connecting thread that ties together Merleau-Ponty's

discussion of art, social life. and philosophy. "Whether we are

concerned with my body, the natural world, the past, birth or death,"
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he says, 'the question is always how I can be open to phenomena which

transcend me, and which nevertheless exist only to the extent that I

take them up and live them ..•. • (PhP, 363)

4. The Prose of Philosophy

In order to appreciate the significance of expression in

Merleau-Panty's conception of philosophy, it is important to

understand the relationship between constituted and constituting

speech. ThiS relationship works two ways. Each term can be defined in

relation to the other. Constituting speech is speech that. breaks the

paths already constituted or traced out in language. It opens new

paths and creates new passageways. Constituted speech is the system of

familiar paths in relation to which constituting speech is a

deviation. It is made up of the cliches, stock phrases, syntagms, and

so on, that are available to uS without any effort of expression. It

is speech that resides comfortably within the parameters of what has

already been said. Constituted speech is also the 'future history' of

constituting speech. It is the fate that befalls it once it has become

lexicaIized and has settled into the status of a commomplace. ThiS

settling or sedimentation 'happens by the sole fact' that originally

pathbreaking expressions 'have been used and have lost their

·expressiveness· ...• • (S, 87)

Thomas Kuhn's distinction between 'normal' and 'revolutionary'

science in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions exhibits the Same

articulations as that between conStituted and constituting speech. 2 1
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Normal science operates within the parameters of a body of established

rules and definitions that demarcate 'legitimate' and 'illegitimate'

statements. Abnormal or revolutionary Science deviates from these

norms and in So doing acts as a catalyst for ohange in science, albeit

at the price, at least initially, of being dismissed as heresy Dr

nonsense. Extrapolating from Kuhn, one could say that instances of

constituting speech are 'incommensurate' with respect to the dominant

'paradigms' of constituted speech. Such speech is different. It does

not follow the familiar paths, and breaks the rules. For this reason,

it risks being dismissed as illegitimate. In creating new meanings,

however, constituting speech, if it 'catches on', also transforms the

status quo and effectively fashions or creates an audience oapable of

understanding it. 2 2 Furthermore, as commentators and scholars do their

work of 'paradigm articulation', constituting speech gradually becomes

lexicalized and assimilated into the reServe of constituted speech,

just as 'revolutionary' science, with the passage of time, becomes

'normal'Science. 2 3

Fashion furnishes an interesting eXample of thiS process.

Several years ago, what is now called 'punk' came on the scene. At

that time it violated the already established fashion codes. With

respect to these constituted codes it was 'deviant' and 'abnormal'. No

one knew what it meant 'or what to make ,of it, including those who

subscribed to it. Despite the fact that it could not be made Sense of

by conceptualizing it under existing codes, it waS not therefore

nonSense. In its semantic impertinence it nevertheless exhibited a

certain coherence. Although its bizarre gestures were incommensurate
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with the leXioalized gestures of already oonstituted fashion, indeed

were from thiS point of view a scandal, they connected up with each

other in a virtual style. The razor blades, the torn olothing, the

military boots, and so on, oomplemented eaoh other and oohered in a

strange logio. Cultural observers had the feeling that something was

being 'said', but were initially at a loss to say preoisely what. As

journalists and sociolomists worked to decide its meaning, a code waS

constituted through the mediation of which its various signs or

gestures could be aSSigned meanings. Gradually, the innovations came

to be aSSimilated into mainstream fashion, which began to incorporate,

albeit with the rough edges smoothed over, the impertinent gestureS of

punk.

Indeed this dialectic of innovation and aSSimilation, of the

constituting and the constituted, obtains in a wide variety of

oultural phenomena. The ohanging styles in muSic, painting,

literature, politics, and even science, follow a like courSe from

impertinenoe to oliohe. The 'avante garde' loses its outting edge and

becomes a new ·school'. Revolutionary scis'nce becomes normal science.

The rhetoric of the political revolutionary becomes a cliche, or even

worse a dogma. Today's hereSies often beoome tomorrow's self-evident

truths and its pathbreaking metaphors are lexioalized and beoome

commonplaces.

Heidegger has eloquently expressed the adventures of philosophy

with respeot to thiS dialeotio. He writes:

Philosophy spreads out only indireotly, by devious
can never be laid out in advance, until at last, at
date, it sinks to the level of a oommonplaoe; but

paths that
Some future

by then it
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has long been forgotten as original philosophy. What philosophy
essentially can and must do is thiS: a thinking that breaks the
paths and opens the perspectives of the knowledge that sets the
norms and hierarchies, of the knowledge in which and by which a
people fulfills itself historically and culturally, the
knowledge that kindles and necessitates all inquiries and
thereby threatens all philosophy."

On the one side, and most in accord with its telos, philosophy is a

path-breaking thinking that does not exactly know where it is going.

It is a questioning that breaks the chains of available answers, a

wild desire that has travelled the well-worn paths and stili not found

a resting place. As such, path-breaking philosophy is a threat to

philosophy that has settled into a stable paradigm. On the other side,

however, as is the fate of all path-breaking thinking, once it has

forged its path, from the standpoint of the 'end' it Seems that its

once sdevious paths~ were ~laid out in advance"~ Trodden upon again

and again by Successive generations of scholars and commentators, the

path loses its wildness. The path-breaking words of the originating

philosopher gradually become sedimented and stabilized into the

familiar and the commonplace.

Philosophy always risks becoming an 'institution' and in order

to be radioal must be ever vigilant against thiS poSSibility& Wh~t

Husserl calls teleological-historioal reflection is a vigilance of

thiS sort. Such enqUiry keeps open (or reopens) fundamental questions

that have been buried in a history of anSwerS and have lost their

power to provoke. It retraces the steps that forged the paths and

uncoverS a hidden oontingency at the beginning where the first steps

were taken, a oontingency that teaohes that other paths are yet

possible.
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The philosopher, Husser 1 and Heidegger remind uS, is always

already on a path. He stands and speaks from somewhere. He is situated

in an already constituted language. This language appears deceptively

self-evident, however, and is effective in his philosophizing in

hidden ways. The words that he USeS bear the weight of a tradition

that is not transparent to him, and to the extent that he is

impervious to thiS history it Seems to him that he is in total control

and possession of hiS speech. Against the background of thiS illusion

of self-evidence and control, Merleau-Ponty insiStS that "all words

which have become mere signs for a univocal thought have been able to

do so only because they have first of all functioned as originating

words, and we can still remember with what richness they appeared to

be endowed, and how they were like a landscape new to us, while we

were engaged in 'acquiring' them, and while they still fulfilled the

primordial funotion of expression." (PhP, 388)

"Originating words", words that do not simply oonfirm us in

what we already know but expresS something new or teaoh uS to See

something old in a new way, lose their pathbreaking foroe as they

beoome assimilated into the pool of disposable signifioations. They

aoquire univocal (or at least obvious) meanings. What is today a

oliohe routinely appropriated (God is dead, for example) waS at one

time a pathbreaking metaphor that provoked oonsternation and gave riSe

to thought. In the past one hundred years, however, Nietzsche has been

lexicalized. Today every sohool boy 'knows' that God is dead and takeS

thiS for granted, but thiS waS pathbreaking when Nietzsche said it

(and may be yet for one who manages to think it with its full force).
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It waS not appropriated with the Same eaSe as it apparently is today.

Nietzsohe oalled himSelf a 'posthumous writer' beoause he knew that he

waS entering unmapped territory and that time would be necessary to

'fashion' or 'eduoate' an audienoe oapable of reading the signposts he

left along the way.

In virtue of the process of normalization or sedimentation,

oonstituted speeoh, and philosophy insofar as it has beoome an

institution, has a history, albeit an obscured one4 Marleau-Panty says

that asignificances now acquired must necessarily have been new once.

(PhP, 184) Constituted speeoh, however, is forgetful of its history,

of what exoeeds what it makes present. It ooourS under theauspioes of

the familiar or average meaning of words. The words effaoe themselves

(or Seem to) insofar as they are immediately apprehended with

self-evident meanings. ThiS Self-evidence, however, is deceiving. If

we are questioned about the meaning of even the most ordinary words,

it becomes apparent that there is really very little present to our

mind when they are spoken. The illUSion of self-evidenoe or of

obviousness obtains to the extent that in constituted speech we are

blinded to the faot that the meanings with whioh we have to do are not

eternal but have oome to be oonstituted. Some kind of unsettling, a

fundamental question for example~ or a teleologioal-historioal

refleotion revealing the history sedimented or buried underneath our

'present', is needed to draw attention to the eXoeSS meaning of words

beyond whatever is or oould be present to mind and to break the spell

of self-evidenoe.
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Investigation into the 'corporeality' of words, suoh as we find

in ~tymology, for example, has the effeot of dispelling thiS illusion

of obviousness. 2 S Heidegger's aroheological project oould be

understood in this light. He explores the subterranean life of certain

familiar words and traces their roots to the rich soil of ancient

Greece. He reopens the ~question of Being n by making the word once

again strange. There waS a time when the meaning of Be i ng , whioh we

now take for granted, was a question and when men were provoked in

thinking about Being. The question has been buried for US, however,

for whom the meaning of Being is settled. Where Once there were

unsettling questions about Being, today we have only answers, or

perhaps the illuSion of haVing settled answers.

The distinction between constituted and constituting speech

opens a fresh path to the famous phenomenologioal reduotion and will

help us to olarify its signifioanoe in Herleau-Ponty's philosophy. He

writes: ~If we want to understand language in its original mode of

signifying, we Shall pretend never to have spoken. We must perform a

reduotiDn upon language, without whioh it would be hidden from our

view .. ~~p (PrW, 48) Language is ~hidden from our view~, SprnmoteS itB

own oblivion~, he says elsewhere, because in constituted speech we

look beyond what is 'said' to what is 'meant', because the 'meaning'

of what is said seems obvious to us or even self-eVident. Language

effaoes itself in the Servioe of making suoh meaning present. Its

'!original mode of Signifying:! is concealed from us inSofar as it has

become an institution:
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We live in a world where speech is an institution. For all
these many commonplace utterances~ we possess within ourselves
ready-made meanings. They arouSe in us only second order
thoughts; these in turn are translated into other words which
demand from uS no real effort of expression and will demand
from our hearers no effort of comprehension .•.•The linguistiC
and intersubjective world no longer surprises us, we no longer
distinguish it from the world itself, and it is within a world
already spoken and speaking that we think. (PhP, 184)

Although he does not name it here, what Merleau-Ponty is describing in

termS of constituted speech is the natural attitude.>' One could say

that constituted speech, language for whioh we already possess

qready-made meanings·, is the 'natural attitude' in which we routinely

speak.

In the natural attitude reality appears to uS as being

unquestionably and self-evidently 'there'. Just as language is an

institution, having a sedimented and hidden history, so too reality is

an institution. In the natural attitude, however, we are oblivious to

thiS history. Reality gives itself as being already constituted, as

being everywhere and always what it now appears to us to be. More

precisely, it gives itself as if it were not constituted, as if it

were 'naturalS; as if we were present to the real without any

mediation; as if the point of view from which we open onto the real

effaoed itself thus installing uS in the midst of the things such as

they would be if we were not there to disclose them. In the natural

attitude we are So immersed in our point of view that we do not even

realize that we have a point of view.

The reduction is motivated by the insight that what is taken to

be 'self-evident' is self-evident for someone, that the real is not

simply given without mediation but is constituted in light of or
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relative to a point of view. The reduction bringS thiS point of view,

which is hidden from the natural attitude, into the foreground. It is

a matter of acheiving a certain distance from our pOint of view in

order to realize that we are in fact situated in a point of view.

Teleological-historical reflection, which discloses the effective

history constitutive of our beliefs about reality, creates such

distance. The real, which for the natural attitude is Simply there, is

shown to have a depth exceeding what is immediately present. Its

atmosphere of self-evidence becomes questionable. What anthropologists

and sociologists call Kculture shock-, the experience of another

culture, functions in a Similar way.27 One looks at one's 'truths' in

a different light when one realizes, as Pascal puts it, that 'What is

true on thiS Side of the Pyrenees is false On the other side.'20 From

such experiences one comes to realize that what one believed waS

Simply 'natural' or 'given' is in fact constituted relative to a point

of view. Prior to the disclosure of one's point of view, the world

upon which one opens has the status of an absolute. Following such

disclosure, it appears as something contingent.

The 'reduction' Her Ieau-Ponty describes with respect to

constituted language follows along parallel lines. He writes:

We become aware of the contingent element in expreSSion and
communication, whether it be in the child learning to speak, or
in the writer saying and thinking something for the first time,
in short, in all who transform a certain kind of Silence into
speech. It is, however, quite clear that constituted speech, as
it operates in daily life, aSSumes that the deciSive step of
expreSSion has been taken. Our view of man will remain
superfiCial So long as we fail to go back to that origin, so
long as we fail to find, beneath the chatter of words, the
primordial Silence, as long as we do not describe the action
that breaks thiS silence.(PhP, 184)
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The return indicated here, the 'reduction' performed upon constituted

speech, involves putting its apparent obviousness or self-evidence

into question, It is a matter of realizing that it is indeed

constituted speech, that it is Situated in a history that exceeds what

it makes present, ThiS history takes uS back to a path-breaking and

creative saying at the concealed or forgotten origin of the obvious

'truths' of constituted language, To return to the 'primordial

silence' beneath the 'chatter' of what has already been said is to

divest things of their de facto meaning in order to see them as if for

the first time in their startling strangeness. It is what Rilke meanS

when he speaks of 'starving things by not knowing them',2'

The 'action that breaks thiS silence', that feeds thiS

starvation, is the act of expreSSion. It is out of silence and

starvation that the poet <and the originating philosopher) speaks. The

world made strange, he attempts to express it as if he were now seeing

it for the first time. The act of expreSSion requires or presupposes

the reduotion because, insofar as we are mesmerized by the already

constituted, we take for granted the meaning of the world, of our

lives, of our history, and they do not appear questionable to us.

Constituted speech conceals the expressiblility of the world, its

eXceSS beyond what has already been said. It suppresses the deSire

that is in fact its own originating but forgotten ground. The return

to silence puts out of play the chatter of the familiar and the

commonplace and kindles the desire for an expreSSion more complete

than haS yet been achieved. ThiS is what Merleau-Ponty means when he

writes: "lie are invited to diScern beneath thinking which basks in its
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acquisitions, and offers merely a brief resting-place in the unending

process of expression, another thought which is struggling to

establish itself, and succeeds only by bending the resources of

constituted language to some fresh usage," (PhP, 389)

ThiS other thought ·struggling to establish itself" is the

originating word, the word that will crystallize an evaSive and

unnamed experience of the world not yet captured in what has already

been said. In one senSe, the originating word is created from nothing,

insofar as what it seeks to express does not yet have a name in the

leXicon of constituted language. With respect to what has already been

said, it is nothing. ThiS nothing, however, this Si lence,. is n.ot an

empty zero point or an absolute zero. What Merleau-Ponty says about

the impossibility of a complete reduction is relevant here. One Can

never literally return to a point before there was something said

because it is impoSSible to erase the effects of one's point of view,

the tradition that one has acqUired, In this Sense the originating

word, expression, is not created from nothing. It is rather a

Pcoherent deformation D with respect to constituted speech. It is a

speaking that reorganizes the disposable Significations and ·puts them

to fresh usage·.~o Merleau-Ponty says that "It is a new way of shaking

up the apparatus of language or of narrative to make it yield goodness

knows what--precisely because what is said then has never before been

said," CPrW, 48)

ThiS is an important point for Merleau-Ponty, who was fond of

saying that speaking teaches the thinker hiS thought. In oonstituting

or expreSSive speeoh, one does not first have a fully formed meaning
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communication. The lover expreSSing hiS feel ings-, for"· example,

experiences something that cannot be adequately captured in any of the

avai lable forumulas or cl iches.-and thiS is what kindles hiS desire to

express. ThiS 'som~thing';"however, is not to begin with determinate.

At the ~~set he- does not know how he feels in the same way that he

will once he has crystallized these feelings in speech. Here it is a

question of transformation. The meaning comeS into being in the act of

speaking. He speaks in order to teach himself hiS experience.

Marleau-Panty says that in eXpreSSion the ASignificant intention is at

the stage of coming into being. Here eXistence is polarized into a

certain 'significance' which cannot be defined in terms of any natural

object. It is somewhere at a point beyond being that it aims to catch

up with itself again, and that is why it creates speech as an

empirical support for its own not-being. Speech is the surplus of our

eXistence over natural being.' (PhP, 187)

Here there can be no question of speech Simply mirroring

something already existing. Rather, we speak to give expreSSion to

something that is as it were yet waiting to be said, something that is

not captured in the already said. There is a surplus of our existence

over the already said, an excesS. BIn speaking or writing, we do not

refer to Some thing to say which is before us, distinct from any

speech. What we have to say is only the excess of what we live over

what has already been said.'" (PrW, 112) To be sure, there is at

first something to be said, there is Proust's prepersonal life, the

landscape that puts a question to Cezanne and calls him to hiS easel
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for an anSwer, the 6 0 ut l i ne logia U that the revolutionary reads in a

volatile state of affairs and that is concealed in the dominant

ideolcgies. ThiS unexpressed, this surplus of what is lived over what

has been said, however, is not at first given as something fully

formed. It is transformed, only properly comes into being, in being

expressed.

Expression then is solicited from things insofar as they have

become questionable. When the act of expression begins, at the moment

of silence before creation, there is something to be expressed, and an

available language in which to express it, and so expression is not a

creation eX nihilo~ ThiS something to be expressed, however, is not

something fully formed of which expression could be a mirror image.

Merleau-Ponty captures the duality here in saying that the Signifying

intention, the unnamed deSire in search of recognition, is to begin

with a Udeterminate gapD. He writes: uIn me as well as in the listener

who finds it in hearing me, the significative intention (even if it is

subsequently to fructify in 'thoughts') is at the moment no more than

a determinate gap to be filled by words--the excess of what I intend

to say over what is being said or has already been said." (S, 88) Such

a Significative intention, however, presupposes that a gap has been

opened in what has already been said, a space-awakening deSire. The

reduction, the return to Silence, opens this Space.

The preceding remarks help to express the meaning of philosophy

for Merleau-Ponty. Philosophy, he writes, "dwells in history and in

life, but it wishes to dwell at their centre, at the point where they

come into being with the birth of meaning. It is not content with what
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only by ceasing to coincide with what is expressed, and by taking its

distance in order to see its meaning. It is, in fact, the Utopia of

pOSSeSSion at a distance." (IPP, 58) Philosophy creates a diStance

from the world and from our eXistence, from Il wha t is already there;!.

It puts it into question in order that, once made strange l the world

can be possessed not just in its mundaneness but in its mystery as

well. It openS a gap, the space of a question in which desire takes

fOQt t a space between who we are and who we think we are t between

eXistenoe and what has been said, but it does So in order to give

expresSion to the unnamed Being it has glimpsed appearing through thiS

opening.

The oonception of philosophy that, reading with Merleau-Ponty,

I have articulated above, is rooted in a tradition, although it is by

no meanS a simple repetition of old formulas. Its ancestry stretches

back to the ancient saying that 'philosophy begins in wonder'. When

Merleau-Ponty praises Socrates, that "patron" of "the philosophical

writers whom we read and who we are,~ the praise is qUite sinoere.

(IPP, 34) Indeed, what Merleau-Ponty says about ph i l osophy

inoorporates the Socratio dialectic, acoording to which the moment of

self-understanding (in whioh one stretches to learn something new)

must be preoeded by a moment in whioh one ccmeS to See one~S preSent

understanding as being questionable. Merleau-Ponty is faithful to thiS

dialectic--a dialectic that in a SenSe every schoolboy . understands , .

His contribution to the tradition consistS especially in hiS effort to
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integrate this dialectic with what we have come to learn about

language.

Much has been written about the celebrated 'linguistic turn' in

modern philosophy. ThiS turn marks an important moment in the history

of philosophy. Traditional problems and questions acquire a new

significance when interpreted in light of language. Philosophy, it is

true, has always been concerned with language as a special topic

within philosophy, but today philosophers are becoming increasingly

interested in philosophy itself as an instance of language. ThiS is

certainly true of Mer I eau-Ponty, for whom the fact that the

philosopher speaks is central to the question of what philosophy is

and ought to be. In the follOWing chapter, I shall interpret the

significance that Merleau-Ponty draws from thiS fact.



CHAPTER 6

PHILOSOPHICAL EXPRESSION

~or it is characeristic of the Kantian tradition that, no
matter how much writing it does, it does not think that

philosophy should be ·w~itten·, any mo~e than science should
be .... Kantian philosophy, on De~~ida's view, is a kind of
writing which would like not to be a kind of writing. It is a
gen~e which would like to be a gestu~e, a clap of thunde~, an
epiphany. That is whe~e God and man, thought and its object,
wo~ds and the wo~ld, meet, we want speechlessly to say; let no
furthe~ wo~ds come between the happy pair. Kantian philosophe~s

would like not to write, but just to show. They would like the
words they use to be so Simple as to be presuppositionless.

Richard Rorty

1. Language and the Self-Effacement of Philosoohical Expression

According to Merl eau-Ponty , what unites the different

philosophers working within the existentialist or phenomenological

movement is that RaIl of them were calling the narcisSism of

self-consciousness into question,.~.all of them were pointing out our

own and the world's factual existence as a new dimension of enquiry.B

(S, 155) DiSSatisfied with the dominant paradigms by which we

understand ourselves and the world, they sought to restore and express

a more primary contact with things than is comprehended by objective

thought. Although a rampant rationalism was the target of their

polemic, this movement waS not Simply the reactionary antithesiS of

objective thought or the renunciation of rationality in favour of Some

kind of 'brute contact' with eXistence, as if truth were a matter of

223
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Silent coincidence with eXistence. It waS something altogether more

radical. In Ageing toward eXistence B, Marleau-Panty says, these

thinkers were "also gOing toward dialectic". (S, 155)

reflection and

greater frequency

prominence in hiS

radicalbothsimilar to

he begins to employ with

sign of Hegel's growing

Dialectic, a term

after the Phenomenology (a

philosophy), plays a role

expression in Merleau-Ponty's writings.' The task of dialectic is to

hold together the tension between the demand to return to eXistence

and the demand to endow that contact with philosophical status. It

holds together the effort to establish contact with a more primary

experience of the world, a contact that evades the conceptualization

of objective thought, and the demand to express what is left

unexpressed (and unexpressible) by objective thought. Dialectic, for

Marleau-Panty, reconciles the immediate with the mediate without

sacrificing the one to the demands of the other. Modern thought, he

maintains,

encounters the first and most fundamental antitheSiS, the

inaugural and never liquidated phase of dialectic, the birth of

reflection, which as a matter of principle separates and

separates only in order to grasp the unreflected. As soon as it

becomes sufficiently conscious, the search for the Bimmediate

or the Bthing itSelf" is not the contrary of mediation.

Mediation is only the resolute recognition of a paradox that

intUition Willy-nilly suffers: to possess ourselves we must

begin by abandoning ourselves; to See the world itself we must

withdraw from it. (S, 156-7)
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have been concerned to elucidate in thiS thesis is

di~lectical in this Sense. It is the realization of immediacy and

mediation, contact and distance, silence and expression, faithfulness

and creativity.

In hiS reading of Husserl in the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty

had analyzed this ambivalence in terms of the relationship between

eXistence and essence. Phenomenology, he writes, DiS the study of

essences,· but it is Bal s o a philosophy which puts eSSenceS back into

eXistence, and does not expect to arrive at an understanding of man

and the world from any starting point other than their facticity.'

(PhP, vii) On the one side, as 'the study of essences', phenomenology

is not really concerned with the fact of experience per se, with what

actually occurS as an event in time and can never Occur again. It

seeks to grasp not what is or will be irreducibly past, but rather the

essential structure of 'the fleeting moment'. 'I get beyond my

singularity not insofar as my consoiousness is merely a series of

facts or events but insofar as these events have a SenSe. The

intUition of essences is Simply a regaining of this Sense, which is

not thematized in our spontaneous, unreflective experience.- (PriP,

55) My experience of today

experience and mine, are,

and my experience of yesterday, or your

on one level, irreducibly different.

Phenomenology is not ultimately concerned with experience at thiS

level of facticity or immediacy, however, but rather with eSsential

structures, the usenseu or meaning of experience, in light of which my

past and present experiences could be said to be the 'Same'. The fact

of experience is important only as a starting point for a reflection
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that seeks to discover something essential (and communicable) in the

fact. 2

On the ather side, however, phenomenology places 'essences back

into eXistence-. ThiS means that it realizes that the eSSences with

which reflection captures existence have a reference to something

that, in its facticitYt exceeds what is comprehended in the eSSence.

Phenomenology does nat try to repress the contingency of its starting

paint, It thus distinguishes itself from objective thought, which

reifies the eSSenceS by which it attempts to understand (turns

sensations into things, for example) and lases sight of its primitive

beginnings, Merleau-Ponty says that the 'essence is here nat the end,

but a means,' (PhP, xiv) There can be no question of conflating the

world such as I know it with the world such as I live and such as it

in fact gives rise to the desire to know. Phenomenology does not

attempt to close thiS distance but seeks rather to preserve and

understand it.

In the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty had also articulated the

ambivalence of HUBserl's phenomenological reduction in these termS.

According to Husserl, he reminds us, every reduction DiS necessarily

eidetic', (PhP, Xiv) This means, he explains, 'that we cannot subject

our perception of the world to philosophical scrutiny Without ceaSing

to be identified with the act of pOSiting the world ••• without paSSing

from the fact of our existence to its nature, from the Dasein to the

Wesen,' (PhP, Xiv) To became aware of 'our perception of the world',

we must distance ourselves from it, and eSsences enable uS to stand

back from the existence in which we are otherwise immersed. uThe need
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to proceed by way of essences,· Marleau-Panty says, ariSes because

'our existence is too tightly held in the world to be able to know

itself as such at the moment of its involvement •..• " (PhP, Xiv-v)

Existence reqUires 'the field of ideality in order to become

acquainted with and to prevail over its facticity.' (Ibid., xv)

Essences then are means by which to crystallize experience, to

bring it to expression. Owing to the mediation of essences, to the

distance they create, there can he no question that reflection either

ooincides with or reproduces the experience to which it stands in

relation. It cannot coincide with it because experience, from the

standpoint of reflection, is already past. It cannot literally

reproduce it because then it would no longer be reflection but

experience. That Mall transcendental reduction is invariably eidetic,·

Marleau-Panty says in another place, Bmeans that reflection does not

coincide with what is constituted but grasps only the essence of

it--that it does not take the place of intentional life in an act of

pure production but only re-produces the outline of it." (S, 179)

ThiS account of the passage from the lived to the known in

terms of the move to eSsences is net, however t Marleau-Panty's final

word on the return to existence or indeed his final word on Husserl.

Merleau-Ponty was from the beginning uneasy about 'essences' and

became more and more So as hiS interest in language increased. 3 He

came to believe that Husserl made the move to eSSenceS too qUickly and

did not pay sufficient attention to a dimenSion in between eXistence

and essence; namely language, The following passage from Signs

indicates an important shift in Merleau-Ponty's interpretation of
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Husserl: 'Husserl will only be bringing the movement of all hiS

previous thought to completion when he writes in a posthumous fragment

that transitory inner phenomena are brought to ideal existences by

becoming incarnate in language. Ideal eXistence, which at the

beginning of Husserl's thought was to have been the foundation for the

possibility of language, is now the most characteristic possibility of

language.' (S, 105)

Indeed, is radical reflection, reflection upon reflection,

truly radical when it defines reflection as the passage from eXistence

to eSSence? The philosopher, more and more in Merleau-Ponty's

philosophy, is characterized not Simply as one who reflects but as one

who speaks. ThiS is something that a radical philosophy ought to

thematize. How does language come into play in the move from existence

to essence? I shall argue that Merleau-Ponty came to believe that in

the final analySiS a philosophy of essences, although it overcomeS the

illUSion of COincidence at one level, restores it at another. The

critical issue here concernS what I shall call the 'self-effacement of

language'. What is the relationship between language, on the one hand,

and reflection, essence, and world, on the other? What is the

Significance of the fact that the philosopher is situtated in

language? What is the effect of the linguistic mediation?

In his later interpretation, Merleau-Ponty points out that

Husserl did indeed thematize language in hiS early writings, but he

conceived it as a merely derivative phenomenon and subordinated it to

eSSenceS. Husserl sought to find the eSSence behind all languages, to

produce a universal eidetics of language, a universal grammar, as if
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eSSenceS and language were externally related to each other. In

HusBerl's later writings, however, -There is no longer any question of

constructing a logic of language, a universal grammar, but rather of

finding a logos already incorporated in the word." (PriP, 82) With

respect to Husserl's later "phenomenology of language", Merleau-Ponty

writes: "As his thinking developed, Husserl waS led to link more and

more what he had at first sharply separated--the possible and the

actual, essence and eXistence.u~ (PriP, 84) Language is the missing

'link" that Merleau-Ponty speaks of here.

~or the later Husserl, language is no longer a neutral

self-effacing instrument for communicating essenceS or for pointing

out or indicating things~ There is a -logos incorporated in the worda

and Preason incorporated in sensible phenomena-. (PriP, 82) As the

bearer of the 'logos", and not simply its 'sign', language becomes

something important in its own right. With reference to the later

Husserl, Merleau-Ponty says that the 'philosopher is first and

foremost the one who realizes that he is Situated in language, that he

is speaking,' (S, 104) The philosopher's own speech is recognized as

being a decisive moment in the transformation from the lived to the

known, from eXistence to eSsence.

It is remarkable that, in a philosophy resolutely determined to

be radical, the philosopher's own uSe of speech Should not have been

thematized from the very beginning. Derrida's analysis of language and

philosophy are of great value here. s He argues that philosophy has

typically overlooked or even repressed its own linguisticality, its

own incorporation, because it has been dominated by the ideal of what
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he calls 'presence'. Philosophy has tried to efface its own happening,

its status as event occurring in time and history, simply to present,

to make manifest without mediation, something that is what it is

without philosophy.-

The treatment that writing has received in the tradition is

emblematic for Derrida in thiS regard because in writing language

stands out or conspicuously obtrudes, and the problem of mediation

comes to the fore. With reference to certain exemplary figures, he

shows that philosophy typically subordinates writing to speech. Speech

is privileged because in speech the speaker's wordS Seem to efface

themselves in the serVice of presence to unmediated meaning. -Within

so-called 'liVing' speech,A Derrida writes, Dthe spatial exteriority

of the signifier seemS absolutely reduced ..•. ·' The voice or breath

that is the Signifying medium of speech seems to evaporate and

surrender its difference in the spiritual ether of non-empirical

thought or meaning, as the smoke from a chimney diSSipates into the

cloudS. The distance or difference from meaning that the 'phonic

substance' introduces SeemS to cancel itself. HThat lived reduction of

the opacity of the signifier,H Derrida continues, is athe origin of

what is called presence.·

What Derrida calls ·presence' would be meaning or thought that

is completely transparent, ·ideal eXistence·, in Husserl's terms, with

which the thinker could coincide in Silence. Speaking has not been

perceived as a threat to such pr~sence because the mediation of the

spoken word, the aexteriority· or corporeality of speech, SeemS to

efface itself. Indeed . presence , has often been represented in
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philosophy on the model of a kind of inner speeoh. Writing, however,

is not so easily reduoed. The signifying 'substanoe' of writing is

hopelessly exterior to the self-ptesenoe of the philosopher (and hiS

readers) to his meaning.

To the end of proteoting the ideal of presenoe against thiS

exteriority, Derrida argues, philosophers typically conceived writing

as being merely accidental and inessential in relation to meaning.

Writing is thus determined as being merely a supplement to speeoh, as

being but a reproduotion of speeoh in another medium. Derrida's

oritique of thiS opposition between writing and speeoh, whioh typifies

the general strategy of deconstruction, involves overturning the

hierarohical relation between the opposed terms. The point is not to

restate the traditional opposition in a mirror image but rather, by

foroing it to its limit, to undermine it altogether. He shows that the

materiality, exteriority, or non-presenoe that olassioal thought

attributes exclusively to writing, and on the basis of which it

distinguishes speech from writing, is proper to speeoh as well.

Speaking is indeed a kind of 'writing' and introduces non-presence

into allegedly non-empirical thought. The dissipation of the spoken

word into the ether of pure thought turns out to be an illuSion.

Words, spoken or written, are inscribed or instituted in a network of

meanings. They have etymologies, sedimented histories, semantic links

with other words, and so on, and for thiS reaSon the meaning of speeoh

always exceeds whatever is or oould be preSent to the mind of the

speaker. The thinker, insofar as hiS thinking ooourS in or with

language, is not in posseSSion of or ooincident with hiS thought.
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As early as the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty had been senSitive

to and indeed emphasized the signifioanoe of oorporeality in thinking.

He direots his polemio against the illuSion of transparent thought in

oomplete possesSion of itself, against a speoies of what Derrida oalls

'presencs".* Meaning is not Some purely non-linguistic representation

but is "held within the word". Thought is worded from the beginning.

Even in the supposed silenoe of inner monologue, thinking is a kind of

speaking. Meaning oannot be fully oontained by thought, esoapes the

thinker, beoause his thought is ifioorporated in words that transoend

or exceed whatever might be . present , to his mind. Presence is haunted

by non-presence. Thought or signification is not a mirror-like

refleoting medium. The oorporeality of thought, the faot that it is

embodied in words that have sedimented histories and semantic linkages

with other words that are unthought or non-present, meanS that thought

is never completely adequate or transparent to itself, that meaning

transoends whatever might be present to the thinker.'

Merleau-Ponty argues against a dualism of language and thought

that sets word in oppoSition to concept or eSSence and Signifier to

Signified. Within the framework of thiS dualism, the terms opposed are

defined as being independent of and external to eaoh other. Language

is determined as a mere instrument or vehiole that effaoes itself in

the servioe of a thought that it merely transports from one interior

to another. It is aaid that Ispeech is a mere meanS of fiXation- of

thought, or that "it is the envelope and olothing of thought". (PhP,

182) In one way or another, speeoh is thus determined as being but the

sign of thought. Thought is at first present and subsequently (by
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meohanisms (Jf association, for example) words come that merely Serve

to stand f"r thiS thought in the empirioal realm ..nd thereby to

transport it from one mind to another. Speech in turn has no import of

its own but merely translates, substitutes for, or supplements

thoughts th.. t have no need of speech in order to exist. Language

follows upon thought and adds nothing to it.

Against the background of the dualism of thought and language,

Marleau-Ponty invites uS to return. lito the phenomenon of speech and

put into question the usual accounts which immobilize thought and

speech, and make anything other than external relations between them

inconceivable," (PhP, 177-80), What Merleau-Ponty takes to be most

important about the ·phenomenon of speech- are those instances in

which a new meaning comeS into existence. The baSiS of hiS critique of

the dualiSm of speech and thought is that on this hypothesis the

creativity of speech (constituting speech), the production of new

meaning in npeech , is obscured and cannot be accounted for.

Mer I eau-Ponty 's thesis concerning the corporea Ii t y of thought

is as follo..s: "Thought is no' internal' thing, and does not exist

independent of the world and of words." (PhP, 183) Echoing hiS

criticism of the view that perception is interpretation, he says

"speech is not a 'sign' of thought, if by thiS we understand a

phenomenon .. hich heralds another as smoke betrayS fire, Speech and

thought would admit of thiS external relation only if they were both

thematically given, whereas in fact they are intervolved, the aenae

word being the external existencebeing held .. ithin the word, .. nd the

of the sense," (PhP, 182) If thought were self-complete and
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independent of speech, ·we could not understand,· he olaims, Bwhy

thought tends towards expression "'S towards its completion •.• why the

thinking subject himself is in a kind of ignorance of hiS thoughts so

long as he has not formulated them for himSelf, or even spoken and

written them, as is shown by the e>cample of so many writers who begin

a book wi t.hou t knowing exactly what they are going to put into it."

(PhP, 177) lihy, as sometimes happens, do we speak precisely in order

to think? H"w does it happen that in speaking we sometimes have the

experience of teaching ourselves our thought, perhaps even surpriSing

ourselves in what we say?

Such experiences are incomprehensible on the hypothesis that

word and concept or speech and thought are mutually exterior to one

another. SpElech here seems to be an integral part of thinking, and not

distinguishable from it. In the speaking subject, Mer 1eau-Ponty

writes, speElch "does not translate ready-made thought but accomplishes

it." (PhP, 178) ThiS is the significance that Merleau-Ponty later

finds in Huslserl's "return to the speaking aub j ect"; He writes: • In

hiS last uned t t ed writings, Huaaer-I found a much deeper Significance

in the problem of language. In Formal and Transcendental Logic,

published during hiS lifetime, he already expressly indicated th",t to

speak is not at all to translat", a thought into words. It is rather to

s",,,, a c",rtain obj",ct by the word." (Pri?, 82)

Merletau-Ponty useS a Similar argument to criticize the model of

coaraun i ce t t on generated from dualistic assumptions. On the view that

speech and thought are exterior to each other, the word is merely the

occaS ion for' the I istener to think the thought that preceded it in the
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mind of thE! one who spoke it. The listener must already have the

thought sODlehow or other, Sinoe the word itself is devoid of

sign~ficancE~ and has meaning only insofar as it is associated with a

thought alrE!ady possessed. Supposedly, the speaker has a thought in

mind and SummonS the appropriate words to represent it. The same

thought beoomes present to the mind of the listener prOVided that he

associates the oorrect thought with the words spoken. "A

conSciOUSneSs conatructs--for x--that linguistic mechanism which will

prOVide another consciousness with the chance of having the Same

thoughts, but nothing really passes between them." CPhP, 178) The

moment of e,:teriority wherein thought is 'doubled' by corporeal signs

is regarded as being insignificant. Thought somehow or other requires

corporeal signs to be transported from one interior to another, but it

preserves its purity or non-empiricality in the passage. The corporeal

sign is a necessary supplement to thought, but curiously thiS

supplement remains external to it and adds nothing. The signs efface

themselves in the service of rendering the pristine thought present.

On thiS view, the listener can find in words only the meaning

that he has put there. The word being nothing more than what the

listener assooiates with or puts into, it, everything must therefore be

known in advance. Learning, insofar as it involves the emergence of

new meanings, becomes inconceivable. i~ do, however, have the

experience of learning something in communication. Not always, but

sometimes, we emerge from a oonversation with a radically new

understanding of something that, in retroSpect, we realize we had

previously misunderstood or understood only in a vague way. Here it
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cannot be the caSe that we confer a pre-establi.shed meaning upon the

words becauae we are not from the outset in possess i on of such

meaning. It must be, Merleau-Ponty concludes, that speech can give uS

back more than we put into it. 'The fact is that we have the power to

under-s t and over and above what we have spontaneous Iy thought,' CPhP,

178)

These experiences that Merleau-Ponty adduces in argument

against the view that thought eXists independently of speech are

inSta.nceS of 'constituting' speech: 'that of the child uttering its

first wcr-d , of' the lover revealing his feeling, of the 'first man who

spoke', or of the writer and philosopher who reawakens primordial

experien,ces anterior to all traditions,". CPhP, 179n) Generally,

instance's of constituting speech are oneS in which there is an effort

of' expre,ssion. In such instances, metaphor being a prime example, the

corporeality of words comeS to the fore and it is especially evident

that speech is not simply an instrument or vehicle that transports

silent thoughts or meanings from One interior to another. Rather the

thought comeS into existence in and through the process of speaking or

expressing, Merleau-Ponty calls this 'constituting speech' because in

such spe:ech new m.eanings are creat'eel or 'const i tuted' .

It is constituted speech, speech that occurs under the auSpices

of meanings already constituted, of cliches, linguistic routines,

sytagms, and so on, that SeemS to support the separation between

thought a.nd language, Because such speech remains within familiar and

already established significations, it SeemS that language is merely

the servant of these significations. Even in constituted speech,
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however, where we speak only about or acoording to what we have

already mastered, utilizing what is effortlessly at our disposal,

there is a disturbing non-presence. Instances of constituted speech~

Merleau-Panty writes, nhave indeed in each caSe their convincing

clarity, Without, however, ever enabling me to dispel the fundamental

obscurity of what is expressed, or to eliminate the distance

separating my thought from itself." (PhP, 381-2) What does it mean to

speak about thought being separate from itself? Thought, even when

incorporated in wordS that Seem to efface themselves in virtue of

their 'Self-evident' meanings, is separate or different from itself

insofar as these words exoeeds whatever meaning is present. Presence

is threatened by non-presencs, interiority by exteriority, identity by

difference4 OWing to the corporeality of words, thought is entangled

in a network of exteriority and is never entirely present4

Merleau-Panty distinguishes two senseS in which language

Houtruns usl! or introduces 'non-presence' into thought. He writes:

Language outruns us, not merely because the use of speech
always presupposes a great number of thoughts which are not
present in the mind and which are covered by each word, but
also for another reason, and a mare profound one; namely, that
these thoughts themselves, when present, were not at any time
'pure' thoughts either, for already in them there was a surplus
of the signified over the Signifying, the same effort of
thought already thought to equal thinking thought, the Same
proviSional amalgam of both which gives rise to the whole
mystery of expression. (PhP, 380)

Because words have multiple meanings, not all of which can be

simultaneously present to the mind, there is always an exoeSS of

meaning beyond whatever is present to mind. Polysemia, however, does

not by itself undermine the fundamental assumptions of dualism. That
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the word is not univooal and is the \sign' of several thoughts is

easily accommodated in a dualistic framework as long as the other

non-present thoughts or meanings are themselves conceived as being

untainted in their purity by the corporeality of words. ThiS is

precisely what Merleau-Ponty denies. The non-present multiple

meanings, allegedly pure, are themselves tainted by the exteriority of

other words. The polysemic meanings of words are themselves embodied

in other words.

One of the conclusions Merleau-Ponty draws from hiS analysis is

that ths thinker is never in total possession of hiS thought and

thought is never qUite present or identical to itself. He writes:

"Thus self-possession and coincidence with the self do not serve to

define thought, which is, on the contrary, an outcome of expression

and always an illusion, insofar as the clarity of what is acquired

rests upon the fundamentally obscure operation which has enabled uS to

immortalize within ourselves a moment of fleeting life." (PhP, 389)

Thought oweS its 'clarity and distinctness' to the fact that familiar

words have self-evident meanings in the service of which they Seem to

efface themselves. This self-evidence, however, rather than being the

prize of a thought that has struggled to become transparent to itself,

is on the contrary the indication that such thought has not yet even

begun.

and language in theIn hiS critique of

Phenomenology (which is

the dualism of thought

only confirmed a.nd sharpened by hiS

subsequent., more thorough read i ng of Saussure,), there is a 1ready an

implicit critique of the ph i loaophy of eSsence,S (Dr reflection). The
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move to refleotion or eSSenceS indeed leaves behind the idea or a

coincidence with eXistence, or with the brute fact, but, inSofar as it

su.ppresses its own 1 i ngu i sit ica 1 i ty, it has not abandoned the idea 1 of

coincidence altogether. Coincidence is overcome at the level of

existence only to be reinstated as an ideal at the level of reflection

or eSSence. Reflection, the move to essences t effaces its own

mediation, its own linguisticality, Simply to be present to or

coincide with itself in thought. In The ViSible and the Invisible,

Merleau-Ponty makes this critique explicit:

We would err as much by defining philosophy as the
search for the eSsences as by defining it as the fusion with
things, and the two errors are not so different .... Philosophy
is flattened to the sole plane of ideality or to the sole plane
of existence. On both Sides one wants something--internal
adequation of the idea or self-identity of the thing--to come
stop up the look, and one excludes or subordinates the
far-offs, the horizonaI thought. (VI, 127)

Whether philosophy aimS to coincide with eSSenceS or to coincide with

eXistence, in either case the same ideal is operative. What is sought

is an all-encompassing presence, a wordless philosophy that would

efface its contingent beginnings and swallow its tail so to speak, a

philosophy that would leave nothing out. More precisely, such a

philosophy must leave out, exclude, and indeed repress the Dfar-offs u

and the llhorizonal i!, subordinate them by "f La t.t en i ng " them, because

they are not and cannot be Circumscribed by presence and testify to

the failure of its ideal. For the Same reason, such a philosophy must

leave out its own linguisticality.

Dominated by the ideal of presence, philosophy could only be

threatened by its own linguisticality, which testifies to non-presence
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and non-coincidence. ThiS is why Derrida speaks of philosophy's

repression of writing (or language), which is something different than

innocent inattentiveness. Derrida says that I:the philosophical text,

although it is in fact always written, includes, precisely as its

philosophical specificity, the project of effacing itself in the face

of the signfied content which it transports and in general teaches. E! 1 i

In Merleau-Ponty's philosophy, however, philosophy's own mediation,

itS linguisticality, is thematized. Conceived in Marleau-Panty's

terms, there is no reason for philosophy to efface itself or to

suppress its own incarnation because he does not aspire to a

~signified content~ independent of words or to a disembodied presence.

Such meaning as he seeks to express in hiS philosophy comes into being

in being spoken. Philosophy, for Merleau-Ponty, is neither a "search

for essences~ nor the attempt to fuse with eXistence. It is rather the

originating word that plunges beneath the surface of constituted

language into what he calls the "lake of non-being" (VI,201), bringing

back with it new species of being, Ilfar-offs 5 or 'far-unders', that do

not yet have a name.

2. The Cogito

The Significance of linguisticality in Merleau-Ponty's

philosophy is best exhibited with reference to hiS discussion of the

cogito. He writes on the cogito in several places, and it is one of

the few subjects about which he is expliCitly self-critical of hiS
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own work. The cogito then is of central importance for understanding

such change or development as takes place in hiS philosophy.

In what we have of Merleau-Ponty's last, unfinished work, The

Visible and the Invisible, one of the major points of contention

identified with the Phenomenology concernS what he called the 'tacit'

or the 'silent cogito', Not much is said about thiS issue, although it

is important enough that it is mentioned no less than three times in

the working noteS. From what is said, it is apparent that the issue

concerns the relationship between the tacit cogito and language. He

faults hiS analysis of the cogito in the Phenomenology because 'the

chapter on the Cogito is not connected with the chapter on speech •••. •

(VI, 175-6) At first glance, thiS is a strange thing for Merleau-Ponty

to say because the whole diScussion of the cogito in the

Phenomenology, as we shall See, turnS upon language. How then do we

make senSe of Marleau-Panty's retrospective criticism?

Although language is discussed in the chapter on the cogito, it

is not discussed in the same terms as it is in the chapter on speech.

He opposes Silence to speech as mutually exclUSive terms. He reifies

8t lence, and r&ifieS the tacit cog t t.o . In the chapter on speech,

however, the relationship between Silence and speech is more

felicitously framed in terms of the dialectic of constituted and

constituting speech. I believe that, when Merleau-Ponty later faults

hiS analySiS of the cogito in the Phenomenology on the grounds that is

not connected with the chapter on speech, it is more specifically the

failure to connect with thiS dialectic of the constituted and the

constituting that is the source of the problem. In thiS light I offer
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here a retrospective reading of the oh~pt~r on the ~osit~ wi~h

i'~ferenoe to the consituted and the constituting, and with reference

to some later remarks from The ViSible and the invisible.

In the chapter on the cogito, Herleau-Ponty maintains that the

Cartesian cog i t.o , contrary to what Deacar-tes would have us believe, is

in fact a 'verbal cogiia'. He argues that there is another cagiio more

primary than the spoken cogiio and which by contrast is 'Silent' and

indeed independent of language. Nowhere is Marleau-Panty more

ambiguous than he is on this topic. It is not SurpriSing that, as we

know from the notes to The ViSible and the InviSible, he eventually

rejected the 'silent cogito' as being an imposSibility. But even

within the framework cf the Phenomenology the Silent cogito, aE

presented, is untenable. Earlier I argued (chapter 5, section 1) that

the Phenomenology is a text divided against itself insofar as there is

a tension and even competition between the concept of reflection and

the concept of expreSSion, which pull in opposite directions. A

related division occurs between the ohapter on speeoh and the chapter

on the cogito. i 2

Let us retrace the steps that lead to the Cartesian cogito.

Just as am normally unaware of my own speaking insofar as my

consciousness is directed toward the subject matter at hand, so too in

perceptual experience am normally oblivious to my own act of

perceivlng insofar as my consciousness is directed toward and wholly

absorbed in things. To become aware of my perception I must adopt a

reflective attitude and turn my attention from things to the manner in

which things appear to me. For Descartes, thiS reflective turn
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requires that we break the chains of certainty or belief that impriSon

us in the natural world. In perception, I normally feel certain of the

existence of the objects that I perceive. To See a table is also to

believe that the table is there where I see it and furthermore that it

is there for others to see. Upon reflection, however, this certainty

becomes dubious. I recall that I have sometimes been mistaken about

what I 'perceived', Once I heard someone call me, or 'thought' I did,

but it waS only the wind,

If I can be mistaken oncs, however, I can be mistaken now, and

what I believe that I perceive may not be such as I believe it to be

at all, That there is an object 'corresponding' to what I believe I

perceive, and that it is such as I believe it to be, is something

about which I can be mistaken. It is certain, however, that I think it

as such. My ~perception't even if I am mistaken, is still something.

There may indeed be no object 'corresponding' to my perception, but

the object exists at least insofar as it is something that is thought.

Even if there is nothing on the 'other Side' to cauSe or produce the

images in the mirror, the images at least B}Cist. Thus is born the

cogito, which is the name Descartes gives to the spectator in the

utopian theatre in which these images make their entrances and exitS,

That thiS interior drama is a 'true story', that it is based upon

anything that happens outSide the theatre, indeed that there is

anything outSide at all, is uncertain. What is certain is that inSide

the theatre something appears, and that to the extent that something

appears to me, I am.
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Merleau-Ponty criticizes DescarteS from several points of view,

but what is significant here is hiS claim that the cogito thus

revealed is "merely a verbal cogitO".13 (PhP, 400) HiS argument

warrants careful scrutiny. He begins modestly: 'By folloWing the

meaning of the words and the argument, I reach the conclUSion that

because I think, I am.... • (PhP, 400) The point made here, which at

first seemS somewhat trivial, is that the Cartesian oogito is

something that is revealed as the conclusiOrl of an argument. If I

understand the meaning of the words, and make the proper logical

moves, I am obliged to assent to the concluSic)n that AI amR
• But what

am I assenting to? What is the content of this 'I'? I think, therefore

I am. But what am I? Descartes' anSwer is that am a thing that

thinks. ThiS much follows from the premiSeS, but does it e~haust my

identity? Am I therefore equal to my thinking? Is my being coincident

with what I think I am? Merleau-Ponty maintains that the cogito thus

assented to, my self insofar as it is present in my thought about

myself, is merely derived. The CarteSian cog ito stands on the

shoulders of another oogito that by contrast is not a concluSion but a

hidden premise. Even before I began to think, waS. My existence

precedes and e~ceeds my thinking and is not reducible to it.

The above point is a variation on the theme of the return to

eXistence or to experience. Against (or rather underneath)

objectivistic thought, which mistakes its own constructions for

reality, Marleau-Panty uncoverS a more primary reality in which these

constructions are themselves encompassed. The polemic against the

CarteSian cogito from the standpoint of another more primary and
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immediate cogito, one that could never be encompassed by a concluSion,

one that by contrast could be described as a premiSe that can be made

explicit but never completely so, echoes his general critique of

objective thought. Before (and in a SenSe below) my expliCit awareneSS

of myself, I am a prepersonal, anonymous flux of life.

The next step of Merleau-Ponty's argument, however, is a shaky

one. It is one thing to claim that the Cartesian cogito is a

'conclusion' and thus dependent for its truth and meaning upon

antecedent premises. It is qUite controversial? however, to claim that

RthiS is merely a verbal Dogito, for I have grasped my thought and my

existence only through the medium of language •... • (PhP, 400)

Merleau-Ponty criticizeS the CarteSian cogito here for the wrong

reaSonS. The problem lies in the adjective ~merelyB. ThiS -merely·

signifies that he opposes the Cartesian cogito for the reaSOn that it

is verbal. It implies, and later Merleau-Ponty explicitly states thiS,

that more primary than thiS Kmerely verbal cogito· is a 'Silent'

cogito that can be "grasped R, as he says, independently of 'the medium

of language a
• Merleau-Panty is correct to insist that the CarteSian

oogito is derivative with respect to another more primary cogito, but

he opens himself to contradiction by determining thiS primary cogito

as he doeS in opposition to language.

Leaving aSide the a moment, what doeS

Merleau-Ponty mean by saying that the CarteSian cogito is "verbal'? He

elaborates by draWing attention to the obscured fact that the

CarteSian cogito is somehow embodied in a text. The CarteSian cogito

is situated in the cultural space of language. Indeed, it is mediated
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through a 'text', 'The wonderful thing about language is that it

promotes its own oblivion: my eyes follow the lines on the paper, and

from the moment I am caught up in their meaning, I lose sight of them.

The paper, the letters on it, my eyes and body are there only as the

minimum setting of Some invisible operation~g (PhP, 401) Given his

criticism of the dualism of thought and language, it is not surpriSing

that here he should emphasize the embodiment of the cogito and the

mediating role of corporeality, i.e. the corporeality of the Cartesian

text. The emphasis is necessary because language, the language of

Descartes' text, effaces itself in thought, or as he says here,

Rpromotes its own ablivionR4

If thiS is what he meanS by qualifying the Cartesian cogito as

'verbal", this by itself should not be damning in Merleau-Ponty's

eyes. Indeed, intitially hiS criticism is not so much that the

Cartesian cogito is spoken as it is that Descartes does not

acknowledge and even obscures the fact that it is spoken. He

continues: "ExpresSion fades out before what is expressed, and thiS is

why its mediating role may pass unnoticed, and why Descartes nowhere

mentions it. Descartes, and a fortiori hiS reader, begin their

meditation in what is already a universe of diScourse." CPhP, 401)

What Merleau-Ponty objects to here is not the fact that Descartes must

have recourse to words to reveal the cogito. Indeed how could it be

otherwise? The problem rather is that Descartes does not treat the

saying of the cogito as important, that he ignores this mediation, as

if the words used to reveal the cogito effaced their corporeality in

order for me to coincide with the cogito Without remainder.
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ThiS effaoement of the medium, of the text, gives riSe to the

illuSion of a timeless thought on the hither side of language. When I

read Descartes, and especially if I read him according to hiS own

logic, it seems that the cogito that emerges out of thiS reading is

something that I already waS even before I pronounced the conclusion.

The 'premises', the words of text, and so on, efface themselves, and

the cogito that I now know myself to be gives itself as being

independent of them. Retrospectively the words are Seen as mere signa,

in themselves inSignificant, that point to thiS cogito without

touching or otherwiSe adulterating it with corporealitye Merleau-Panty

continues:

ThiS certainty which we enjoy of reaching, beyond expression, a
truth separable from it and of which expression is merely the
garment and contingent manifestation, has been implanted in us
precisely by language. It [the text, the corporeal signs of the
cogito] appears as a mere Sign only once it has prOVided itself
with meaning, and the coming to awareness, if it is to be
complete, must rediscover the expressive unity in which both
Signs and meaning appear in the first place. CPhP, 401)

The cogito is revealed and indeed comeS into eXistence through the

medium of Descartes' text. It is something I accomplish in the

reading. Descartes, however, takes for granted the mediating process

in which the cogito is accomplished. Merleau-Ponty writes: "[if]

Descartes never mentions language as the condition of the reading of

the cogito, nor overtly invites us to pass from the idea to the

practice of the cogito, it is because we take the process of

expreSSion for granted, because it figures among our acquisitions. u

CPhP, 402) During this "process", the 'Signs' were not externally

attached to pre-existent meanings, to an eternal cogito that was
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already there. At first I did not know what they meant and they taught

me. Now that I have caught on to the cogito, I forget their initial

importance and it seemS they are "merely Signs' externally related to

an ideal meaning independent of language and of corporeality in

general.

The force of the arguments that we have examined thus far is to

undermine the belief that the Cartesian cogito is something eternal

with which I could coincide in Silent thought. The Cartesian story is

not the whole story, but the conclusion of a story that was underway

long before it came on the Scene. Indeed qua conclusion it is a bad

one insofar as it is forgetful of its premises, of the history in

which it waS born. Along these lines Marleau-Ponty's critique of the

Cartesian cogito is consistent with the general project of his

philosophy.

Where hiS critique becomes problematic (as foreshadowed by the

use of the word "merely' to qualify the verbal cogito) is in hiS

determination of the pre-hiStory of the Cartesian cogito, of who or

what I waS even before I concluded that I was a cogito, as Silence in

opposition,to language. Merleau-Ponty writes;

I should be unable even to read Descartes' book, were I not,
before any speech can begin, in contact with my own life and
thought, and if the spoken cogito did not encounter Within me a
tacit cogito. ThiS Silent cogito waS the one Descartes sought
when writing hiS Meditations. He gave life and direction to all
those expressive operations which, by definition, always miSS
their target Since, between Descartes' existence and the
knowledge of it which he acquires, they interpose the full
thickness of cultural acquisitions. (PhP, 402)

Merleau-Ponty is consistent in inSisting on the distance and the

difference between eXistence and knowledge of eXistence. The Cartesian
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am not equal to who or what I th i nk I am.

My existence wi I l always exceed whatever self-knowledge might be

present to my mind. Between the self that I am and the self that

appears in the mirror there is a difference. Nothing in his critque,

however', requires Her-Leau-Porit.y to determine what precedes and escapes

the spoken cogito as Bsilant E contact with myself in opposition to

language. Ironically, Merleau-Ponty himself, despite hiS expliCit

pronouncements about the silent cogito, furnishes uS with good reaSonS

for not doing so.

Several of hiS own arguments in the Phenomenology can be

adduced against the ·silent cogito U thus conceived as independent of

language. In the first place, much that Merleau-Ponty says against

Descartes boomerangs back upon himself. If the Cartesian cogito is a

spoken cogito, then by the same token so too is the allegedly 'silent

cogiia n
• If the Cartesian cogito is an idea situated in cultural

history so too is the tacit cog r t.o , 'I am thinking of silent ccg t t,o ,

wanting to finish thiS work', to paraphrase the wonderful opening of

the chapter on the cogito. That I am doing so is premised upon my

having read about the Silent cogito in a book by Merleau-Ponty. My

thought is humming with a plethora of words, often at odds with each

other, that he useS to describe the Silent cogito. Indeed, the Silent

cog i t.c is a veritable inst"i'tuiion. The meaning of the word 'Silent' is

not aome word 1ess thought. When think of Silence, think of other

texts and contexts in which Merleau-Ponty talks about silence, about

the 'voices of silence', and so on. I think of other words with which

Merleau-Ponty links silence and of still others to which he opposes
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it. Each word takes me to still other words, and these to still

others" The same is true of the word •cog i to', wh i ch takes me a 1so to

Husser 1, and to countless other words such as 'self' and 'ego'. The

silent cogito, insofar as it is spoken in a text by Merleau-Ponty,

exceeds my grasp and it seems that

coincide with it.

could never possess it or

What is the signifioance of all these words, of the words of

Merleau-Ponty's text and of other texts in whioh it is woven? Are they

themselves unimportant? Are they mere signs that efface themselves in

order to indicate some silent contact with myself unadulterated by the

corpor"ality of words? Is thiS not precisely what he forbids Descartes

to say~) And yet, unwittingly vindicating Descartes on the above point,

he a l so criticizes the CarteSian cog t t.o for the r-eaaon that III have

grasped my thought and my eXistence only through the medium of

language," the assumption being that it is possible to grasp myself

without thiS medium. What would such a grasp be? Complete and Silent

coincidence with self? But is thiS possible within the framework of

the Phelncmeno logy?

Marleau-Panty equivocates on the question of coincidence with

self in the Phenomenology, just as we Saw that he equivocates on the

question of the coincidence of reflection and the unreflected. He

Simply is not consistent. In one place he speaks about "absolute

contact with myself." (PhP, 285) In another he says that "nowhere do I

enjoy absolute possession of myself" (PhP, 240) He speaks about "the

primordial certainty of being in contact with myself," (PhP, 355) but

elsewhere says "Since the lived is thus never entirely comprehensible,
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what I understand never quite tallies with my living eXperience, in

short, am never quite at one with myself.' (PhP, 347) In one plaoe

he urges uS to 'coincide with the act of perception and break with the

cr-t t i cal attitude." ," (PhP, 238-9) To break with the critical

attitude is a laudable goal for

the act of perception the only

philosophy, but

alternative? If

is coincidence with

it were, then by

default the natural man would already be a philosopher, Later, as if

to correct himself, he says: 'All that is required is that the

coincidence of myself with myself, as it is achieved in the cogito,

shall never be a real coincidence, but merely an intentional a.nd

presumptive one,' (PhP, 344)

It is understandable that Merleau-Ponty should be seduced by

the i dea of a virginal Self-presence unpenetrated by words, but the

better part of hiS philosophy holds thiS temptation in check, ThiS

idea (and ideal) goes against the grain of the movement of thought in

the Phe,nomenology, HiS discussion of the question of the experience of

the other is particularly relevant here, He writes: 'If the sale

exper t ence of the subject is the one which I gain by eo i nc rd i ng with

it, if the mind, by definition, eludes 'the outSide spectator' and can

be r-eccgn i aed only from within, my cogi t o is necessarily unique and

cannot be 'shared in by another,' (PhP, 373) Here Merleau-Ponty

expresses reservations about the idea of real coincidence and for good

reason. If I were ooincident with

thought or experience, my eXistence

my saying,identity would be on the hither

myself in the Silence

would be a private

side of

of either

thing. My

of all
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ccr-por-ea I i t y , something inaccess i b I e to others and indeed even to me

insofal'"' as I seek to know or express who I am.

Ironically, the ghost of Descartes, against whom Merleau-Ponty

introduces the silent cogito in the first place, looms in the

background of the discussion of the tacit or silent cogito. In the

final analysis the idea of silent cogito . uncorrupted , by language and

of a cogito that is absolutely present to itself in thought amount to

the eame thing. In either caSe it is a matter of being present to

oneself without difference or distance. What Marleau-Panty says

against the Cartesian cogito should be turned against the silent

cogito as well. I am not primarily a thinking thing because my

existence exceeds my thought about myself, but nor am

coincidence of myself with myself.

Before I speak in order to gather together and express who

am, I .em indeed "aceaet.b t ng ", To thiS extent one can speak of a tacit

or silent cogito underneath the spoken cogito, underneath my

explicitly constituted identity. Something does indeed precede my

constituting speech, and indeed it is to express thiS something that I

speak. ThiS something, however, is not something Simply present such

that I could coinoide with it. am not something with determinate

borders: that oould be oiroumsoribed in an act of knOWing that would

add nothing. Insofar as I am a silent oogito, I am not entirely there;

I am not entirely present. In The ViSible and the Invisible,

Merleau,-Ponty writes: "The perceiving subject, as a tacit, silent

Being-.,t, whioh returns from the thing itself blindly identified,

which is only a separation with respeot to it--the self of peroeption
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as 'nobody', in the sense of Ulysses, as the anonymous one buried in

the wor-Ld , and that has not yet traced its path.' (VI, 20D The

aano~ymous oneB is the overflow of my eXistence insofar as I exceed my

already constituted understanding of myself; "a lake of non-being' he

also mills it. Expression plunges into thiS 'IIlake s in order to catch

something that has slipped through the nets of what has already been

said, but this something only properly comes into being when it is

caught and given a name. Furthermore, to give it a name is not to

fal isfy it.

ThiS is what Merleau-Ponty meanS in the Phenomenology where he

writes that "the tacit cogito is a cogito only when it has found

eXpreSl!ion for itself." (PhP, 404) Unfortunately, however, he does not

think through the implications of thiS statement in relation to hiS

critique of the verbal cogito. In terms of thiS critique, Silence and

language, the pre-expressed and the expressed, the anonymous and the

named, are opposed in such a way that to express the tacit cogito

could c,nly be to falSify it. As long as the tacit cogito is understood

as Simple preSence or coincidence with itself, expresSion could only

be a falSification or a

difference or distance.

non-coincidence because it introduces

The whole difficulty here is to understand how I can express

myself without falSifying myself, how I can break the Silence and yet

pr-eser-ve it at the same time. If I am fundamentally a self in Silent

contact with myself, speech can only be a falSification of myself. I

am mys"lf only for myself. My speech, my acts, my body, everything

that can be I inked to corporeal ity, is on the other side of thiS
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self-pl~esence. It is exterior, it is not who I am. Shall we say that

everthing that Descartes has written, the Cartesian corpus that has

been b,.queathed to us, is not the fundamental Descartes? Shall we say

that b,.yond these texts and the countless other traces, on the hither

side of all hiS saying and doing and of everything that could be

linked to hiS body, there was a more primary Descartes who waS not and

could nat be said?

Undoubtedly Descartes was once alive as I am now and one day

thiS flow of experiencing ceased. The fact that hiS texts have

outlived him and quite evidently can exist independently of hiS life,

howevef~, does not mean that hiS life waS ever independent of what are

now its corporeal traces. Descartes i life waS not a Silence on the

hither Side of what he said and did. HiS life as he lived it waS no

doubt different from and exoeeded what he ever said or thought about

it. ThiS difference, however, is not like the difference defined by

the border between two separate countries, with the lived on one side

and th.. expressed on the other. Saying (and doing) does not put me on

the other side of living. The difference between them is not a

falSifying differenoe or an either/or.

If I am not inaccessible to others, it because my life has not

primarily been a series of self-enclosed thoughts or private

experie,nces but a corporeal history of Signs. My saying, the public

moment in which exist for others, is not a falSification of myself.

It is an expreSSion of who I am. This is not to say that I am equal to

what others think me to be. For the Same reason that I am not equal to

who I think I am, to what about myself is present to me, I am not
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equal to what another thinks of me. My eXistence, my self, exceeds

what could ever be present to myself or to another, exceeds whatever I

could catch in speech, for my life has the opacity of a text. This

opacity, thiS corperea 1i ty, thiS eXceSS beyond whatever could be

encamps,aaed in a presence, has a double edge. On the one hand, it is

the reaSon why I can never coincide with myself in unadulterated

self-presence. On the other hand, however, this non-coincidence is the

space, the opening, the distance, or the difference that kindles the

desire far self-understanding, the desire to express. ·Such is the lot

of a being who is born,· Herleau-Ponty writeS, Bthat is, who once and

for all has been given to himself as something to be understood."

CPhP, 347)

In light of these remarks, let uS qualify what we said earlier

about the 'reading' of the tacit or silent cogito, to which

Merleau-Ponty assigns the meaning "existential experience". (PhP, 374)

The e t lerrt cog t t c is indeed an institution and in my effort to grasp

it I am indeed enmeshed in a web of words. What animates these words,

however J and serveS as a precondition for my reading of the Silent

cogito is the fact of my experience, to which these wordS give

expreSSion. ThiS is not to say that my experience or existence is a

thing in itself that could be grasped independently of speech.

Experien.ce need not be conceived a.S closed in upon itself in Silence

Qn the Clther Bide of wordS. Merleau-Ponty's oritique of the dualiSm of

thought and word oan also be brousht into play here. Word and

experience need not be opposed. Language is not a prison-house Oil the

other s;de of which lay the Wide open fields of experience. When I
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'read} the Silent cogito t I do not have words on the one side and

unworded experience' on the other as if I could ever compare them to

See if I had a good match. Rather I think about my experience, which

is indeterminate, with the words that are available to me. The word

teaches me my experience.

This is the direction of Herleau-Ponty's thought in The Visible

and the Invisible. He writes:

Nah~et-a of Descartes who does not see a tacit cogito under the
cogito of Wesen, of significations--But naivete also of a
silent cogito that would deem itslf to be an adequation with
the Silent consciousness, whereas its very description of
silence rests entirely on the virtues of language. The taking
possession of the world of Silence, such as the description of
the human body effects it, is no longer thiS world of Silence,
it is the world articulated, elevated to the Wesen,
spoken ....There would be needed a silence that envelops the
speech anew, after onB has come to recognize that speech
enveloped the alleged Silence of psychological coincidence.
What. will thiS silence be?.,thiS Silence will not be t he
oonsrery of language. (VI, 178)

Relat.ive to the spoken cogito, to t.he 'I' that I have already

'spoken', to the cogito of Significations, there is indeed a more

primitive cogito which is as yet unsaid. This tacit cogito, however,

which in t.he Phenomenology had been described as the absolute other of

speech,. is not. a coincidence with itself such t.hat speech could only

be its falSification. It is not unsayable. It is Silent relative to

the chat t er- of the already constituted, but it is not a silence that

is 'the" contrary of language'.

In the final analysis, I maintain, the problem with the tacit

or the silent cogito in the Phenomenology has to do with the framework

in which the analysis is articulated. The problem is that

Merleau-Ponty sets the tacit cogito against the verbal cogito as a
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kind of absolute other, sets silence and language in opposition to

each other such that to speak can only be to falsify a silence. What

the analysis of the constituted and the constituting was to make

ocrcpr-ehena i b 1e, however, is a kind of speech that does not simpl~"

constituted speech, Merleau-Ponty invites

break the silence but expresses it. With respeG't"· -'to a I ready

us·to" return' to the ground

of t hts speech, to a silence drowned· ous- by its chatter. ThiS return

to a gr-ound is on l yi-one part . of a dialectic movement of expression,

however, for "the ground is appropriated in relation to a telelogy, to

a 'new ef'f'or-t, of expression.

In hiS diSCUSSion of the cogito in the Phenomenology,

Her l eau-Ponty is somewhat at odds with himself and with what the

Phenom,mo logy teaches about language and express ion. The taci t cog i to

is presented as a kind of full presence, as an absolute ground upon

which the spoken cogito is superadded as an independent stratum. ~irst

there'iiras the silent cogito, a sheer presence of self to self, and

then the spoken cogito came along to break this Silence and distance

us from ourselves. First there waS silence, and then there was speech.

In the8e terms, there is no interpenetration between the Silent cogito

and thE! spoken cogito, between Silence and speech. The two are

conceived as being external to each other.!' In The Visible and the

Inv isil>!e. however, the boundary separating them becomes less

well-de,fined. The two are thought of as intertwined.
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34 Creative Adeauation

The 'development' of Merleau-Ponty's thought from The Structure

of Behavior to The Visible and the Invisible is best understood as a

kind of 'deepening'. ThiS at least is how he himself describes the

development. In a working note to The Visible and the Invisible, he

promises an analysis that Rtakes up again, deepens, and rectifies my

first two books .... ' (VI, 16B) Perhaps in his first two books

Merleau-Ponty was to a certain extent gUilty of the same 'error' that,

in an entry dated from the following month, he ascribes to the early

Husserl: 'Husserl's errOr is to have described the interlocking [of

the various moments of experience] starting from a Pr~senfeld

considered as without thickness, as immanent consciousness .... u eVI,

p. 173) Certainly the semantic affinities between the metaphor of

udeepening U and of Uthickness P are suggestive. In any event, the fact

that Marleau-Panty recognizes the need to adeepen~ hiS earlier

analysis of the perceptual world indicates that he came to believe

that it waS in one way or other too close to the surfaoe. The later

texts stress that ~lived experience is not flat, without depth,

without dimension .... i s (VI, 124)

If one oan speak here of an UerrorR in need of being

~rectifiedU, in our opinion thiS tierrorE is incorporated into the

rhetorical Situation of the early works. These works, it should be

remembered, are rhetorically and polemically engaged with objective

thought and indeed with particular scientific theories. Given that

Merleau-Ponty attempts to address this thought on its own terrain, it
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is only to be expeoted that the terms of hiS own positive analysis,

designed to reaoh a oommon ground, will bear the mark of their

rhetorioal negative. In The Visible and the Invisible, however,

although he oontinues thiS polemic, Merleau-Ponty is less detailed in

hiS critique of science. He announceS in a working note that Kbeing

must not only be made manifest through itS divergence from the being

of science, D indicating that he is more concerned to work out a

phi l cscphy in h i s own terms. (VI, 176)

In speaking against certain views about perception in the

Phenomenology, in argUing that they 'falsify', 'oonceal', or otherWiSe

'miss' the phenomenal field, Merleau-Ponty sometimes speaks as if thiS

field were something more 'clear and distinct', something more

'present', than he actually believed it to be. In order to state his

caSe against objective thought, he appeals to a 'given' or 'ground'

With whioh objeotive thought is out of touch. The rhetorioal situation

reqUires him to speak as if thiS ground were solid, so to speak. It

seems he believes that although the 'ground' evades objective thought,

it could nevertheless be fathomed by phenomenology. In The ViSible and

the InviSible, however, the status of the 'ground' beoomes much more

problematio. The . ground , recedes in the measure that thought, even

phenomenologioal thought, approaohes it. It becomes an Abgrund. The

return, the aroheology of the perceived world, penetrates deeper and

deeper into its opaoity and ambiguities. The thought that turns baok

upon the world in search of itS ground is unable to find a resting

plaoe, to get to the 'bottom' of things. The ground is deeper and the

world is 'Wilder' than it seemed to be against the sober background of
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It presents even more problems for a

thought determined to master it and to render clear and distinct all

its hidden cornerS.

Several later works play on the metaphor of Bdeepening". In his

preface to A. Hesnard's book on Freud, for example, Merleau-Panty

speaks of a Bdeepening ll of phenomenology in Husserl '8 later works.!?

He clai:ms that Husserl moved away f'rom a tlphi losophy of conac i cuanes s "

and away from ~phenomenological positivism& because he realized that

certain beings, "the body, iitime ll
, "h t s t cr-y ," do not Hallow themselves

to be bi....ought under the correlation of consciousness and its objects,

of the noesis and the nDema.~ (Ibid., 85-6) Such beings cannot be

spread I:JUt front a 11 y before ccnac i DUSneSS and made present. I n virtue

of t.he ir- depth, they exceed what can be oiroumscribed in any aot of

cons c i Dusness. Indeed, they have a-dimension that is "b t dden" from

conSciousness4 Marleau-Panty continues:

All consciousness is conSciouSneSS of something or of the
world, but thiS something, thiS world, is no longer, as
"pher'lomenological posit .v i sm" appear-ed to teach, an object that
is what it is, exactly adjusted to acts of consciousness.
Consciousness is now the Ii s o u l of Heraclitus", and Being, which
is around it rather than in front of it, is a Being of dreams,
by definition hidden: Husserl sometimes uSeS the term
"pre-being"." (Ibid., 85)

In Marleau-Panty's later writings there is a greater emphaSiS

upan what does not present itSelf to consciousness. There is a greater

emphasiS upon what consciousness does not and cannot grasp; upon what

escapes consciousness; upon what sustains it from below or surrounds

and envelops it like an atmosphere.i 9 The "ultimate task of

phenomenology as philosophy of consciousness~, he writes, II is to
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understand its relationship to non-phenomenology.". (S, 178) He links

Dnon-phenomenology· with what Dresists phenomenology within USB, With

Hnatural bainga, and with -the 'barbarous' source of which Schelling

spoke." (S, 178) The 'jungle' tropes, the themes of 'wildness',

'bruteness', and . savageness' that So predominate in The Visible and

the Invisible, should be understood in thiS light. 'Wild being' is

being that remainS . untamed , by our philosophy, being that does not

obey the order by which we attempt to capture the world in thought. It

is being that has not been caught in speech.

In The ViSible and the Invisible, these themes are played out

again and again in terms of the relationship between the immediate and

the mediate. Indeed, the key philosophical problem posed by thiS work

concernS the effects of mediation. Not SurpriSingly, Some of the

ambiguities we have analysed around thiS topic in the Phenomenology

reappear herS4 29 Marleau-Panty sometimes gives the impression of

believ:lng that mediation per Sa is a Source of error. It is the

mediation of consciOUSness, language, or philosophy, that 'hides' wild

being from us. Mediation tames. Wild being is unmediated, even prior

to mediation.

Merleau-Ponty often frames the relationship between the mediate

and th.. immediate in termS of speech and silence. He says the

following about a kind of "interrogative thought" that would simply

let things be, rather than taming them with its own projected order:

"It asks of our experience of the world what the world is before it is

a thing one speaks of and which is taken for granted, before it haS

been reduced to a Set of manageable, diSposable Significations; it
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directs thiS question to our mute life, it addresseS itself to that

compound of the world and ourselves that precedes reflection, because

the examination of the signifioations in themselves would give us the

world reduced to our idealizations and our syntax.~ (VI, 102) The

mediation of language is here represented as a Source of error. It

tameS our Il mu t e life a and reduces it to ~manageable significations B

that effectively desensitize uS to its wildness and its hidden

dimenSions.

The text quoted above, which is not atypical, helps uS to

formulate an important problem posed by the The ViSible and the

InviSible (and which surfaces in one form or another throughout

Merleau-Ponty's authorship). John Sallis puts the problem clearly:

How are we to understand the distinction between things as they
are prior to being spoken and things as taken up in speech,
especially in view of the fact that thiS distinction is itself
already taken up into speech? Especially in view of the
indissoluble pOSitivity of the expressed, is there not reason
to suppose that to posit an utterly pre-linguistiC world is no
less inappropriate than to pose the objectivist's world of
things in themselves? (Sallis, 113)

Indeed, what would license Merleau-Ponty to speak about B a

pre-lingUistic world"? From what point of view could it be diSclosed?

Merleau-Ponty reproaches objective thought for repreSSing or effacing

its own mediation and for feigning to speak from nowhere as if its own

mediation amounted to nothing. Would it not be inconsistent for him to

claim that it is possible to eraSe the effects of hiS own language and

to acheive unadulterated or unmediated presence to something that is

identical to itself on the other Side of all speech? If the Silence to

which he invites uS to return were the contrary of speech, "utterly
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pre-linguiStic', as SalliS puts it, would not philosophy, as the

attempt to express thiS silence, be a contradictory project?

If Marleau-Panty's remarks on the return to silence are

interpreted literally, then philosophy, insofar as it speaks, can only

be a distortion. The philosopher speaks of Silence, of wild being, and

So on, but thiS Silence is already broken by being Spoken, the

wildness tamed by being caught in speech. The ViSible and the

InViSible, as the attempt to say something about this Silence, would

be a contradictory project. As SalliS puts it, the Silence expressed

RiB not that Silence which we seek to bring to expression but rather

that silence as already brought to expreSSion, as already transposed

into the medium of language...• ' (Ibid., 110 If philosophy speaks, it

has to do not with Silence but rather with Silence as caught in a web

of speech. 'The only way to avoid breaking the Silence,' Sallis says,

'is simply not to philosophize.' (Ibid.) In these terms, philosophy is

either false or it is mute.

The point Sallis makes is a good one, and it helps us to focus

an important issue. However, he forces Marleau-Panty into a dilemma

that Marleau-Ponty himself rejects. Merleau-Ponty does not oppose

silence and speech (or the immediate and the mediate) in the framework

that Sa,llis lays out. When Merleau-Ponty advocates a return to 'our

experience of the world .•. before it is a thing one speaks of,' he is

not speaking literally. If he were, then indeed his philosophy could

only iSSue in what he himself, following Hegel, calls an 'unhappy

consciousness'.~1 To speak is to break the silence and no longer to be

in truth, but to be silent is to renounce philosophy: an unhappy
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Situation. Marleau-Panty does not accept these alternatives, however.

He speaks disparagingly of "the reign of the ineffable." (VI, 85) The

return to Silence is not a matter of erasing the effects of speech, of

history, in order to arrive at silence as an empty slate before speech

got underway. He seeks a dialectical integration of silence and

speech. Speech hides wild being, but it also discloses it.

Indeed, the view that Sallis ascribes to Merleau-Ponty is one

that Merleau-Ponty himself ascribes to Bergson, who proposed a kind of

intuition that would present being to uS without any mediation. In the

beginning, he says, Bergson did indeed conceive intuition as the

abSence of all mediation, as unadulterated presence to being.

Marleau-Panty writes: B'Simple act', 'viewing without a point of

View', direct access without interposed symbols to the interior of

things--all these celebrated formulas of intuition define it as a

maSSive grip on being, without exploration, without interior movement

of meaning.' CIPP, 12) Bergson, however, advanced beyond thiS

undialectical POSition and, according to Merleau-Ponty, moved -from a

philosophy of impression to a philosophy of expression." (Ibid., 28)

He writes: "Perhaps Bergson began by understanding philosophy as a

Simple return to what is given, but later on he saw that thiS

secondary, laboriOUS, rediscovered naivete does not merge uS with a

previous reality, does not identify uS with the thing itself, without

any point of view, without symbol, without perspective." (Ibid., 18)

Given that the mediation of point of view, perspective, symbol, and

speech, do not eraSe their effeots Simply to present something suoh as
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it might have been before their intervention, the status of the

immediate, of an absolute silence, is very problematic.

Merleau-Ponty believes that the attacks upon mediation, indeed

the repression of mediation, are motivated by an ill-conceived ideal

of truth as coincidence. The undialectical opposition of immediacy and

mediation or silence a~d speech, set against each other as truth to

falsehood, follows from the logiC of coincidence. If the ideal is to

coincide with experience, to fuse with things in the alleged Silence

of perceptual life, speech could only be a divergence from the truth,

because it is a non-coincidence. Language being thus determined as a

principle of error or deception, philosophy has had to feign to eraSe

its own linguisticality. On the other hand, however, "if Language is

not necessarily deceptive, truth is not coincidence, nor mute.- (VI,

125)

Merleau-Ponty realizes that the project of coinCiding with the

immediate is an impOSSible ons, and that the idea of the immediate as

a literal origin before all mediation is suspect. He writes:

What we propose here, and oppose to the search for the
immediate, is not the return to the immediate, the coincidence,
the effective fUSion with the existent, the search for an
original integrity, for a secret lost and to be rediscovered,
which would nullify our questions and even reprehend our
language. If coincidence is lost, thiS is no accident; if Being
is hidden, this is itself a characteristic of Being, and no
disclosure will make us comprehend it. A lost immediate,
arduous to restore, will, if we do restore it, bear within
itself the sediment of the critical procedures through which we
have found it anew; it will therefore not be the immediate.
(VI, 121-2)

For Merleau-Panty, there can be no question of denying the effects of

mediation. A thought attempting ta r-e t.ur-n to the immediate cannot
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eraSe the path it took to get there and the immediate that it

'discovers' will bear the mark of the Dcritical procedures M that

brought it to light. Whether philosophy admits it or not, such

pristine reality as it 'discovers' bears the mark of its own

linguistic intervention.

ThiS is not to say, however, that we are confined in a

prison-house of our own making, that everything is mediation. Although

Marleau-Panty rejects the idea of an immediate that would be the

absolute 'other' of mediation, an ineffable silence, and acoordingly

rejects the ideal of coinciding with the immediate, he does not

renounce the immediate altogether. Mediation, speech, does indeed have

an 'other', but this other is not in principle ineffable or

inacceSSible to mediation. It is not a transcendence on the other side

of our horizon, without a sign in the viSible. Philosophy, he writes,

is mnot a return to an immediate--which recedes in the measure that

philosophy wishes to approach it and fuse into it. The immediate is at

the horizon and must be thought as such; it is only by remaining at a

distance that it remains itself." (VI, 123) The horizon is a principle

of mediation. To have a horizon meanS that what is 'given' always

presents itself from 'somewhere' and in relation to a point of view

(Situational as well as geographical) that organizes the Scene. While

there can be no question of a seeing (or thinking) without horizons,

to have a horizon is not to be confined in a prison of immanenoe and

to be closed to what is other, different, and new. Things present

themselves within a horizon, but they present themselves with a

certain depth that can be explored. What is 'inSide· is not fully
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determinate. When Merleau-Ponty says that 'the immediate is at the

horizon u he meanS that what presents itself within Our horizon (and is

thus mediated) is pregnant with depth and wild possibilities that are

transcendent with respect to our present point of view.

What Merleau-Ponty says about the visual field applies equally

to the horizon: one cannot draw a sharp line demarcating what is

'inside' from what is 'outside', being and non-being, immanence and

transcendence, the mediate and the immediate. Indeed, this is what

objective thought tries to do. It tries to put a frame around the

horizon, to circumscribe everything including its own oontingent point

of departure. Everything, including its own situatedness in a point of

view, is swallowed up in 'the great object'. To say, however, as

Merleau-Ponty does, that the horizon is open (and 'openness' is a key

theme in The Visible and the Invisible), meanS there is a kind of

undefined being in the distance or on the margins of what is given

within our horizon, which is neither 'being' nor 'non-being' but, with

Husserl, ·pre-being'. There is a gap on the horizon, a

deSire-engendering apace, a clearing in which something new can

announce itself and make its appearance.

The whole problem is to understand the relationship between the

immanent and the transcendent, the mediate and the immediate, without

oppOSing them as mutually excluSive terms. For Merleau-Ponty, there is

indeed something given, but thiS something is not completely or

exhaustively given. With respect to what is given, there is something

transcendent, but this something is not completely transcendent. It is

not 'outside' in relation to an 'inSide' whioh by contrast would
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oontain everything that i94 In a passage of crucial importance,

Merleau-Ponty writeS:

We are interrogating our experience precisely to know how it

opens uS to what is not ourselves~ ThiS does not even exclude
the possibility that we find in our experience a moveMent
toward what could not in any event be present to uS in the
original and whose irremedial absenoe would thus count among
our originating experiences. But, if only in order to sea these
margins of presence, ~o discern these references, to put them
to the test, or to interrogate them, we do indeed first have to
fix our gaze on what is apparently given to us. (VI, 158)

Against 'phenomenologioal pOSitiVism', whioh demands of everything

that 'is' that it present Hse I f before consciousness, such

interrogation attempts to disclose something about what does not

present itSelf and is transoendent in relation to what is given. Suoh

interrogation nevertheless remains phenomenological in that it

discloses what is transcendent starting from what is given. The

transcendent is not external to the given. It is not "ou't s t de ' a It is

not the absolute 'other' of what is present. The transoendent, the

immediate beyond or beneath what has already been said or made

present, is not a thing-in-itself on the other Side of all horizons.

The transcendent is 'intertwined' with or 'hinged' to the given, as

Merleau-Ponty would say.

What Merleau-Ponty says about the 'given' in relation to

Bergson is relevant here: nWhat is given, then, is not the naked

thing, the past itSelf suoh as it waS in itS own time, but rather the

thing ready to be seen, pregnant in prinoiple as well as in faot--with

all the visions one oan have of it •.•• • (VI, 124) The peroeptual world

is not a frontal objeot laid out clearly and distinotly before our

view. It is ambiguous in itS givenness and exhibits a oertain depth.
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Things are given within our horizon and indeed oan only be given thus,

but they have a depth in virtue of which they are unfathomable. They

are "pr-egnarrt " with pre-being. Because the given is indeterminate, it

needs our viSions to bring its unborn pOSSibilities into being. We are

the midwives of being, so to speak. Merleau-Ponty writes: 'thiS

perceptual world is at bottom Being in Heidegger's sense, which is

more than all painting, than all speech, than every 'attitude', and

which, apprehended by philosophy in its universality, appears as

containing everything that will ever be said, and yet leaving uS to

create it (Proust) ...• • (VI, 170) In its latency or pregnancy, the

perceptual world invokes expreSSion from man as does a question.

Indeed, Merleau-Ponty sometimes speaks as if the initiative for

thiS creation came from the world. He says that the "eXiSting world

eXiStS In the interrogative mood.' (VI, 103) As the landscape inspireS

the painter, the eXisting world inspires the philosopher to find the

words that will promote it to its truth. ThiS must be qualified,

however, for not everyone is a painter or a philosopher. The landscape

eXists in the Kinterrogative mood- onRy for the interrogating eye of

the student of the landscape, the eye that does not settle for what is

given but seeks to diSclose its hidden secrets. The world exists in

the interrogative mood only when it has been divested of its

self-evidence or taken-for-grantedness. ConSider where Merleau-Ponty

locates the initiative in the following remarks about what he calls

'hyper-reflection':

It must plunge into the world instead of surveying it, it must
descend toward it such as it is instead of working its way back
up toward a prior poSSibility of thinking it--which would
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impose upon the world in advance the conditions for our control
over it. It must question the world, it must enter into the
forest of referenceS that our interrogation arouSeS in it, it
must make uS say, finally, what in its silence it means to say.
(VI, 38-9)

The initiative here is on the Side of man. To interrogate means not to

accept at face value, to probe what is said, to wrest a secret from

someone. In the context of the preceding passage, the philosopher (or

the painter) interrogates the already constituted to make it surrender

its SecretS.

ParadOXically, the return to 8i lence that Herleau-Ponty

advocates is a matter of learning how to speak. To paraphrase Proust,

one must know how to read (that

Herleau-Ponty writes:

is, to speak) ~he silence.

"the sensible is, like life, a treasury ever full of things to
say for him who is a philosopher (that is, a writer) And just
as each finds to be true and rediscovers in himself what the
writer says of life and of the sentiments, so also the
phenomenologists are understood and made use of by those who
say phenomenology is impOSSible. The root of the matter is that
the sensible indeed offers nothing one could State if one is
not a philosopher or a writer t but that thiS is not because it
would be an ineffable in Itself, but because of the faot that
one does not know how to speak. (V I, 252)

The return to the Silent world is at the same time a matter of finding

one's voice. For one who udoes not know haw to speak A , the world does

not eXist in the Binterrogative moodB and offers no secrets or nothing

to be said. That is to say, it appears as if everything were already

said. The pregnant Silenoe is drowned about by the noise or chatter of

familiar words and nameS.

"It is by considering language that we would best See how we

are to and how we are not to return to the things themselves t •
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Merleau-Ponty says. (VI, 125) Contrary to what Sallis says, there can

be no question that Merleau-Ponty seeks a self-effacing language, a

language that would erase itself and its effects." It is not a

question of speech effacing itself in order to coincide with an

ineffable silence on the other side of speech. Indeed, Merleau-Ponty

says that "the definition of philosophy would involve an elucidation

of philosophical expression itself (therefore a becoming conscious of

the procedure used in what precedes 'naively', as though philosophy

confined itself to reflecting what is) as the science of pre-science,

as the expression of what is before expression and sustains it from

behind.• . . " (VI, 167)

Philosophical expression is born out of a return to silence. It

turns back upon speech in order to disclose a silence that "sustains

it from behind fi
• The silence to which it returns, however, is not an

ineffable. It is not the absolute 'other' of language. After

describing philosophy as the return to silence, Merleau-Ponty adds:

But in addition, what it finds in returning to the sources, it
says. It is itself a human construction, and the philosopher
knows very well that, whatever be hiS efforts, in the best of
caseS it will take its place among the artefacts and products
of culture, as an instance of them. If this paradox is not an
impossibility, and if philosophy can speak, it is because
language is not only the depository of fixed and acquired
Significations, because its cumulative power itself results
from a power of anticipation or of prepossession, because one
speaks not only of what one knows, so as to set out a display
of it--but also of what one does not know, in order to know
it--and because language in forming itself expresses, at least
laterally, an ontogenesis of which it is a part. (VI, 102)

Philosophy sets itself the paradoxical task of returning to a ground,

to a certain silence l not to coincide with it but rather to speak it,
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effeotively to bring it into being, to make it appear within the

horizon.

These matters are best understood with reference to the

distinction between constituted and constitituting speech,

'philosophical expression' being an instance of constituting speech.

The silence to which we are invited to return is silent only relative

to what has already been said. The immediate is immediate only

relative to what has already been mediated or constituted. Wild being

is wild only relative to being that has already been confined in the

leXicons of constituted speech. ThiS is another way of Saying that

there is something transendent with respect to what is already given,

present, or constituted. When Marleau-Panty invokes Silence or wild

being, thiS is in relation to constituted speech. Constituted speech

is not exhaustive of being. There is something more yet to be said,

something left out, something not captured in constituted speech. In a

sense thiS something hidden by constituted speech, thiS silence

drowned by its chatter, is 'waiting' to be said. The terminus ad quem

of the return is as yet unsaid, but it is nat in principle unsayable.

If it is speech (constituted) that hides it, it is also speech

(constituting) that will reveal it or bring it out of hiddenness.

With respect to constituted speech--to what has been said,

tamed in leXicons, flattened out and rendered eVident--philosophy is a

return to Si lence. It 'starves things by not knOWing them', it places '.

itself at the origin of the world. ThiS return does not literally take

uS to the beginning of history, at a time before there waS Something

said. It is not a matter of eraSing one's point of view. It is rather
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a matter of creating an opening, a space, or a gap in the fullness of

what has already been said or constituted, of making the already said

questionable. In the final analysis, thiS is the significance of the

reduction for Merleau-Panty, which, he says, underwent a "fresh

mutation- in Husserils later thought a Herleau-Ponty writeS: ·The

reduction no longer involves a return to ideal being, but brings uS

back to the spirit of Heraclitus, to an interweaving of horizons, to

an open Being.' (TFL, 108) According to Merleau-Ponty, Husserl once

believed that the reduction installed uS in a sphere of immanence in

which being would be fully present without distance to a sovereign

transcendental ego. ThiS ego would not need to speak in order to know

being. At best 'its'speech would efface itself in order to mirror.

something already fully formed on the other Side of speecih~ In hiS

later writings, however, and spurred on by fresh investigations into

the 'phenomenology of language', Husserl began to See the reduction as

the creation of an opening. Bein~, such as it diScloses itself through

thiS opening, appears as something less determinate and more wild. It

ceaSeS to be something that could be circumscribed and contained

within the horizon of reduced thought and becomes rather 'pre-being'.

It needs the speech of the philosopher to bring it into being. It

summonS his speech as a question SummonS an anSwer.

In the later philosophy of both Husser I and Merleau-Ponty,

philosophy is presented as the enemy of what is today called 'closure'

and as the Vigilant guardian of an open space (or gate) on the horizon

of our tradition. It becomes a matter of keeping an open ear, of

listening for the voiceS of Silence drowned out by the noise of the
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already canst i t u t.ed , The vc rcea of a I l ence for whioh the phi losopher

listens, however, do not speak in an articulate language suoh that he

could pretend simply to r-ecor-d or translate an original text. The

philosopher must read, write, interpret. HiS speech does not efface

itself sim.ply to make present a Silence that is what it is on the

other Side of hiS speech. HiS 'language realizes, by breaking the

Silence, what the Silence wished and did not obtain,1l Marleau-Ponty

says. (VI, 176-7)

For" rier-Leaw-Pent y , t her-e are thus essentially two ways of

misconceiving philosophical expr-ass t on , The first would be to construe

it as the attempt to achieve adequation (or coincidence) with

pre-eXistent being. The speech of the philosopher would not penetrate

being out would remain ex t er-na l to it. It would not make a difference.

Indeed, to the extent that it did make a difference, it would fail to

achieve adequation, for its difference could only be a distorting one.

On thiS model, speech would have to efface itself in order to leave

its object 'pure' and "unmed i e-ted ", For Her-Leau-Pont.y , however,

phi losophical expreSSion dcea not mirror, coincide, or fuse with

something that is what it is without philosophy. The originating

speech of the phi losopher does not efface itself in order to present

something identical to itSelf on the other Side of speech. Originating

speech is a creation.

One would equally misconceive philosophical expression,

however, if one separated thiS creation from its ground, from the

pre-being its aeeke to expr-eee • Her-Leau-Penty indeed rejects a certain

model of adequation, but he does not abandon the goal of adequation
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altogether. To do So would be to reduce philosophy to the status of

groundless speech. In a working note, Merleau-Ponty writes:

Philosophy as creation, resting on itself--that cannot be the
final truth. For it would be a creation that sets as its goal
to express as Gebi Ide what is von selbst (the LebenswelO, that
therefore negates itself as pure creation .... What there is is a
creation that is called forth and engendered by the Lebenswelt
as operative, latent historicity, that prolongs it and bears
wi tness to it.' (VI, 174)

In returning to the Sources (or resources of speech) philosophical

expreSSion knows that it is indebted to something that has preoeded

it, to a ground of which it is an expression. There is indeed

something with which expression is obliged to accord and to be

faithful, but thiS something is not fully-formed to begin with. It

must be created.

This ambivalence is what Merleau-Ponty attempts to express when

he speaks of philosophical expreSSion as a 'creative adequation'.

Philosophy (insofar as it is originating) turns back upon what has

already been said in an attempt to uncover something more fundamental.

This fundamental, however, is not preformed such that the task of

expression would be to mirror or to coincide with it. To begin With,

it is a non-being (but a determinate non-being, a pre-being). It must

be expressed in order to come into being .. Merleau-Ponty writes:

Philosophy, precisely as 'Being speaking within us,'
expression of the mute experience by itself, is creation. A
creation that is at the Same time a reintegration of Being: for
it is not a creation in the sense of one of the commonplace
Gebilde that history fabricates: it knows itself to be a
Gebilde and wishes to surpass itself as pure Gebilde, to find
again its origin. It is hence a creation in the radical sense:
a creation that is at the Same time an adequation, the only way
to obtain an adequation. Being is what reqUires creation of us
for uS to experience it. (VI, 187)
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Philosophical expression knows that it is a creation, knows that it is

situated in a language and indeed a history of creation, but it also

knows itself as opening upon something that has not yet been caught in

speech, something that Will come into being only in being expressed.

Merleau-Panty continues; "Be i ng is what requires crea.tion of us for us

to experience it. e

Let uS focus this issue with reference to the problem of the

relationship between the Phenomenology and The Visible and the

Invisible. That there is difference or change between these texts is

undeniable~ In addition to his explicit statements about hiS

dissatisfaction with his earlier works, Marleau-Panty introduces a

whol~ new set of terms, a whole new vocabulary. He calls for a reform

of the very concepts that were operative in the early works.2~ He

proclaims hiS intention to "r-e mape o t and redefine the most

well-grounded notions, to create new ones, with new words to designate

them, to undertake a true reform of the understanding .••. • (VI, 3) How

ought we to interpret thiS change?

Two pOSSibilities suggest themselves. One could say that the

fact that the language is different is not important, that language is

only a necessary inconvenience for presenting a truth on the other

side of language. The world that Merleau-Ponty described in . The

ViSible and the InVisible is the 'same' as the world described in the

Phenomenology and the difference is only a nominal one. It is thiS

world, on the 'other' Side of all expression, that he sought to

achieve adequation with and to which his different works merely

'refer'. The other possibility would be to eliminate the 'referent'
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and to say that, 'there being nothing outside of the text', the world

described in each text is completely different.

Neither of these forced alternatives is satisfactory. The first

is to be rejected because it supposes that language and world can be

sharply separated, whereas Merleau-Ponty teaches the intertwining of

language and world. The second pOSSibility, however, is also to be

rejected. If Merleau-Ponty does not believe that one can meaningfully

talk about a world independent of language, he nevertheless believes

that the world is more than what has already been said. The world is

given to uS only through the mediation of language, but it also

exceeds our mediation. In its eXceSS or transcendence, however, the

world is not a thing in itself on the other side of our speech. ThiS

excesS l' thiS surplus of being, is given to us as a determinate gap on

the horizon of the constituted world, an indeterminate something that

will only come into being in being named.

One of the key terms in The ViSible and the InviSible is the

'flesh' (ia chair). The fact that he typically describes the flesh in

a series of negations is significant for us. For example, he writes:

"The flesh is not matter, is not mind, is not substance." (VI, 139)

Such negative determinations Signify that what he calls the 'flesh' is

being that has not yet been said in constituted speech. Indeed, he

says that "there is no name in traditional philosophy to deSignate

it." (Ibid., 139) The question we l"aiSe is t.h t s ; are we to believe

that the 'flesh' was 'already there' even before Merleau-Ponty gave it

a name in his philosophy? .
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'something' pre-existed its expresSion. He who

spoke of the flesh waS situated in a history. If the notion of the

flesh is born from a return to silence, this return to silence is not

a matter of eraSing everything that had already been said. In

determining the meaning of this notion, it would nat be extraneouS to

consider the philosophy he had studied, the books he had already

written, and even the fact that he waS a Catholic. To understand the

'flesh', it would be helpful to relate it to such notions as the

'intentional arc', 'physiognomy', 'style', and 'embodied meaning',

which were already formulated in the Phenomenology. Such echoes are

not suprising because, after all, it is in some sense· the 'same'

author who wrote each of these texts. Merleau-Ponty no doubt changed

from one text to the next, but he did not and could never eraSe the

history from which he spoke. One never speaks from a blank slate.

But neither does one speak from a slate upon which everything

that one will say is already written. As Merleau-Ponty says, 'one

speaks not only of what one knows, so as to set out a display of

it--but also of what one does not know, in order to know it .... Q (VI,

102) The fact that the notion of the flesh is created from something

should not deafen uS to what is new in this notion, or lead uS to

conclude that it is merely a different name for what is already there.

Indeed, if it were already there, why would the philosopher search for

new expressions? ~or Merleau-Ponty, as for Husserl, the philosopher is

a perpetual beginner who is constantly interrogating what has already

been said in order to uncover the spaces between the words, the gaps

of Silence. The deSire that drives the d·ialectic of expression and
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that keeps thought from basking in its aoquisitions digs beneath the

surface of constituted speech revealing that there is something more

yet to be said, something perhaps concealed in what has already been

said.

This 'something more' is at first experienced only as an excess

or surplus of what is lived over what has already been said, a

determinate gap, an open space. Through this opening the philosopher

catches the indeterminate outline of a strange being lurking in the

shadows, in the Silent Spaces between the words, a being that will

come out of hiding only when onB calls it by its name. AFar words and

language are not wrappings in which things are packed for the commerce

of those who speak and write. It is in the word, in language, that

things first come to be and are.B2~
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The idea of philosophical expression as creative adequation is

central to the project of The Visible and the Invisible.' Indeed,

reading retrospectively, thiS idea appears as the culmination of

Mer leau-Ponty 's philosophy. It echoes and resumeS a tortuous

ambivalence that had appeared even in his early works. What he says

about creative adequation, however, is far from satisfying. Certainly

he has provided nothing like a 'theory of philosophical eXpreSSion'.

One could excuse him for thiS on the grounds that The ViSible and the

InviSible is, after all, an unfinished work. Perhaps a fully developed

position, less vague and less ambivalent, would have been articulated

had the work been completed~ In any event, the failure to render the

idea of creative adequation clear and distinct would not necessarily

be reproachable according to Merleau-Ponty's own standards. For

Merleau-Ponty, it is those thoughts that cannot be eaSily consumed and

that leave something remaining to be thought that are most interesting

and important. He writes:

If there is an ideality, a thought that has a future in me,
that even breaks through my Space of consciousness and has a
future with the others, and finally, having become a writing,
has a future in every pOSSible reader, thiS can only be that
thought that leaves me with my hunger and leaves them with
their hunger, that betokens a generalized buckling of my

280
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landscape and opens it to the universal, precisely because it

is an unthought. Ideas that are too much possessed are no
longer ideas; I no longer think of anything when I speak
them. . .. (V I, 118-9)

Creative adequation would no doubt qualify as one of these thoughts

that, in virtue of its deviation from established standards, dbreaks

through the space of my consciouSness· and, With this opening, creates

a !!hunger ll
•

Indeed, what is said about several of the key ideas of The

ViSible and the Invisible--the flesh, wild being, silence, the

chiasm--leaves uS hungry. ThiS has to do with the incompleteness of

the meal, but also with the kind of cuiSine that is offered. In

general, Marleau-Panty's later writings are marked not only by an

increased emphaSiS upon language, but also by a change in the way that

he himself useS language. There is more frequent recourSe to

metaphors, for example, which often bear the burden of the analySiS.

His writing becomes much more indirect and allUSive. It is a style of

writing that, by the standards of traditional philosophy--the standard

of clarity and distinctness, for example--might well be judged a

failure because it is frequently vague, indeterminate, ambiguous, and

even paradoxical.

Marleau-Panty, however, makes a virtue out of what traditional

philosophy has deemed a vice. In hiS view, ideas that are clear and

distinct, I'that are too much possessed D
, that satiate us, are suspect

preCisely for reaSon of their clarity. Philosophy as Merleau-Ponty

conceives it, as the interrogation of what has already been said and

the effort to express wild being, must incorporate something of thiS
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wildness in its own uSe of language. Wild being discloses itself only

in wild language, in words that free, rather than Ucontain~. uThe

words most charged with philosophy," he says, "are not those that

contain what they say, but rather those that most energetically open

upon Being, because they more closely convey the life of the whole and

make our habitual evidence vibrate until they disjoin. u (VI, 102)

These 'energetic words' are groping words. They aim at an

indeterminate point beyond or beneath what has already been said. They

flirt precariously with non-sense because they venture beyond the

sense-legislating borders of constituted speech, beyond the safe

self-evidenoe of what has already been thought 'clearly and

distinctly·.2

These themes concerning a wild uSe of language arise again and

again in The Visible and the Invisible. With reference to a uSe of

language that would be a "manner of making the things themselves

speak,1l he writes:; !l It would be a language of which he [the

philosopher] would not be the organizer, words he would not assemble,

that would combine through him by virtue of a natural intertwining of

their meaning, through the occult trading of the metaphor--where what

counts is no longer the manifest meaning of each word and of each

image, but the lateral relations, the kinships that are implicated in

their transfers and their exchanges." (VI, 125) The words spoken of

here are words that have meanings not yet contained by leXicons, words

that do not have readily available meanings that could easily be

circumscribed in taming definitions. In an important sense, they are

words that have not yet been mastered, words that the philosopher has
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not ~organized~, words that uassemblel' in clandestine Dkinships~ other

than those Dmanifest~ ones over whioh he dominates. They are words

that bear a thought that is unthought.

It is mastery, the idea of a sovereign subject Can UorganizerB)

USing language as an instrument to dominate things and bring them to

order, that is being attacked in the above quoted passage and in so

many other similar passages in Meleau-Ponty's later writings. For the

later Merleau-Ponty, influenced by Heidegger, it is language that has

us, and not we who have language. The philosopher, if he is to

disclose wild being, must abdicate hiS Sovereignty (or illuSion of

sovereignty) and let himself be carried by a power that language has

over and above what he wilfully invests in it.

ThiS relinquishment of mastery, however, should not be

construed to mean that Merleau-Ponty eXcuSeS the philosopher from the

task and responsibility of making himself intelligible to others.

Merleau-Ponty does not reduce philosophy to the status of automatic

writing or license the philosopher to say just anything. Although he

believes that speech that is truly philosophical must risk itself, and

risk not being understood, understanding (and communication)

nevertheless remains the telos of speech for Merleau-Ponty. The

understanding for which the originating philosopher reaches, however,

is one that will be achieved only by transcending who one already is

and has become. On the other hand, one who speaks according to and

under the auspices of constituted speech can be sure of being

immediately understood, but such immediate understanding wins nothing

new and only confirms what we already know or believe we know.
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Ironically, mastery, or the illuSion or mastery, can be won only at

the price of a kind of slavishness to constituted speech. It is

secured only in the failure to ask fundamental questions and to take

risks.

Originating (constituting) speech is not simply different from

constituted speech, however. The speech of the lunatic or the idiot,

after all, breaks the rules and transgresses the normS. In addition to

being nominally different, originating speech knows that it is

different, and knows what it is different from. Cezanne transgressed

many rules, as all originating painters do, but he knew that he waS

breaking rules, and knew what rules he waS breaking. CreatiVity, in

speech as in painting, is not cr-ea t ion eX n ih i 10. It is in a

dialectical relation to constituted speech. It is not Simply a nominal

deviation from constituted speech; it is a self-conscious departure.

It begins with an interrogation of what has already been said in order

to write Some new things between the lines and in the margins.

The above remarks suggest what is perhaps the best way to oome

at the idea of creative adequation, namely, with reference to

Herleau-Ponty's divergenoe from what has already been said.

Herleau-Ponty, I have argued throughout thiS theSiS, is a supremely

rhetorical writer, a writer who defines hiS POSition with polemical

referenoe to others. He forges new paths by naVigating a spaoe in

between constituted POSitions, weighing upon them as markers by which

to keep hiS bearings. Descombes oorreotly identifies thiS as an

essential feature of what he oalls 'Herleau-Ponty's style'. "Whatever

the subject being broached,a Descombes writes, ~an antithesiS is
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sketched only to be rejected (Neither ... nor ... ).'" In order to follow

the path of Marleau-Panty's speech, it is necessary to keep an eye on

the "ne i t.her" and the "rior-" between which he moveS. What is the

Ii ne i t he r U and the Illnor" between which the ndea of creative adequation

naVigates a course?

On the one sid~, there is the 'traditional' view that

philosophy ought to achieve coincidence or adequation with something:

nature~ being, experience, the given. On thiS view, philosophical

expreSSion, in the best of cases, is 'a mirror of nature', as Rorty

puts it. The less language obtrudes, the better it ServeS its

mirroring function. Ideally, philosophy should present its object as

it woulld be, or would have been, before anyone eve~ spoke about it.

The corporeality of words is not Significant, Since words are merely

the external signs or accompaniment of ideas or reflectionS.

Ultimately, it is not with words but with ideas that the philosopher

has to do; ideas that are capable of mirroring precisely insofar as

they are devoid of empirical content, insofar as, like a mirror, they

have no surface and offer no resistance. The philosopher polishes his

ideas, makes them clear and distinct, so that they can better realize

their mirroring function and achieve adequation with something

'undistorted' by a point of View.

Merleau-Ponty rejeots thiS model of adequation because he views

language as something other than a mirror. He attends to the repressed

fact that the philosopher speaks, and sees in the philosopher's own

instance of speech a principle of non-coincidence or non-adequation.

For Merleau-Ponty, philosophy is indeed a return, but ·what it finds
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in thus returning to the sources, it says. It is itself a human

construction, and the philosopher knows very well that, whatever be

hiS effort, in the best of caSeS it will take its place among the

artefacts and products of culture, as an instance of them.' (VI, 102)

ThiS is another way of saying that the philosopher speaks from

somewhere, within a horizon that is not trcmsparent to him, a horizon

in virtue of which what is given as being transparent is given as

such, an inviSible in virtue of which there is something viSible. A

philosophy, because it muSt needs be incorporated in a language, can

always be dated, and ironically what the philosopher says about

eternal Being will take a place in the history of philosophy among

other dated sayings, some of which will be contradictory. A philosophy

is not a mirror held up to nature but a human construction, indeed a

human creation.

Marleau-Panty's critique of the notion of adequation, and the

view of language upon which it is based, is strikingly Similar both to

the post-analytic phi losophy of Richard Rorty and to the

deconstructive non-philosophy of Jacques Derrida. Rorty's critique of

the mirror idea and Derrida's critique of the metaphysics of presence

both take their cue from the fact that the philosopher is Someone who

speaks. In virtue of thiS fact or thiS facticity, of the corporeality

of hiS language, hiS philosophy is situated in a point of view. The

philosopher's inherence in a language is an embarraSSing reminder of

hiS facticity (or historicity) and gives the lie to the illuSion of a

position less or presupPositionless seeing. It subverts the traditional

philosopher's pretense to a pristine, unmediated presence.
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Merleau-Ponty (and phenomenology in general) has been grossly

misrepresented on these matters. Indeed, the vary view of adequation

that Mer 1eau-Ponty criticizes and rejects is often ascribed to him.

Descombes' critique of phenomenology, from the standpoint of

deccnatr-uct.r on , is a typical example of t h i s . He writes:

DBconstruction appears to denote a negative operation,
whereas description suggests the simple acceptance of the
given. In reality, the 'phenomenological positivism' of which
Merleau-Ponty speaks waS never 'the return to the things
themselves', nor the 'decision to confine oneself to the given'
which it claimed to be, for it is no ..ray given, like a fact
which would simply require description, that the given is given
'to a conSciousness', in a 'neatica-noematic correlation' etc.£

Descombes has misrepresented Mer I eau-Ponty 's Qphenomenological

pos i t Ivi sm'", For Merleau-Ponty, I have argued throughout thiS thesis,

Uthe return to the things themselves ll
, even in the early works, was

never a matter of a presuppositionless seeing, and the DgivenD waS

never something that could be described without point of view.

Indeed, if we take deconstruction in the Sense Descombes gives

it, Mer·leau-Ponty·s position on the idea of coincidence or adequation

with the given is itself deconstructive. 6 Speaking of deconstruction,

Descombes writes:

Such a programme is clearly critical, for the phi losophical
statement means to be, or would claim to be, governed by the
thing itself, and seeks only to make manifest the referent
which it invokes, to show it, or to 'allow it to exist;. But
the deconstruction of philosophical statements destroys thiS
illUSion, It is not because it reflects the thing itself,
thereby permitting the thing to declare itself to us, that the
statement is constructed the way it is. The statement is only
constituted in thiS way as a result of the constraints inherent
in philosophical discourse.?

Not only is this 'deconstructive analYSiS' of the philosophical

statement, directed against Merl eau-Ponty , compatible with what
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Marleau-Panty says, but he could have written it himself! Indeed it is

what hiS critique of adequation amounts to in so many words.

Herleau-Ponty does not need to be instruoted that 'the thing itself

addresses you through the ohannels of the philosophioal proposition."

Desoombes (and others whose voioes he eohoes) needs to be reminded of

Herleau-Ponty's oritique of unmediated aooess to the given and of

philosophioal expression as a self-effaoing mirror. He has missed the

human oonstruotion •..• [andJ

faot that

phi losophy

Herleau-Ponty

!liS itself a

rea 1ized, and indeed emphaSized, that

in the best of

oases will take its plaoe among the artefacts and produots of

oulture ..•• " (VI, 102)

Given the ambivalenoe in Merleau-Ponty's philosophy, hiS effort

to map out a territory between two apparently contradictory theses, it

is not Surprising that he has been misunderstood in this way. It is

true that he understands philosophy as being essentially a return, and

thiS metaphor lends itself to misinterpretation. He does not, however,

advocate a naive return of the sort that Descombes criticizes. On the

contrary, he criticizes such naivety. He does indeed advocate that we

return to the things themselves, but 'the things themselves' of whioh

he speaks are not given as suoh independently of our effort to express

them.

ThiS leads uS to the other position away from whioh

Her-Leau-Pcrrty steers a ccur-se , HiS affinities with deconstruction, and

with Rorty, beoome tenuous in that, risking the pOSSibility of being

misunderstood, he retains the 'given', the 'things themselves',

\experience', the 'return'. To be sure, he does not retain these
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things in a naive way, hut he does nevertheless retain them. He

realizes and even emphasizes that philosophy is a dated construct of

culture and not simply a mirror of some eternal Being and rejects

adequation in the Sense of mirroring, but he nevertheless finds

something in the idea of adequation worth preserving. Against

adequation as traditionally conceived, he appeals to the mediating

role of language and to the creativity involved in philosophical

expressicn. Against the oppOSite extreme of reducing philosophy to

statements and making of it a kind of groundless creativity, a

'bottomless chessboard', however, he appeals to adequation. It is

necessary to balance his critique of philosophy as adequation with his

critique of philosophy as a groundless creation.

Merleau-Ponty is speaking against the idea of grcundless

creativity when he says that philosophy 'addresses itself to that

compound of the world and of ourselves that precedes reflection,

because the eXamination of the significations in themselves would give

us the world reduced to our idealizations and syntax.' (VI, 102) He

retains the idea of adequation and brings it into play in his critique

of groundless creativity, because he is senSitive to something about

our existence, about "that compound of the world and of ourselves that

preoedes reflection,a that both sustains and exceeds what we have been

able to capture in our statements or our expressions~ Indeed, it is

thiS elUSive Something that fuels the deSire to express in the first

place.

Tc be Sure, thiS Something is not

other Side of all point of view and all

a thing in itself on the

language, and the teJos of
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It only properly comeS into being

through our effort of expression, as what resists us, and yet sustains

us, like the ground we walk upon. That there is no thing in itself

that language could reflect in a mirror image does not mean 9 however,

that we are left only with statements or things said. Our effort of

eXpression gropes toward. something indeterminate, something which has

not yet been captured in what has been said. The idea of expression

includes both the idea of something that engenders expression (the

pre-expressed or unexpressed, Silence) and of something that is

expressed or captured in the expression. Marleau-Panty wants to hold

both of these together.

On the one hand, he wants to avoid a rigid separation between

expression and the pre-expressed. He wants to avoid reifying the

pre-expressed and making of it something completely external to

expreSSion, something that has its identity independently of

expreSSion, a pristine presence. On the ather hand, however, he wants

to preServe a difference between expreSSion and the pre-expressed, the

idea of something transcendent to what is expressed. For

Marleau-Panty, eXpreSSion is not groundless, although its ground is

not fulRy determinate such that expreSSion could be its mirror image.

In the final analysis, the ground is an Abgrund. If we cut expreSSion

off from its ground, from what expreSSion returns upon in deSire, from

the life-world, we are left with a Kworld reduced to our idealizations

and syntax.' (VI, 102) The world loses its transcendence and its

mystery.
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Far Marleau-Panty, it is a vague experience of something not

yet said, something that resists our clear and distinct ideas, that

awakens in us the desire, and indeed the need, to speak. If thiS

desire, thiS vou l o i r dire, is left out of account, it becomes

difficult to understand not only what speech opens onto, but also why

anyone should speak at all. For the interrogating eye or the perked

ear, the world exists in the interrogative mood, pregnant with words

waiting to be delivered. It is a life-world, a world not Simply given,

but alive under our feet and under our express statements. If the

originating philosopher speaks, it is to respond to a barely audible

ques t i en posed by the whispering voices of the things themselves. We

conclude thiS theSiS with a passage from The Visible and the

Invisible, which Some will no doubt find unsatisifying because of the

ambivalence it leaves uS with, but which, in its ambivalence,

expresses what is perhaps most essential in the philosophy of

Mer I eau-Ponty:

What would there be to say if there eXisted nothing but things
said? It is the error of the Semantic philosophies to close up
language as if it spoke only of itself: language lives only
from silence; everything we cast to the others has germinated
in thiS great mute land which we never leave. But, because he
has experienced within himself the need to speak, the birth of
speech as bubbl ing up at the bottom of hiS mute experience, the
philosopher knows better than anyone that what is lived is
lived-spoken .... (VI, 125-8)
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PREFACE

1. It should be noted that Marleau-Ponty's attitude toward the
term 'metaphysicS' changes, perhaps occasioned by the influence of
Heidegger's later writings. In Merleau-Ponty's early works, it is not
used perjoratively, as it is here4 For example, see "MetaphysicS and
the Novel" and 'The Metaphysical in Man" in Sense and Non-Sense.

INTRODUCTION: READING MERLEAU-PONTY

1. ThiS expreSSion originates with Roland Barthes. See "The Death
of the Author", in The Rustle of Language, trans. Richard Howard (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1886). Barthes' meaning is quite clear from the
following passage:

To assign an Author to a text is to impose a brake on it, to
furniSh· it with a final Signified, to close writing .... once the
author is found, the text is explained ....we must reverSe the
myth--the birth of the reader must be requited by the death of
the author. (pp. 53-4)

2. For example, Merleau-Ponty writes:
The words and turns of phrase needed to bring my Significative
intention to expreSSion recommend themselves to me, when I am
speaking, only by what Humboldt called innere Sprachform (and
our contemporaries call Wortbegriff) , that is, only by a
certain style of speaking from which they arise and according
to which they are organized without my having to represent them
to myself. (S, 88)

3. If the author is conceived as the master of his text and in
total control of all its pOSSible meaning, and if the reader is
conceived as passively reoording what is 'already there', then
Merleau-Ponty antioipates both 'the death of the author' and the
'birth of the reader'. His reading of Husserl (by certain standards a
mis-reading), for example, attests to hiS view that there is an
element of 'oreativity' in all textual interpretation. He would no
doubt protest, however, that Barthes gives the reader an unrestrained
creativity. For Marleau-Panty, reading is indeed creative, but it must
nevertheless seek to be faithful to the author's meaning, granted that
thiS meaning is not something that the author oould ever totally
oontrol.

In Michel Fouoault's works, the 'death of the author' appears
from a very different angle than in Barthes. In streSSing the
effeotive history at work in textual produotion, Fouoault goes too far
in the direction of reducing the author, the experience of oreativity
involved in authorship, to a mere effeot of impersonal prooesses. See
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UWhat is an Author 5
, in Language. Counter-Memory, Practise, ad. Donald

F. Bouchard, trans. Donald Bouohard and Sherry Simon (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1877). Unlike Barthes, Fouoault shows no regard for
the distinction between constituting and constituted speech.
Harleau-Panty's notion of expression f I believe, manages to
inoorporate what is valuable in the attaok upon the author without
reduoing the author to the status of an effeot of language.

4. Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight
Hollingdale (Middlesex: Penguin Books
World' at last Beoame a Myth", p. 41.

of the Idols, tranS. R. J.
Lt.d , , 186B), "How the 'Real

6. Eugene Bertoldi, for example, seeS an inconsistency between
Merleau-Ponty's use of dialectio, on the one hand, and hiS claimed
allegiance to phenomenology, on the other. Aooording to Bertoldi,
dialectic proceeds by meanS of a critical eXamination of stated
POSitions on some subject, whereas phenomenology dispenses with such
mediation and goes directly to 'the things themselves'. He argues that
Her-Leau-Porrty r s use of dialectic is reproachable in "a work that
presented itself as a development of Husser I ian phenomenology, a style
of philosophy that olaimed to return to the things themselves, that
c l a i med to be dedicated to neu.tral izing any pre-conceived manner of
investigating problems in favour of a radioal and faithful desoription
of what appears. II ITime in the Phenomenology of Perception-, Dialogue
Vol. XII I, no. 4, 1874, pp. 781-2. The aSsumption here is that
phenomenology reqUires uS to prescind from things said, advocating
instead that we seek direct access to ·what appears·. To be sure, thiS
conception of phenomenology--which is shared by deconstructionists,
who go on to criticize it for being naive--can be justified on a
certain reading of Husserl. It is not, however, how Marleau-Panty
oonoeives phenomenology (nor is it how he reads Husserl), I argue that
hiS cc:mception of phenomenology, and to a lesser extent Husserl's, is
itSelf more sophisticated, if somewhat ambiguouS.

When I use the term 'dialectical' to desoribe Merleau-Ponty
style of philosophizing, I mean that he approaches a given subject
matter with reference to what others have said about it. Since in most
caSes he is critical of what others have said, and articulates his own
POSition in opposition to other positions, dialectics amounts to much
the Same thing as polemios,

6. The 'detraotors' I have in mind here are deoonstructionists.
Derrida, for example, writes: 'And contrary to what
phenomenology--whioh is always phenomenology of peroeption--has tried
to make uS believe, contrary to what our desire cannot fail to be
tempted to believe, the thing itself always escapes,' Speech and
Phenomena, trans. David B. AlliSon (Evanston: Northwestern University
Press, 1873), p. 104. If thiS remark, as SeemS likely, is direoted
against Mer I eau-Ponty, then Derrida misrepresents Merleau-Ponty's
concept t en of phenomenology and hiS prl.macy of peroeption thesis.
Merleau-Ponty, I shall argue, never believed that we could aohieve
~nmediated presenoe "to the thing itself' or that peroeptual
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eXperienoe is something that would be simply 'given' to refleotion in
full presence. If what Derrida argues against is indeed orthodox
phenomenology, then Merleau-Ponty is not orthodox and is as critical
of orthodoxy as is Derrida. Nancy Holland has stated thiS case well:
'Much of what Merleau-Ponty says, in The Phenomenology of Peroeption
[Sic], denies any primacy to, or often any possibility of, presence.
In thiS respect, Merleau-Ponty's work often seemS to foreshadow some
of the criticisms Derrida himself makes of traditional phenomenology."
~Merleau-Ponty on Presence: A Derridian Reading-, in Research in
Phenomenology, Vol. XVI, 1886, pp. 111-2.

CHAPTER 1: THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL HERITAGE

1. The biographical details of Merleau-Ponty's encounter with
phenomenology are well known and so I will not recount them here. See,
for example, Robert M. Friedman, "The Formation of Merleau-Ponty's
Philosophy", Philosophy Today, Winter 1973, Vol. 17, pp , 272-8.
Certainly there were other important influences, Hegel, Heidegger, and
Marx to name the more obvious ones, but I have chosen to focus on
Husserl because he is Marleau-Panty's major partner in conversation
throughout hiS authorship, hiS alter ego, so to speak. Merleau-Ponty
keeps coming back to Husserl, interpreting him and reinterpreting him.
Indeed, one could plot the development of Merleau-Ponty's thought
with reference to hiS successive reinterpretations of Husserl. To a
certain extent, this is what I do in thiS thesis.

2. See, for example, Edmund Husserl's Logical Investigations,
trans. J.N. Findlay (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1870), Vol. 1.,
p. 252.: "Meanings inspired only by remote, confused, inauthentic
intuitions--if by any intuitions at all--are not enough: we must go
baok to the 'things themselves',

Husserl says much the same thing, albeit in a different
context, in RPhilosophy as Rigorous Science", in PhenomenoloEv and the
Crisis of Philosophy, trans. Quentin Lauer (New York: Harper and Row
Publishers Inc., 1965), p. 86-7. "In the epoch of vigorous reaction
against Scholaticism the war cry was: 'Away with empty word analyses!
Back to experience, to seeing, which alone can give our words senSe
and rational justification.' Very much to the pcint! But what then are
the things? And what sort of experience is it to which we must return
in psychology?'

3. What Merleau-Ponty, with Kierkegaard, calls 'objectiVism' or
'objective thought', usually comprehends both 'empiricism' and
'intellectual ism'. In some plaoes, however, he uses the terms
'objectivism' and 'objective thought' more restrictively as
approximate equivalents of 'empiricism' (for example, see PhP, 443).
Charles Flynn, for example, follows thiS latter usage. I quote the
folloWing passage from Flynn both because it clarifies thiS usage and
because it is an excellent statement of Marleau-Panty's position:
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In the Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty again
elaborates hiS own position against the background of a
presentation and critique of objectivism and intellectualism,
empiricism and idealism. What he accomplishes by thiS procedure
is to show that the positions at the opposite poles of the
philosophical spectrum share one common assumption, namely, the
determinancy of being. In their analyses of perception, both
objectivism and intellectualism relegate the ambiguity of the
perceived world, the trailing off of objects into an indefinite
horizon, to the status of appearance .... Being is itself
determinate, it is merely for us that there is ambiguity,
indeterminancy, horizons. DTextualityand the Flesh: Derrida
and Merleau-Ponty", Journal of the British Society for
Phenomenology, Vol. IS, no. 2, May 1984, p. 173.

While this usage
'objectivism' or
both of the terms

has Some textual
'objective thought'
Flynn opposes.

justification, prefer to USe
as blanket terms encompassing

4. In Edmund Husserl, The Cr'isis of the European Sciences, trans.
David Carr (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1970). (Hereafter
Crisis.) See esp. p. 292 on the concept of objectivism, which tends to
have a more restricted meaning for Husserl than it does for
Merleau-Ponty.

5. Merleau-Ponty himself uSeS a number of terms almost
interchangeably, e.g. 'eXistence', 'experience', 'being-in-the-world',
'Iife-world', 'the phenomenal field'.

6. John Bannan, The Philosophy of Merleau-Ponty (New York:
Harcourt, 8race and World Inc., 1967), pp. 3-4.

7.
but
our

To be sure, the meaning
such difference in meaning
purposes.

of the terms is not exactly the same,
as may obtain is not Significant for

General Introduction to Pure Phenomenology,
(New York: Collier Books, 1962). (Hereafter

8. E. Husser I, .-"I7d",e",a"s"":'-'='='-::-=-:-'-"-::~':"''''-'''"''-''=--''';'--'-'''':-='='~''''':7'''''''-':!5L
trans. W.R. Boyce Gibson
Ideas.)

9. Concerning the issues involved in distinguishing between the
apache and the reduction t See Richard Schmitt, uHusserI's
Transcendental-Phenomenological Reduction" in Phenomenology: The
Philosophy of Edmund Husserl and Its Interpretation, ed. Joseph J.
Kocklemans (Garden City: Doubledayand Company Inc., 1967), esp. p.
61.

10. What Husser I calls the 'natural
mapped cnto the diSCUSSion of 'actual
Rigorm.lS Sciences.

attitude'
reality'

could be roughly
in "Phi losophy as
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11. Suoh analysis is already on the way to 'teleologioal-historioal
reflection' .

12. Carr maintains that the natural attitude, as discussed in
IdeaS, is an exp l t c i t l y t heor-et t ca I attitude Csee translator's
Introduotion in CriSiS, p. xxxiX), and gives a textual reference in
support of thiS olaim. While [agree that the partioular passage that
Carr refers to lends itself to thiS interpretation CBoyce Gibson, in
his English translation [po 45J, SeemS to interpret it thiS way), I
believe that overall the Ideas does not Support thiS interpretation.
Chapter 3 is especially relevant in thiS regard. "or example, Husser 1
wr i tes: I:l But the na t ure 1 world, the wor 1din the ord i nary sense of the
word, is conetan tly there for ",e, so 1ong as Iii ve natura 11y and look
in its direction. I am then at the 'natural standpoint l

, .hich is just
another way of stating the same thing.' Cldeas, 84) In thiS passage,
Husserl seems to be saying that the natural attitude (standpoint) is
pre-theoretical. ThiS oonolusion Cand other passages could be adduced
in its favour) is also supported by 'circumstantial evidenoe'. If the
natural attitude were indeed an explicitly theoretical attitude, then,
folloWing Husserl's logic, it should have oome under the philosophiC
epoohe. ThiS epoohe alone should be suffiCient to put thiS attitude
out of play. In Ideas, Husser 1 does not grant the philosophio epoohe
this much range, however.

I grant Carr that the natural attitude is not neutral with
respect to theory, but I believe that its theory is only 'implioit'.
If one begins to reflect and to disclose what is presupposed in thiS
attitude, the explicit theory that emerges is roughly what is called
'naive realism'. In a sense, thiS theory has been present from the
beginning as presupposed, but it has not been made explioit. ThiS is
how Merleau-Ponty interprets the matter. He writes:

The natural attitude really beoomes an attitude--a tiSSue of
judicatory and propOSitional acts--only when it becomes a
naturalistio theSiS. The natural attitude itself emerges
unsoathed from the complaints which can be made about
naturalism, because it is ·prior to all thesis,- because it is
the mystery of a 'eltthesiS prior to all theses. It is, Husserl
says in another connection, the mystery of a primordial faith
and a fundamental and original opinion CIJrglaube, IJrdoxa) which
are thus not even in prinCiple translatable in terms of olear
and distinct knowledge, and whioh--more ancient than any
-attitude U or ·point of view9--gives us not a representation of
the world but the world itself, CS, 163)

13. Husserl says the follOWing about hiS own brand of what he oalls
'phenomenological idealism':

Its sale task and service is to clarify the meaning of thiS
world, the precise sense in which everyone acoepts it, and with
unden i ab l e right, as really eXisting. That it exists--given as
it is as a universe out there in an experience that is
continuous, and held persistently together through a thread of
w t deepr-ead unanimity--that is: quite indubitable. (Ideas, 111),
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University Press, 1887), p. 147.
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AnalYSiS of His PhenomenolosY~ trans.
E. Embree (Evanston: Northwestern

overture.

15.
the
I I I

See
Crisis
stands

the quotation from
in Carr's footnote
in relation to the

the appendix tc the German editicn in
on p. 102. According to Husserl, Part
first two parts as an opera does to an

16. P. Ricoeur, Husser I , pp. 145-8.

17. D. Carr,
xxxv ii-xxxv iii.

Translator's introduction to the Crisis, pp ,

18. Ib rd . , p . XXXii.

19.
York:

Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method,
The Seabury Press, 1875), p. 245.

trans. anonymously (New

20. In addition to the verSion of thiS 'story' in the Crisis, see
also Husserl's Formal and Transcendental Logic, trans. Dorion Cairns
(The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1868). The entire
introduction is relevant, but esp_ p. 5.

21. "Rather it is ontically distinguished by the fact that, in its
very Being, that Being is an issue for it. D Hartin Heidagger, Being
and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: Harper
and Row, 1982), H12, p.32.

22 In thiS light the fundamental humanism behind Husserl's
philosophical project is most apparent. The relationship between
phenomenology and humanism is elCpressed by David M. Levin, "Husserl's
Notion of Self-EVidence" in Phenomenology and Philosophical
Understanding, ed. Edo Pivcevic (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1875):

Phenomenology for Husser I is a guardian of philosophical
humanism. And self-evidence is the touchstone for thiS
humanism •••• at the same time that we gain a deeper
understanding of ontology and discover procedures for extending
our acquaintance with the objects of the world, we shall come
to recognize in the phenomenological evidence of these objects
the uniquely human contribution to the textures and
trajectories of our world. Phenomenology thus facilitates a
deeper and more subjectively meaningful installment of man in
the midst of this objective world. Through phenomenology we are
offered the chance to recognize what is reflected in and, in
effect, released by, the evidence of our intended objects; our
most primitive power to mean, our power to bestow meaning. We
are offered the chance, finally, to recognize ourselves, (78-7)
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28. Rico6ur views the function of these historical refleotionS from
a psychoanalytic perspective: 'The aim of the entire history of
philosophy is the catharSiS of the sick modern spirit.' In Husserl, p.
187.

24. Husserl's discuSSion of the falsification of the life-world is
strikingly similar to the falsification of 'this world' Nietzsche
describes in TWilight of the Idols, 'How the 'Real World' at last
Became a Myth', pp. 39-41. For both Husser I and Nietzsche, the
immediately perceived and experienced world has been surreptitiously
displaced by a construction or idealization that has become
hypostatized as the 'real world'. In order to 'break its spell', each
shows that thiS supposedly eternal world has a history. In tracing the
history of the 'real world', Husser I at the same time brings the
life-world out of concealment, Since this history leads back to the
life-world as its hidden ground.

25. For another very interesting perspective on thiS issue, see
Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on
Knowledge, trans. Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis:
UniverSity of Minnesota Press, 1984), esp. pp. 27-31. Lyotard points
out that the scientist, when called upon to explain or 'legitimate'
hiS own activity, must needs have recourSe to a narrative (i.e.
life-world) mode of accounting which, according to hiS own standards
of knowledge, does not and ought not to have any cognitive force.

28, H, Gadamer, 'The Phenomenological
Hermeneutics, trans. David E. Lings
California Press, 1878), pp. 151-2.

Movement
(Berkeley:

in Philosophical
University of

27. H, Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 218. The following passage is
also revealing: ·Using a conscious counter-formulation against a
concept of the world that includes the universe of what can be made
objective by science, Husser I calls thiS phenomenological concept of
the world 'life-world', i.e the world in which we are immersed in the
natural attitude that never becomes for uS an object as such, but that
conStitutes the pre-given baSiS of all experience.' (Ibid.)

28. E. Husser I , Experience and Judgement, rev. and ed. Ludwig
Landgrebe, trans. James S. Churchill (Evanston: Northwestern
UniverSity Press, 1973). I am indebted to David Carr for pointing out
some of the ambiguities that the following analysis attempts to
clarify. See "History, Phenomenology, and Reflection' in Dialogues in
Phenomenology, ed. Don Ihde and Richard M. Zaner (The Hague: Martinus
Nijhoff, 1875). Also See: 'Husserl's Problematic Concept of the
Life-World' in Husserl: EXDositions and Appraisals, ed. Frederick
Elliston and Peter McCormick (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame
Press, 1977). I diverge from Carr on the following point: according to
Carr, the ambiguity under diSCUSSion occurS primarily between the
CriSiS and Experience and Judgement, whereas in my view the ambiguity
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already occurs within the Crisis, although it is certainly underscored
by comparing the two texts.

28. The ambiguity here arises, at least partly, out of Husserl's
rhetorical situation. When he argues against science, he presents the
life-world as being an immediate evidence. l t, is what is 'given't
whereas the objective world is not and could not be given. When he is
not arguing against science, however, the 'given' turns out to be more
problematic and less evident than it seemed to be at first. ThiS Same
rhetorically motivated ambiguity arises in Merleau-Ponty, as I shall
later argue <chapter 6, section 3).

30. D. Carr, "History, Phenomenology, and Reflection", p. 164.

31. The same ambiguity that we encountered in Husserl's discuSSion
of the life-world repeats itself with respect to his discussion of the
pre-given world. Does Husser I mean that science actually penetrates
the pre-given world such that we actually experience the world in its
light, or is he making the less bold claim that it is only at the
reflective level of how we understand our experience that conceptual
systems are effective, our experience being what it is no matter how
we understand it? As is evidenced by a number of contradictory texts,
he seemS to want to have it both ways here as well. I believe that, if
forced to choose, Husserl would probably choose the former. At least,
this seems to be more consistent with his overall project. If the
contrary were true, for example, the distinction he makes between the
life-world and the pre-given world would collapse. There are, however.
texts that could be adduced in favour of the latter option. Husser I
writes that the dominance of science is such that awe understand every
individual datum of our experience in its light. u (8xperience and
Judgement, 43) By itself thiS text is ambiguous with respect to the
question I am raiSing. He goes on to say, however, that ftthis
exper-tence in its immediacy knows neither exact space nor objective
time and causality". <Ibid.) This would seem to imply that "experience
in its immediacyn is not itself modified by scientific concepts,
although the way we understand it is. Experience, the pre-given world.
is what it is regardless of the conceptual system that is dominant in
any given culture.

32. Carr praises Merleau-Ponty as Someone
ambiguities in Husserl's writing's that I
takes the idea of historically mediated
writes:

ThiS idea of historically mediated reflection,
incidentally, is found in practise--though it is not dwelt upon
in such a tortured way. in the work of Merleau-Ponty. Like the
early Husserl he often seemS to be saying that we must Simply
turn our backs on historically derived conceptualization and go
directly to the world as we live it. Yet his phenomenological
descriptions always emerge from a dialectical critique of what
he calls ~intellectualismR and nempiricism ft

, which constitutes
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the
and

Carr's characterization of the ambivalence in Merleau-Ponty's
philosophy concerning Ilhistorioally mediated refleotion H

, on the one
hand, and "direot- experience, on the other, is an excellent statement
of the problem my interpretation of Merleau-Ponty grapples with.

33. H. Gadamer, "The Science of the Life-World', in Philosophical
HermeneutiCS, p. 180,

CHAPTER 2: TRADITIONAL PREJUDICES AND THE RETURN TO PHENOMENA

1. In the Translator's Introduction to The Structure of BehaVior,
John Wild writes of Merleau-Ponty: 'he waS certainly unaffected by the
seinmystik which underlies thiS work [Being and TimeJ, by its lack of
concern for contemporary science, and by its neglect of perception and
the human body. One cannot imagine Heidegger engaging in the careful
study and criticism of Gestalt and Freudian psychology with which thiS
work begins. D eSB, Xi ii,)

2. Merleau-Ponty often USes these labels without reference to any
philosopher in particular. For a more detailed diSCUSSion of these two
pOSitions, see Adrian Mirvish, "Marleau-Panty and the Nature of
Philosophy", in Phi losophy and Phenomenological Research, Vol. XLI I I,
no 4., June 1883.

3. The baSiS for the contrast between explanation and description
here is not that the former is encumbered by prejudiceS while the
latter is somehow neutral or free of all prejudice. For Merleau-Ponty,
anything that can be said is 'theory-laden'. HiS quarrel is with the
particular prejudiceS that inform what he calls 'explanation'.
Explanation, for Marleau-Panty, signifies the assumption of a certain
set of prejudiceS, and usually haS the sense of 'causal explanation'.
(See PhP, 7n., for example) To explain something is to show it as tne'
r-eau 1t of a causa 1 eha in. Deacr- ipt ion, on the o t.herv-hand , .pr-eso inds
from questions of causality and dwells upon ,the immanent meaning of
the phenomenon. ThiS does not mean that description is without
prejudiceS, but only that it does not have the objectionable
prejudiceS held by 'causal thinking'.

4. Merleau-Ponty differentiates between ancient and modern
science 1 and it is modern science against whioh he directs hiS
polemic. Indeed he says that "for the most part Aristotle'S phYSicS is
only a description of the perceived world ... ". (S8, 144) In some
respects 1 Merleau-Ponty's return is a return to Aristotlian common
Sense.
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5. For a oomplementary discusSion of the interrelation between
prejudice and experience, see Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1870), esp.
Chapter X, "Revolutions as Changes of World View". For example: "What
a man SeeS depends both upon what he looks at and also upon what hiS
previous Visual-conceptual experience has taught him to sae. a (113)

6. Marleau-Panty writes: Bit is natural for consciousness to
misunderstand itself precisely because it is consciousness of things. D

(SB, 218-20) It is revealing to compare this early text with the
following text from The Visible and the Invisible, which also
addresses the 'blindness of consciousness'.

What it [consciousness] does not see it does not see for
reasons of principle, it is because it is consciousness that it
does not see. What it does not see is what in it prepares the
vision of the rest (as the retina is blind at the point where
the fibers that will permit the vision spread out into it).
What it does not see is what makes it see, is its tie to Being,
is its corporeity, are the eXistentials by which world becomes
viSible, is the flesh wherein the object is born. It is
inevitable that consciousness be mystified, inverted, indirect,
in principle it sees the things through the other end•• ,. (248)

7. For an excellent oommentary on the texts I refer to here, see
John Sallis, Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings, (Pittsburgh:
Duquesne Universi ty Press, 1873), pp . 53~4.

8. On the same matter, Merleau-Ponty also writes: "The
psychologist's hybrid way of thinking always runs the risk of
reintroducing into the description relationships belonging to the
objective world." (PhP, 16) William James refers to this 'hybrid way
of thinking" as "the psychologist's fallacy", which he describes as
follows: "Naming our thought by its own objects, we almost all of uS
aSSume that as the objects er-e , so too the thought must be. The
thought of several distinct things can only consist of several
distinct bits of thought, or 'ideas'; that of an abstract or universal
object can only be an abstract or universal idea. p The Principles of
Psychology (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1850), Vol. 1., p.
185. The entire seotion titled "The Sources of Error in Psychology" is
relevant (184-B).

8. Marleau-Ponty also writes: "The edge of the visual field is not
a real line. Our visual field is not neatly out out of our objective
world, and is not a fragment with sharp edges like the landscape
framed by the window •••• When we reach the limits of the visual field,
we do not pass from viSion to non-viSion: the gramophone playing in
the next room, and not expressly seen by me, still counts in my visual
field." (PhP, 277)

10. The examples given in
instructive with respect to this

the following
paint: uA wooden

passage are very
wheel placed on the
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ground is not, for sight, the same thing as a wheel bearing a load. A
body at rest because no force is being exerted upon it is again for
sight not the same thing as a body in which oppoSing forces are in
equilibrium. The light of a candle changes its appearance for a child
when, after a burn, it steps attracting the child's hand and becomes
literally repulsive," (PhP, 52)

11. It is striking how much Merleau-Ponty's views on language
converge with and indeed echo hiS views on perception. On hiS
analysis, the word, like the phenomenon, is not a punctual unit, the
meaning of which is det~rmined in relation to Some referent. In the
Phenomenology (and thus even before he had made a serious study of
Saussure), hiS view is that a given word has meaning in relation to
other words in its immediate context or co-present in the larger
horizon of language. In my view, Gestalt psychology did for the study
of perception what Saussurian linguistics did for the study of
language: it showed that perception is 'diaoritical'. Gestalt
psychology freed the study of the phenomenon from its alleged referent
in the objective world and in the space of thiS 'reduction' showed
that the meaning of a given phenomenon is a function of its
relationships with and differences from other phenomena.

12. What Merleau-Ponty, in the context of his discussion of
perception, perjoratively refers to a8 'interpretation', is not what
hermeneuticist's mean by this term. In hermeneutics, interpretation
means that the meaning of the 'object' (the thing, the text, etc.) is
always given in light of a certain point of view or within the horizon
of prejudices. The 'seer~ is implicated in the 'seen'. Merleau-Panty
is a decidedly hermeneutical writer in thiS Sense.

13 The concept of hyle in Husserl's early writings (Ideas)
unWittingly implicated him in the CarteSian dualism that Merleau-Ponty
attacks. Husser I later 'abandoned' this concept, but one wonders to
what extent terms like 'perception', 'experience', and the
'life-world', terms that deSignate an ultimate ground or evidence,
carry forward its sense.

14. Descartes is of course correct that we can be mistaken in our
perception, and indeed it is the experience of being mistaken that the
dualism of sensibility and intellect is constructed to account for,
For Descartes, if we are mistaken about something perceived, it is
only because we misjudge what is 'really there', because the intellect
jumps to a conclUSion that is not warranted by the premises given by
the senseS. For Merl eau-Ponty , however, the fact that we can be
mistaken is 'explained' with reference to the ambiguity of phenomena,
to the fact that as given they are often vague and indeterminate. The
discovery that we have been mistaken about something only occurS in
light of incompatible future perceptions that rule our earlier
perception out of court. For Her- l eau-Ponty perception is a lways based
on the faith that future perceptions will accord with and thus confirm
our present ones. A 'mistaken' perception is no less a perception than
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it is only from the standpoint of other
subject to revision, that the 'judgement' of
into play.

15. It is important to stress that constitution, in the
phenomenological sense, does not operate upon neutral senSe-data. An
example from Herleau~Ponty's analysis of the meaning of the gesture
may be helpful here. In "The "ilm and the New Psychology",
Marleau-Panty reveals some interesting connections between the study
of film and Gestalt psychology's analysis of perception. A film, he
argues, is not a suc~essiQn of disparate images but a Utemporal
gestalt". He articulates this pOint with reference to the following
experiment:

One day Pudovkin took a close~up of HOSjoukin with a completely
impassive expreSSion and projected it after showing: first, a
howl of soup, then, a young woman lying dead in her coffin,
and, last, a child playing with a teddy-bear. The first thing
noticed was that Mosjoukin seemed to be looking at the bowl,
the young woman, and the child, and next one noted that he waS
looking pensively at the diSh, that he wore an expression of
sorrow when looking at the woman, and that he had a glowing
smile for the child. The audience waS amazed at hiS variety of
expression although the Same shot had actually been used all
three times and was, if anything, remarkably inexpreSSive. The
meaning of a shot therefore depends on what precedes it in the
movie, and thiS succession of SceneS creates a new reality
which is not merely the Sum of its parts. (SN, 54)

What is said of the still shot can also be said of the gesture. A
gesture is not in the first place an isolated happening in a void. It
occurs in a certain setting or against a certain background that
informs its meaning. It is configured (that is, constituted) in a
total gestalt. The Same gesture can therefore have a different meaning
in different contexts. The fault of classical analysis is to abstract
the gesture from the intentional context in which it is embedded. To
understand a gesture is also to understand the context in which it is
in an intentional relation witb other things concurrently happening.
If intentionality in its proper Sense meanS that consciousness is
'consciouSness of' something, in the oase of the gesture one could say
that the gesture is a 'gesture of' or at least 'at' something, and
this something figures in the oonstitution of the meaning of the
gesture.

16. Eugene Gendlin, "Expressive Meanings", in An Invitation to
Phenomenology, ed. James Edie (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, Inc., 1965),
p. 243.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW

1. ThiS attempt
course a disguised
itself a prejudice,
against prejudice'.

to be objective--to
point of view. The
a species of what

be without prejudice--is of
concept of 'objectivity' is

Gadamer calls the 'prejudice

2. Merleau-Ponty writes: "The philosopher describes sensations and
their substratum as one might the fauna of a distant land--without
being aware that he himself perceives, that he is the perceiving
subject and that perception as he lives it belies everything that he
says of perception in general." (PhP, 207)

3. Merleau-Ponty says that objective thought "severs the link
which unites the thing and the embodied subject." (PhP, 320)
Behaviorism is a particular way of severing thiS link. The ulink B

spoken of here is what Merleau-Ponty attempts to make comprehensible
with the notion of the 'intentional arc'.

4. Merleau-Ponty defines form as follows: "We will say that there
is form whenever the properties of a system are modified by every
change brought about in a single one of its parts and, on the
contrary, are conserved when they all change while maintaining the
same relationship among themselves." (S8, 47) Music is an excellent
example. The 'same' note in two different melodies may not be
recognized as such depending on what else is happening around the note
in each piece. Similarly "the Same melody can be played two times
without the two versions having a single common element if it has been
transposed. m (SB, 87) Elsewhere, he writes: -The form is a ViSible or
sonorouS configuration Cor even a configuration which is prior to the
distinction of the senses) in which the sensory value of each element
is determined by its function in the whole and varies with it ..••This
same notion of form will permit us to describe the mode of existence
of the primitive objects of perception. They are lived as realities,
we have said, rather than known as true objects." (S8, 168)

5. Merleau-Ponty is sensitive to the charge that such desoriptions
of animal behavior as he gives are 'anthropomorphio'. In a revealing
passage, which raises problems beyond the scope of our present
analysis, he qualifies hiS descriptions with an "as if 8

• He writes:
BehaViors reveal a sort of prospective actiVity in the
organism, as if it were oriented toward the meaning of certain
elementary Situations, as if it entertained familiar relations
with them, as if there were an liS priori of the organism ll

,

priVileged conducts and laws of internal eqUilibrium which
predisposed the organism to certain relations with its milieu.
At thiS level there is no question yet of a real self-awareness
or of intentional actiVity. Moreover, the organism~s



prospective oapability is exercised only
and depends on precise, local conditions.

within defined limits
(PriP. 4)
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A good part of The Structure of Behavior is devoted to distinguishing
animal behavior (the 'vital order') and human behavior (the 'human'
order) on the basis of a distinction between sign and symbol. See esp.
pp. 145-184.

8. Husserl tends to conoentrate on the gaze that merely beholds,
as opposed to 'sight' in the SenSe of what Heidegger calls
lI c i r c ums p e c t i o n K (for example, 8810£ and Time, H68, p. 98). Ricoeur
has argued that HUBBerl's analyses were overly prejudiced in favour of
the analysis of 'objectifying acts', and that Husserl is therefore
weak on the volitional or practical dimension of seeing. In Ricouer's
view, thiS is true even of hiS later works: llHiS last philosophy, at
the time of the KrisiS, is much more centred on the problem of
perception and the 'Lebenswelt'j it is more concerned with a 'view'
than with a theatre of action. To the end, the phenomenology of
Husserl remains an analySiS of the 'to see', phenomenology itself aimS
at seeing; its descriptions are an exercise of visions applied to
viSions.' "The Philosophy of Will and Action', in The Philosochy of
Paul Ricoeur', ed. Charles E. Reagan and David Stewart, (Boston:
Beacon Hill Press, 1878), p. 66. Herleau-Ponty goes further than
Husser! to integrate the body in his phenomenological descriptions and
thus emphasizes more the practical dimension even of 'seeing'4 The
paradigm for visual perception is not So much diSinterested seeing as
it is circumspection, in Heidegger's sense.

7. Marleau-Panty discuSses these attitutes in several places, but
in particular See SB, p. 64.

8. The rhetorical device described here is very Similar to one
used by Heidegger in Being and Time. In order to show up our
primordial involvements with things, to show up what he calls 'the
ready-to-hand", he analyses certain 'deficient' modes of the
ready-to-hand (conspicuousness, obtrusiveness, and obstinacy), H74, p.
104. When we are engaged in work, USing a hammer let us say, the
manner of being of the hammer, its readiness-to-hand, is not
thematically present to us. It is when a tool does not work and thus
becomes merely 'present-at-hand' that we are able to appreciate its
lost Significance as something that was once 'ready-to-hand·.
Heidegger writes: 'The peculiarity of what is ready-to-hand is that,
in its readiness-to-hand, it must, as it were, withdraw in order to be
ready-to-hand quite authentically.' (H68, p. 88.) The idea is that as
long as we are immersed in activity, we are blind to the point of view
in light of which things are given to uS. A certain distance (such as
is afforded by thwartation, defioiency, etc.) is neoeSsary in order
for thiS point of view to come to light.

8. The notion of
'fabric' of the given,

'intentional
indeed in a

threads' used to describe the
certain senSe the 'fabrication' of
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the given. anticipates what Marleau-Panty will later call the 'flesh',
1a chair.

10, What Heidegger calls 'being-in-the world' is very close to what
Husser I calls the 'life-world', In the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty
makes frequent reference to 'being-in-the-world' (etre au mande) , and
by comparison the notion of the life-world plays only a small part in
his analysis. ThiS emphasis is somewhat suprising, since in the
preface to the Phenomenology Merleau-Ponty says that "the whole of
Sein und Zei t spr ings from an indi cat ion given by Husser 1 and amounts
to no more than an explioit account of the 'naturlicher Weltbegriff'
or the 'Lebenswelt' which Husser I , towards the end of hiS life,
identified as the central theme of phenomenology, .. ," (PhP, vii) On
the Significance of 'being-in-the-world' in the Phenomenology, pp.
78-8 are especially explicit,

11. The discuss ion of the 'ready-to-hand' and the 'present-at-hand'
occurs in Being and Time, esp, H63-82, pp, 81-125.

12, This question concerning the order of 'foundedness' is a key
problem in phenomenology. Heidegger puts the question conoisely:'
n ReadiJ"Jess-to-hand~ is the !vay in which erit.it t ee as they are 'in
t h emeel oee ' are defined ontologico-categorically. Yet only by reason
of something present-at-hand, 'is there' anything ready-to-hand. Does
it follow, however, granting thiS theSiS for the nonce, that
readiness-to-hand is ontologically founded upon presenoe-at-hand?"
(Being and Time, H71, p. 101)

In Merleau-Ponty's philosophy, this problem is described in
terms of the relationship be tweeri the 'natural' and the 'cultural'
world. He acknowledges duality, but reproaches dualism. On the one
hand, he insists upon the difference between the cultural and the
natural, inSiSts that culture is founded. On the other hand, however,
he insists that the cultural and the natural cannot be separated as
two distinct realms, and that the cultural is not merely superimposed
upon the natural. They are not two distinct and independent strata. He
writes:

For it is quite true that every cultural object refers back to
a natural background against which it appears and which may,
moreover, be confused and remote. Our peroeption SenSeS how
near is the canvaS underneath the picture, or the crumbling
cement under the building, or the tiring actor under the
character. But the nature about which empiricism talks is a
collection of stimuli and qualities, and it is ridioulous to
pretend that nature thus oonceived is ... the primary object of
our perception: it does in fact follow the experience of
cultural objects, or rather it is one of them. We shall,
therefore, have to rediscover the natural world too, and its
mode of eXistence, which is not to be confused with that of the
scientific object. (PhP, 24)
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In short, Merleau-Ponty aooepts that it is meaningful to talk about
nature, but believes that scienoe is only one point of view upon the
natural. Marleau-Panty also writes: Hthe natural worldo4ocan always be
diScerned underlying the other [the cultural worldJ, as the oanvas
underlies the picture and makes it appear insubstantial.' (PhP, 283)

13. It is not that Merleau-Ponty believes that talk of 'retinal
impreSSions' is meaningless or that the nervouS system counts for
nothing. The point is that explanations of behavior in such terms,
although they may expIs tn a great deal, do not help us to unders t srid
behavior. Even assuming that a series of events in the nervouS system
could be rigorously linked in a causal chain with the retinal
impression on one end and the stopping of the vehicle on the other,
this would still not advance uS one step further in understanding the
behavior in question. The stop Sign is behaviorally Significant in
virtue of its meaning or value in a certain code and its broader
Significance in a culture.

14. There is a wonderful irony in Marleau-Panty's discussion of
Schneider in that thiS brain-damaged person in fact anSwers to
objective thought's understanding of peroeption, behavior, and So on.
Schneider exemplifies objective thought, ironically he oonfirms it. He
is in fact the human being as understood by objective thought, or what
the human being would be if objeotive thought were true. This irony is
a good example of what Merleau-Ponty meanS by saying that the
psychologist under the sway of objective is out of gear with himself.
In describing the body, hiS own bodily being, he is in fact describing
someone like Schneider. Indeed, in one place Merleau-Panty describes
Schneider with reference to the scientist. He writes: uThe sensory
givens are limited to suggesting these meanings as a fact suggests a
hypothesis to a physioist. The patient, like the scientist, verifies
mediately and clarifies his hypothesis by cross-checking facts .... •
(PhP, 131)

15. In another place, Merleau~Ponty writes: "Psychioal facts have
a meaning', Freu.d wrote in one of hiS earliest works. ThiS meant that
no human behavior is simply the result of Some bodily mechanism, that
in behavior there is not a mental center and a periphery of
automatism, and that all our gestures in their fashion participate in
that single activity of making explicit and Signifying which is
ourselves." (S, 228)

18. Paul Ricoeur, lIConSciousness and the UnconSCious·,
Confliot of Interpretations, ed. Don Ihde, tranS. Willis
(Evanston: Northwestern UniverSity Press, 1874), p. 108.

in The
Domingo

17, Another way at ooming at thiS idea of 'recognition' is through
an examination of the relationship between Blived experience· and
dstructure ll

• Herleau-Ponty diScuSSes thiS relationship at Some lengt.h
in '~rom Mauss to Claude Levi-Strauss'. Sociology and anthropology, he
argues, teach that there is a certain 'lawfulness' to lived
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experienoe, of whioh subjeots are normally unaware. HThe subjeots
living in a society do not necessarily know about the prinoiple of
exchange which governs them, any more than the speaking subject needs
to go through a linguistic analysis of hiS language in order to
speak," (S, 117) Lived experience is struotured, and the study of its
structures must initially look at lived experience from the outside,
so to speak. Structure, in thiS sense, is like the Freudian
unconscious.

At the Same time, however, Marleau-Panty cautions against
reifying structure, against regarding it as the ultimate reality in
relation to which lived experience would be but an epiphenomon. He
writes: ftWhen the scientist formulates and conceptually determines
structures, there is no question for him of substituting the model for
reality. As a matter of principle, structure is no Platonic idea,R
(Ibid.) Thus lived experience remains primary for him: structures are
structures of lived experience and we should be able to recognize the
physigonomy of lived experience in them. He writes: 'There ought to be
a sort of lived eqUivalent of that structure, .•. The variables of
anthropology .. ,must be met with sooner or later on the level at which
the phenomena have an immediately human Significance," (Ibid., 119) In
these terms, Merleau-Panty's critique of behaviorism is that there is
no 8lived equivalent 9 for its nvariables-. They cannot -be met with
Sooner or later on the level at which the phenomena have an
immediately human significance-.

The understanding of anthropology that Merleau-Ponty
articulates in thiS essay is also affirmed by Clifford Geertz. Geertz
maintains that "our formulations of other peoples' symbol systems must
be actor-oriented,' The Interpretation of Cultures CNew York: Basic
Books, 1973), p. 14. He explains that thiS means "that descriptions of
Berber, Jewish, or French culture must be cast in terms of
constructions we imagine Berbers, Jews, or Frenchmen to place upon
what they live through, the formulae they USe to define what happens
to them," (IS) In other words, lived experience remains the final
court of appeal for ~he anthropologist's descriptions, even though
such third person descriptions may (and even must) go beyond what
actors are explicitly consciouS of in their ordinary daily living.

CHAPTER 4: THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF PHENOMENOLOGY

1. Merleau-Ponty attempts to structure the Phenomenology in terms
of a transition from 'the phenomenal field' to the 'transoendental
field', perhaps oonsoiouslyor unconsoiously imitating the plan of
Husserl's CriSiS. In my view the text is not sucoessful at thiS level.
The relationship between the stages, and the transition between them,
remains very obscure. To the best of my knowledge, thiS topio is not
given any sustained treatment in any of the literature on
Marleau-Panty, and no doubt this is because it is so obscure.

In interpreting thiS transition, I have taken my cue from the
fact that, eaoh time the transition is diSCUSsed (and thiS only occurs
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phencmenc Iogy" •
and 364-5.

connected with the idea
The relevant texts on thiS
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of a U phenomena logy of
transition are on pp~ 60-3

2. Jacques Taminiaux describes thiS ambivalence as follows: "In
one instance, there is the primordial affirmation of immediacy, of
identity, and of indiviSibility; in the other instance, the gradual
emergence in the description of the motif of nan-presence, of breach,
and of difference.~ ~Experience, Expression, and Form u in Dialectic
and Difference, ed. James Decker and Robert Crease, trans. J. Decker
(New Jersey, Humanities Press, 1885), p. 138.

3. John Sallis, Phenomenolo~v and the Return to Beginnings,
(Pittsburgh, Duquesne University Press, 1873), p. 110.

4. In hiS opening remarks , Marleau-Panty responds to some written
objections submitted to him by his colleagues, but he does not
identify them by name. With regard to the objection that we have
mentioned here, he says DIet uS say a ward about the other objection
wh i ch waS addressed to us: you go ba.ck to the unrefl ected therefore
you renounce reflection.~ CPriP, 18)

5. Taminiaux, reading with Jacques Derrida in the background,
thematizes this tenSion in terms of the discussion of language
(verbalized perception) and perception (lived perception) in
Merleau-Ponty's early works. He argues that one of the distinguishing
features of the later works is that this relationship becomes much
more problematic and that Marleau-Panty moveS away from conceiving
thiS relationship as an OPPOSition between separate and mutually
exclusive terms. ~Experience, ExpreSSion, and FormS., esp. pp. 141-5.

6. In The Horizons of the Flesh, ed. Garth Gillian (Carbondale:
South Illinois Press, 1873), pp. 82-113.

7. Sellars warrants the conSideration of Merleau-Panty scholars
because he takes aim at empiriCism's ~characteristic claim that the
perceptual given is the foundation of empirical kncw l edge , II and
Merleau-Ponty's primaoy of perception theSiS seemS to be within hiS
scope. (170) What Sellars calls the 'the myth of the given', the
effort to "break out of discourse to an arche beyond discourse" (186),
is a species of what Derrida calls 'the m~taphysics of presence'.
Indeed Sellars himself talks about 'kno~ings in presence'. (170)
"Emp sr i c i sm and the Phi losophy of Mindl!, Science. Perceotion and
Realitv (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963). See also p. 165, p.
169.

8. The 'olearest' expOSition of the concept of the 'transcendental
Signified' that 1 know of is in Jacques Derrida, POSitions, trans.
Alan Bass (Chicago: The UniverSity of Chicago Press, 19B2) , pp. 18-20.
Derrida (wrongly) believes that phenomenology is an instanoe of what
he calls the 'metaphysics of presence'. His 'critique' of
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phenomenology is most explicit in Speech and Phenomenal trans. David
B. Allison and Newton Garver (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
1873). See also Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Spivak (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1876), esp. p. 48; pp. 60-65.

When Derrida says that the 'theme of 'pure presentation', pure
and primordial peroeption, full and simple presence, etc., makes of
phenomenology an accomplice of classical psychology--indeed
constitutes their common metaphysical presupposition,n he probably has
Merleau-Ponty in mind as well as Husserl. (Speech and Phenomena, 45n.)
It is the idea of perception as a kind of ground or foundation that is
being attacked when he 'affirms' that "perception does not exist"
(45n .. ), or again, that !!there never was any "per-cept i on" (108).
Marleau-Panty's primacy of perception thesis, however, is not based on
the metaphysics of presence that Derrida rightly calls into question.
As Holland ar-gues , "there is perception in Mer I eau-Pont.y , but not in
the sense that Derrida argues against because it is not a 'pure'
perception, but rather an indeterminate, immanent experience. B

("Merleau-Ponty on Presence', 113)

8. Admittedly, I am 'stretching' Sellars' idea of 'the logical
space of reasons" to incorporate ~ hroader notion of reason than is
assumed in his works.

10, Gary Madison gives a concise and cogent analysis of
Merleau-Ponty's criticism of Gestalt psychology. As Madison presents
it, the issue concernS the umode of existence of forml! (or meaning).
Gestalt psychology falls short of phenomenology insofar as it believes
that such form as is presupposed and disclosed in its descriptions is
already there in the world waiting to be discovered, as it were. The
psychologist's descriptions, the consciousness of form or the point of
view of the onlooker, adds nothing to what is already there. Gestalt
psychololgy effaces (or even represses) its own point of view and the
difference that it makes because it is spell-bound by an ill-conceived
concept of objectivity. For Merleau-Ponty, however, the question of
point of view and the status of one's own reflective intervention is
critical. Madison writes that gin order to oonstruct a philosophy of
form it is not enough to describe structures ... ona must analyse their
mode of existence. And what a first movement of reflection shows
is, .. the essential ideality of form." The Phenomenology of
Mer I eau-Ponty , trans. G. Madison (Athens: Ohio University Press,
1873), p. 16. To speak of the "ideality of form" is to acknowledge the
significance of the paint 9f view of the onlooker, relative to whom
the forms are revealed (i.e. it is r-u led out that the cat
'understands' its behavior in the terms with which the psychologist
describes it and thus renders its immanent intelligibility),

ThiS is not to say, however, that description is a matter of
'prOjecting' form onto a reality that is in itself devoid of form to
begin with. If Gestalt psychology errs on the side of naive realism,
at the opposite extreme there is a danger that the "ideality" of form,
emphaSized by what Madison calls "criticist' philosophy, will be
construed in idealist terms. Madison presents Marleau-Panty as trying
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to steer a course between I; the ant inamy wh i ch inev i tab 1y seems to
arise between nature and idea ll

, according to which uform must be
either a thing in nature or an idea of a constituting consciousness,s
(Ibid" 15) I am coming at thiS same antinomy between nature and idea,
the 'in-itself' and the 'for-itself', from a different but convergent
angle,

II, Merleau-Ponty is not rigorous in his terminology, He speaks of
'radical reflection' in several places (PhP 218, 241, 288), but other
terms are al~o used to communicate basically the 'same' idea: for
example, 'authentic reflection' (PhP, 41) and, in the later writings}
'hyper-reflection' (VI, 38).

12. Sallis, Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings, p. 30.

13. The relationship between the 'phenomenal field' and the
'transcendental field', perhaps the most opaque theme in the
Phenomenology, can be understood as follows: the phenomenal field is
the world as it is disclosed to the phenomenological point of view;
that is with reference to its being for Someone. Gestalt psychology,
in these terms, proceeds from the phenomenological point of view and
'discovers' the phenomenal field. The tranSition from the phenomenal
field to the transcendental field, however, comes with the realization
that the phenomenal field is not a part of nature, that it is not
something that the onlooker (phenomenologist or Gestalt psychologist)
Simply 'discovers'. Rather it is given relative to the point of view
of the onlooker. The "phenomenal field becomes a transcendental field"
only from the standpoint of a phenomenology of phenomenology, from the
standpoint of the onlooker who inquires into the ~mode of eXistence
of the phenomenal field, as Madison would say. Gestalt psychology does

not make thiS tranSition.

14. Eugene Gend l i n , lIEXpressive Meanings!! t p , 244~

15~ S~e Wittgenstein's disouSsion of thiS figure
Investigations, trans. G4 E. M. Anscombe (Oxford:
1867), third edition, Part II, section Xi, pp. 183-8.

in Phi losophical
Bas t l Hl ackwe l l ,

as well waS probably a major influence as
understanding of the relationship between
the objective world and the life-world.
between Koehler and Husserl on thiS matter

16. Wolfgang Koehler
oonoernS Merleau-Panty's
science and experienoe,
Indeed, the similarities
are striking.

When I talk about a chair, I mean the chair of my everyday life
and not Some subjective phenomenon.

On the ather hand, we have seen, the chair of objective
experience cannot be identified with the ohair as part of the
phYSicist's world. Now, since the world of direct experienoe is
the first I knew, and Since all I now know about the phyuSioal
world was later inferred from certain events in the experienced
world, how can I be expected to ignore the experienced world?
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After all, it still remainS my only basia for any gueSSeS about
physical facts. If I chcose, I can, of course, raise the
question whether, in a certain sense, the physical world is
perhaps the more important one. But even then I must admit
that, from the point of view of acquaintance or access, the
experienced world is prior to that of physics; also, that my
only way of investigating phySical realities is that of
observing objective experiences and drawing from them the
proper conclusions. Gestalt Psychology (New York: Mentor Books,
1847), pp , 18-8.

Chapter 1 of Koehler's text consists of a critique cf behaviorism that
is very illuminating as ooncerns Marleau-Panty's critique.

17. It is
criticism of
intuition as

rather strange that Merleau-Ponty
Bergson, whom he usually criticizes
coincidence. For eXample, see IPP, p.

CHAPTER 5: EXPRESSION

should
for hiS

12.

make thiS
theory of

odd about thinking
inappropriateness

1. The very fact that there is something
reflection as being situated testifieS to the
thiS term for Merleau-Ponty's purposes.

of
of

2. The effacement of language is a species of the effaoement or
repression of the body, whioh we have already considered. In each
case, it is a matter of suppresSing what confesses our inherence in a
point of view. ThiS is motivated by an ill-conceived concept of
objectivity, according to which having 'a' point of view is associated
with distortion and falSity. A point of view could only be a screen
between uS and the objective world, the world such as it is in itself
or as a God might conceive it.

3. Merleau-Ponty explicitly analyzes DeScartes
oblivion to hiS own use of language, but he does
with his diSCUSSion of radical reflection.

with respect to his
not integrate this

4. M. Heidegger, "The Essence of Truth", in Basic Writings, trans.
David Farrell Krell (New York: Harper and Row, 1877), pp. 122-5.

5. The point here is not one that could be established Simply by
counting up the oocurrenceS of each word, although I believe such a
count would weigh heaVily on the side of expreSSion. The claim
concerns the weight that is placed upon each concept in his analYSiS,
the centrality of the role each plays in hiS exposition.

8. I qualify this
oontinues to expreSs

remark here because, to
hiS problematic in terms

the end, Merleau-Ponty
of the relationship
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between the reflected and the unreflected, even though he becomes much
more critical of the 'philosophy of reflection',

7. G, MadiSon interprets these remarks of Merleau-Ponty's in light
of Dtranscendence B or a Dteleology of consciousness D that becomes
especially apparent with reference to the phenomenon of expression,
See The Phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, p. 71, My interpretation, to
relate it to Madison's, could be summed up as follows: In the earlier
writings and under the domination of the metaphor of reflection, there
is a greater emphaSiS upon the backward turning moment of the return,
upon reflection turning pack in search of its ground. With the shift
from reflection to expression, however, it is not so much a matter of
thought turning back in search of a ground but rather of a ground
surging up from below, so to speak, and demanding to be expressed, The
initiative, one could say, is on the Side of the world, which solicits
expression from the thinker. In the later writings, thiS is what is
announced in such descriptions (no doubt inspired by Heidegger) of
phi losophy as 'Being speaking within us." (VI, 187)

8. Merleau-Ponty describes thiS duality
dialectic of rootedness and transcendence.
of this dialectic in these terms, See Gary
of Merleau-Ponty, pp. 45ff.

exhibited by the body as a
For an extended discussion
Madison, The Phenomenology

9 On these matters, as on So many others, Marleau-Panty is not
rigorous in hiS terminologYa What I am here calling 'constituting
speech' is variously called 'speaking speech', 'thinking speech',
'original speech', 'transcendental speech', and 'authentic speech'a
The Same terminological shifting applies tD what I am here calling
'constituted speech',

The distinction between constituted and constituting speech in
some ways resembles Saussure's distinction between language (1a
langue) and speech (1a parole), but the analogy is rather complicted.
Saussure distinguishes language and speech as follows: "Language is
speech less speaking. It is the whole set of linguistic habits which
allow an indiVidual to understand and to be understaoda U Course in
General Linguistics, ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, trans.
Wade Baskin (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1866), p. 77. In a
superificial way, both constituted and constituting speech come under
the heading of what Saussure calls 'speech', Both are instances of
speech, speech acts, events as opposed to the system of language.
Saussure locates the dynamics of change in language (system) at the
level of speech (event). Merleau-Ponty is even more precise in
locating it in constituting speech. For Saussure, speech is not
necessarily creative or 'constituting' in Merleau-Ponty's sense. That
is, it need not be a divergence with respect to the established system
of language. What Merleau-Ponty calls 'constituting speech', on the
other hand, is always creative (if not for the system of language
conSidered as a cultural whole, at least for the system Df language as
it exists for or in the individual). Constituted speech, on the other
hand, is like what Kuhn calls 'paradigm articulation'. It merely
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instantiates the system, in a SenSe repeats what has already been
said. In this sense, constituted speech could be likened to what
Saussure calls 'language'. It is an event that merely apes the system.
It does not change or modify it.

Although much has already been written on Merleau-Ponty and
Saussure, many questions remain to be sorted Qut. For an insightful,
but by no meanS exhaustive study, See Thomas Hohler, "The Limits of
Language and the Threshold of Speech: Merleau-Ponty and Saussure", in
PhilosophY Today, Vol. 26, 1882.

10. Roland Barthes' discussion of syntagms, which belong to what
Merleau-Panty calls 'constituted speech', helps to situate or frame
the problem of inauthenticity in terms of language, although he does
not himself make thiS application. See Elements of Semiology, trans.
Annette Lavers and Colin Smith eNew York: Hill and Wang Publishers,
1884), p. 18.

11. G. Madison, The Phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, p. 81.
Madison's interpretation of the phenomenon of expression is also to be
recommended because he quite rightly acknowledges the figure of Hegel
looming in the background of Merleau-Ponty's discussion and makes the
relevant connections, e.g. the dialectio of the 'in-itself' and the
'for-itself'.

12. Certainly Hegel is also an important figure in this regard, as
is convincingly demonstrated in G. Madison's interpretation.

13. Against those who interpret Husserl exclusively with respect to
hiS commitment to the ideal of science, it is worth recalling that
Husserl said that "the ego constitutes himself for himself in, So to
speak, the unity of a 'history' [Geschicta, storyJ. e Cartesian
Meditations, trans. Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1877),
p. 75.

14.
whole,

G, Madison, The Phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, p. 128, On the
Madison's interpretation of Proust has been very helpful to me.

15, M. Mer Ieay-Ponty , PhP, p. 443, For the sake of terminological
consistency, I am substituting the term 'empiricism' for what
Merleau-Panty, in the passage under conSideration calls 'objective
thought' (la pensee objective). In hiS philosophy, 'objectivism' or
objective thought is usually used as a blanket term to cover both
empiricism and idealism, and thiS is the usage I have followed
throughout. eSee my note #3 in chapter 1.)

16. Some ascribe this empiricist view to
Merleau-Ponty thiS is only a crude interpretation of
history. In the Phenomenology, the idealist POSition
Sartre.

Marx, but for
Marx's writing on
is represented by
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17. Merleau-Ponty here speaks disparagingly of the terminology of
the 'in itself' and the 'for itself', but elsewhere he himself USeS it
sympathetically. The apparent contradiction ariSeS from the fact that
both Sartre and Hegel uSe thiS terminology. Merleau-Ponty approves of
Hegel's use of the terminology (and in fact works with it himself),
but he is very critical of the use to which Sartre puts it. In the
present context, it is very clear that he has Sartre in mind.
Merleau-Panty's own position here is in fact oonsistent with Hegel,
even inspired by him.

18. The connection with reading here is not an arbitrary one. After
the Phenomenology, Marleau-Panty attempts to ~elaborate the category
of prose beyond the confines of literature to give it a sociological
meaning." (PriP, 9) This waS the project of hiS unfinished book The
Prose of the World. He came to believe that SausSurian linguistics
furnished a new key for interpreting history, although Merleau-Panty
never worked this out. He does, however, give uS certain Signposts.
For example: sThe theory of Signs, as developed in linguiStics,
perhaps implies a conception of historical meaning whioh gets beyond
the OPPOSition of things ver-sus consciousness. II (IP?, 54) "Also: lIihat
Saussure Saw is preCisely thiS masking of chance and order, the return
to the rational, the fortuitouS. One could apply his conception of the
history of language to history as a whole. The driving force of
language is the will to communicate ('we are thrown into language',
situated in language, ... historical rationality does not eliminate
chance. It turns chance or uses chance.' (CAL, 102) [No doubt, Derrida
would disagree with both Saussure and Merleau-Ponty about this 'will
to communicate~ and its Significance.]

19. In hiS I; crea t i veil read ing of Marx as a phenomena log ist,
Merleau-Ponty is conveniently silent about Marx's uSe of the rhetoric
of science. In my view, Marleau-Ponty's interpretation of Marx on the
creativity that comeS into play in revolutionary situations is
somewhat strained. Marx does tend to ground his speech in science,
which serveS as a kind of authority beyond question. In other words,
by appealing to science Marx tends to repress the fact that historical
materialism is interpretative and indeed creative. On the subject of
revolutionary rhetoric and its repreSSion of its own status as
interpretation, See Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero, trans.
Annette Lavers and Colin Smith (New York: Hill and Wang, 1983), pp.
19-28,

20. Here again it is Significant that Merleau-Ponty oompares the
revolutionary with the artist and nct with the soientist. One wonders
if Marx would have agreed to this comparison.

21.
10-48,

Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of
pp. 111-136.

Scientific Revolutions, eap, pp.

22. A number of questions ariSe surrounding my phrase 'catohes on
What does it mean for constituting speeoh to 'catoh on' (or fail
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to catch on)? What does it 'catch onto'? For Mer I eau-Ponty, it catches
onto to the pre-expressed, to a pregnant silence, to a meaning held

oaptive in thingS and waiting to be Said, as it wer~. Indeed,
Marleau-Panty speaks about phenomenology as a cultural movement in
similar terms. He writes: HIt is less a question of counting up
quotations than of determining and expresSing in concrete form this
phenomenology for ourselves which has given a number of present-day
readers the impression, on reading Husser! or Heidegger. not so much
of encountering a new philosophy as of recognizing what they had been
waiting for." CPhP, viii) That is, Husserl and Heidegger caught onto,
geared into, gave expres~ion to, a certain pregnant Silence enveloping
their contemporaries like an atmosphere.

23. Richard Rorty, generalizing on Kuhn's distinction,
distinguishes between 'normal' and 'abnormal discourse'. Rorty's
distinction is very close to Marleau-Panty's distinction between
constituted and constituting speech. Mer leau-Ponty 's analysis,
however, is much richer because he brings the phenomenon of expression
into play. Merleau-Ponty enable us to understand what motivates· the
passage from constituted to constituting speech, whereas for Rorty the
two are Simply juxtaposed as being different. Rorty has nothing to say
about what it meanS for abnormal speech to 'catch on by giving
expresSion to something that is waiting to be said. There is no
equivalent in hiS philosophy for Merleau-Ponty's 'pregnant silenoe'.
Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature CPrinoeton: Princeton University
Press, 1979), pp. 315-356, esp. p. 320.

24. M. Heidegger, An Introduction to MetaphySiCS, tranS. Ralph
Manheim CGarden City: Anchor Books, 1959), p. 9.

25. Etymology also reinforces Merleau-Ponty's arguments against an
external relatonship between speech and thought. To learn that the
term 'understanding' derives from 'standing under', for example, is to
learn something important about what it means to understand. Freud's
uSe of etymology is also interesting in thiS regard. Freud points out
that Bmost abstract words were originally concrete, their original
Significance haVing faded." Etymology is of use to Freud because he
believes that the unconscious . speaks a concrete language'. In
interpretation Cof dreams, for example), one ·can represent the
'posseSSing' of an object as a literal, phySical 'Sitting upon' it
Cpossess=potis + sedeo)." Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to
Psychoanalysis, trans. Joan Riviere CNew York: Simon and Schuster,
1963), p. 156.

Etymology focuses the whole question of the 'original' and of
the 'origin', which has come under attack in contemporary philosophy
CFoucault and Derrida, for example). In my View, Freud Cand Heidegger)
has a tendency to reify the 'origin', to turn it into something
literal, to 'a once upon a time', as if one could ever return to and
circumscribe 'a proper meaning' at the beginning of a tradition.
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26. In the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty did not link hiS discussion
of the phenomenological reduction with his discussion of language. He
discusses the reduction in terms of reflection and does not bring
langauge into play. Similarly, he does not explicitly talk about the
reduction in hiS discussion of language, although in my view thiS
would have been a natural move for him to make. Here too we can See
the importance of the move from reflection to expression.

27. See Peter Berger, Invitation to Sociology (New York: Anchor
Books, 1963), esp. p. 23 and p. 51, but pp. 1-60 in general for an
excellent discussion of the relevance of cultural alternation for
social science methodology. See also Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann,
The Social Construction of Reality (New York: Anchor Books, 1967), pp.
67-72 for a discussion of language and sedimentation from the
standpoint of the sociology of knowledge.

28. Blaise Pascal, Pensees, ed. LouiS Lafuma, trans. John
Warrington (London: J,M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1973), p. 35.

29. Rainer Haria Rilke, trans. from Wir Haben Ein Erscheinung.

30. Here I
Andre Malraux,
142-4.

am elaborating on
calls 'coherent

what Merleau-Ponty, borrOWing from
deformation', See PrW, p. 91, pp.

31. In his critique of the 'metaphysics of presence', Derrida goes
too far and makes of writing or speaking something that is entirely
groundless. There is no place for the ~significative intention~ in hiS
philosophy, Writing (Speaking) is a groundless creation. Reading
Derrida (and the same applies to Rorty), it is difficult to say why
the writer writes. It seems that he writes simply for the sake of
writing. For Mer 1eau-Panty , on the other hand, the writer writes
because he has something to say. Of course, thiS 'something to say' is
not something that the writer already knows before he says it,
something of which hiS speech or writing would only be a mirror image
in the visible CDerrida is very convincing in his critique of this
model). Rather the writer writes in order to know what it is that he
wants to say, to express it.

CHAPTER 6: PHILOSOPHICAL EXPRESSION

l , Taminiaux rightly points out that Her-Leau-Ponty interprets the
Hegelian dialectic to his awn end. He argues that numerouS remarks he
makes about Hegel (about hiS 'existentialism'. for example), 'only
make SenSe when they are understood, not in terms of the Hegelian
relation between natural consciousneSS and absolute knowledge, but
against the background of Merleau-Ponty's conception of the relation
between the unreflective and reflection.£ ~Merleau-Ponty: From
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Dialectic to Hyperdialectic l l
, in Dialectic and Difference. I arges

with TaminauX that Herleau-Ponty's reading of Hegel Clike hiS reading
of Marx, and Husserl) is strained in its creativity. In my opinion,
however, it is less against the background of the relaticn between the
unreflective and reflection that Herleau-Ponty interprets Hegel, than
it is against the background of the distinction between the
unexpressed and the expressed. Herleau-Ponty himself writes: '50 the
Hegelian dialectic is what we call the phenomenon of expression, which
gathers itself step by step and launches itself again through the
mystery of rationality." CPrW, 85)

2. Herleau-Ponty's distinction Cfollowing Husserl) between
introspection and reflection is significant here. He writes: RThiS
introspection is supposed to consist in the presence of data internal
to the subject, which he observes and which are revealed to him by the
mere fact that they are 'in him'. ThiS is an internal perception, the
noting of an event with which I coincide. But reflection is not at all
the noting of a fact. It is, rather, an attempt to understand. It is
not the passive attitude of a subject who watches himself but rather
the active effort of a subject who grasps the meaning of hiS
experience." CPriP, 64)

3. In fact, even in the Phenomenology, Herleau-Ponty is ambivalent
toward Husserl's talk of eSSences, On the one hand, he comeS to
Husserl's defense and attempts to 'redeem' the language of essenceS,
as if it is only in the hands of Husserl's 'misinterpreters' that the
notion of eSSenceS becomes problematic. On the other hand, however,
Herleau-Ponty claims that Husser I "in hiS last period.,.became fully
aware of what the return to phenomena meant, and tacitly broke with
the philosophy of essences." CPhP, 48n.) If Herleau-Ponty believes
that it is a good thing that Husserl "broke with the philosophy of
eSsenceg~t then one wonders why he takes such pains to redeem
Husserl's talk of eSSenceS in the firSt place. The Phenomenology is
full of contradictions of thiS sort, which in my interpretation
Signifies that Marleau-Panty is searching for hiS own voice in thiS
text.

4. Merleau-Ponty believes that Husserl's later • phenomeno logy of
language' waS converging with Saussure's linguisticS: 'There is no
doubt, I believe, that Husser I was here approaching certain inSights
of contemporary linguistiCS, especially that of Saussure,' CPriP, 85)

5. It is Significant that Derrida first developed his critique cf
the 'metaphysics of presence' through a reading of Husserl. Oerrida
translated Husserl's Origin of Geometry into French and hiS first
book, Speech and Phenomena, is a careful analysis of the ambiguities
surrounding meaning and expression in Husser!'s writings~ The issue
Derrida fixes on, not surprisingly, concerns language and ideal
eXistence~ He writes:

Husserl no doubt did want to maintain, as
originally Si lent, lIpre-expressiveK stratum
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since the possibility of conStituting ideal objects belongs to
the eSsenoe of consciousness, and since these ideal objects are
historical products, only appearing thanks to the acts of
creation or intending, the element of consciousness and the
element of language will be more and more difficult to discern.
Will not their indiscernability introduce nonpresence and
difference (mediation, signs, referral back, etc.) in the heart
of self-presence? (Speech and Phenomena, 15)

6. As Rorty tells the story, philosophy has conceived truth as
correspondence, and, in. keeping With the demands of thiS model, has
conceived itself as a self-effacing mirror of the way things are in
themselves.

7. J. Derrida, Grammatology, p. 166. See also POSitions, p. 22:
'When I speak, not only am I conscious of being present for what I
think, but I am conscious also of keeping as close as pOSSible to my
thought, to the 'concept', a signifier that does not fall into the
world .... Not only do the Signifier and the Signified seem to unite,
but also, in thiS confUSion, the Signifier SeemS to eraSe itself or to
become transparent, in order to allow the concept to present itself as
what it is, referring to nothing other than its presence. p

8. Charles Flynn argues that, 'in hiS late works, Merleau-Ponty
has elaborated a profound critique of the metaphySics of presence.'
"Textuality and the Flesh: Derrida and Merleau-Ponty", p. 176. 1 argue
that ~a profound critique of the metaphySics of presence R is at least
implicit in Marleau-Panty's discussion of language in the
Phenomenology. Derrida himself, judging from Nancy Holland's report of
some remarks he made during a seminar, equivocates on this question.
Holland reports that, asked whether 'Merleau-Ponty's work would fall
within the metaphySics of presence, Derrida said it would, Band cited
the chapter on time in the Phenomenology as evidence. (SMerleau-Ponty
on Presence', 111) She goes on to relate the follOWing, however:
BDerrida made it clear that the caSe waS not So clear-cut, given the
breadth and complexity of Merleau-Ponty's work, and left uS with an
interesting thought--if one could argue that The Phenomenology of
Perception [Sic] falls within the metaphySicS of presence, with The
ViSible and the InviSible 'it is even harder to say'." Derrida's
apparent reluctance to unequivocally Situate even the Phenomenology
within the metaphySics of presence could be interepreted as a
confirmation of my point that the Phenomenology is a divided text. I
argue that Merleau-Ponty's diSCUSSion of language and expreSSion is at
odds with other parts of the text (Derrida cites the chapter on time,
r would cite the chapter on the cogito) that lean toward the
metaphySics of presence. The follOWing passage from Holland on the
similarity between Derrida and Merleau-Ponty is interesting in thiS
regard:

If language and thought cannot be rigorously
integral unity of thought itself would be put
ThiS is the main thrust of Derrida's argument
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in Speech and Phenomena: ... the element of conSoiouSneSS and the
element of language will be more and more difficult to discern.
Will not their indiscernibility introduce nonpresence and
difference (mediation, signs, referral back, etc.) in the heart
of self-presence?' (Speech and Phenomena, p. 15).

Interestingly, it is exactly this indiscernibilityof
speech and thought that lies at the core of Merleau-Ponty's own
account of language. ('Merleau-Ponty on Presence', 117)

8. Without denying Derrida's genius and originality, my reading of
Merleau-Ponty shows tha~ in Some of its details the critique of the
'metaphysics of presence' has been around for Some time. The notion of
'effective history' in Gadamer, for example, is likewise directed
against the 'metaphysics of presence'.

10. DThere is, of course, every reaSon to distinguish between an
authentic speech, which formulates for the first time, and
second-order expression, speech about speech, which makes up the run
of empirical language. Only the first is identical with thought.'
(PhP, 178) See also Pri, p. 110: 'Man feels at home in language the
way he never will in painting. Ordinary language or the givens of
language provide him with the illusion of an absolutely transparent
expression which has achieved its goal. But in the end art itself also
passes into custom and becomes capable of the same ingrained
ev idence. II.

11. J. Derrida, Of Grammatology, p. 160.

12. Stephen Watson argues that in its teaching concerning the tacit
cogito 'the Phenomenology remains a thoroughly claSSical work.'
'Pretexts: Language, Perception, and the Cogito in Merleau-Ponty's
Tho",ght·. Research in Phenomenology, Vol. X, 1880, p , 148. He believes
that the chapter on speech, however, pulls in a direction away from
claSSical restraints ('the metaphySics of presence') and along a path
that will lead to The ViSible and the InviSible. Commenting on a
passage from The ViSible and the Invisible, Watson writes: 'But thiS
is just to Say what Mer I eau-Ponty had held in the chapter on
expreSSion and speech and which was excluded from the doctrine of the
Cogito in the Phenomenology." (160) The tacit cogito, in Watson's
view, is a remnant of the metaphysios of presenoe, and thiS is what
the chapter on expreSSion calls into question. Watson continues: 8the
separation which Merleau-Ponty refers to in hiS criticism of the
Cogito tacite diVides the Phenomenology of Perception against itself.'
(160)

13. The original reads: 'En suivant Ie Sens des mots et Ie lien des
idees, j'arrive ! oatta conclUSion qu'an sffat, pUiSque je penSe, je
auis, maiS c'est La un Cogito sur parole, je o'ai saiSi ma pensea et
mon eXistence qu'a traverS Ie medium du langage .... • Phenomenologie de
la perception (PariS: editions Gal I imard, 1845), p. 458.
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14. The presentation here is Similar to the one we enoountered in
Husserl's account of the life-world. As we saw, Husser I sometimes
speaks as if the life-world were a virginal presence, an uncorrupted
given upon which history and culture are superadded. In these terms,
there is no interpenetration between the two.

15. The following note taken by George Klein at Merleau-Ponty's
Feb. 1855 College de France lectures bears thiS out as well: "In my
book on the phenomenology of perception I underestimated the richness
and complexity of the perceived world. I paid too much attention to
the perception of the mere things, and thus did not devote attention
to the gaps and incompleteness in our perception .... Our perception is
mostly of symbols, vectoral, full of question and exclamation marks.
(Quoted in Watson, "Pre-texts·, p. 165, footnote 22.)

16. Watson has commented on thiS shift, but he has not related it
to Merleau-Ponty's rhetorical strategy. He writes: "To accomplish its
goal it [the ·Iatter work of Merleau-Ponty] necessitated dislodging the
analysis of what it called our opening unto Being from the metaphysics
of the Cogito--either at the 'level' of thought, or by moving
underground to the level of the 'lived'. For thiS underground, as the
development of Merleau-Ponty's work demonstrates, is no more a fiXed
point than any other of the grounds of claSSical thought.·
("Pretexts", 163-4)

17. M. Merl eau-Ponty , Phenomenology and Psychoanalysis: Preface to
Hesnard's L'oeuvre de ~r8ud in The Essential Writings of
Mer I eau-Ponty , ed. and trans. Alden L. Fisher (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World Inc., 1868).

18. Note how heSitant Merleau-Ponty is here about the "something",
about what is 'given'. Note how vague the ~somethingD is. One cannot
imagine him arguing thiS way against science in the Phenomenology. In
the Phenomenology, perceptual experience, the 'phenomenal field', waS
not sa Dhidden D that he could not make POSitive statements about it to
counter science.

18. More and more, the later works emphasize
issue in what could properly be called a critique
of presence'. Compare the following texts
Mer I eau-Ponty:

Contrary to what phenomenology--which is alwayS phenomenology
of perception--has tried to make uS believe, contrary to what
our deSire cannot fail to be tempted into believing, the thing
itself always escapes. (Speech and Phenomena, p. 104)

We have to pass from the thing (spatial or temporal) as
identity, to the thing (spatial or temporal) as difference,
i.e. as transcendence, i.e. as always Bbehind P

t beyond,
far-cff •.. the present itself is not an absolute coincid~nce

without transcendence; even the Urerlebnis involves not total
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20. The problem of mediation is indeed a persiStent theme
throughout his works. In the earlier works it is discussed in terms of
the relation between the unreflected and the reflected. In the later
wcr-ka , however, it is discussed in terms of the relationship between
the unexpressed and the expressed. Language is made thematic in thiS
light, whereas in the Phenomenology language had not been explicitly
discussed in relation to the transition from the unreflected to the
reflected.

21. In order to avoid the
consciousness u

, Marleau-Panty says,
savage mind·. (VI, 176)

concluSion of
one must develop

the "unhappy
·a theory of the

22. The problem in Sallis' analySiS can be traced to
premise that Mer Ieau-Ponty seeks a ·self-effacing
(Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings, Ill)

the fa Ise
speech·.

28. In the Same vein, Merleau-Ponty also writes: "Replace the
notions of concept, idea, mind, representation with the notions of
dimenSions, articulation, level, hinges, pivots, configuration--The
point of departure = the critique of the usual conception of the thing
and its properties.... • (VI, 224)

24. M. Heidegger, quoted in Sallis, Phenomenology and the Return
to Beginnings, p. 112.

CONCLUSION

1. To be sure, the expression 'oreative adequation' is mentioned
only a few times in The ViSible and the InViSible, and even then only
in the working notes. The problematic it addresses, however, is taken
up again and again throughout the text. Indeed, it is present from the
very beginning of his authorship, as reflected in the ambigUities
surrounding the idea of the return.

2. John Bannan puts this 'groping speech' in an interesting
perspective. He writes:

It can be said that Merleau-Ponty concedes too much to the
groping character of philosophical effort, and exempts himself
too eaSily from the conventional standards for judging a
philosophy ..• it ChiS work] is consistent with the incomplete
state of philosophy, an item on which there would be very
substantial agreement between Merleau-Ponty and hiS critics. It
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raises questions about the very availability of standarde--the
universality and completeness--which philosophers uSe when they
criticize each other. No one pretends that philosophy is
complete, that the final comprehensive view has been attained.
But do not most, onoe they have made the ritual admission that
philosophy must grope--that it must ask itself where it is and
at what hour--do they not then place themselves in the light
beyond all the groping and incompleteness? Merleau-Ponty, along
with all hiS other accomplishments, contributes to the
elimination of that nonsenSe. 'The 'Later' Thought of
Merleau-Ponty', Dialogue, Vol. V, no. 3, pp.402-3.

3. In the sentence previous to what is quoted here, Merleau-Ponty
calls thiS W a language of coincidence~. This is an unfortunate way of
putting things since, as I have argued (and as becomes clear by the
time One has reached the bottom of the paragraph), he does not believe
that coincidence is the telos of philosophical expression. The Visible
and the InviSible, it must be kept in mind, is very much an
'unfinished' work. Perhaps Merleau-Ponty would have sorted out such
'inconsistencies' had he had the opportunity to make a final revision
of what he had written.

4. Vincent Descombes, Modern French Philosophy, trans, L.
Scott-Fox and J.M. Harding (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1880), p. 56. James Edie has made the same point. He writes:

he CMerleau-Ponty] proceeds dialectically, using an
existentialist verSion of what analytic philosophers call
QRamsey's MaximQ

• Ramsey's Maxim states that in those caseS in
which apparently antithetical or contradictory positions,
neither or which is satisfactory, are in conflict, Uit is a
heuristic maxim that the truth lies not in one of the two
disputed veiws but in some third pOSSibility which has not yet
been thought of, which we can only discover by rejecting
something assumed as obvious by both of the disputants.· 'The
Significance of Merleau-Ponty's Philosophy of Language·, in
Dialogues in Phenomenology, ed. Don Ihde and Richard Zaner (The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1875), p. 254.

5. V. Descombes, Modern French Philosophy, p. 78.

6. Indeed, my reading of Merleau-Ponty leads one to suspect that

Derrida, who has certainly read Merleau-Ponty, learned a lot more from

him than he would have uS believe.

7. Descombes, Modern French Philosophy, pp. 79-80.



8. Ibid., p , 81.
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